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INTRODUCTION

f I^HE object of this work is, in the main, to present to mathematicians an
-*- account of theorems in combinatory analysis which are of a perfectly

general character, and to shew the connexion between them by as far as

possible bringing them together as parts of a general doctrine. It may
appeal also to others whose reading has not been very extensive. They
may not improbably find here some new points of view and suggestions

which may prompt them to original investigation in a fascinating subject.

Little attempt has been hitherto made either to make a general attack

upon the territory to be won or to coordinate and arrange the ground that

has been already gained. The combinatory analysis as considered in this

work occupies the ground between algebra, properly so called, and the higher

arithmetic. The methods employed are distinctly algebraical and not arith-

metical. The essential connecting link between algebra and arithmetic is

found in the circumstance that a particular case of algebraical multiplication

involves arithmetical addition. Thus the multiplication of ax and ay, where

a, x and y are numerical magnitudes, involves the addition of the magnitudes

x and y. When these are integers we have the addition which is effective in

combinatory analysis. This link was forged by Euler for use in the theory

of the partitions of numbers. It is used here for the most general theory of

combinations of which the partition of numbers is a particular case. The

theory of the partition of numbers belongs partly to algebra and partly to

the higher arithmetic. The former aspect is treated here. It is remarkable

that in the international organization of the subject-matter of mathematics

" Partitions " is considered to be a part of the Theory of Numbers, which is

an alternative name for the Higher Arithmetic, whereas it is essentially a

subdivision of Combinatory Analysis which is not considered to be within

the purview of the Theory of Numbers. The fact is that up to the point

of determining the real and enumerating Generating Functions the theory

is essentially algebraical, and it is only when the actual evaluation of the

coefficients in the generating functions is taken up that the methods and

ideas of the Higher Arithmetic may become involved. Much has been

accomplished in respect of various combinations of entities between which

there are no similarities. Such researches are only included in this treatise
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when they arise as particular cases of a general theory which is concerned

with entities between which there may be any number of similarities.

Laplace was the first mathematician to employ enumerating generating

functions. He required them for his researches in the Theory of Probabilities.

He may be said to have invented the method of generating functions. The

Theory of Probabilities is to a large extent concerned with and dependent

upon the enumeration of combinations subject to conditions, and almost

every theorem in combinatory analysis has its application to that theory.

In the notation of Laplace, which is not adhered to here, if F (x) be a

number which depends upon the integer x a generating function

t F(x)tx
x=0

is constructed, and Laplace is frequently able to carry out the summation

and to thus present the value of F(x) for all integral values of x as the

coefficient of t
x in the expansion of a definite and compact function of t. He

further considers a number F(x1 x2 ...xn) which depends upon the ordered

succession of integers xlt x.2,...xn and constructs the generating function

each xs being summed from zero to infinity so that when the series is

summable the number F(xlx2 ...xn) is given as the coefficient of

tf>tt*...tp

in the ascending expansion of a function of tlt t2 , ...tn which does not involve

the magnitudes xlt x2 , ... xn explicitly.

The principal generating function in this work is derived from that of

Laplace by substituting for the product t^t**...t£« the symmetric function

which is written for brevity (a^*2 ...a;„).

The great advantage of this method is that the algebra is freed from all

consideration of the magnitudes tu t2 ,...tn and the attention is concentrated

upon the succession of numbers xlt x2 , ... xn which appear, to the exclusion of

other magnitudes, in the magnitude F(x
1
x2 ...xn ) which is under examina-

tion. It follows as a matter of course that the summed or compact form of

generating function is also a symmetric function and can be treated by the
powerful methods which appertain to symmetric function theory.

The next point to notice is that the importation of a symmetric function

generating function arises in quite a natural manner. It is in no way forced

into the theory. It is shewn in Section I that the general theory of com-
bination is essentially involved in the algebra of monomial symmetric
functions. Every multiplication of monomial symmetric functions, the result

being exhibited as a linear function of such functions, involves a theorem in
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combinations. In many cases the summed form of generating function can
be written down from reasoning in which intuition is largely drawn upon.

The method of symmetric function differential operators admits of the handling
of the generating function in a most satisfactory manner. The simple

circumstance that it is possible to design a differential operator which has

the effect of transforming the function (x1 oo2 ...xn) into another precisely

equivalent to it, but with the magnitude xs missing, suffices to establish the

important and dominating r61e that the differential calculus can assume in

Combinatory' Analysis.

An important part of the subject is studied as a Theory of Distributions

and much that in idea is valuable and suggestive has been derived from a

little book, Whitworth's Choice and Chance.

In Section II the simple theory of symmetric functions is extended so

that the point of departure is no longer an integer but the partition of an

integer, and we have to do not with the partitions of a number but with the

separations of a partition. This extension is of much import to the theory

of distributions and also enables many theorems of algebraical reciprocity to

be derived in an intuitive manner. It also leads in Chapter I of the Section

to a law of algebraic expressibility to which special attention may be directed.

In proceeding from the Partition to the Separation quite new notions come

to the front. Thus the idea of Groups of Separations has no analogue in

Partitions. A formula is established in Chapter II analogous to that of

Girard (sometimes erroneously associated with the name of Waring) which

permits the expression of a sum of powers as a linear function of the

separations of any partition of the number which is the exponent in the

sum. A pair of symmetric function tables which enjoy row and column

symmetry is established for every partition of a number. Hammond's

operators d, B are given an-.extended field of operation and, in the enlarged

theory, are shewn to be important instruments for multiplying and evaluating

the symmetric functions that present themselves. In Chapter IV binomial

coefficients are treated as symmetric functions denoted by partitions with

zero parts, and the formation of symmetrical Tables involving them is

explained.

Section III is devoted to certain points in the Theory of Permutations

that are of value in theories of combination or distribution. The enumeration

of Combinations and Permutations is treated from the high point of view

supplied by the Theory of Symmetric Functions. In Chapter II a theorem

is established which I have ventured to term " a Master Theorem," from the

masterly and rapid fashion in which it deals with various questions otherwise

troublesome to solve. Many illustrations of its power are given. In particular

in Chapter III it is shewn to supply instantly the solution of the generalized

" Probleme des Rencontres." In finding expressions for the sum of powers of

binomial coefficients it is singularly effective.
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In Chapter V the reader is introduced to " Lattice Permutations." They

are in themselves interesting but are of importance principally because they

are shewn in Volume II to supply the key to the solutions of certain questions

which involve the arrangement, under given conditions, of numbers in spaces

of two and three dimensions ; numbers not arranged at points in a straight

line but at the crossing points of lines which compose lattices in two and

three dimensions. This connexion with lattices determined the nomenclature.

The notion of the Indices of Permutations presented itself in the same

connexion and in Chapter VI the question is discussed without particular

reference to the Indices of Lattice Permutations. This is carried out in

Volume II when the enlarged theory of partitions is under view.

Section IV is entirely devoted to the compositions of numbers. The

word " composition " is used in a different sense from that assigned to it in

the higher arithmetic. Following Glaisher the word connotes a partition

in which account is taken of the order of occurrence of the parts. Thus

the partition a, b, c of the number a + b + c would have six compositions

abc, acb, bac, bca, cab, cba, involving the parts a, b, c. Attention may be

drawn to the developments which arise from the consideration of what I have

termed " Simon Newcomb's problem " in Chapter IV. The new symmetric

functions hpqr,„, apqr ...
present themselves and are briefly discussed. They

appear in analysis for the first time, and in addition to themselves possessing

elegant properties they give practically the complete solution of the problem

under examination. In Section V the subject of the perfect partitions of

numbers is dealt with as a necessary preliminary to the discussion of

arrangements upon a chess board. The latter, as involving conditions to

be satisfied by the numbers appearing in a row or in a column, are of the

Magic Square nature. We here see a new and interesting r61e of the

Differential Calculus. At first sight the operations of that calculus appear

to be remote from the enumeration of arrangements in two dimensions. In

fact the whole subject of Magic Squares and connected arrangements of

numbers appears at first sight to occupy a position which is completely

isolated from other departments of pure mathematics. The object of

Chapters II and III is to establish connecting links where none previously

existed. This is accomplished by selecting a certain differential operation

and a certain algebraical function; shewing that the operation upon the

function can be dissected into a number of distinct operations, each of which

may be given a graphical representation. When the operations and the

functions are suitably chosen these graphical representations have the form

of the arrangements which we desire to enumerate. As the simplest example

we may choose the operation j- and the function xn. We observe that if

xn be written out in the form xxx ...x the operation is equivalent to writing

unity for one of the x's in all possible ways and adding the results together.
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We obtain jm;™
-1 because one x can be selected in n different ways. So

operating n times successively with -5- we dissect the operation into n !

distinct operations and these give rise to n ! distinct diagrams. For consider

a square of ri* compartments ; we may place a unit at the intersection of the

rth row and cth column to indicate that when -5- was operating for the rth

time one process was to substitute unity for the cth x counting from the left.

So we obtain n\ diagrams which possess the property that n units appear

one in each row and one in each column. We thus by the operation upon

the function enumerate the diagrams with this property.

The " Probleme des Rencontres " already referred to above can be discussed

in the same manner. The reader will be familiar with the old question of

the letters and envelopes. A given number of letters are written to different

persons and the envelopes correctly addressed but the letters are placed at

random in the envelopes. The question is to find the probability that not

one letter is put into the right envelope. The enumeration connected with

this probability question is the first step that must be taken in the solution

of the famous problem of the Latin Square. The question is to place n

different letters a,b, c, ... in each row of a square of ri> compartments in such

wise that, one letter being in each compartment, each column involves the

whole of the letters. The number of arrangements is required. The question

is famous because, from the time of Euler to that of Cayley inclusive, its

solution was regarded as being beyond the powers of mathematical analysis.

It is solved without difficulty by the method of differential operators of which

we are speaking. In fact it is one of the simplest examples of the method

which is shewn to be capable of solving questions of a much more recondite

character.

In Section VI the Theory of Distributions is directly applied to the

enumeration of the Partitions of Multipartite Numbers.

The second Volume is devoted to various generalizations of the Theory of

Partitions and to discussions which arise therefrom.

In the present Volume there appears a certain amount of original matter

which has not before been published. It involves the author's preliminary

researches in combinatory theory which have been carried out during the

last thirty years. For the most part it is original work, which however owes

much to valuable papers by Cayley, Sylvester, and Hammond.

To the original papers reference is made in regard to

:

Section I. Quarterly Journal of Mathematics, No, 85, 1886, " The Law of Symmetry and

other theorems in Symmetric Functions."

Section II. Proceedings London Mathematical Society, Vol. xix. 1887, "Symmetric

Functions and the Theory of Distributions."

a 5
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American Journal of Mathematics, Vol. xi. et seq. 1888-1890, " Memoirs on

a New Theory of Symmetric Functions."

Section III. Phil. Trans. R. S. 1894, a, "A certain class of Generating Functions in the

Theory of Numbers."

Trans. Camb. Phil. Soc. Vol. xxi. No. xviii. " The Problem of Derangement

in the Theory of Permutatious."

Quarterly Journal of Mathematics, No. 131, 1902, "The sums of the Powers

of the Binomial Coefficients."

Messenger of Mathematics, New Series, No. 281, 1894, "Self-Conjugate Per-

mutations.''

American Journal of Mathematics, Vol. xxxv. No. 3, 1913, "The Indices of

Permutations and the derivation therefrom of functions of a single variable

associated with the Permutations of any assemblage of objects."

Section IV. Phil. Trans. R. S. 1893, a, " Memoir on the Compositions of Numbers."

Phil. Trans. R. S. 1907, a, "Second Memoir on the Compositions of

Numbers."

Section V. Messenger of Mathematics, Vol. xx. 1891, " The theory of perfect partitions

and the compositions of multipartite numbers."

Trans. Camb. Phil. Soc. Vol. xvi. Part iv. 1898, "A new method in Combina-

tory Analysis with applications to Latin Squares and associated questions."

Phil. Trans. R. S. Vol. 194, a, 1900, "Combinatorial Analysis—the foundations

of a new theory."

Section VI. Trans. Camb. Phil. Soc. Vol. xxn. No. 1, "On Compound Denumeration."

P. A. M.

January 1915.
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SECTION I

SYMMETRIC FUNCTIONS

CHAPTER I

ELEMENTARY THEORY

1. The theory will be developed with particular reference to the

combinatory analysis and the theory of the partitions of numbers.

A partition of an integer number n is understood to be any collection

of positive integers whose sum is equal to n. The order in which the

integers are written out is immaterial, but we may decide, for convenience,

to take the integers in descending order of magnitude. This will invariably

be done and the integers will be termed " parts " of the partition. The parts

will in general also be enclosed in brackets ( ). The sum of the parts,

viz. the number n, will be called " the partible number " or the " weight of

the partition." A partition which has m parts is called an m-part partition.

Ex. gr. (432), (6111) are partitions of 9 and are 3-part and 4-part

respectively.

It is, usual to indicate repetitions of the same part by exponents, so that

(6111) is written (613
).

For the present we shall only be concerned with partitions of positive

integers into positive parts ; zero not being included as a possible part. At

a later stage we shall have to consider partitions of positive integers, zero,

and negative integers into positive, zero and negative parts.

2. A partition of a number n may be regarded as specifying a

distribution of n similar objects into a number of parcels, each parcel com-

prising one or more of the objects. Thus (432) specifies a distribution of

9 similar objects into three parcels which contain 4, 3 and 2 of the objects

respectively, and since however we permute the parcels the partition is not

affected we may say that the distribution is of similar objects into similar

parcels. It is sometimes convenient not to regard the succession of

descending integers as a partition of a single (i.e. unipartite) number, but as

being itself a multipartite number which specifies a number of objects which
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are not all similar. Thus we may regard (432) as denoting 9 objects, 4 of

one kind, 3 of a second, 2 of a third.

3. The symmetric functions, that now come under consideration, are

algebraic, rational and integral. Any such function of n quantities

«!, «,, ... a„

which remains unchanged however these quantities may be interchanged or

permuted is termed a symmetric function of the n quantities.

We write

(x -a1
)(x-a

2)...(x- «„) = xn - aj x11-1 + a2x
n~2 - ... + {-)nan

identically, so that

«i + «2 + ...+«„ = £ Oj = Oi,

a1
a2 +a,«3 + ... +a„_,a„ = So^a, = a2 ,

ajO, . . . a„ = 2 ax a2 . . . an = an ;

and it appears that the quantities alt a,, ... an are symmetric functions of

the quantities a. It will be observed that these symmetric functions of the

quantities a, on the sinister of the identities, are each of them specified

or given by a single term, since to obtain the remaining terms we have

merely to interchange the quantities in a sufficient number of ways. For

this reason the 2 notation is expressive. In general we may have under

view the symmetric function

_ dj a2 . . . a
s ,

the whole function consisting of a number of terms similar to the one

attached to the sign of summation; in each term we may take plt p2,---Ps

to be in descending order of magnitude, but the quantities a, therein

appearing, will be any s selected therefrom in any permutation.

It thus appears that the succession of numbers pip%...ps in descending

order of magnitude is a sufficient specification of the symmetric function

and, if

P1+P2+ +ps =w,

we may regard the function as denoted by the partition (^ p2 . . . pe) of the

number w. We shall accordingly speak of a symmetric function

{P1P2 p«)
of the quantities a.

The simple symmetric functions a introduced above are called elementary

and, since they are denoted by the partitions

(i),(F),(p),...(n

they are sometimes called unitary symmetric functions.
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As repetitions o^parts may occur a more general form of symmetric

function is

(pVP?PZ'—P?)>

s of course being limited by the number n.

It is frequently convenient to regard n as being indefinitely large, and

then we may write

(1 — 0,-iX) (1 — a2«) (1 — ot3x) ... = 1 — a,xx + a2x" - a^x3 +

Further put

1 1

(1 — ol-lx) (1 — a2x) (1 — asx) ... 1 — a^x + a2x> — a^x3 + ...

= 1 + h^x + h2x" + h3x
3 + ...,

and we find by expanding the left-hand side in ascending powers of x and

subsequently equating coefficients of like powers of x

^
2
= Sa? + S«1

«2
= (2) + (l 2

),

hs
= 2a3 + 2«?a2 + S ai «2 a3

= (3) + (21) + (l 3
),

ht
= 2aJ + 2aia2 + tat<4 + Safoa, + 2ai«2

a
3
«
4

= (4) + (31) + (2
2
) + (21

2)+(l<),

wherein it will be noted that hs is the sum of a number of symmetric

functions, each of which is denoted by a partition of the number s and that

in fact hs is the sum of the whole of such symmetric functions ; hs is called

the " homogeneous product sum " of weight s of the quantities a.

4. The symmetric functions h are related to the symmetric functions

a in a simple and important manner : for, writing — * for x in the relation

1

1 — a^x + a2x
2 — asa? +

it becomes equivalent to

1

= 1 + h^x + h2x2 + Ji-jX
3 + ...,

1 + a^x + a2x* + CL3X3 +
1 — h^x + h2x

2 — h3a? + .

a relation derivable from the former by leaving x unchanged and simply

interchanging the symbols a and h.

It follows at once that any relation connecting the quantities a with the

quantities h remains a valid relation after the interchange of the symbols

a and h.

We can forthwith express hs in terms of the quantities a ; in the relation

= 1 + h±x + h2x
2 + hgx3 + ...

l—a1x+ a2x> — a3
x3 +...

1—2
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it is merely necessary to expand the left-hand side by the multinomial

theorem to find

and thence by interchange of symbols

as_ - ( } X,!\2 !...V '
2 tls -

These simple symmetric functions are so important in the general theory

of Distributions, and in combinatory analysis generally, that a further study

of their beautiful properties will be necessary at a later stage of the work.

The simple formulas are

th = «i

,

h2
= a\ — a.,

,

h3
= a\ — la^i., -I- a3 ,

//., = a',
1 — 3ai» 2 + a| + 2a

{
a

z
— ait

and these are readily written down currente calamo because the numerical

value of the coefficient of any a product is equal to the number of per-

mutations of which that product is susceptible.

5. The symmetric functions, next in order of simplicity, which now

present themselves for consideration, arc the successive sums of powers of

the quantities a.l , «2 , ... an , viz. in the usual notation

s, = Sa = otj + «2 + ... +«„ = (1),

s2 = Ssr =«?+«* + ... + «* =(2),

sm = SaT = a"' + «<»+... + a™ = (m).

These are one-part symmetric functions from the partition point of view.

We may then proceed to consider the sums of the two-part, three-part, etc.

symmetric functions of given .weight, and it is convenient to denote by

Spq , where p^q,
the sums of those symmetric functions which have a weight p and q parts.

Thus we have

"mi = sm — V
wl /'

s* = (p),

S™ = (21),

Si2 =(31) +(n

Sa =(4P) + (321) + (2
3

),

etc.
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The function Spq ifc examined as follows :

Write f(x) = (1 — cl-^x) (1 - a„_x) ... (1 - an x),

and observe the identity

V l-a
1
xj\ \-a2x] \ 1-tXnXj f(x)

The left-hand side may be written

l._ jr^ gi +?sv "^ es g «i«2«8
? 1— «ja; (1 — afi*)(l — a.j«) (1 - axa;)(l —

a

2«)(l — a3 a;)

wherein the coefficient of (—

)

m
|
m is equal on expansion to

&m,m "T &m+\,m & ~r &m+2,m & H- . .
. + &m+p,m^ "T • • -

,

n being supposed indefinitely great.

Moreover the right-hand side is by Taylor's Theorem

, ..Id/,., 1 d 2/ _ 1 d™/
1

+ ?/0) cfa
?

2 !/(*) dx>
+ "• ^ ? m !/(_;) da*1

"
1" "" '

whence, equating coefficients of like powers of £,

I

1 d"/

5fll + i8f„* + i8fin
*»+ ~

f(x)dx>

S& + S^oc + Sm a? + ... = +
2!/(*)d«2 '

1 dm/«W + bm+i,m x + *>m+2, m *'" + ••• — ( ' m \flx\ ^gm'

Now /(«)= l-a1* + a2 a;
2 -a3«

s + ...,

d»Y , N f ,
(m + 1)! (m+2)!

Hence M + l\ __/m + 2\„ *a«i
—

I n )
ain+i x -r

\ q ) "m+2 *

Smn +Sm+ltmx + Sm+2imx*+ l^ ai x + a2 x*-as x
s +... '"' '

and we have only to expand the right-hand side by the multinomial theorem

to reach the result

„ -.N.f fm+l\ fm+2\ }
(k-l)lipm+[ 1

)Pm+i+[ „ bm+s+.-l
8 = 2 ( - V+fH-*-1 ^ —;— <' a?2 af3

• •

,

*•*» *<> ' Pl lp2 \p3 l...

where ^i+^2 + P3+ ••• = &.'

p, + 2p2 + 3p3 + ... = w.

From this we deduce, when m = 1,

Sw = SWI = 2 (-)w+*
(

f~,
1)!

,

W
of «2

p of . .
.

,

v ' px \p2 \p3 \...
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which is the Girard* formula for the expression of the one-part symmetric

functions in terms of the elementary functions.

Observe that the formula, from which the expression for Sw>m was derived,

yields, by clearing of fractions and subsequently equating coefficients of like

powers of x, the relation

"« 1] Ow—lm + 0.2Ow—2m • • • + (
—

) Q"w—m^mm = \ ) I

J
&W ;

and, herein putting m= 1, we obtain the Newtonian relation

sw - a-iSw-i + <hsw_<, - ... + {-)wwaw — 0.

The formula given above for SWim is one generalization, of Girard's well-

known result, out of many that will appear as this work proceeds. From the

formula for sw we find

«, = «.,,

s2 = a\-2a.2 ,

s
3
= ^-3rj.

1a2 + 3a
3 ,

s4 = u\ — 4a? a2 + 2ajj + 4a
1
a3
— 4a4 ,

and it must be noted that, regarding an a product

. af'af'a^...

as being denoted by the partition (\v>2p*W> ... ) of w, the expression of sw ,

by means of the elementary functions a, involves every partition of w.

6. We may now express aw by means of the one-part functions s.

For

log {(1 - a,*) (1 - a2x) (1 - a3x) . . . }
= 2 ( - ax - \tfx* - \a?a? -...),

or log ( 1 - a^x + a2x* — a3x
3 +...) = — s1x — %s2x2 — § szx? — ...

,

or 1 — a^x + a^x2 — a^x3 + ... =exp(- s^ — Js2*
2 - ^a3 — ...);

and now expansion of the right-hand side, the use of the multinomial theorem

and comparison of coefficients, yields

SP' oPs qVl

wherein p^ + 2p2 + 3p3 + . . . = w.

We can also express the one-part functions s in terms of the homogeneous
product sums h, for

7i rn wi %— = 1 + h^x + h2x" + Lx3 + ...:

so that, taking logarithms,

s^ + %s2x2 + fax* + ... = log (1 + hx + hzx1 + hsxs +...);

* Girard, Invention Nouvelle en VAlgebre, Amsterdam, 1629. The formula is often erroneously
ascribed to Waring who gave it without proof in 1782.
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and expanding the rjght-hand side, applying the multinomial theorem and
comparing coefficients, we find

sw = % (-)*-' <f
~yw

hf>h?l# ... , where p1 + 2p, + ...= w,

also p, + p2 + . . . = &.

Moreover

1 + Kx + h2
%* + hs sfi + . . . = exp («!« + £s2#

2 + -^a? + . . .)

leads similarly to

s?< xV"- sPs

hw =2,
"1 "2 "3

which should be compared with the expression of aw in terms of the one-part

function.

7. Symmetric functions having two parts, three parts, etc. in their

partitions are readily expressible in terms of the functions sw ; for it is easy

to see that

s^Sn = (X) (/t) = (X/x) + (X + fi),

S/iS^s^ = (X) (/i) 0) = (XfJ.v) + (\ + fi,v) + (\ + v,fj,)+(\,}i + v) + (\ + n + "),

by ordinary algebraic multiplication, X, fi, v being all different, and thence

(X/i) = sA s,, —

s

A+M ,

but a modification is necessary when there are any equalities between the

numbers X, fi, v, Ex. gr.

2!(X2)=s!-^>

3!(X3)=sa -3s2xSa + 2s3x,

In actual practice there are easier ways of calculating the many-part

functions and the general formula is of little importance.

From the above it is clear that, of a given weight w, there are as many

monomial symmetric functions of weight w as there are partitions of the

number w; and that there are (1) as many a products of weight w, (2) as

many h products of weight w as there are partitions of the number w.

A table may be constructed exhibiting every monomial function of a given

weight in terms of the a or of the h products of the same weight. Conversely

every a product and every h product of weight w may be exhibited as a

linear function of the monomial symmetric functions of weight w.



CHAPTER II

CONNEXION WITH THE THEORY OF DISTRIBUTIONS

8. The reader is assumed to be acquainted with the elementary

theory of the permutations and combinations of any number of letters or

things not necessarily all of the same sort.

Distribution is the separation of a scries of elements into a series of

classes; in the general problem the things to be distributed may be of any

species, viz.: there may be it things of which p are of one kind, q of a second,

r of a third, etc., where p + q + r + . . . = n ; it is then convenient to speak of

the things as "objects of type (pqr...)" so that the objects are defined as to

species by a particular partition of the number n; again, the classes into

which the objects are to be distributed may be of any species, and this

consideration leads us to speak of "classes of type (piji^i •••)" where

Pi + <?i + ri + ••• = Hi the number of classes ; the partition (p^q^ ...) of the

number i^ here defines the classes in regard to species, indicating p-i classes

of one kind, q^ of a second, rx of a third, etc.

If no attention be paid to the arrangement of the objects in a class,

whatever be the species of the objects the distribution is said to be one into

" parcels "
; each parcel is a class of unarranged objects.

If however permutations are permissible amongst objects in the same

class, the distribution is said to be one into " groups " ; each group is a class

of arranged objects.

Two chief problems may be enunciated as follows

:

I. To determine the number of distributions of objects of type (pqr. ..)

into parcels of type (p^q^...).

II. To determine the number of distributions of objects of type (pqr. ..)

into groups of type (p^r!...).

Further we may discuss each of these problems when the distributions

are subjected to certain restrictions.

In general the number of objects distributed n will not be less than the

number of classes n y . The partition of a number n into m parts is clearly
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the theory of the dis^butions of objects of type (n) into parcels of type (m),

no parcel being empty ; in fact the objects are all similar and the classes are

all similar. The theory of compositions in which the parts are permutable so

that for instance (21) and (12) are different compositions of 3, is clearly the

distributions of objects of type (n) into parcels of type (l'm), no parcel being

empty. The permutation of objects specified by (pqr...) is the distribution

of such objects into parcels specified by (lP+i+r+-). In general, unless other-

wise specified, empty parcels are out of the question.

From the definitions it will appear that when the parcels and objects are

equinumerous the group merges into the parcel, since then no permutation

or arrangement is possible within the parcel. This also happens when the

objects are all similar whatever be the number of the classes.

The permutations of objects of type (pqr...) which were shewn above to

be the distribution of objects of type (pqr...) into parcels of type (p>+9+''+--)

may be also described as the distribution of objects of type (pqr...) into the

group of type (1). In general however the parcel and group theories are

quite distinct, the identity of theory being only at certain points.

The Distribution Functions.

9. Let P {(pqr...), (p^r^...)) denote the number of ways of distri-

buting objects of type (pqr...) into parcels of type (p^q^...), where

p+ q + r+ ... =n, p1 + ql + r1 + ... =n t
and n^n x .

Now take the number P{(pqr...), (p^r-, . . .)} as the coefficient of the

algebraic symmetric function (pqr...) and we define as follows

:

Definition. The Distribution Function of n objects into parcels of- type

(Pi9i»"i ••) is tne algebraic expression

IP {(pqr...), (p1 q1r1
...)}.(pqr...),

n

the summation being for every partition (pqr...) of the number n.

Similarly let {(pqr...), (p^r^..)) denote the number of ways of dis-

tributing objects of type (pqr...) into groups of type (p^r^..) and we

define as follows

:

Definition. The Distribution Function of n objects into groups of type

(p^rj...) is the algebraic expression

XG{(pqr...),(p1 q,r1 ...)\.(pqr...),

n

the summation being for every partition (pqr...) of the number n.

Thus the Distribution Functions are linear functions of the monomial

symmetric functions of weight n, and depend upon the assigned partition

(piq^...) of the number ?v
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Theory of the Distribution into Parcels when the number of parcels is equal

to the number of objects. Ex. gr. n t
= n.

10. We consider the homogeneous product sums A,, h^, h3 ... and in

particular the product

h
Pl

h
gi
h ri ....

Take a simple case. If we had a product hju, appertaining to the four

quantities a, ft, y, 8 we may write it

ai + ft
i + y

i + Bi

+ a3
ft + a/33 + a3

7 + a?3 + a?B + aS3 + ft
sy + /37

3 + ft
3B + ftB

3 + y
sB + yB!

+ a2
/3

2 + a2

?
2 + a2 82 + fi>y

2 + /3
2 82 + 7

282

+

a

2^+

a

2/3S+

o

2

7S+^2«7 + /^aS+^78+

7

2
a/3+

7

2aS

+

t
2^+ S2a/3+ 8^7+^/87

+ a/378

multiplied by

a3 + /3
3 + 7

3 + 83

+ a2
/3 + a/32 + a2

7 + a7
2 + a2S + a82 + /3

2

7 + /37
2 + /3

2 8 + /38
2 + 7

2 S + 78

+ a/37 + a£8 + «7§ + ftyB

Seeking herein the coefficients of a3
/3

2
78, a term which arises when the

multiplication is carried out, we find that the term is formed in eleven

ways, viz.

a3
/3./37S a3

7./3
28 a3 8./32

7 a2
/3

2 .a7S

a2
/37 .a/38 a2/3S.a/37 tfyB.aft* /3

2a7 .a28

ft*aB.a>y ft
2yB.a3 a/378.a

2
/3

We have clearly here a distribution of the seven quantities

a, a, a, /3, ft 7, 8,

into seven parcels, four of which are of one kind and the remaining three of

a second kind ; ex. gr. in the first product a3
/3 . ftyB we have the quantities

a, a, a, /3 placed in four similar parcels since any permutation of the four

quantities a, a, a, /3 is permissible ; and similarly we have the quantities

/3, 7, 8 in three similar parcels differing in kind from the former four parcels

since permutations are not permitted between the quantities a, a, a, /3 and

the quantities ft, 7, 8.

Hence in obtaining the portion lla3
/3

278 of the product hth3 we have in

reality distributed objects of type (3212
) into parcels of type (43) in 11

different ways. We have in fact found that

P{(321 2
), (43)) = 11.
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Moreover we see«fchat every other term of the symmetric function (3212

)

appears after multiplication with the same coefficient 11. In other words, if

the product hths be developed in a series of monomial symmetric functions,

the function (321 2
) will appear with the coefficient 11.

Thus one term of the distribution function

ZP{(pqr...),m}.(pqr...)

where p +q+ r + ... = 7, is

11 (321 2
).

From this reasoning it appears that

1 P {(pqr...), (iB)} .(pqr...) = h4 h !l

where p + q+r+ ... = 7.

By parity of reasoning we see that in general

ZP{(pqr...),(p1 q1 rl ...)\.(pqr...)=hPl h
qi
hri ....

n

We have merely to multiply out the product h
Pl h

qx
hTi ... so as to obtain

a linear function of monomial symmetric functions in order to arrive at a

complete account of the distribution of n objects, of whatever type, into

n parcels of type (pi q1 r1 ...).

It will be seen later that actual multiplication is not necessary for

the attainment of this end.

This result is so simple as to be quite satisfactory.

11. Having thus shewn the power of symmetric functions in solving

a notable problem in " Distributions," we at once proceed to obtain an

elegant algebraic theorem as an immediate consequence of intuition in the

Theory of Distributions.

We will denote parcels by capital letters and objects by small letters, so

that one distribution of objects of type (321 2
) into parcels of type (43) is

shewn by the scheme

A A A A B B B
a a a b b c d

'

If we now change the capital letters into small ones and the small letters

into capital ones we obtain the scheme

A A A B B G D
a a a a b b b

which denotes one distribution of objects of type (43) into parcels of type

(32

1

2
) ; and since we may always operate in this manner we ascertain that

there is a one-to-one correspondence between the distributions of objects of

type (43) into parcels of type (321 2
).

Hence P {(321
2
), (43)} = P {(43), (321 2

)}.
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The reasoning is evidently quite general ; so that also

P{(pqr...),(p1 q1r1 ...)}=P{(p1q1r1
...),(pqr...)}.

It is clear that when, as in the present instance, the number of objects is

equal to the number of parcels so that always one object is in each parcel,

we are at liberty to regard an object as attached to a parcel or a parcel as

attached to an object. The fact is that in this particular case of distribution

the notion of a " parcel " is not essential and indeed has the effect of

obscuring the true point of view. We should regard the parcels as being a

second set of objects so that we have two sets of objects before us. We are

concerned with the number of ways of making n pairs of objects by taking,

for each pair, one object from each set. The interchange of object and

parcel is thus intuitively valid. The n pairs of objects may be looked upon

as a single set of n two-fold objects and as such we may be concerned with

the similarities that present themselves in the two-fold objects. Such

similarities may, as in the case of one-fold objects, be specified by a partition

of n, say (p2q2 r.,...). We may say that the particular distribution that has

been reached is of type (p2 q2 r2 ...). Each distribution will in this manner be

associated with a partition of n. Altogether we have before us three

partitions of the same number, viz. : those specifying each set of objects and

that specifying the distribution.

Since P {(pqr...), (p.q.r,...)}

is equal to the coefficient of the symmetric function (pqr...) in the develop-

ment of the algebraic function

"Pi i\ r i •

we reach at once a theorem of symmetry in the algebra of symmetric functions

which is now stated.

First Law of Symmetry.

12. "In a Table which expresses products hphq
hr ... in terms of mono-

mial symmetric functions (p1 q^r-L...) for all partitions (pqr

.

.
.
) of the number n,

the coefficient of the symmetric function (p^r^...) in the expression of

hphq
h r ... is equal to the coefficient of the symmetric function (pqr...) in the

expression of h
Pl
h
qi
hri . .

.
, where (pqr...), (pig^...) are any two partitions of

the number n."

This interesting law of symmetry apparently cannot be proved without

some difficulty in any other way and is a good example of the power of the

notions of the Theory of Distributions in establishing elegant theorems in

algebra. From the Table above mentioned Ave can by solving a number of

linear equations express the monomial symmetric functions in terms of the

products hPi hqj
hri ..., and the Elementary Theory of Determinants shews that

the symmetrical character of this second Table follows necessarily from the
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symmetry of the fiigfc Table. Thus in such a table the coefficient of the

product hPl hqi
hri ... in the expression of the symmetric function (pqr...) is

equal to the coefficient of the product hphq
h,— in the expression of the

symmetric function (p^n...), where (pqr...), (p^r^...) are any two

partitions of the number n.

It is however not necessary to rely upon the Theory of Determinants for

the proof of the symmetry of the second Table ; later on in this work another

proof will be given with the assistance of differential operators.

A restricted Distribution.

13. We pass on to consider the Distribution subject to the restriction

" that parcels of the same kind must not contain more than one object of

a particular kind"; we mean that if one parcel A is attached to an object a

no other parcel A is to contain an object a.

In the unrestricted distribution we considered the terms of h
Pi
,h

qi , hn , etc.,

all written out at length and observed that we might regard any one term

of h
Pl

as representing a distribution of p^ objects into similar parcels. In the

case before us these p\ objects must be all different—no two must be alike

—

and so we reject from hPl all terms except those in 2a
1a2 ...ai,]

. In like

manner the functions h
qi , hri , ... reduce to 2a1 «2 ...agi , 2a1

a2 ...ari , ...

respectively. In other words h
Pl

,

h

qi , hri , ... must be replaced by aPl , aqi , an , ...

respectively, and the resulting distribution function is

Theorem. The Distribution function for the distribution of objects of

type (pqr...) into parcels of type (pl q1r1 ...), subject to the restriction that

no two similar objects shall appear in similar parcels, is

QJPi ®qiQ-ri

If no two similar objects can appear in similar parcels it follows that no

two similar parcels can be attached to or associated with similar objects.

Hence in the scheme we may replace capitals by small letters and small

letters by capitals.

We accordingly find that there are as many ways of distributing objects

of type (pqr...) into parcels of type (^^r,,..) as of distributing objects of

type (piqin ...) into parcels of type (pqr...)—both distributions being subject

to the restriction that two similar objects are not to appear in similar parcels.

Thus when the symmetric function product apaqar... is expressed in terms

of moriomial symmetric functions the coefficient of (piqx»v..) is equal to the

coefficient of (pqr...) when a
Pi
a
qi
an ... is so expressed.
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We thus reach the

Second Law of Symmetry.

14. " In a Table which expresses products of elementary symmetric

functions ap aq a r ... in terms of monomial symmetric functions (piq^...) for

all partitions (pqr...) of the number n, the coefficient of the symmetric

function (jOi^rj...) in the expression of ap a q
a r ... is equal to the coefficient of

the symmetric function (pqr...) in the expression of a
pi
a
qi
an . .

.
, where

(pqr...), (piq^'}...) are any two partitions of the number n."

The inverse Table which expresses the monomial symmetric functions in

terms of the products apaq
ar ... is, from what has been said above, also

symmetrical.

The reader will readily gather from the above that we may make a more

general restriction still govern the distribution.

If we delete from the functions hPV h
qi , hn , ... all terms which contain

any of the letters alt o^, a3 , ... more than t times we shall obtain functions

which may be written

Pi > "Ql » *'\ '
'

'
>

corresponding to the restriction that not more than t similar objects can

appear in similar parcels. Parity of reasoning then establishes that

Pi *ii *'/'i
'

'

•

is the Distribution Function for such a distribution and that the coefficient

of tPl
t
qi

tn ... in the expression of the symmetric function (pqr...) by means of

ti, U, ts , ... is equal to the coefficient of the tp t
q
tr ... in the like expression of

the symmetric function (plq l
r

l ...). We are thus led to the

Inclusive Law of Symmetry.

15. "In a Table which expresses products tp t
q
i,— in terms of

monomial symmetric functions (piq^...) for all partitions (pqr...) of the

number n, the coefficient of the symmetric function (piq^...) in the

expression of tp t
q
tr ... is equal to the coefficient of the symmetric function

(pqr...) in the expression of tPl tqi tri ..., where (pqr...), (p1 q l rl ...) are any

two partitions of the number n."

The inverse Tables naturally enjoy the same symmetry.

The Inclusive Law of Symmetry involves the First Law when t = oo and

the Second Law when t= 1.

Theory of the Distribution into Parcels specified by (lm) when m < n.

16. In this case no two of the parcels are alike.

Suppose that the number of objects is six and that there are three

parcels of different colours—say red, black and white.
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Red
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and the coefficient of {pqr. .

.

) x11 in

(1 + «.)* or (1 - a,a;)-s
(1 - a2x)-* (1 - a3x)~

s
. .

.

Ip + s - 1\ Iq + s - 1\ Ir + s - 1\

so that P{{pqr...),(lm )}

_ Ip + m — 1\ Iq + m — 1\ /r + ?» — 1\_
V m-1 A m-1 A w- 1 /'"

_ (
m\ (p + m- 2\ /</ + m - 2\ Ir + m- 2\

~\l)\ >n -2 ){ m-2 A ™-2 ;""

/m\ //) + in - 3\ Ay + m - 3\ /r- + m - 3\
+ \2A m-3 A «» -3 JV to -3 /'•'

— . . . to m terms.

We now make the restriction that not more than t similar objects are to

occur in any one parcel. With a previous notation we require the coefficient

of (pqr. ..)«" in the development of

(tlx + t2x* + tsx3 +...)m .

Putting u = tv r + t.,x- + t,x" + ... we see that

] - a.
t+1 xt+1 1 - /3

(+1 *'+1 1 - 7<+ 1
a:*+

1

1 + u = -— . ,
-----

,5— .
--.

. .
.

;

1 - ax 1 — px 1 — yx

and •

(1 + W)» = n |l - (™) «(+] *''+1 + ('2 )
a*+s**+»-.

. .

J

L /m\ /m + l\
., ., )X

t

1+
(l)

aa '
,+

( 2 )^-+-j-

In this product the coefficient of (pqr

.

..) xn , where p + q + r + . . . = n, is

p + m - 1\ _ /m\ Ip + m - t - 2\ /m\ Ip + m - It - 3\ _
«*-i / liA m-1 / UA w-i )

q + 7/1 -IN /to\ /</ + w - « - 2\ /wA Iq + m - 2t - 3\

m-1 J UA to-1 Z+UA m-1 J •

Ir + m - 1\ lm\ fr + m - t - 2\ fm\ Ir + m — It —

[ m-1 )~\l)\ m-1 J
+ UA to-1

x

and, since wm = (l + «)'" -
(^ J

(1 -fif)"
1-1 +

(^ J
(1 + w)™-2

we find that we may enunciate as follows

:

Theorem. "The number of distributions of objects of type (pqr...) into

parcels of type (lm), subject to the restriction that not more than t similar

objects may appear in any one parcel, is

F(m)-("j) F(m - 1) + f™) F(m - 2) - ... to m terms,
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where •

„, > (fp + m-l\ fm\fp + m-t-2\ /m\fp + m-2t-S\ }FW =
\{

F
m -l HlH m-1 J

+ UH m-1 J'-)

^m\ /r + m - 24 - 3

,2A m-1

18. In the particular case, 4=1, the Distribution Function is the

coefficient of xn in

(a^x + a2x
2 + o^n- ...)

m
;

and the number sought is

where

- -(DCl-rVOc:.!
j'/r + m — 1»?i — 1\ /m\/r+m-3\ /m\/r + m — 5\

-1 /"\l/i m-1 /
+UA m-1 J'

7%e Distribution into Groups of type (lm) where m<n.

19. Consider the expansion of

a? = /^ = (a1 + a2 + a3 +...)».

It consists of products of the quantities alt a 2 , ot3 ... of degree n, taken in

all possible ways, repetitions and permutations being alike allowable. On
this understanding the expansion consists of a number of terms each with

coefficient unity. Suppose any such term to be

asa1
a

1
«
3a2asa1 ...

and place dividing lines in any m — 1 of the n —' 1 spaces between the letters,

thus dividing the permutation into m compartments. This may be carried

out in

ra-1
, , ways.

m-1/

To each of these ways corresponds a distribution of the objects included

in the permutation under consideration into m Groups, no two of which are

similar.

m. a. 2
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Hence the Distribution Function is

fn-\
\m
-->

and S G {(pqr...), (1»)} . (pqr...) = (^_\) < ;

and also {(pqr...), (1™)} =
(m _ J p!g!r! .. ;

>

where p + q+r + ...=n.

It will be observed that the distribution function is the coefficient of xn

in the development of I-
) , or of

,., (A 1
x+A 2a? + A 3

af + ...)
m

,

wherein A
a
= a\

;

so that A, = (1) ; A 2
= (2) + 2 (1») ; ^ 3

= (3) + 3 (21) + 6 (l 3

) ; etc.

The coefficient of xn in (A x x + A 2x3 + A z x* + .

.

.)'" is

where ki + 2k2 + Sk3 + ... = n,

Aj + &2 + k3 + ... =m;

and this shews that we may associate the m functions which make up the

product A^A^A^3
... in all their permutations with the m compartments.

It follows that, if the distribution is subject to the condition that not more

than t similar objects are to appear in the same compartment or group, we
must delete from the expressions of A lt A 2 , A 3 , ..., in terms of monomial

symmetric functions, all of those functions whose partitions involve numbers

greater than t. Denote these deleted functions by

and we find that the Distribution Function, for the supposed restriction, is

the coefficient of xu in the expansion of

(Txx +T2 x* + T3 a? +...)".

In particular when t=l, we are concerned with the coefficient of xn in

the expansion of

(a1x + 2\a2x
,

> + 3]a3x3 + ...)
m

.

If the restriction be that " a group must comprise similar objects " we are

concerned with the expansion of

(s1 tf + S2*2 +S3*3 +...)m.



CHAPTER III

THE DISTRIBUTION INTO PARCELS AND GROUPS IN GENERAL

The Distribution into Parcels of type (m) where m<n.

20. We are here concerned with the partitions of multipartite numbers
into exactly m parts. This is one of the main divisions of the subject

and much will be said about it later on in the work. At present it will be

considered merely from the symmetric function point of view.

Consider

K + hz + h3 + K + . .

.

to be written out at length in terms of

Ml, «2, «3> a4, —
If these products represent the objects distributed in a parcel it is clear

that the m parcels may, each of them, contain any term of

hi + A2 + h3 + ht + . .
.

;

write then

1

(1 — ftiO«) (1 — a2ax) (1 - azax). .

.

1

(1 — oi{ax
l

) (1 - alaa?) (1 — ajax2
) ... (1 — a^aa?) (1 — a^ax'1

) (1
— a^aa?)..

.

1

(1 — a\ax?){l — a\aa?) ... (1 - a^a2aaj
3
) ... (1 - a^a^aa?)...

x '.,

where in the sth algebraic fraction we have a denominator factor corre-

sponding to every separate term of hs \ ex. gr. if such a term be a the

denominator factor is (1 — aax") ; we see that the distribution function is

the coefficient of amxn in the development of the expression, n of course

being the number of the objects under distribution. The expression is

conveniently written

(1 + H\ax + Hia'a? + H\a*a? + ...)

x(l + Hiox* + #|aV + Hia3 a? + ...)

x (1 + H\aa?.+ Hia2af + #|a3«9 + ...)

x

x (1 + H°aoc? + H'titx* + Hia3x3s + ...)

x
,

where of course H i = hv and the remaining functions H are for discussion.

2—2
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21. H* is the homogeneous product sum, p together, of the whole of

the terms of hs .

Form the equation whose roots are the several terms of hs , viz.

a;* — j1xk
~1 + ja*

1*-2 — . . . = 0,

where k = I
J

, and jx
= Hi = H{= hs ;

and let ak denote the sum of the kbh. powers of its roots.

Let also the partitions in ( ) and [ ], respectively, denote symmetric

functions of the roots of

xn- e^a;"- 1 + a^xn~" - . . . = 0,

of- - h1x
n-i + k,xn

-2 - . . . = 0.

We can establish the two results

(k) = (-)^[k],

[fr] = (_).*+» ak .

The first of these is well known ; in regard to the second take the identity

-(' + 5)(
I+

5)as \ V x J \ x l \ x

x

where u.u »2) u3l ... are the roots of the equation

xn - h^"-1 + h2 x
n~2 - . . . = 0,

and )i is supposed indefinitely great.

Let pu p2 ,
... pk he the kth roots of unity, so that

n
-(>-?) i _ P>aA (i _ Pj^

X

i

-
°i j

(

i "'; iu-5)..

{i + C-^SHi + H-SHi + H-g}...;

= 1 + (-)*+^ + (-)«*> gj + ... + (-)•»«) gj + ... .

The coefficient of —^ in the sinister of this identity is the homogeneous
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product sum of order^ of the quantities ak , of, (&,, ...; it is thus equal to ak ,

the sum of the &th powers of the roots of

xk — fax
1*' 1 + j2xk~2 — ... =0.

Hence a* = (-)*

*

+1
> [kB

],

leading to the relations

flj= ffl = [l'],

//» = I (of + <r2) = 1 {[PP + (-)* [21},

tf§=^{[l s

P + (-)s 3[l s
][2

s
] + 2[3%

and so forth. The law is identical with that which obtains in the expression

of the elementary symmetric functions in terms of the sums of powers, with

the exception that the signs are all positive when s is even.

The distribution function when multiplied out is

where 2t£ = n, %t = m;

and JTs-?( Y&y,+syl+...) [
ls

]
'[2s

]
'[3s

]
V3 • *

where p1 + 2p2 + 3p„ + ...= t.

As the symmetric functions in brackets
[ ] refer to the roots of

xn - h^-1 + h 2x
n-^ -

. . . = 0,

the Distribution Function may be calculated in terms of h functions.

Ex. gr. The Distribution Function of 4 objects into parcels of type (2) is

Hi + H\H\ =i (hi + hl- 2hA + 2A
4) +AA = h

2
+ K

= 2 (4) + 3 (31) + 4 (2
8
) + 5 (21») + 7 (1-);

where the numbers 2, 3, 4, 5, 7 are in correspondence with distributions

aaa\a aaa\b aab\b aab\c abc\d ab\cd

aa\aa aab\a abb\a aac\b abd\c ac\bd

aa\ab aa\bb abc\a acd\b ad\bc

ab\ab aa\bc bcd\a

ab\ac

2 3 4 5 7

or with the partitions of the multipartite numbers

(4), (31), (22), (211), (1111),

into exactly two parts.

* Compare Art. 6.
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The Distribution into Groups of type (m).

22. We have to take account in the distribution into Parcels of type (m)

of permutations amongst the quantities a,, a.2 , a3 , ... which occur in the

denominator factors of the first written form of distribution function. Thus

the present distribution function is

1

(1 — ajaa;)(l — 0,112:) (1 — a
z ax)...

1

(1 - a{aa?) (\-a\aa?)(l- alax2
) ... (1 - a^axjil - a

1
a
3a«

2

)
2 (l - a

2 a3ax
2

f. .

.

1V . _____

(1 — a3
cw:

3)(l — a\aa?) ... (1 — afa2 aa?y ... (1 — a^

a

2 a3 aa?)
6
..

.

x

This may be written

(1 + K\ ax + Kiufx* + K\a?a? + . .
.

)

x (1 + K\aa? + Kytfx* + Kja^x6 + ...)

x (1 + K\aa? + K»a?a? + _|a3
a:
9 + ...)

x

x (1 + K» aaf + K» a2xn + K^ a3*38 + . . .)

x

The denominator factors correspond to the terms of

h
l + K\ + h\ + ...+h\ + ...

and we have the functions K for discussion.

Let xw — kl x
w~1 + k2xw~* — . . . = be the equation having for its roots the

several quantities of which K"
t

is the homogeneous product sum of order t.

Then „,=*?=_}.

Further let a t
denote the sum of the ith powers of the roots of this equation.

If partitions in ( ) refer to symmetric functions of the equation

xn - a^-1 + a2x
n~2 - . . . = 0,

we have a, = (a[ + a!2 + a'
3 + ...)" = (t)

3

;

so that _j_ !{(!)» + (2)-},

K>=~{(ir + 3(iyms + 2(3y

and so forth.
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Hence finally, transforming to symmetric functions of the roots of the

equation

as* - hxx
n~x + h2x

n~2 - . . . =

and denoting its symmetric functions by partitions in brackets
[ ],

Kl = ^ {[1]
3S + (~)s 3 [lp [2]° + 2 [3]*},

Ks =S(— )»(3pj+ep4 +...). [1]^JTP[3]
SP3

F 1 .2^.3^...
i3l !_p2 !p3 !..

where Pl + 2p2 + 3p3 + ... = *,

the Distribution Function is then

where

*1 *2 *i

2t4 = ?i, %t = m.

It will be noticed that in this case we can as readily express the functions

K in terms of a as in terms of h functions.

Ex. gr. The distribution function of 4 objects into groups of type (2) is

= 2a* - 2a\ a^ + 2a! = 2AJ - 2h\k2 + 2h\

= 2 (4) + 6 (31) + 10 (22) + 18 (211) + 36 (1111)

;

where the coefficients are in correspondence with the distributions

aaa\a 1

;
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Distribution into Parcels of type (m lm2 ...mr).

23. First suppose r = 2, so that we are concerned with m, similar parcels

of one kind and ??i2 similar parcels of another kind. Of the n objects we may

have wi] objects only distributed among the to, similar parcels, one object in

each parcel, and the remaining n — to, objects distributed among the to2

similar parcels ; or we may have «i, + k objects distributed among the to,

similar parcels and // — m
l
— k objects among the to2 similar parcels, where of

course ki^n- ?», - w 2 . It thence follows that the Distribution Function is

the coefficient of^^xn in the product

*n° (1 + H« fi.af + #3 njx™ + ...)(1+Hsn„xs + Hs p\a?* +...),
8 = 1

and it easily also follows that the Distribution Function of n objects into

parcels of type (m,™, . .

.

mT) is the coefficient of fif'fif"- yJfrxu in the product

ff (1 + Hsf>i1 x* + H*
L
iJ,ix

,is + ...)(1 +if
?
/x2«

s + i7s/A2Vs + ...) ...

. . . (1 + Hs flrX* + Hi f4x*+ .

.

.).

As an example consider the distribution of 6 objects into parcels of

type (22). The coefficient of /u.?^!*6 in the generating function is

2#!#i + 2J7}fl-iflf + H\H\

= 2hl + 2hqhi + h2

1 hl

= 5 (6) + 14 (51) + 26 (42) + 40 (41 2
) + 30 (3

2
) + 64 (321) + 104 (31 3

)

+ 87 (2
3
) + 140 (2

2P) + 232 (21 4
) + 390 (l 6

).

Taking capital letters to denote the parcels, we find that the arrangements

of 6 similar objects are shewn by

A
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Distribution into Groups of type (m1m1 . . . m,r).

24. The same reasoning that has just been applied to Parcels will

convince the reader that the Distribution Function is the coefficient of

m, m2 ..mr „n
fll 1^2 • • • A*r *

in the development of the Generating Function

n (1 + Ks H.1 oc° + Ks
2 nlx™ + ...)(l+ Ksw* + Kn&a?11 +...) —

... (l + KlfJrxs + KiiJLWs +...)

and we then find that the Distribution Function for 6 objects into Groups

(22) is

which is h\ + WJi2 - kh\h\ + 4>hj

or 5 (6) + 22 (51) + 51 (42) + 94 (4P) + 64 (3
2

) + 176 (321) + 336 (31") •

+ 258 (2
3
) + 488 (2

2 12
) + 936 (21 4

) + 1800 (l 8

),

and as before the reader will have no difficulty in verifying these coefficients

by means of the actual distributions.



CHAPTER IV

THE OPERATORS OF THE THEORY OF DISTRIBUTIONS

25. It will be gathered from the preceding chapters that the Theory of

Symmetric Functions is essentially and deeply involved in the Theory of

Distributions. The two theories might almost be considered as identical

since relations in the former theory are interpretable as theorems in the

latter.

As an illustration I give interpretations of two formulas that have been

set forth in the foregoing chapters.

(1) Take the formula

{ } an - Z
\\\2 l\s \...

hlhih3 '
where 2sXs

= n, and remember that, when 2X = m, the right-hand side,

taken with positive sign, is the distribution function corresponding to the

distribution of n objects into parcels of type (lm).

Theorem I. "Considering n objects of any kinds whatever the number

of distinct ways of distributing them into an even number of parcels, no two

of which are alike, is equal to the number of ways of distributing them into

an uneven number of such parcels, except when the objects are such that no

two are alike ; in this case the former number is in excess or in defect of the

latter number by unity according as the number of objects is even or uneven."

(2) Take the formula

(-Yh = 2^ A
(SX) !

a*->a**a*-'
K

' " ^WXs!..- '
2 3 '"

and remember that, when 2X = m, the right-hand side, taken with positive

sign, is the distribution function corresponding to the distribution of

n objects into parcels of type (lm), the distribution being subject to the

restriction that no parcel may contain two similar objects.

Theorem II. " Considering n objects of any kinds whatever and dis-

tributions subject to the restriction that no parcel may contain two similar

objects, the number of distributions into an even number of parcels, no two
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of which are alike, is in excess or in defect by unity of the number of

distributions into an uneven number of such parcels according as n, the

number of objects, is even or uneven."

26. To further develop the Theory of Symmetric Functions it is necessary

now to introduce the differential operators of Hammond *

Hammond's Operators.

We consider the relation

(x - eO (x-ct2)...(x- «„) = xn - aixn
~1 + a2x

n-* -... + (-)"«„,

which connects the quantities a with the elementary symmetric functions a.

If we introduce a new quantity fi by multiplying each side by x — /u.

we find

(x - (i) {x -O (x - a,) ... (x-On)

= xn+1 -(a1 + fi)x
n + (a2 + (taj a;"-1 - (as + /ta2) a;"-2 + . .

.

;

and if we suppose, for the old relation, the symmetric function equality

ipVPi'Ps' •••) = <£ (<h, Oj. <h, • •) = <f>

then, for the new relation,

= (f)(a1 + /j,, a2 + fia^, as + /*a2 , . . .)

= <f>+^d1 <j> + £(di)<}>+£(dl)<l> + .,.,

, 7 d d d
where a, = ^—h a, -=—f- a, -=

—

\- ...

ctOj aa2 aa3

and (d[) indicates that the multiplication c^ x dj x d> x ... is a symbolic

multiplication as usual in Taylor's expansion.

(df) is thus an operator of order s and is in contrast to (e^)8 which will be

held to denote s successive operations of the linear operator d^.

Writing further — (d\) = De we find, by a comparison of the coefficients

of like powers of /jl,

£>
Pi(P?P?P?) = (Px'^P??? ); D

p2(p?p?p? ...) = {pVpl^Pl* )>
Bs (p?p?p?...) = 0;

if s is not included among the parts pi,p2 ,

p

s , ... ; ,

and Bs (s) = 1.

* " On the Calculation of Symmetric Functions " by J. Hammond, M.A., Proc. Land. Math.

Soc, Vol. xm. p. 79. 1882.

" On the use of certain Differential Operators in the Theory of Equations " by J. Hammond,
Proc. Land. Math. Soc, Vol. xiv. p. 119. 1883.
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The effect of Ds upon any symmetric function denoted by a partition is

to obliterate from such partition a part s. It is usual to term the D's

obliterating operators. It will be noticed that the operators D obey the

commutative law, viz. : DpDg
=D

g
Dp , and in their combinations with constants

and with each other they also obey the other ordinary laws of algebraic

quantity.

We will write in general

j d
,

d
,

d

daK da„+1 aaA+2

and then the operators D and d are those with which we shall be principally

concerned.

27. Let us first study the effect of two successive operations of dx .

A first operation of dl upon an operand / yields a sum of terms similar to

8 das+1
'

a second operation of d
x
upon this term yields a sum of terms similar to

* I a, -if

.... d?f das df
which is ar a8 -z ^ 1- ar

-=
,
-

;

the second term vanishing unless r + 1 = s. Observe that the first term is

arrived at by symbolic multiplication of ar
-= and as

-= and that the

second term, when it is not zero, is arrived at by operating with ar -j

upon as j
-

, regarding the latter as a function of the symbol of quantity

as only.

It follows that we may write

(d1y=(di) + d1 fd1 ,

the symbol f indicating that dx which precedes it operates upon dj which

succeeds it on the supposition that the operand dt is an explicit function of

the symbols of quantity only and not of the differential inverses. Since

d^-f d1
= d2 yve have

(d,y = (dl) + d2 ;

and generally (dx) (dM) = (d*. d^) + dK+ll .

A like theorem obtains when the operand is an operator of any order.

Thus (dx) (D.) =^ (dx)(dT) = ^ (d*dj) +
(̂
y, (dK+l df

-
'),

or (dA) (Z>«) = (^D.) + (dx+,^-0.
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We shall see that tjje algebra of these operators is parallel with the algebra

of symmetric functions, A corresponding to aK or (1"), and d\ to S/, or (X).

Thus the relation above (d^f = (d\) + d2 may be written

d2= D\-2D2 ,

wherein we disuse the bracket in the case of the D operators so that D\

denotes the operation A twice performed. This operator relation is to be

compared with the symmetric function relation

(2) = a*-2a3 = (l)»-2(l 2
).

Also the operator relation

(dK) (A) = (d„DK) + (d*+1A-,)

is to be compared with the relation

(X)(1") = (\,P) + (X+1, I-*)

in symmetric functions.

Now if we take the expression

dA - (^_0 (A) + (^_2) (A) - • • + (-) X"W (A-,),

and make use of the formula

(dA) (A) = (dkA) + (d*+, A-i),

we at once reduce it to (—

)

X_1\A-

Hence dk - (<**_,) (A) + (<4_2) (A) - • • • + (-)AXA = 0;

and we compare this with Newton's Rule for the sums of powers of quantities,

viz.:

Si, - SA-iaj + sk_2a2
- . . . + (-)x\ak = 0.

We find that dl
=D1 ,

d2=D\-W2 ,

d3 =A3 -3AA + 3A,

d4 = Di- 4A2A + 2A2 + 4AA - 4A,

and in general dk = [A.], A = [1*] where the brackets [ ] denote symmetric

functions of the fictitious quantities which are roots of the equation

1 - y-1A + y-A - 2/-3A + • • = 0.

The differential operators corresponding to the other symmetric functions

in square brackets may be found. Thus, from a formula above,

{dk d„) = (dk ) (d?) - dk+li ;

and since 1a
t
a^ = sk sM — sk+ll ,

we see that {dk d^) = [\/i].
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Moreover, the easily obtainable results

(di) = (d,y-d*,

(di) = (d,y-S(dK)(dlK)+2d3,,

(d„d*) = (dK) (dtf - (dA) (d») - 2 (d„) (dk+r) + 2riA+2M ,

(dKd„dv) = (d>,) (d„.) (d.) - (dA) (d„+ .) - (d„) (dK+ „) - (d„) (dA+„) + %dK+IL+v ,

when compared with the expressions of 2a£a£, 2a*a£o£, Safa^a^, ?,a.\a%a.l
>

by means of the sums of the powers of the quantities a, shew that the

similarity of the algebras of quantity and operation leads without doubt to the

result

The operators rfA form an algebraic group in the sense that their algebra

is wholly comprised within the limits of the group. This arises from the fact

d\ T d
li
= d\+li ,

where the right-hand side depends merely upon the sum X. + /i and not upon

the actual values of \ and fi.

28. Consider any linear function of the operators of the system, viz.

:

ul
= mld1 + m2d2 + m3d3 + ...;

and put ws = w, -f- wg_! ; so that there arises a system of linear operators

Wy, W2 , W3 , ....

We find u2 = uJ fu 1
= m\d2 + mim2dt + n^m,^ + mimtds + ...

+ m2m 1
d3 + m\di + m2m3ds + ...

+ msm1di + m3m2dB + ...

+ mim1ds + ...

so that if we write Mt
= m^d + m^d? + m3d3 + mt d

4 + ...,

where symbolically dt is written ds
, we have

u2
= (m^ + m2di + m 3d

z +m^ + . . .)
2

;

and in general us
= (m,d + m.2d

2 + m3d
3 + wi4 c£

4 + . .
.

)

s
;

u8 f ut
= us+t ;

from which it may be gathered that the operators ult u2 , us , ... also form

a group in the above stated sense.

Moreover (wi)
s = (m?) + «2 ,

(urf = (u\) + 3 (UaUi) + u3 ,

(u-iY = («!) + 6 («,«?) + 3 («1) + 4 (m3w,) + w4 ,

wherein l\. + mp + ... = s.
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Hence by addition +

l+«i + ^f + ^f+...=2 2
2! 3! s=0 (X.!y(/t!)m .../!m!...'

Observe that on the right-hand side the operators are of order s.

Now consider exp f ut + «! + ol + • • •

J

.

the bar over exp denoting that in the exponential expansion the multiplica-

tions of operators imply algebraic combinations and not successive operations.

A simple application of the multinomial theorem yields the formula

e*P(^ + 2! + 3J
+
---h!

2
(xyfr!)» ...llml ...

'

and thence the important result— I w« u3 \
exp itj = exp I Mj + 2", + ^ +

...J,

where on the left-hand side, on expansion, the multiplications, or powers

of Mj, denote successive operations.

Since ^ = m^d^ +m2d2 + m3d3 + ...

if «i +|j + !] + •••= -^i^i +-^ + .Mjd, + ••,

we must have

exp {m^dy + m^di + m3d3 + . . .) = exp {Mxdx + M2d2 + M3d3 + ...),

wherein the coefficients M are connected with the coefficients m in such wise

that, y being an arbitrary quantity,

exp (m^y + m2y* + m3f +...) = 1 + M,y +M2y
2 + M3f + ....

To see how this is observe that

l+u1 +
l

£ +
l̂

+<.. = l+M1
d1 +M2d2 +M3d3 +...

may be symbolically written

exp {irhd +m^ + m3d3 +...) = 1 +Mxd + M2d* + M3d
3
+...;

and that we may replace the symbol d by an arbitrary quantity y.

We derive the relations Ms = 2 -r,—r-1—

where IX + mfi + . . . = s
;

ms=2( _r+m+.Ji±^^l)L^^: ...
;

so that the theorem assumes two forms.
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(i) If the coefficients m be arbitrary

exp (m,^ + m^d, + m3d3 + ...)

= exp(m1d1 + —l

-^— d.2 + -* ^p d3 + ...);

(ii) If the coefficients M be arbitrary

exp (M.d, + M2d„ + M3d3 + ...)

= exp {Mx d, - £ (M\ - 2M2) d, + i {M\ - 3M.M, + 3M3)

d

3
- ...}.

As particular cases ; we have

7 / 7 d2 d3 \
exp d, = exp 1^ +^ + ^+

...J,

which is Sylvester's Theorem.

Also exp dK = exp (dK + ^- d2K + — d3K + . . .

J
;

exp dA = exp (dA - %d^ + %dsK -...).

We say that an operator is of weight X when the effect of the operation

is to reduce the weight of the operand by the number X. The two operators

so far considered, viz. d\ and A, are called linear-weight and obliterating-

weight operators respectively. In the sequel we shall arrive at partition

operators and at this point we may proceed to the theory of partition-

obliterating operators from a consideration of the mode of operation of the

weight-obliterating operator upon a product of symmetric functions each of

which is symbolized by a partition. We shall thus advance, as will be seen

in the sequel, a very important step in the theory of distributions and also

obtain a powerful means for the handling of symmetric functions.

Operation of A upon a Product of Symmetric Functions.

29. Let 4>s , s = l,2, 3, ...m,

denote a symmetric function, symbolized by a single partition, expressed in

terms of the elementary functions alt a2 , a3 , ... ; and put

If to the quantities au a
2 , a3 , ... am , from which the functions are derived,

we add a new quantity fi, we have seen above, Art. 26, that

<j>e becomes (1 + A/* +Am2 +••)#»>

hence (1 + A/* + A/*2 + •••)<£

= (l + A/* + A/*2 +. •.)</>!

x(i + A^ + A^2 +...)02

x(i + A^ +Am2 +...)#3

X

x (1 + A/". + D,^+ ...)<f>m .
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We may now multiply out the right-hand side and then equate coefficients

of like powers of fi. We shall thus obtain on the left-hand side DA suppose

and on the right-hand side a sum of products such as

-D*i 0i -D*
2 </>2 • DKs 3 . . . DKm m ;

wherein clearly (XjA^Xg ... Xm) is some partition of X into m or fewer parts.

Restricting attention for the moment to this particular partition of X, it is

obvious that we have a sum

the sign of summation extending to the whole of the permutations of the

factors

01, 02> </>3, ••• <f>m-

We have a similar sum of products for every other partition of X into m
or fewer parts ; so that we may write

DA = 22 D^fr . D^(f>2 .As 03 . . . DAs 0« • e+1 . . . m ; s*tm;

and the double summation is in respect of

(i) every partition of X into m or fewer parts
;

(ii) every permutation of every selection of s out of the m factors

01, 02, 03, ••• 0m-

It will be noted that many of the products will as a rule vanish because

Bv 6 = 0,

unless the partition denoted by 6 contains a part p.

Hence the operation BK is performed upon 1 2 3 ...0m by abstracting

every partition of X in all possible ways from the product, one part at most

being taken from each partition.

We may conveniently write

2Da,0i . Dx202 • -Dx803 . . . -Das s • 0s+l ... 0m

= -D(A,A
2 A3 ...*S) $10203 ••• 0m J

and name D<a,a
2 *3 ...as) a partition-obliterating operator.

Then DA0i02 3 ... m = (2D
(*,a2 a3 . ..*„)) 0i02 3 ... m ,

and i?A = 2-D(A
1 A2 A3...>g,

the. summation being in respect of every partition of X ; for those partition

operators which have more than m parts will not add anything to the result.

We have thus expressed the weight-obliterating operator as a sum of

partition-obliterating operators; and this is one step towards the generalization

of the Theory of Symmetric Functions in which numbers are replaced by

partitions of numbers.

m. a. 3
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Example

:

D4 = Bk) + Z) l31) + D^ + Dm + D (1<1

so that if the operand is symbolized by a single partition

It has been mentioned that in operating with a partition-obliterating

operator upon a product, it is necessary to pick out the partition from the

product in all possible ways, one part at most being taken from each factor.

It is this circumstance that makes the partition-obliterating operator a

valuable instrument in the Theory of Distributions.

30. The operation of DK upon a product of symmetric functions has

been connected with the partitions of X and with every way of picking out

such partitions, one part from each factor, from the product. This has

necessitated a summation in regard to all permutations of the factors of the

product. We can get rid of such permutations by associating X with its

compositions (see Art. 8) instead of with its partitions. Thus suppose X = 3

and the operand fafafafa; we will preserve the order of these factors and

associate the number 3 with its compositions into exactly four parts (there

being four factors) where zero is admitted as a part. It is convenient to

represent zero in this connexion by the symbol &> and then the operation

of D3 will be apparent in the scheme

fc
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This idea of associating the operation of X with the compositions of X
and so splitting up the operation upon a product fafa ...

<f>m into

r*-
1

)

portions without any permutations of the factors of the operand enables us at

once to generalize the theorem.

For the theorem may be written

where the order <£1; (/>2 , ...
(f>m remains unchanged and the summation is in

regard to every composition (\~K2 ... Xm) of A, into exactly m parts, zero being

admissible as a part. We now operate upon the representative term on the

dexter, viz.:

with Dy. through, the medium of the compositions of /j, into exactly m parts,

zero being admissible as a part. Thus

leading to

D^ (fcfc ... </»„,) = XlD^Dnh .D^k . ... DKmD„m <f,m .

On the right-hand side there will obviously be

/m + X — 1\ (m + a — 1\ ,

( x A /. rerms
'

for we have to associate every composition of X with every composition of p.

In general we may write

D^D^D^ . . . (^02 . . .
(f>m)

= 222 . .
. D^A, • • fc A.A^r, • • • fc • • D,mD,mDym ...<j>m

and the number of terms on the dexter is

fm + X — 1\ fm + fi — 1\ fm + v — \\fm + X — 1\ fm + fx,
— 1\ fm + v

\ X A ft )\ v

31. So far we have been concerned with a system of operators for use

when symmetric functions are expressed in terms of the elementary symmetric

functions alt a2) «3, •••; we must now find another system for use when

the functions are expressed in terms of the homogeneous product sums

«<!, /&2, lis, ....

We may evidently write

(x -«,)(*- <x2)
(x- as) ...

= xn -h^- 1 + (h\ - h,) xn~* - (h\ - 2/iA + h3) x
n~* + ...

since we know the formula for expressing any a in terms of the quantities h.

3—2
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The introduction of a new factor (x — k) on the left-hand side causes hw to

become

and thence any function
<fr

of hlt lu, h3 , ... becomes

(^(hi + K, hz + hjK + K?, h3 + h^K + hi*1 + k3
, ...)

or <j, + (kS, + k2 S 2 + «3S3 + . .
. ) 4> + 2"j (kS, + k2 82 + k383 + • • )' 4> +

where S« = jF + ^ -JiT~ + ^ ^ ^ •••

and the multiplications of operators are algebraic as in Taylor's Theorem.

This expression must be written in the form

<f>
+ /cA,(/> + «2A2 <£ + K?A d <f)

+ . .
.

;

where A 1
= 8I>

2!A2 = (S
2
) + 2S2 ,

3!A3 = (8?) + 6(S1 S2) + 6S3)

s!A- s zy^r:.«^-x
and l\ + rn.fi + nv + ... =s.

From these relations we deduce

Sl = A
1 ,

82
= -(A2 -2A 2),

S3
= A?-3A,A2 + 3A3J

84 = - (A? - 4A2A 2 + 2A2
. + 44,A3

- 4A4 ),

where {s\ is formed from A ]; A2 , A3 , . . . in the same way as (s) from h^, h2 , h3 , . .

.

The introduction of the quantity k causes

(\yv...)
to become

(\l
fi
m vn ...) + kk (\'->"V ...) + «"• (\t

/j.
m-1 vn ...)+ k" (Xl

fi
m vn

-1
...) + ...;

and if <f>= (\lpm vn ...)

this is also (1 + «-A 1 + «:
2A 2 + « 3A 3 + ...)(\

l
fi
m vn ...);

yielding the results A* (\l
ti
m vu ...) = (X'^fj^v71

...),

Ali (X
l
/j.
m vn ...) = (Xl

/i
m^1 vn ...),

A<A»A?...(xyv\..)=i;
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and if s does not occur among the parts X, /a, v, ...

Ag (xyv\..) = o.

It will thus be seen that A s when operating upon a function, symbolized

by a partition, is precisely equivalent to Ds .

The further conclusion is that there exists in regard to the h functions

a theory exactly parallel to that of Hammond in regard to the a functions.

Thus if

(\l
fi
m vm ...) = <j>(h1,h2 , hs, ...),

we have the corresponding operator relation

(S[8%% ...) + llmlnl ... = $ (At, A2) A 3 , ...)

Ex. gr. Since (21) = - Bh3 + 5/iA - 2h\,

we have (S2 8,) = - 3A8 + 5A2A:
- 2A?.



CHAPTEE V

APPLICATIONS OF THE OPERATORS d AND D

32. It will have been observed that every symmetric function formula

which involves the monomial functions (pqr...), the elementary functions

a,, a2 , as , ... and the power sums (otherwise one-part functions) su s2 , ss , ...

gives a relation between the operators and vice versa. Thus

(2 ) = nm — 2a,m_1 a,m+1 + Zam_2am+2 — ... ( ) A&vm

gives (df) + m! = Di - 2Dm_1Dm+1 + 2Z>m_2 Z)m+2 -... (-)» 2Dm .

The operators may be applied to the calculation of the expression of the

function (\
l /i"V'...) in terms of the elementary functions.

It must first be noted that if s > m
D8aPl aP2 ...aPm = Ds (1») (lft) . . . (1*-.) = 0.

Also if s = m
DmaPl aP2 ...aPm = Dm (1*.) (1^) . . . (1*«) = df,.,^, . . . aPm^.

It follows from this that the function (Xl
/j,
m vn ...) is of degree X when

expressed in terms of a„ a2 , a3 , . .
.

, for clearly Dg (X'//,"V .

.

.) = if s > X.

We may therefore write

(X*^™ vn . .

.

) = 2 Pop, Op
2

. . . clPk + terms of lower degree.

Thence operating with BK we find

(X'-i^v* ...) = XPaPl -iap^i ...ap
A -i,

or, in words, a unit diminution of suffix in the terms of highest degree in

(\'/abV\..) gives immediately the complete expression of (Xl
~l

fi
mvn ...).

Moreover suppose that we are given the expression of (X'-i /a"V\..) and
that we make it homogeneous of degree X by introducing into the various

terms the proper power of a , we see that a unit increase of suffix throughout

the expression gives at once the whole of the terms of highest degree in the
expression of (Xl

fj,

m vn ...).

Next suppose that

(K\l

fj.

m vn ...)=1PaPl otp
a

. . . ctp
K
+ terms of lower degree,
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the operation ofA produces

indicating that we produce (\
l
/j,
mvn ...) by making a unit decrease of suffix

in (K\l
fi
m vn ...) and subsequent division by a^~K

.

Moreover starting with the expression of (\l
/x
mvn ...) we have merely to

make it homogeneous of degree k by introducing the proper power of a into

every term and then make a unit increase of suffix to obtain the whole of

the terms of highest degree in the expression of (ic\l
/j,
m

v'
n

...).

Ex. gr. Since

(3) = a\ — 3a„a!a2 + 3a2a3

we find (53) = a 2
(a| — ^a^a2az + 3a2a4) + terms of lower degree.

33. If in the equation

(\l

fJ,™v"...)=f(a1,a2 , a3 , ...)

we operate on the right-hand side with dlt d2 , d3 , etc. ... and on the left-

hand side with their equivalents

A, A2 -2A, A-3AA + 3A, •
we obtain a set of differential equations of the first order all satisfied by /.

If k be an integer, less than %l\, none of whose partitions are contained in

(\'/M
mvn ...),

we have a differential equation of the form

4/=0;
and thus, frequently, we are able to calculate f without reference to known

values of symmetric functions of lower weight. Thus if/= (3
2

)

d1f=0, dj=0, dj=0, d6/=0,

and, without using dYf= 0, we find

(3
2
) = a\ — 3«i a2aa + 3a2a4 + 3a2 — 3a2a4

— Sc^a^ + 3a6 .

The remaining equations may be employed when Tables of functions of

lower weight are available.

The operation of d^ =A alone naturally derives a Table of weight w - 1

from a given Table of weight w.

The operator dn when performed on a function of weight n, or on a

function which does not involve an a with a suffix greater than n, reduces

to t— ; and similarly the non-linear operator (dxd^dy ...) reduces to

d d d

daK
' da^ ' da„

when the operand has a weight A + fi + v +—
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Hammond's Proof of the Second Law of Symmetry.

34. It has been shewn that there is a complete correspondence between

symmetric functions and operational formulas. Thus suppose that the two

symmetric functions (pqr...), (p^r^ ...) of like weight are developed so as

to give

(pqr...) = ... +Aa
Pl
a
gi
ari

... + («),

(Piqiri
•••)=• + A'apaq ar ... + (a').

We have to shew that A = A'.

The first equation (a) leads to the operator formula

(dpdqdr ...)= ... + ADPl
D

qi
Dri . .. + ...

and using each side of this on the opposite side of equation (a') we find

(... + ADPlDqi
Dri ... + ...)(p1 q lrl ...) = (dpdq

dr ...)(... +A'apaqar ... + ...).

Now the left-hand side is equal to A since

(DPiDqi
Dn ...)(p1 q1 r1 ...) = l

and the remaining operations cause (piq^ ...) to vanish. Also on the right-

hand

iii d d d
CLp&Q Ojr . . . — -= . -^ . -= . . ." dap da

q
dar

since the operand is of the same weight p + q + r + ...; hence the right-

hand side is equal to A', the remaining terms of the operand vanishing

under the operation. Accordingly

A=A',

establishing the theorem.

The requisite modifications can be made in the proof when there are any

equalities between either the parts p, q, r, ... or the parts plt qx , rlt

35. To prove the reciprocal theorem, write

apaq
aT ...= ... + B (p^q^ ...)+ (b),

aPlaqi
an ... = ...+ B' {pqr. ..) + (&').

From equation (b) we derive

DpDq
Dr ... = ... +B(d

Pldqi
dri ...)+ ...

and operating as before on the relation (b') we find

B = B',

establishing the reciprocal theorem.
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36. We may now generalize these results.

Suppose that, of the same weight, we have two results

24^™,»... (\
l
fi
m vn ...) = S-AVvrnvv... a{.d$a$...

,

^B\i„m vn... a{a™a* ... = 2-BviV"'V»'... (X.'VW' "'"'...).

Equivalent to the first of these results we have

S A ,
("x'vffi ...) _ s> ,<

/

n? ji»' rr»'

and since f«^) _J__ (*)*(**>,**
llmlnl... limlnl ... \daj \daj \daj

when the operand is aA a™a™ ..., a term of the same weight as the operator,

(d{d%<%...) , _ 1
_——-

—

aK a a„ . . . — i

,

l\m\n\...

and moreover D[,DfiD$ . . . (\'r /i'
m

'

v'n'

.

.

.) = 1

;

we find by operation of the operator identity upon the two sides of the

second of the two results in symmetric functions

ZilAl(im p«__ t
x> AV7™^... = ^3- A'*'

n"m' t/n'. •&\'V ti'm'
v'n'

. . . •

As an example of this elegant theorem take from Tables the two formulas

(4) + (31) + (2
2
) + (21«) + (1«) = - a4 + 2a3«i+ at - 3a,aJ + a4

,

a4 + a, ai + a\ + a2 a\ + a\ = (4) + 5 (31) + 9 (2
2
) + 20 (21 2

) + 47 (l4
).

Now multiply each coefficient in the first relation by the coefficient

immediately below it in the second relation so as to obtain the relation

lxl + lxH-lxl + lxH-lxl = -lxl+2x5 + lx9-3x20 + lx47

or 5 = - 1 + 10 + 9 - 60 + 47,

which is true.

Similarly since (21) = axa2
— 3a3 ,

af = 3(21) + (8) + 6(l»),

= 3-3=0.

Applications of the Operators $ and A.

37. If the student has grasped the method of employing the operators

d and D he will have little difficulty with those now under discussion.

The following results are easily verified

:

A,Am = hm_s , if s < m

;

AA = 1,

A„AAA™AJ... = 1, if l\+mfi + nv + ... =w.
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It follows from this last result that if the symmetric function (w) be

expressed in terms of A,, A2 , hs , ... the sum of the coefficients in such

expression is unity. But that if any other symmetric function, symbolized

by a single partition, be so expressed the sum of the coefficients is zero.

If in the equation

(xyV-) = 0(Ai. h t , A„ •••).

we operate on the right-hand side with S1( S2) SS) ... and on the left-hand

side with the equivalents

A,, -(A?-2AS), AJ-3A.A. + 3A,,...

we obtain a set of differential equations of the first order all satisfied by
<f>,

and thus it is just as easy to calculate symmetric functions in terms of the

functions A as in terms of the functions a. But it will be found that in

every case an A product presents itself in correspondence with every partition

of the weight ; there are no cells empty in the square table and every

symmetric function in brackets ( ) is of degree 6 when expressed in Aj, h2,hs ,

New Proof of the First Law of Symmetry.

Taking the two relations

(pqr.. .)=... + Ah
Pl
h
qi
hri ...,

(p1 q 1 r1 ...) = ... +A'hphq
hr ...,

the first gives rise to (Sp Sq Sr ...) = ... + AAPlAqiAri ...

and performing the sides of this upon the opposite sides of the second relation

we find

A = A'

which establishes the direct theorem. For the reciprocal theorem write

hphq
hr ... = ... + B(p1 q1r1 ...)+ ...

,

hPl hqi
h

ri ... = ... +L" (pqr. ..)+...;

from the first relation

ApAt
Ar ... = ...+B(S

Pl Sqi Sn . ..) + ...

and this, combined with the second relation, gives

B = B'.

If there be repetitional numbers in the partition we have merely to introduce

the appropriate factorials and the proof proceeds in a similar manner.

General Law of Symmetry.

38. Suppose that we have any two formulas of the same weight

SAW... OV"V'---) = 24'wmV"... (hlh^h^, ...),

2£'xv*»... hl

KU*h* ... = 2£w»v... (V>'"V»'...).
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The proof proceeds preoiiely as in the case of the functions alt a2 , a3 , ... and

we find

'SiA\lflm„n ...B'xlfjimpti = 2.A'\'1Vm'>''n' ... B\'l' p'm' y>n' .

Ex. gr. Take any two formulas from the Tables such as

K + KK + h\ + h,h\ + h\ = 5 (4) + 12 (31) + 16 (2
2
) + 27 (21 2

) + 47 (l4
),

(31) = -4A4 + 7As /t1 + 2hi - 1hji\ + Zh\,

multiplying together the coefficients of corresponding terms we have

1 =-20+84+32-189 + 94

which is right.

Operation of D or A upon a product.

39. Example 1.

A (43) (2) (1) = {D (42) + D {m) ] (43) (2) (1) = (3) (1) + (4).

Example 2. DK (1)» = D^ (If = (£)
(l)»-\

Hence at once the multinomial theorem, for if

(l)n = 2M(\l
/j,
mvn ...),

we have Z^DjDj . . . (1)" = ilf

and
(\\f(n-i\y.

"^"•w

and thence Jl/ =
(\!)'(/a!)

OT
(i;!)

B
..

the symmetric function expression of the multinomial theorem of algebra.

Example 3. The operators may be freely used for the purpose of

multiplying symmetric functions together. Thus suppose we require the

coefficient of (543) in the development of (321) (21) (21) ; writing

(321) (21) (21) = . . . + A (543) + . .

.

we find A = DJ)J)3 (321) (21) (21)

;

now write D5 = -D<aa) + D&a) + A221) >

.-. A(321)(21)(21)-(.21)(.l)(21) + (.21)(21)(.l)

+ (.21) (2.) (2.)

+ (3.1)(.l)(2.) + (3.1)(2.)(.l) + (32.)(.l)(.l)

(the dot indicating the part picked out)

= 2 (21) (21) (1) + (21) (2) (2) + 2 (31) (2) (1) + (32) (1) (1);
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and since Z)4 = Bm + D,2n) ,

AA(321)(21)(21) = 2(.1)(.1)(1) + (21)(.)(.) + (.1)(.)(2) + (.1)(2)(.)

+ 2(.l)(2.)(.) + 2(2.)(.l)(.)+2(3.)(.)(.) + (3.)(-)(')

= 3(3) + 6(2)(l) + 2(l)(l)(l) + (21);

and since D3
= Dm + D (21) + Dtm ,

AAA(321) (21) (21) = 3(.) + 6 (.)(•) +2 (•)(.) (•) = !!

Hence on multiplying out (321) (21) (21) we get one term 11 (543).

In like manner the other terms can be obtained.

The most important application of these operators is postponed to

Section V.



SECTION II

THEORY OF SEPARATIONS

CHAPTER I

THE ALGEBRAIC THEORY

40. In the foregoing Section the Theory of Symmetric Functions and

the Theory of Distributions have been developed together up to an interesting

point. The theories have been mutually helpful but a new idea will now

lead to more interesting and refined developments in both theories. The

notion is to associate the Theory of Symmetric Functions not with a number

but with the partition of a number and to shew that the theory of Section I

is that particular part, of a more general theory, which is associated with

that partition of a number which is composed wholly of units. This leads to

a great advance in the algebra and the Theory of Distributions proceeds pari

passu—at one time being urged along by the algebra, at another time pulling

along the algebra after it. The relation of the theory of Section I to the

theory of this Section will become clear, and attention will be drawn to those

theorems which are quite general for every partition and to those which are

peculiar to certain partitions.

The Separation of a Partition.

41. A partition of any number is "separated" into "separates" by writing

down a set of partitions, each partition in its own brackets, from left to right

so that when all of the parts of these partitions are assembled in a single

bracket, the partition separated is reproduced. We thus obtain what is

called a " Separation " of the partition.

Thus of a partition (PiPzPsPiPe),

(P1P2) (PsPi) (Ps), (PiP*P») (PiPl),

are separations. The first and second of these are composed of separates

(piP-z), (p>Pi\(pd; (PiP*Pt)Ap&>) respectively.

Just as we speak of a number, qua its partitions, as the partible number,

so we speak of a partition, qua its separations, as the separable partition.
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42. It is convenient to arrange the separates of a separation in descending

order of magnitude of weight or content from left to right. If these

successive weights be w1( w2 , w3 , ... the separation is said to have a

" Specification
"

(WjWjW,...),

and it must be noticed that both the separable partition and the specification

of its separation are " partitions of the same number."

The sum of the highest part of the separates of a separation is called the

" degree " of the separation. Thus the separation

(PiP*)(PsP*)(.P*)

has a specification (px +p2 , p3 +pt , ps) and a degree pl + p3 +ps .

43. If the separates are some of them repeated in a separation we have

the notion of " multiplicity." Thus if a separation be

(p....)* (/>2 .")MPs. ..)*•••

the multiplicity is defined by the succession of indices

Ji> Ji> Js> —
Admitting unity as a possible value of a j, it is clear that every separation

has a "multiplicity"; the sum of the multiplicity numbers is equal to the

number of separates which appear in the separation.

Every separation has the characteristics (i) weight, (ii) separable partition,

(iii) specification, (iv) degree, (v) multiplicity. There is also a sixth

characteristic which will be reached and considered presently. At present

the inquiry must be into the number of separations possessed by a given

partition. Let us have before us the whole of the separations of the partition

(X>2
);

they are (X2
/*

2

),
•

(X'/OM, (X^)(X), (X2
)(M

2
), (X/.)2

,

(\
2
)0*)

2
,

(x)2
(M2

), (v)WW
(X)2 ^)2

.

We observe that the number of the separations does not depend upon

the absolute values of X and /i but merely upon the repetitional exponents

2 and 2 which present themselves in the separable partition. The next

remark is that separations correspond to every partition of the " multipartite

number " (22). These partitions are

(22), one part,

(21) (01), (12) (10), (20) (02), (ll)2
, two parts,

(20) (01)2
, (10)

2
(02), (11) (10) (01), three „

(10)
2
(01)

2
, four „
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nine in number. In fact we see from Section I that these bipartite partitions

correspond to the distributions of objects of type (22) into one, two, three and

four similar parcels respectively. The notion of multiplicity arises naturally.

It will be remembered that in Section I it was found that the consideration

of a symmetric function

Sa*/^"...

could be dealt with for most purposes by merely considering the numbers

X, fi, v, So for some purposes a partition

(p?P?P?-)

can be dealt with by restricting the attention to the repetitional numbers

•77-,, 7r2 , 7r3 , ...

;

and we may say that the multiplicity of the partition is

|
TTiTTzTTs... \.

In the same notation we say that the multiplicity of a separation

(&...)}>(&.. .)>>(p,. ..)>'... is \j1jtj,...\.

We find instances where it is only necessary to consider the multiplicity

of a separation. It will be observed that qua, partition (

X

2
/x

2
) has a multiplicity

|

22
|
but qua separation a multiplicity

1

1 |.

It can now be asserted that the separable partition

(p?P?p?---)

of multiplicity
|
7Ti7r2?rs ,..

j

has separations which are in one-to-one corre-

spondence with the partitions of the multipartite number

(7ri7r2 7r3 ...),

and with the distributions of objects of type (ttxTt^tts . . .) into parcels of type (m)

when m may have all integer values from 1 to ~Zir.

In the particular case of the separable partition (p") the number of

separations is equal to the number of partitions of the multiplicity it.

Groups of Separations.

44. The separations of the partition (X2
/*

2
) were arranged above according

to the number of separates that made up the separations. There is a much

more important arrangement. If in the separations we strike out //, altogether

we are left either with (\
2
) or with (X) (X) ; similarly if we strike out X we

are left either with (/a
2
) or with (/u.) (/ii). In fact in any separation X considered

alone occurs in one of the separations of (X2
) and /u, considered apart from X

occurs in one of the separations of (/u
2
).
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Those separations which involve both X and /* in identical separations

°f (^-
2
)> (m

2
) respectively form a group. There are thus four groups associated

with

w. (/A

(A-
2
). M2

,

or, attending only to exponents, we may write these

Or {(2), (2)}, Gr{(n(2)}, Gr[(2),(l% Gr {(P), (1»)} \

and we find for Gr[(2),(2)} (X>2
), (X2)02

),

Gr{(P),(2)} (V2)(X), (X)2
<>

2
),

Gr((2),(l')} (X»G0, (V) (/,)=,

Gr{(P),(P)} (X/x)2
, (V)(X)W, (X)2 ^)2

.

In the case of the separable partition (p") there are as many groups as

there are separations ; each group contains one separation only.

It is clear, in regard to a separable partition

(PT'P?),

that there will be a group corresponding to every way possible of associating

a partition of 7^ with a partition of ir2 , and in general if PT denote the

number of partitions of ir, the number of groups of separations appertaining

to the separable partition

(pVp^pl"---)

IS -* 77, • * 1T2 ' T3

The sixth characteristic of a separation is thus the group of separations

to which it belongs.

The usual Tables of Symmetric Functions comprise results such as

(3) = (1)°-3(1)(P) + 3(P)

and the reader will observe that on the dexter, to numerical coefficients

pres, each term is a separation of the separable partition (P). In general a

Table of weight w gives the expressions of all symmetric functions symbolized

by a single partition ofw as linear functions of separations of the partition (lw).

The theory of Section I is in fact based on the particular partition (lw) of

the number w and is.thus a unitary theory. We are about to see that there

is a theory based upon any partition of w selected at pleasure and that there

is also a parallel Theory of Distributions.
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Generalization of the Theory of Section I.

45. In Section I we considered the distribution of n objects into n parcels

and found that the Distribution Function of n objects into parcels of type

(Piq^ .

.

.), where p1 + q1 + r1 + ... =n,is

We analyse this result in the following manner

:

Write d = (1) &„

c2 = (2)62 + (l2
)6?,

cs = (3)b3 + (21)b2 b1 + (l3)bl

c* = (4) b4 + (31) Mi + (2
2
) b\ + (21») hb\ + (1*) b\,

and in general

c, = 'Z(\fiv...)hbll b„...,

the summation being for every partition of the number s.

Observe that, if 6j = 62= b3
= . . . = 1, then cs = hs .

Consider the result of multiplication

cPl cqi cn ...=XPb^b2...;

in the product cPl cgi cri . . . every symmetric function product that presents itself

is a separation (of some partition of weight p t + qx + rt + ...) of specification

(piqifi--.)', the partition of which it is a separation will become manifest on

inspection of the 6-product to which it is attached. Thus if the attached

6-product'be

b?b?b*»...
«i «2 °a

it is clear that it is a separation of the partition

hence P must be a linear function of separations of the partition

(«f«p«?...)

each of which has a specification (piq^...).

It can now be shewn that the linear function P is also the Distribution

Function of n objects into parcels

(i»i9in—)

when the distributions are subject to certain restrictions.

Recalling Section I, Art. 10 it will be seen that we considered the

particular case of distribution of objects of type (321 2
) into parcels of type (43);

m.a. 4
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we wrote down ht and h3 at length in terms of the quantities a, /3, 7, 8 and

found that term of the symmetric function (321 2
) which arose from the

multiplication a3
/3 x /S78 ; we supposed the letters aaa/3 to be four objects

placed in similar parcels (one object in each parcel) of one kind and the

letters fiyS to be three objects placed in three similar parcels of a second

kind. In the present theory the product o?fi being a term of the symmetric

function (31) would have the literal product b^ attached to it, and the

product /37S being a term of the symmetric function (l 3
) would have the

product b\ attached to it. The meaning of b3 here is clearly that we have in

the distribution three similar objects, viz. aaa in similar parcels ; and the

meaning of bt which multiplies b3 is that one object /3 of a certain kind is

found in a parcel; so also the product b\ attached to /87S indicates that

objects of three different kinds are found in parcels; had the two objects /3, /3

been found in similar parcels 62 would have found a place in the 6-product.

From these considerations we see that the whole 6-product attached to

the term of^yS, which has been derived from the multiplication

a3
/3 x 0y8,

indicates that the corresponding distribution is such that if we agree to

write down a factor bs whenever we observe s similar objects in s similar

parcels we shall obtain the product

hbl

where (314
) and (321 2

) are necessarily partitions of the same number.

In this particular case therefore we see that the product b3 b\ will appear

whenever a distribution is of the type (31 4
). (See Sec. I, Art. 2.)

In general if in any distribution of n objects into n parcels (one object in

one parcel) we agree to write down a factor

bt

whenever we observe f similar objects in £ similar parcels, we of necessity

write down a 6-product

KK bh--->

where (?ifi£>---)

is some partition of n. We then say that the distribution is of type

(£&£.->•

Thence it follows that P, the linear function of symmetric function

products which is the coefficient of

*1 *3 *3

is the Distribution Function of n objects into parcels {piq^...), the

distributions being all of them of type

(Sl'«2
2
*3

3 ••)•
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46. Suppose now that P is expanded so as to be a linear function of

monomial symmetric functions, viz.:

P = Xd(X\^il'...);

we will write (piq^...) in the more general form

(pl'pl'p?--),

and we then have

c
l\

c
l\°l\ - = - + {20(Xfr$Xfr...)} bulbil ... + ...,

indicating that there are precisely 6 ways of distributing objects of type

into parcels of type ( pi*pi*pl* ...),

the distributions being all of them of type

(s?s?st»...).

The reader will have little difficulty in grasping the nature of the type in

any particular case of distribution. Thus realizing a distribution as in

Section I such as

AAA
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interest. The meaning in general is that if we take that linear function of

the separations of the symmetric function

(«TW».)>
each of which has necessarily the specification

which arises from the product

and then express such linear function of separations as a linear function of

single partition symmetric functions, the function

(\{'A^...)

will appear with a coefficient which will remain unchanged when in the

process the partitions

(Pi'P^P?--), (X{'X$x£...)

are interchanged.

We obtain special cases by giving the quantities blt b2 , b3 , ... the values

zero or unity. If we put each b equal to unity we have the First Law of

Symmetry of Section I, there being no restricting partition. If we put

b2 =b3
= ... = 0, merely retaining b^ , we have the Second Law and so on.

The reader must notice that the theorem is in regard to any three

partitions of the same number and has to do with the separations of one of

those partitions ; it is further concerned with the separations of a certain

specification denoted by a second of those partitions ; these separations are

linearly connected in such wise that each separation has attached to it a

coefficient which indicates the number of ways of permuting the separates of

the separation, the only permutations allowable being those amongst separates

of the same content ; this is clear because such coefficients only arise in the

powers
f*"2 n"Z

which make up the c-product.

Let us now fix the attention on the partition whose separations are under

consideration ; these separations are of various specifications

(?»''..)
and they occur in a number of linear functions P, each of which has one

of the said specifications, and moreover when the functions P are developed

they give rise to a number of monomial functions

(\^\£...);

the theorem of symmetry or reciprocity derived from the distribution theory

now shews that the various monomials

(Xi'Xjxfr...)
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are, in some order, identjpal with the various specifications

and that writing the expressions P in any order vertically and the corre-

sponding specifications in the same order from left to right we are

able to express the linear functions of separations P in terms of monomial
symmetric functions by means of a Table possessing row and column

symmetry.

Theorem. " Of a separable partition

the linear functions of separations P are expressible by means of monomial

symmetric functions whose partitions are identical with the specifications

of the separations, and a symmetrical Table may be thus formed.

Conversely by solving a number of linear equations or otherwise the

monomial functions are expressible as linear functions of the functions P and

the Table thus formed must, by elementary determinant theory, possess row

and column symmetry."

A theorem of expressibility now arises, a generalization of the fact that

all monomial symmetric functions are expressible in terms of the elementary

functions, or as we may say by means of symmetric function products each of

which is a separation of the partition (lw). The symmetric functions which

are expressible by means of products which are symbolized by separations

of a given partition are denoted by partitions which are identical with the

specifications of the separations of the given partition; moreover if (pqr...)

be a specification of a separation of a given partition it is possible to arrive

at that partition by substituting

for p some partition of p

„ q q

47. Hence the following

Theorem. " If a symmetric function be symbolized by

(pqr...)

and (piPvPs- • •) be any partition of p

(giMs---) » " q

(rir2r3 ...) „ „ r

the symmetric function (pqr...) is expressible by means of symmetric
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function products each of which is symbolized by a separation of the

partition

(P1P2P3 ...q!q2q3 ... nr^rs . ..)."

Ex. gr. The symmetric function (321) is expressible by means of

separations of (l 6
), (21 4

), (2
2P), (31 3

), or (321) but is not expressible by means
of separations of (2

3
), (3

2
), (41 2

), (42), (51) or (6).

This is an important theorem in regard to algebraic expressibility. We
have now before us the complete separation Tables, Direct and Inverse, as

far as weight 6 inclusive. From each row of the Direct Tables the reader

will be able to enunciate a theorem of distribution.
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GENERALIZATION OF GIRARD'S FORMULA

48. Turning back to the formula of Girard given in Section I, Art. 5, we
will give it a different form by writing S (ln) in place of sn , the notation

indicating that the sum of the nth powers of the quantities alt 0%, a3 , ... or of

a, /3, 7, ... is expressed by symmetric function products symbolized by

separations of (1"). We then write the formula

II'. JilJz'.Js'....

Now, if we denote by S(\l
fi
m

...) the expression of sn by means of

symmetric function products, each of which is symbolized by a separation of

the partition

(\y»...)

of the number n, we can establish the elegant result

(-y^-- (' +"^:: 1)|g^--)

= th« ffi'VwW* (-/,)>.. .
.

;

where (J
-

,)''1 (J2)^ («7,y». .

.

is a separation of the partition (\
l
fi
m
,..) and the summation is for every such

separation.

We recur to the system of relations

C,=(l)&i,

c2 = (2)62 + (P)6?,

c3
= (3)b3 + (21) bA + (I s

) b\,

which we may look upon, from one point of view, as a transformation by

means of which the quantities c are transformed into the quantities b ; and

we may enquire if there exists a system of invariants of this transformation

;

whether in fact we can form a system of functions of clt c2 , c3 , ..., which, to

symmetric function multipliers prfa, are equal to the like functions of
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&i> b2 , b3 , — A complete system of such functions does exist and they are

of fundamental importance.

In the first place the reader will notice that c, is such a function. The

complete system is found as follows

:

Granted that the symmetric functions on the dexter sides of the relations

refer to quantities alt a?, a,, ..., we observe that the expression

l+d + c2 + c3 + ...

may be broken up into factors of the form

1 +as b1 + a2
,b2 + alb3 + ...,

so that we have the identity

1 + CJ + CJ + C3+ ... = 11(1 +a.bi + <x
2 b2 + tt>b3 + ...),

a

a factor appearing for each of the quantities a which may be supposed to be

infinite in number.

We may also introduce an arbitrary quantity
fj,
and write

1 + /td + /i
2
c2 + /j?c3 + . . . = II (1 + fiabi + tfo?b2 + /x

3 a?b3 +...).
a

Taking logarithms

log (1 + fict + fj?c2 + /j?c3 +...) = 2 log (1 + /^ab, + /xW&2 + /j?cl% +...);
a

and expanding

fj.0, + /a
2
(c2 - \c\) + p? (c - C2 Ci + £c?) + . .

.

= M (1)6. + /**(2) (h-m + ^ (3) (b3 - Mi + ib\) + ;

and by equating coefficients of like powers of /u. we obtain the complete

system of functions we are searching for. Thus for ft
1

where I = SZ\.

Hence in general

A V I MM CA,% • •
•

h H

is an invariant function of the transformation for all integer values of I.

If Cj, c2 ,c3 ,
... be elementary symmetric functions qu§. elements 71,72, 73, ...

the invariant function, when multiplied by £Z\ and taken with negative sign

when S/X is even, is the sum of the Zth powers of yu 72, 73, ...; moreover if

&!, 62 , 63, ... be elementary symmetric functions of quantities /3U /32 , /33 , ...

and we write the symmetric functions as partitions ( )a , ( )p, ( )y , according

as they refer to the quantities a, /3 or y we have

(Or =(0.(00,
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a simple relation which #hews that in the original set of relations we are at

liberty to interchange the quantities a with the quantities /3 ; in fact they

may be written

Cl=(l )/)«!,

c3 = (3)pa3 + (21)p a2 aj + (l 3)pa\,

To proceed, we have the identity

M }
1,11,1...

°K
>
^" W { ) MW-. * *•"'"

and we have to express the left-hand side in terms of blt b2 , b3 , ... by means

of the relations connecting the functions c with the functions b so as to pick

out the term which involves

tfi bl*

suppose that a term on the left-hand side involves the c product

VVa •••
'

in this the cofactor of b
l
£

b

1

^ ... consists of products of symmetric functions,

each product being a separation of the function

if such separation be

we see, by applying the multinomial theorem separately to c™ 1

, c]J..., that

the whole cofactor of b\b\... is

2 TTT1 WW*-.
the summation being for all the separations.

Hence the complete term

= ... + (-)^- 1fe1I! WM^---6i\^.. . + ...,•

yi • ,/2 • • • *

because 2m = 2j.

Hence substituting in the identity and equating cofactors of b\b1

^...

we have
.

(.j ! t2 i . . . J\ Jl •

or (
_)«fcil!

fl (x* tf . . .) = 2 (-)*^^-!WW*- >

t, ! s2 ! . .

.

yi ! ^2 ! • • •
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where (J,y>(J,V'»...

is a separation of (\(' \|
2

. . .),

as was to be shewn.

This remarkable result enables one to write down at once the expression

of sn in terms of separations of any partition of n.

Ex.gr. ss = S(2n%

and f 8 (2
2 1») = | (2)

2 (If - 2 (21) (2) (1) - (2
2

)
(l)2 - (l 2

) (2)
2

+ (2
2

) (l 2
) + | (21)

2 + (21 2

) (2) + (2*1) (1) - (2
2 P).

Properties of the Coefficients in the Expressions for sn .

49. We recur to the definition above given Art. 44 of a "Group of

Separations " and we will establish that if sn be expressed as a linear function

of separations of a partition of n, and provided that such partition does not

consist merely of repetitions of a single part, the algebraic sum of the

coefficients appertaining to each group of separations is zero.

Ex. gr. Arranged by groups of separations

|S(2 2 12

)

= % (2)
2
(1)

2 -(22
)(1)

2 -(1 2
)(2)

2 +(22
)(1

2
)

- 2 (21) (2) (1) + (2
2
1) (1) + (21

2

) (2) - (2
2 1 2

)

+ 1(21?

Sum of coefficients =0
Group is {(1

2
),(1

2

)} {(2),(P)} {(!"), (2)} {(2), (2)}

It will be noted that the partition (2
2 1 2

) satisfies the condition that there

must be at least two different parts.

To establish the theorem we put the group in evidence by writing

C! = (l)ail„

c2 = (2) 5I + (l 2
)a4 2 ,

c3
= (3)aC + (21).4 15I + {\\A 3 ,

c4 = (4).A + (31).^ + (2%B2 + (21«).4,51 + (l%A t ,

C=2(l*.2*.3*....M*,ft,(V..,

where the summation is for all partitions (1*'2*"8*3 ...) of I.

If we form any product

cfcg ch ...,
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we obtain on the right-jjand side a number of terms of type

(l/»2/»3A. ..). (1* 2^3»=...)a(l ft'2^3 ft
=. ..)„...

• • • AAB,%
GA . . . Agi

B
g2Cgs

...A hlBh2Ch3 ,

where the portion AABACft ... A
gi
Bgfigs ... A hlBhiCha

indicates that the separation

(l/.2/s&A. ..)«(1»' 2*3*>. ..)a (l ftl 2**3*3. ..)a ..

.

belongs to the group of separations

G{(figA-l (AgA...), (f&A—), }
When we were dealing with the relations

Cl = (l)a&l,

c2 = (2)a 62 + (l%62
,

etc.

we obtained a result which as a particular case is

c\ - 4c
2
c2 + 2c\ + 4c, c3 - 4c4 = (4)a (b$ - 4&2

62 + 261 + 4*A - 464).

For the relations now under view we find

c\ - 4c
2
e2 + 2c! + 4ciC3

— 4c4

= {(l)Ui - 4 (1)* {1%A\A, + 2 (P)U! + 4 (1)„ (l^A.A, - 4 (1%A 4 }

- 4 {(1)| (2)a^fA - (1). (21). 4?A - (2)B (P)a J 2^ + (21% AA]
+ 2{(2faBl-2(2%B2}

+ 4{(l).(3).ACi-(81).A01 }

-4{(4)„A}

and it is observed that each separation has attached to it a literal product

which indicates the group of separations to which it belongs.

This latter result becomes the former by writing

(A k , Bk , Ck , ...) = (&?, b\, bl, ...) respectively,

so that if we put therein the suffixed letters A, B,G, D, ... each equal to

unity, the portions of the five lines in brackets
{ } are respectively equal

to s4 or (4)« expressed in terms of separations of (l4
), (21 2

), (2
2
), (31), (4).

If the theorem to be established is true the second and fourth lines should

vanish when all of the symmetric function factors of the separations are put

equal to unity. They visibly do vanish shewing that in the formula

«4 = (l)2
(2) - (1) (21) - (2) (P) + (21»)

the sum of the coefficients vanishes in each of the two groups and in the

formula
*4 = (1)(3)-(31)

in the single group.
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It will suffice therefore to shew that, when sn is formed for the elementary

functions d, c2 , c3 , ... and on the right-hand side every symmetric function ( )„

is put equal to unity, only literal products of the forms

Gf3 Cg3 Vhs
---

survive—in fact that no product containing more than one of the different

symbols A, B, C, ... survives.

For this purpose put c/ = A lt

c2
= A + vl a>

e3
'=0

1 + A lB1 + A 3)

so that

l+Ci' + c2
' + c'+...

= (l + A 1 + A 2 + A 3 +...)(l + B1 + B2 + B3 + ...)(l + C1 + C2 + C3 + . ..)....

Taking logarithms of each side and expanding we find

Ci' - h (C - 2c2
') + i (c/

8 - 3c/ c,' + 3c/) - . .

.

= A l -l(A*-2A 2) + $(A\-3A 1A 2 + 3A 3)-...

+ A - \{B\ -W2) + i(B\- ZB,B2 + 353)
- ...

+ d - i (d - 2C2) + $ (C? - 3C.0, + 3C3)
- ...

+

This relation proves the theorem because the right-hand side visibly

contains no product which involves more than one of the different symbols

A, B,C,....

Theorem. " If sn be expressed as a linear function of separations of a

partition of n and if such partition contain at least two different parts the

algebraic sum of the coefficients appertaining to each group of separations

is zero."

It follows, as a necessary corollary, that under the same circumstances

the sum of the whole of the coefficients in the expression of sn is zero. This

theory of the group can be extended to other symmetric functions. Consider

for a moment the expression of (3
2
) by means of separations of (214

) ; we can

reach it by writing

2 (3*) = a\ - s, = S (21) S (1«) - S (21*).

It is ,clear that the sum of the whole of the coefficients is zero because

both <S(21) and a?(21 4

) possess that property. If on the right-hand side

there had been such a product as $(14
)/Si (2) this would not have been the

case because the algebraic sum of the coefficients is not zero either in S (l4
)
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or in S(2). This predict does not present itself because the partition (3
2

)

possesses no separation of specification (42). The reasoning is general and
we are led to the

Theorem. " In the expression of the symmetric function

Otfxfr...)

by means of separations of (sf
1 s%2

...)

the algebraic sum of the coefficients will be zero provided that

(i) the partition (si's%2
...) contains at least two different parts;

(ii) the partition (\{
l\l

£...) possesses no separation of specification

(o-jSi. o-2s2 , ...)."

Similarly if we express $(21), 8 (I s
) and $(21 4

) as sums of groups of

separations we can express 2 (3
2
) as a sum of groups and each such group

would arise as the sum of two terms, one of which would be a product of a

group of $(21) by a group of S(l 3
) and the other would be a group of S(214

).

Since each group of $(21) and $(21 4
) has zero for the sum of its coefficients

it follows that each group in the expression of 2 (3
2
) has zero for the sum of

its coefficients.

Hence in the case of any monomial symmetric function expressed in

terms of separations of a given symmetric function the sum of the coefficients

of each group vanishes under the same circumstances as the whole of the

coefficients.

Theorem. " In the expression of the symmetric function

by means of separations of (sf'sjp...)

the algebraic sum of the coefficients of each group of separations will be zero

provided that

(i) the partition (sf's^2 ...) contains at least two different parts

;

(ii) the partition (Xi'X^---) possesses no separation of specification

(o-jS,, o-2s2 ,
...)•"

These laws may be verified in the Tables of Symmetric Functions.



CHAPTER III

THE DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS OF THE THEORY OF SEPARATIONS

50. In Section I we expressed the obliterating operators Du 2 , Ds , ...

in a form suitable to the separation theory by writing

2 = D® + .D(i2),

-03 = -0(3) + -0(21) + -0(13),

DK — SO (A 1 xs ...x(l
),

the summation being for every partition of \.

We also established the law of operation of

0(Al ^...A„)

upon a symmetric function product.

We now require a similar extension of the operators d1 , d2 , d3 , .... Consider

the separable partition

(\{'A'...)

and note that, if it be separated, any combination of its parts may occur as

a separate; the number of distinct separates that may occur depends only

upon the multiplicity of the partition separated and is equal to

(1+0(14Z2)...-1.

In order to adapt the operators dlt d2 , d3 , ... to an operand composed of

separations of a partition it is necessary to consider all of the separates as

independent variables.

Let (v) be any such separate, then by a well-known theorem of the

differential calculus we have

the summation being in regard to every separate.
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Since by Section I, Art. 27

s n-J.nr^....

where tt1 + 27r3 + 37r3 + ... =s;

if («) = (l"i+'r"2^+"-a...)
)

(^ds (v) = S(-^f^
1

(1*2*...),
6 7Tj ! 7T2 ! . .

.

the summation being for every partition

(1^2^...)
of s.

Hence ds
= SS (-)**+«

(S*"
,

1)!s
(1^2^...)-

7Ti!7r,l.„
v / d(lP' +,r'2^+^...)'

where on the right-hand side the operand is a linear function of separations

of a certain partition and the summation is in regard to

(i) every separate (lPi+'i2^+^ . .
. ),

(ii) every partition (l* 1 2"'»
. .

.
) of s.

Let us now put

"2,(lPi2Pt..,) =d/,Ti,n ^K
' dil^+'^P^'K..) (1 2 - ) '

wherein the indices 7r1; 7t2 , ... are constant, and the summation is in regard

to every separate of the form

(lPi+ ,ri2Pl+ 'r
' . . .)

;

(lit — IV s
then 4, = S(-)**+'

, ,
<W»-)-

TTj! 7T2 ! ...

We call ^""i"'2
...)

a linear partition operator, and of course

(1"2^...)

is a partition of s and we have expressed the number or weight operator ds

as a linear function of linear partition operators by a law similar to that of

Girard for expressing the one-part symmetric functions in terms of the

elementary functions.

In particular d, = dm ,

<*2 = d^i) — sap),

d3
= dm — 3dm + 3a,

3) ,

dt =s d(li)
— 4d(212) + 2dm + 4d

(31)
- 4rf

(4) ,

Ex. gr. Suppose the partition separated to be

(2
2 1 2

):
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this has separations involving eight separates, viz.:

(2
2 1 2

), (2*1), (2=), (21*), (21), (2), (P), (1)

and therefore

^=
)̂

+ ( 1)^) + (2)^) + (21)
)̂

+(28)4r)
+ (

221)^py
dlm —

d . ,„, d ,„„, d
m ~ d (1»)

+ (2)
d (212

)

+ (22)
J(2JF) ;

d
- =d4 + (1) d^T)

+ (P)dW) +^ dW) + (21)4"D
+(2P)3P !

^ =^ +(D^ + (2)^ + (21);
' l

d(2iy x ; d{2i*)^ K J d(2ny K 'd(&i*y

, d , d
,21s,_

d(212V w d(2»l")'

d(2s
)

v , d(2'l)
TV / d(2*l 1)'

d
^i)-

/7/92 1 \ + (1 );

<*f22l21
—

d(22 l)
v / d(2a l 2)'

d
t(2212,_

d(2n2)'

and no other partition operators need be considered. The number of potent

operators is clearly always equal to the number of separates of the given

partition. We thus see that any weight operation de may be carried out,

when the operand consists of separations of a given partition, by a number
of differentiations in regard to the separates which compose the separation.

Now let us have before us the identity

3 (51) = 2 (2
2 1 2

) + (2
2
1) (1) - 2 (21 2

) (2) - 2 (2
2

) (l
a
) - (21)2- (2 2

) (l)2

+ (21)(2)(1) + 2(2)2
(1

2
).

Observing that d2
= Z)

2 — 2Z)2 it is clear that the left-hand side vanishes

under the operation of d2 ; therefore the right-hand side also vanishes

under d, and therefore under

d(12)
— 2d

(2)
.

If we operate with d
(12)

we obtain a number of separations of (2
2
), and, if

with d (2) , a number of separations of (21 2

) ; hence the terms which result

being separations of (2
2
) and (21 2

) respectively must separately vanish and
we see therefore that the right-hand side must vanish when either of the

operations dm , d (2)
is performed.

In fact d lv) yields

2 (2
2
) - 2 (2)

2 - 2 (2
s
) + 2 (2)

2 = 0,
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and d
l2)

gives

- 2 (21 2
) + (21) (1) + 4 (2) (l 2

) - 2 (1) (21) + (2) (l)2 - 2 (l 2
) (2)

- 2 (2) (l 2
) - (2) (l)2 + (21) (1) + 2 (21 2

) = 0.

We thus draw the important general conclusion that if a linear function

of separations of a partition vanishes by the performance of any weight

operator it must also vanish by the performance of every partition operator

of that weight. This fact renders the calculation of Tables of Separations a

very easy matter in many cases.

Ex. gr. Suppose we require to express (41) by means of separations

of (213
).

Assume

(41) = ^(21 s
) + JB(21a)(i) + C(21)(l2)+0(2)(l s

) + i)(21)(l)2 + J&(2)(P)(l)
)

where observe that (21) (l2
) and (2) (l 3

), being separations having the same

specification, have necessarily the same coefficient ; and that the separation

(2) (l)3 being the only one of degree 5 must be absent.

The operations of dm , d®, dm , d til)
must cause the expression to

vanish; from dm we get B + C+E = 0, A +0 = 0, and from d®,D=0;
and thence, from d(21)

, B = ; thus

(41) = A {(21
3
) - (21) (l 2

) - (2) (l3
) + (2) (l 2

) (1)},

and the operation of Z)4 shews that A is unity.

In regard to weight operators we have

(dK) (d„) = (d^d/i) + dK+„ ;

we require the corresponding result for partition operators.

Since

V.^...)=2(1^2ft...)
d(lJP ,+„t,+,.,„ )

.

and d(i<Hs»»...) = 2 (!*•+* V'*"'
•
)
d (

lPl+„i+Pi 2»»+f+p».. .)'

it follows that

d( 1
Ti

2
'rs...) "f" d(iPi^...) = d(i"i+Pi^2+Pi...) ]

see Art. 27 ; and thence

(d(i"i2"*...)) (^(l f>'2'\..)) = (^(l
lr'2,r2

...)^(lPl 2P! .-.)) + d(i"i+Pi2"i+Pi...).

This result leads to the conclusion that any linear partition or weight

operator is commutative with every other linear partition or weight operator.

Consider the solutions of the linear partial differential equation

A = 0,

M.A. 5
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where A is any linear partition or weight operator. If tf> be one solution so

that identically

A<f> = 0,

and A' be any other linear partition or weight operator,

AA'<£ = A'A<£ = 0,

so that A'0 is also a solution of the same equation.

Relations between the Partition d and D Operators.

51. It will be gathered from Art. 50 of this Section and Art. 27 of

Section I that

S
^!7r2 !...

<W>...)-2 ^i^i... A'A°->

the summations being for every partition

(1^2^...)

of a number n.

We thence obtain the series of relations

d
(1)
= A>

d„, -2d tt =.Di-2A,

dm - Sdtm + 3d« =A - 3AA + 3A,

rfdo - 4d to, + 2d (22) + 4d
(31) - 4rfw = A4 - 4AA2 + 2A + 4AA - 4A,

and thence expressing the weight operators D in terms of partition operators,

the series

dti) = Ad,
d

(
,s) — 2d

l2)
= (An — 2Ai2)} — 2A2),

dm - 3d (21 , + 3dw = {An - 3Ai^A» + 3D,..)} - 3 {As Ad - A*,} + 3DW ,

d(11)
- 4d,2IS) + 2d(22) + 4d,M ,

- 4d
(4) = {An - 4An>A» + 2A« + 4Am^oi - 4Ai«>}

- 4 |A2, A. - D»DM - Dm Dm +AW + 2
jA, - 22)OT}

+ 4{A:3)A)-Asi)}-4A4)>

Consider in particular the second of these, viz.

:

a
(]2)
— 2a

(2)
= Ai)

—
2-D(i2) — 2A2)

;

the two sides of this relation must produce with any operand the same

result identically and those functions which are separations of the same
function must be equal amongst themselves; hence dm must produce the

same as Ad~2Ai 2)
and d

i2)
the same as A«; this argument leads to the

important series of relations
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<^(D
= A»>

«(12)
= Ad — 2D,

dm = D,

(12)>

d.(13|
'

y
<2)>

• T)3 - 3D(12) Z)m + 3Z>,(1S)>

*(2i) = As)Ad ~ Asd<

<*(3)
= Dm>

%*) = Ad ' 4J)mDL + 2Dl 2) + 4>DmDM - 4D,'m U3)^7!!)' '(l*)'

d,
(2i2)
— As)Ad ~~ A2)Ai2

)

—
Aai)Ad + A21*)'

a
(22)
= A2)

— 2A2«)>

"PD
=
A3)Ad — As7(3D'

V <x
(4)
— A*) >

etc.;

in general

(~)2' =ruri ^ .) = $(-)*J (lj ~ 1)lDj >

i.lj.1.

the summation being for all separations

(Ji)*' 1 (</"»)* ... of the partition (pj'pp•)
The mode of operation of Aj) upon a product of monomial symmetric

functions has been explained in Art. 29 of Section I ; that of d^j), where (/)

may be any partition, is from Art. 50 clearly such that the parts of (J) are

to be subtracted in all possible ways from the symmetric function factors,

the whole of the parts always from a single factor ; thus

dy) (t/i/A/ii/) (JX'fi'v)

= (J\/j,v) (J\'/j,'v) + (JJXfiv) (X'/jl'v).

In particular

<Z (31) (4321)(3
2P)(31)

= (42) (3
2P) (31) + (4321) (31) (31) + (4321) (3

2P),

cZ (31) (31) = l,

dtJ,(J) = l.

To verify the relation

^(21) = -0(2) -0(1)
—

-0(21).

take as operand (321 2

) (21
3
), then

dm (32P) (2P) = (31) (2P) + (321 2

) (l 2
),

whilst

D
(1) (321

2

) (21
s
) = (321) (2P) + (321 2

) (21
2

),

DmDa (321 2

) (2P) = (31) (2P) + (321) (P) + (31 2

) (2P) + (32P) (P),

Dw (32P) (2P) = (3P) (2P) + (321) (P),

a verification.

5—2
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We must now reverse the system and it is easy to establish that

Ad =
^(D

.

{2-D(i!
)

=
*d)

— dm ,

-Ota = a
(2) ,

vUm = «(,) — Sdmdm + 2dm ,

-D(a) = dt2)dw — d(21 )

,

0(31 = Ct(3) ,

r24X'(
I 4)
= am — DO(i2)0!(i) + 3a(V )

+ od^d^) — vd^,

2-0(212) = £4(2) C?fu — 2d(21 ) d (l )
— (X(2) C2

(12) + 2d(21J),

^-0(22) = "(2)
—

°!(22) >

-0(31) = ft (3) »(]) — (1(31) )

-0(4) = rf(4) ,

etc.

In both of these systems of relations the multiplications of operations

have denoted successive operations. We may transform the system last

written so that the multiplication of the d operators may be algebraic or

symbolic.

Thus since

"(i)
= (%)) + "»»)»

where the brackets ( ) denote symbolic multiplication of the factors which

they contain, we have

2 !2>,.i = (<*?.»)>

and ®Dm = (df,,) + 3 (dmdw ) + d
ti3)

- 3 {(dmd (1) ) + dm } + 2dm = (dfa),

also 2.0,212, = d
{2) {(dflf) + dm ]

- 2 (d^dm ) - 2dm}
— (a (2) (1(12))

— (X(2i2) + 2<X(2i2) = (tt(2)
a

(1| ),

and the reader will have little difficulty in establishing the general result

ttJtt,! ... Arf'rf'...) = (<*&,(*&>...),

which is very remarkable and suggestive.

52. There is yet another important set of relations which have an

important application in Section V of this work. It will be remembered that

the mode of operation of Ds upon a product of symmetric functions was given

in Art. 29. This was important because Dg picked out all partitions of s in

all possible ways from the product, one part only being taken from each factor

of the product. We are now to see that there is an analogous operator

L (\H'-)'
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which picks out from a pjoduct of symmetric functions all separations of the
partition (VV---) in all possible ways from the product, one separate only
being taken from each factor.

The L operators are defined as follows

:

L(K) = dw = Dw ,

t h^) = Ofyo^w) + d(M) = dwdM = DWDM ,

[2LW = (dfa) + 2dw= dfo + dw = 2 {Zfo - JDOT },

' -*W) = (<^(A)^)rf(,)) + (dMdM) + (dMdM) + (dMa\K)) + d(Afl>,)
= dwdMdM
= X/{A) -l/(^) -^(i/) j

2i
(xv) = (4odw ) + 2 (<V)tfw) + 2 (d(v)^(A)) + 2d(AW

= {dfo + dm] dM = 2 I^a) - Dw] Dw ,

QLW) = (dh) + 6 (d^dM) + 6dw = d
(

3

A) + 3dwdw + 2dw

while in general

L(\i)

= 2
7Ti ! TTb ! 7T3 ! . .

.

"(A) "ffl)^(A>)

7T! ! 7T2 ! 7T3 ! . . .
1"'

.
2"'«

.
3"'>

. . .

.

— V f_y+2>r
\*-'K

)
• 7)t, TVr„ T)7T3 *

7T! ! 7Ta ! 7T3 I . .

.

* Let a + 2/3 + 37+...=n,

a+ /3 + 7 + ...=r.

Then (t
1 + ta+ t,+ ...)

r=Z
a ,

/g^ 1

h
at/t3y....

t*
Put <„ = - so that

(i + t + - + ... V = S — ,a + 2/3+3v+ ...

U +
2
+

3
+ -; «I/3! 7 !...1"'.2^.3V...'

Writing j + ^ + j+ ... = T, we have

77 T T* '"

11 21 r o!jSl7l...l".2P.3»..

T=lo

and if p be an arbitrary numerical magnitude

Now T=log—

,

eP^eP"*!—«=22- p
r
(
K

r a!/3!7l...la .2P.3y...

and e
p2'=(l - t)

_p and comparing coefficients of t
n on each side we find that

ss £
r o!/Sl7!...l".2^.3l'...

is equal to the coefficient of t" in the expansion of (1 - <)-p .
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the summations being for all solutions of the equation in integers

7Ti + 2tt2 + 3tts + ... =1,

and
L

(\{'f^\l' ...) = L
(\{<)

L
Qk) L(t&) •••>

the operations on the right-hand side being performed successively.

From these we observe that

LM = LWLM ,

and we shall find that in general

L
{\\' x£\|»...) = -fyxi

1

)

L
(\l*)

L
<$>)
>

where

Lw = dw = Dw ,

Aa») = 2"; {<%» + °W = ^W ~ A**)>

V) = 3-, l
dh +H^w + 2<W = Ao ~ 2Dw)2)w + A*>»

and in general

X(V)

has the expressions above given.

It will be noticed that in the first summation the law is that of the

expression of the elementary functions a in terms of the sums of powers,

It thence follows that

(i) when p=l we have Cauchy's Theorem

2 L^^- = 1 '

a!/3!7!...l".20.3r ...

where n is a positive integer and the summation is for all solutions of the equation in integers,

a + 2/3 + 37+... = n;

(ii) when p= - 1 we have Cayley's Theorem

2 — 5 =0,
a\plyl...la .&.'&'* ...

where n is a positive integer greater than unity.

The Theorem as it stands is due to Sylvester.

Other interesting particular cases are obtained by putting p equal to -
J, + J and + 2.

Also an easy corollary is that

2-
a!/3! 7 !...l

a .2^.3V ...

= Coeff. ofp'-'infp + l) (p + 2)...(p +n- 1),

a result which is also due to Sylvester.
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bub here the signs are .all positive; whilst in the second the law is that of

the expression of the homogeneous product sums h in terms of the elementary

functions a.

In the summations multiplications of operators denote successive multipli-

cation.

We must now establish the law by which LrJ^ \ operates upon a

product of symmetric functions. The expression of L that must be considered

primarily is that which is a linear function of operators each of which is

a symbolic product of linear operators. Thus we have

where in connexion with the right-hand side

(\)0*), (v)
are the two separations of (\fi) which occurs on the left-hand side.

The operation of d^ upon a symmetric function product picks out from

such product the separate (\fi) from each factor in succession and adds the

results together; thus

d<*rt (*V) (VI) = (V) (VI) + (^V2

) (!)•

Next consider the operator (dw dM ) of the second order.

It is, if «/,, J2 denote any assemblages of integers in descending order of

magnitude so that (Ji)> (Ja) denote any partitions of any numbers,

aww
rf % >

the summation being for all partitions of all numbers, separately in respect

of «/, and J2 . The particular term of the operator that has been specified

under the summation sign may act upon an operand

(J-.VKJ-^) (...)(.. .)».,

and the result of the operation would be

WW (••)(•••) •••>

shewing that the operator has deleted the separation (X) (/a) from the product,

one separate only from one factor. Similarly if the operand be

{J{kJ(J^T{J^)n
(••),

wherein as before only the factors which involve the numbers X, p are

specified, the operator (dw dw )
produces

lm (Jy) (J,) (
W"1 (J^r-1 (J,V)'

1

(• • •)

+ inw (j,\) (j^y-1
(Jst*r (J*v)"

-1
(• • •)
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and it will be observed that the separation (\)(/*) has been deleted in all

possible ways from the operand, one separate only from each factor.

Hence L{w when performed upon an operand deletes a separation of (X/x)

from the operand in all possible ways so that one separate only is taken from

a single factor. Thus for example

Lm (3
2 2 2

) (32) = (32) (32) + (3
222

)

+ (322
) (3) + (3

2
2) (2).

Next consider the operation of

1

2;(^(A))>

w -g- + 2 (jo (j2)

d*

+ (J.y^-\

Taking for operand (1/,\)i'(/,J,)i!
,

which is jt- 2
— ]

the result is

(2)W (JiW-*OW + kkWWOW" 1GW" 1

which is precisely the result of deleting the separation (X) (X) in all possible

ways from the operand, one separate only from a single factor. It is clear

that J, or J2 also involving X any number of times makes no difference.

In general V»fr-) = 2 ™£
..

'

the summation being for every separation

(J^i-iJ^y-'iJ^... of the partition (\{'\£...);

and the argument used above shews that the particular term

j,!j2 !...

of the operation is performed by deletion of the separation

from the operand in all possible ways, one separate only from any one factor

of the operand. Hence the complete operation

is performed by deletion of all separations

WW'-
of the partition (\[' \£ . . .)
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in all possible ways from^the operand, one separate only from any one factor

of the operand ; the separate results being of course all added together.

The operator L^-A \ is thus clearly a most important instrument in

the theory of distributions. It will be freely used at a later stage of this

work.

It should be remarked that, in the relation

L
i\hl°\b...)

= L
(\b)

L
(\fa

L
(\k)---<

the operations Lnh\, Lnj2\, Z/^s\, ... are to be performed successively.



CHAPTER IV

A CALCULUS OF BINOMIAL COEFFICIENTS

53. Of the n quantities a
x , a,, a,, ... an consider the symmetric function

this is a mere number, is equal to the number of combinations of the

n quantities s together and has the value
( )

; in the partition notation this

is the symmetric function

(0
s

)

which we may write (0*)n if we wish to keep the number n in evidence.

Thus (1 + xf = 1 4 (0)n x + (0% a?+...+ (0")„ xn,

and if we introduce a new quantity o„+1

(1 + *)»+> = 1 + (0)n+1 x + (0
2
)„+1 as» + . . . + (0»)n+1 xn + (0»+%+1 *»+>

;

whence (0*%+, = (0<% + (O"-1^ if s<n + l.

If then (0»)„ = </> (n),

((?)„ + (0«-% = ^(n + l)=(l + |t

+l^
2 +...)^,(W)

= e^(«).

Wnte
Tn

+
21 drf

+ - =D°'

so that <f>(n+ 1) = (1 +-D ) </>(«) and D = edn — 1,

and A(0*)„ = ((H-1

)n ,

where observe that the effect of D is to delete a part zero from the partition.

Now suppose -f (n) = (0?) (0«) (0
r
),

+ (n + 1) = {(Op) + (OP"1

)} !(0«) + (0'-1

)} {(C) + (0-)},

and then

2),^ (n) = (Op-') (0«) (0
r
) + (Op) (0?-1

) (0
r
) + (0?) (0«) (0->)

+ (Op-1

)
(0*-1

) (0
r
) + (Op-1

) (0«) (O5"-1

) + (Op) (09-1

) (0
r-')

+ (0p-1)(09-1

)(0
m

);
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from which it appears «fchat in the first line on the right a zero is deleted in

succession from each partition ; in the second two zeros are deleted from two
partitions, one zero only from a partition in all possible ways ; in the third

three zeros are deleted, one zero from each partition in all possible ways.

In fact D„ operates through the partitions (0), (0
2

), (0
3
). ... of zero, just as in

a previous case D„ operated upon a product of symmetric functions through
the partitions of n. Briefly stated, D picks out one, two, three, etc. zeros

in all possible ways from the product.

This fact supplies us not only with a calculus of binomial coefficients, but

also with a new instrument for use in the Theory of Distributions. The
results in that theory will be found to have no direct reference to binomial

coefficients at all.

We may break up the operation D into a number of distinct operations

and write

A> = Ao) + A*) + A») + • • • >

d_

and since e<*» = 1 + _D
,

we have ^ = log(l + D ) = A- i^ + i^- ••••

If we write Z„ = (0) x + (0
2
) 4 + (0

s
) a?a + . . .

,

then Zg = 2 iPl±Il±P*+^lll (o)P. (0
2)p* (0

S)*>= . . .
«*.+»»+*»+...

;

where P1+P2 + p3 + ...=p.

The term (0) Pi (0
2

)
J'2 (0

3

)
J's ... which occurs on the right is a separation of

and has a specification (0P) ; it has attached to it a coefficient which is equal

to the number of permutations of its separates.

If we regard only that portion of the right-hand side which is the

coefficient of the particular power of xa , viz. a#>i+?*,»+*Pa+-
>
we have

pa,

(

p,+2j)!+3p3+...

where P is a linear function of the separations of (0»'+2^+3^+ -), each separa-

tion having the specification (0^). This function P may be expanded by

multiplication so as to be a linear function of the binomial coefficients

(0
s
), (0

S+1
), ••• (0n+%>>+3P>+-),

s being determined by the consideration that every term in P contains a

separate (0^') in which p1 is at least as large as, s. In other words a partition

ofpx + 2p2 +3ps + ... into p parts must contain a part at least as large as s.

We therefore write

P = SA„(0°),
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and

where

54.

SYMMETRY OF [SECT. II

Zg = 22 A a (0°)xfr
+ *p°-+*>>+-,

(Pi + P2 + p,+ --.)l
(0)*>,(02)^(03

)
p' ... = 2 A, (0"),

p^.pilpal..

p1 + 2p2 + 3p3 + ... =w, Pi+p2 +pa + ...=p.

We can now shew that if

g (q-i + Q-2 + o-j +...) !

(0)
ff'(02)°-<03)^ . . . = 2Bp (0p),

where

then

<7i + 2tr2 + 3<r3 + ... =w, o"! + <r2 + cr3 + . . . = a,

Up — A a .

Take the particular case

(0
2

)
2 + 2(03)(0)=... + 12(03)+...,

3(02
)(0)

2 = ... + 12(02
) + ...,

the left-hand side of the first of these relations is

(2a»/3
)
2 + 2(2a°/3V) (2a»),

while on the right-hand side a term of (0
3
) may arise from the development

in either of the forms a°a°/9°7
> a /3 /8V, «°/S 7°7 -

The multiplications which give these forms are

aPfft.cPrf; oV-" /^; a°y3°7 .o ; a°.a°/3°7°;

cppo.poy
; /3V . a°/3° ; o°/9Y-/3°; j8°.a°£V;

aV-/3V; /SV-^V; a /3V-7 ;
7°.a /3°7 ;

twelve in all yielding the desired coefficient 12 in the first relation.

To find the corresponding distribution theorem we note that the sets of

parcels involved are of the three types (2
2
), (31), (13) and we must, in

co-relation, consider the sets of objects of types (211), (121), (112) ; there is

also the restriction on the distribution that two or more similar parcels must

not contain more than one object of the same kind,

distributions in the following manner:

We realise the

A A B B A A B B
abac a c a b

A A A B
a b c a

A A B B A A B B
babe b c b a

A A A B
a b c b

A B B B
a a b c

A B B B
babe

A A B B A A B B
c a c b c b c a

A A A B
a b c c

A B B B
c a b c

twelve in number and there are no more. In the above the capital and

small letters denote parcels and objects respectively and it will be noted that
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by reason of the restriqjjon on the distribution in each distribution no two

columns of letters are identical.

If we now interchange capital and small letters and rearrange we find

A A B C A A B G A A B C A A B G

a b a b abba a b a a a b b b

A B B G A B B G A B B C A B B C

a a b b b a b a a a b a b a b b

A B G G A B G G A B G G A B G G

a b a b b a a b a a a b b b a b

and this is the scheme of distribution we should arrive at from a considera-

tion of the second of the relations ; for the left-hand side is

3 (2a°/3°) (2a°) (2a°),

while on the right-hand side a term of (0
2
) may arise from the development

in either of the forms a°a°/3°/3°, a°a a°/3°, a /3°/3°/3 and the multiplications

which give these terms are

a°/3°.a°./3°; a°/3°
.
/3° . a° ; a°/8 .a .a°; a ^ .

/3° . £»

;

a .^ .^; /3° . a°/3° . a° ; a" . a°/3° . a"

;

£° . a°/3°
.
/3°

;

a°.£ .a°/3°; /3° . a . a°/3° ; a .a .a ^ ;
/3°

.
/3° . a»/3°

;

where as the reader will see we have put

3 (2a°/3°) (2a°) (2a°)

in the form

(2a°/3°) (2«°) (2a°) + (2a°) (Sa°/3») (2a°) + (2a?) (2a°) (2«°/3 ),

and we are now concerned with the distributions of objects of types

(2
2
), (31), (13) into parcels of types (211), (121), (112) and the distributions

are restricted as before. We have thus established the truth of the

coefficient 12 which appears in the second relation.

The reasoning employed is of general application and leads to the

conclusion that Bp — A c in the two general relations above written.

We are thus enabled to construct Tables of Binomial Coefficients which

possess row and column symmetry. The inverse Tables will also be sym-

metrical and we have calculated them as far as the order 6. See Tables.

55. We will now associate D not with the partitions of zero,

(0), (0
2
), ... (0

m
)
(when operating upon a symmetric function #i#a ... (j>m

wherein each factor may involve zero parts) but with the compositions of

zero into zeros of the nature and into zeros of the nature w (see Article 30),

the zero m being non-effective and having the effect only of exhibiting the
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law of operation. Taking m = 3, we have the compositions of zera into

exactly three parts, the zero <u being admissible as a part:

to to

(0



OHAPTEE V

THEORY OF THREE IDENTITIES

56. We recall the series of relations

c.-(l)6,,

c2 = (2)62 +(l2
)&?,

c8 = (3)63 + (21)62 61 + (l3)^

with reference to Art. 45 to observe that they may be regarded as arising

from the three identities

1 + a^x + a2x2 + . . . = (1 + axx) (1 + c^x) ...,

1 + bxx + b2x
2 + . . . = (1 + fax) (1 + &#) . . .

,

1 + c^x + c2#
2 + . . . = (1 + 7i«) (1 + 72«) • .

.

,

and the connecting relation, y being arbitrary,

1 + c,2/ + c2 t/
2 + ... = n (1 + «Ay + a2

622/
2 + ...);

the series of relations being obtained by multiplying out the right-hand side

and then equating corresponding powers of y.

If we write (1 + oixx) (1 + <*
2x) ... in the form

eXp{(l)tf-H2).r2 +K3K -...},

the three identities yield the operator relations

1 + „A# + aA«2 + • • = exp {J^x - % ad2x
2 + | adsa? -...},

1 + pA« + PA*2 + • • • = exp {p^a; - 1 pd2 a;
2 + £ pds*

3 - • • •}>

1 + YA* + y-A*
2 + . • • = exp {ydiX - % yd2x* + lyd3a? -...},

wherein aD8 ,
pDs , yDs is a notation indicating that the operators have

reference to the quantities a, /3, 7, respectively and, similarly, the notation

ads ,
pdg, ydg.

Writing the connecting relation in the form

U — Wttj ^ag ^03 • • }
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we have

f}dt U = (f>diUai ) UB2Maa ... +Uai (pdjMa,) ««„ • • • + Wa,M«
2
(^diuas) ...+ ...,

and pdtuai = (^ + bi dJ-+ ...)(l+a
1
6,y+a?62 2/

2 +...)

= a[f+ 61
a!+y+ 1 + 62a'+Y+2 + ... = a[yluai ;

hence ^diU={l)a y
l U,

leading to

f>dics = c8-i(l)a ,

where s ^ I, and c = 1.

Thence

or fidi = (l)aydi.

This means that regarding the series of relations as defining a transfor-

mation of the functions c,, c2 , c3 , ... into functions of b,, b2 , b3 , ... the

quantities ait or2 , a3 , ... entering as constants of the transformation, the

operation

ydi

is an invariant.

The relation pdi = (l)ayd[ enables us to write

fdiy - \idrf + yd3y* - . . . = (1) yd,y - i(2)a ydiV* + K3)„ yd3tf
- . .

.

,

and thence we are led to the relation

1 + „A2/ + 0A2/2 + ... = n (1 + a8yDiy + a%D2y° + ...),

8

and now comparison with the relation connecting the three identities

I + cl y + c2y'+... = U(l+ae b1y + a%y' + ...),

«

enables us to assert that

" In any relation connecting the quantities

Ci> c2 , c3 , ...

,

with the quantities

h, b2 , b3 , ...,

we are at liberty to substitute

pD, for c«,

and yDK for b.,

and we so obtain a relation between operators."
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57. We can apply tjjis theorem at once.

From the series of relations we can derive

<>i\°i\-=-+LKim ...+..., a)

ci> c£... = ... + jf&£ &£... + ..., (ii)

(s°ss? ...)y = ... + A (p^p?...)? + B(*i>\l* ...)„ + (Ill)

The relation (I) yields the operator relation

e(D;
[
D;i...) = ...+L y(D*iD% ...) + ...,

the occurrence of /3 and 7 as suffixes before the brackets denoting that the

attached operations have reference to the symmetric functions of the series

fi, 7, respectively.

Performing each side of the operator relation upon the opposite side of

the relation (III) we obtain

L y(BH D» ...) (s?s? ...\ = A,(D^ D;i ...) (#.A- ...),,

no other terms surviving the operation.

Hence L = A and similarly M= B.

We thus have

(s^s^...)y = ... + L(p^p?.,.)^ + M(Xi^.. .% + ....

Now we have seen that the right-hand side of this relation is symmetrical

in regard to the quantities a and /3 so that we may also write

(«*•#...) = •••+ J (*£>$...).(#'#*•••)* + JW$. )?(&* p?...)a +...,

and we have
Z=...+J(A£Afa. ..)„ + ...,

M-

shewing that the relations (I)

C
P,

C
P2

putting in evidence a law of

..+J(p?p%>. ..)« + ...,

and (II) may be written

.+ J" (\*'A£.. .)„&£*£... + ...,

.+J"(^.^...)a ^6J... + ...,

symmetry which has already been established

by means of a theory of distributions.

58. The above investigation yields also the results

«:•• = -+ L K\K: •• + ->

(«?> «?« ...), = ••+£ (pptp...)t + ...,

which involve a law of symmetry. The reader will have no difficulty in

seeing that L is a linear function of the tabular separations of the symmetric

function
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of specification (p? p%* ...), and it thus becomes easy to form the expression of

(sf'Sp ...)y,

in terms of the symmetric functions of the quantities a and /3.

59. Again suppose two results to be

Of.^...)y
= ... + P&;; b;i. .. + ...,

there is no difficulty in proving that P = Q ; for we derive the operator

relation

^~r:Ad
l\
d
l\
-)=• .. + Qy(D%D;

:
. ..) + ...,

and thence

Q y{D°sl D°s: ...){s^sl>...)y
=—

±

?(d;\d;i...)Pb;
:
b;i

Q =Por

Hence if Of. s%> ...)Y
= ... +A (X^A** ...)„&£; &£ ... + ...,

then (#.#. ...), = ...+ 4 (X* x£ . . .). &J 6J •••+•••
,

a law of symmetry the interpretation of which is very interesting.

The complete coefficient of b* 1 b^ ... is a linear function of separations of

the function (pppp ...) formed according to a law determined by the

function (s^1 sg* ...), and we have shewn that this is equal to the linear

function of separations of the function (sf> sp ...) formed according to a law

determined by the function (pf i p%* ).
Actually forming a table of weight four which reads from left to right

:

(31)y

(2
2
)y

(SI"),

d 4
)y

&4
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Father Theory of Distributions.

60. In Section I, Chapter II the number of distributions of objects of

type (pip2ps •••) into parcels of type (qiq2q3 ...) was found to be the coeffi-

cient of the symmetric function {qx q2q3 . . .) in the development of the product

hpihpzhpz — It was later noted that the idea of the parcel is not necessary

in the particular case whe"n one object is in one parcel, and that we may
consider the distribution as appertaining to two sets of objects of types

(piPiPi-..), (qiq^qs---) respectively—the objects specified by (piPip3 ...) being

different in kind from those specified by (qiq2q3) If objects of a certain

kind are included in the set defined by (pip2ps ), no objects of the same

kind are to occur in the set specified by (q^qs ••)• The two sets of objects

are distributed so as to form n pairs, each pair involving one object from

each set. We have then a set of n two-fold objects which may be also

specified as to type by a partition of the number n. In Section II,

Chapter II it was proposed to find the number of distributions of given

type (SiS2s3 ...) resulting from the distribution of objects of type {pip2p3 •)
with objects of type (q^qs ...), and the solution was found by writing

cs =l(pqr ...)bp bq br ..., s=l, 2, 3, ...,

the summation being for all partitions of s, and then taking the coefficient of

the term {q^q^ ...)bSl b82bSa ••• in the development of the product cPi cPl cPs

In order to extend this theory so as to involve three or more sets of

objects of distinct and given types we may in the first place consider four

identities

1 + o\x + a2 a? + . . . = (1 + «!*) (1 + a2x) ...,

1+hx + b2
x* + ...= (1 + ft a;) (1 +&«)...,

1+CiX + c2a? + ... =(1 +7!a;)(l +y2x) ...,

1 + d^x + d2 x" + ...=(1 + 81x)(l + S2x)...*,

and therewith an auxiliary identity

1 +krx + k2 x'
2 + . . . = (1+ #,#) (1 + k% %). . .

.

Assume the quantities involved to be connected by the two relations

l + klV + kzf+ ... = n (l + aAy + *%y*+ •••).

i + d,y + dtp + .

.

. = n (i + yAy + tfhy
1 + ),

s

which lead, as shewn in Art. 48, to the relations

(Q. = (Q.(0e.

* The symbols dlt d„, ... employed in this article are algebraic, appertaining to the series

a, b, c, ..., and are not to be confounded with operational symbols previously employed.

6—2
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so that elimination of (l)K gives

(i)s = (i)a(iHi)y .

Thus the expression (l)& remains unchanged for any permutation of the

sets of quantities a„ a,, a,, ...
; ft, &, /3„ ...; 7,, 7,, 73, ...; and every

symmetric function of the quantities Si, S2 , 83 , ... will enjoy the same

property. Thus we have

(PllhPl •• -)s = ... + J {(5'l?2 g'3 • • .)a (n^n • • -)P (*1 S2*3 • • -)y

+ 5 similar expressions obtained by permuting a, /3, 7].

Following Art. 56 there is no difficulty in establishing the operator

relations

(0« -.di = (l)p ftdi = (l)
y yd t = (l)s sd[.

The two relations which connect the four identities and the auxiliary

identity give rise by comparison of the coefficients of like powers of y to the

two series of relations

A-3 = (3).63 +(21)a 62 61 +(P) ^ >

k8 = 2 (pqr ...)a.bpbq br ... ;

d2 ={2)yk2 + (V)y kl,

d3
= (3)y k3 + (21)y^ + (1%%,

d„=2(pqr . . .)y
kpkq

Jcr . . .

.

From the second series the development

dpi

d

PidPt ... = ...+ 6 (q1q2q3 ...\kMkKi kH ... + ...

shews that there are 6 ways of distributing objects of type (pip2p3 ...) with

objects of type (qiq2q3 ...) so that the distribution is of type (X^X^ ...). We
have now sets of two-fold objects of type (X^X^X^...) which we may
distribute with objects of type (r-ir2rz ...), and since from the first series of

relations

&aAA„ ... = ...+& far,*-, . . .)„ b^b^b^ ... + ...,

we see that the set of two-fold objects of type (X^X, ...) may be distributed

with a set of objects of type (r^rv, ...) so that the result is a set of three-fold

objects of type (^/a-,/^ ...) in 6' ways. Hence from the three sets of objects

of types (pip2p3 ...), (qiq^qa ••), (r^r, ...) respectively, we can form a set of

three-fold objects of type (jj^^ix, ...), the first two sets forming a two-fold
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set.of type faW ...) in 66' ways. We can sum these distributions for all

of the intermediate two-fold types (X^X, ...) by simply eliminating the

quantities klt k2 , k3 , ... so as to obtain the formula

dPldP2dPs ... = ... + 0"(q1 q2q3 ...) y (r1r2r3 ...\bl, 1
bli2 bll3 ...+...,

where 6" enumerates the number of sets of three-fold objects which are of

type (/J-ifj,2 fj,3 ...) that can be obtained by distributing together the sets of

objects of type (pip2ps ...), (q^q, ...), (nr,r, ...) respectively.

To obtain the whole number of such distributions of all types we must
sum the result just reached for all possible types (/i,/i2/

tts ...). This is

simply done by writing 6j = 62 = 63
= ... = 1 , when ks becomes hs , viz.: the

homogeneous product sum of order s of the quantities «1; a2 , «3 We
have then

d1
= (l)yh1 ,

d2 = (2)y h2 +(l%h\,

d3 = (3)yh3 + (21)v/iA + (l 3

)v^>

dt = (4)A + (31)7^A + (2
2

)y h\ + (21%h2 h\ + (l*)y hl,

and if

d
PldPidP3 ... = ... + &" (q^qs ...)y (nr2r3 ...)a + ...,

6"' enumerates the distributions under consideration.

Let D„ As be obliterating operators having reference to symmetric

functions of the quantities au a
2 , as , ...; 71( ys , y3 , ... respectively.

Then

% bqAis DriDr2Dr3
(dPldP2dPs ...)= &",

constituting the analytical solution of the problem.

The easily established results of operations simplify the calculations, viz.

:

these are

^s^p == ",s™'p—8> L'sQ'p = "-s ^p—st

where h,' refers to the series 71, <y2 , 73, —
Thus suppose (pip2p3 ), fe^a •••)> (nr2r3 ...) = (211), (22), (211)

respectively,

6'" = A*AA . d2 d\ =AA . A2 {(K + 2hf) d\ + h\d2 ]

=AA {%h\h2 + 2hf) = AA (2^? + 4M» + 8A?)

= A(30A? + 4Af + 4A2) = 38.

To verify this enumeration take the objects to be

ajO] ^d, a2a2 b2 b2 , a3a3 b3 c3 respectively.
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SECTION III

PERMUTATIONS

OHAPTEE I

THE ENUMERATION OF PERMUTATIONS

61. We commence the study of permutations to which this Section is

devoted by applying the general Theory of Distributions of Section I to the

special case of permutations. We first of all study the combinations

involved. We are given any assemblage of letters specified by

apap ... uf",

where p! + p2 + ... +ps = n, and we require the number of different combina-

tions of the letters therein occurring which involve m letters, alike or not

alike. In fact we require the number of combinations of the letters m
together.

Conceive m exactly similar parcels of one kind and n — m similar parcels

of a second kind. Suppose that all the letters of the given assemblage (n in

number) to be distributed into these n parcels in such wise that each parcel

contains one letter. The number of ways in which this can be done is equal

to the number of combinations m at a time of the letters of the assemblage.

The number in question is by Section I equal to the coefficient of the

symmetric function

(p^.-Ps),

in the development of the homogeneous product-sum product

The function hmhn^m is the generating function for the enumeration of

combinations mat & time of all possible assemblages of n letters.

Taking Pi, pz , ps , to be in descending order of magnitude there is of

course a one-to-one correspondence between the assemblages which involve

n letters and the partitions of n.

From the symmetry of the function hmhn_m we gather that the combina-

tions n — m at a time are equi-numerous with the combinations m at a

time. This is also intuitively evident d, priori.
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As an example of the theorem, since

h4h2
= (6) + 2 (51) + 3 (42) + 4 (4P) + 3 (3

2
) + 5 (321)

+ 7 (31') + 6 (2
3
) + 8 (2

2 P) + 11 (2P) + 15 (l a

),

we reach the solution, when in = 4 or 2, for any possible assemblage of letters.

Thus for the assemblage

aaaftyS,

since one term in the development of hji2 is 7 (31 3
) we find that 7 combina-

tions, 2 (or 4) at a time, can be derived from the letters of the assemblage.

These are of course (for 2 at a time)

aa, a/3, 017, aB, f3y, /38, 78.

Employing Hammond's differential operators which have been defined

and explained in Section I we find that, since

DPlDPi
...D

Pa (p1pi ...p.)=l,

the sought number is

P\ Pi ' ' ' Pa I*1 n—™*

The number in simple cases is readily calculable because

jUghpflg = flp_gflq + hp_s+1 hq^l + hp_s+2h,q—2 + • • • + fopilq—f

The reader will observe that here the operator D„ is operative through

the 2-part compositions of s,

s, 0; s-1, 1; s-2, 2; ...0, s.

In the above example the calculation proceeds as follows :

D^hX = D\ (Kk + Mi + ^3) = D\ (2h\ + 2he + K)

=A (4^ + 3/0 = 7.

In Section I a theorem of reciprocity was established which yields the

relation

Pi Pi ' '
" Pa m "'"—m — -Dm "n—m ^pi ^p2

'
' * Pa '

which may be sometimes used to simplify the calculation because the right-

hand side operation may be more easily carried out than that on the left-

hand side.

Moreover we observe the identity

-Up-Un—p"ml^n—m = -^m -^Ai-m 'IpR'n—pi

which at once gives us a theorem in combinations, for it establishes that the

combinations p at a time drawn from the assemblage

~m Qn—m

are equi-numerous with the combinations m at a time drawn from the

assemblage
OPfin-p.

The reader will verify this otherwise without difficulty.
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If we take as a partjfular case the assemblage

the number of combinations m at a time is

T)n h f> = 7) 7) hn = 7) 7) (~\\nL/
l

fl>m' tn—m — J-,mJyn—m't
i — ±Jm ±Jn—m V-v *

where (1) is the symmetric function %a.

Without difficulty the number is found to be I

In the above we have not restricted the combinations in any way.

Suppose however that we make the condition that no combination is to

involve more than k letters which are identical, we must construct the

product

wherein km denotes the product-sum hm from which all terms involving

repetitional exponents exceeding k have been deleted.

The number of combinations is now

Pi P2 ' '
' Pe "'m""n—m'

In this formula the combinations which are left after withdrawal of

the combinations m at a time have not been restricted.

If the two sets of combinations are to be simultaneously restricted the

enumerating number is

D 7) T) h h

The reader will observe that, with the restriction before us, the com-

binations m and n — m at a time are not equi-numerous. The generating

functions are respectively kmhrir^m and hmkn-m .

In particular consider the case k = l. The generating function is

wherein am is the elementary symmetric function Soiff2 ... a».

Since Dsaphq = ap^A
g
_s+1 + aphq

-g ,

because Ds operates through the compositions 1, s — 1 ; 0, s of s, the calcula-

tion is easy.

Thus for the assemblage aaafiy and m = 2

AAA a^h =AA (jh.K + aJh) =A Oh + «i + «i) = 3.

The combinations are evidently aft, ay, (3y.

For m = 4, it will be found that

AAA«A=o,
as should be the case because there is no combination of 4 letters, drawn

from the given assemblage, which does not contain some repetitions of letters.
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In general the calculation is performed by the aid of the theorem

UgKpllq = fCpllq—g -+" Kp—illq—g+i T" Kp—2*lq—8+2 "T • • 3

wherein the last term is either ip_tA?_s+i or h
q
-e+p .

62. The enumeration of permutations is treated in a similar manner.

Instead of the product hmhn_m we must now take hfhn^m because the

number of permutations of combinations of m letters drawn from the

assemblage

afiaf*...af» (lp = n)

is equal to the number of distributions of the letters into n parcels, one letter

in each parcel, of which m are different from one another and the remaining

n — m similar but different from any included in the former.

Thus KK^,
is the generating function which on development shews by the coefficient

of the symmetric function

the number we are considering.

Hence the number is

D T) T) hm hXJV\ Pi '" Pa 1
n"n—m>

or its equivalent
T)m Tt h h h1J

l
1Jn—m '

pi
lv
p<i

• • nps

Thus since

hth* = (6) + 3 (51) + 4 (42) + 7 (41 2
) + 4 (3

2
) + 8 (321)

+ 13 (3P) + 9 (2
3
) + 14 (2

2 1 2
) + 21 (21*) + 30 (l 8

),

we obtain at once the solution for m = 2, in the case of every possible

assemblage of 6 letters.

For the assemblage aaftftyS we see by the coefficient of (2
2 1 2

) that the

number is 14. These permutations are

aa a/3 ay a8 fiy /3S y8

/3/3 /3a 7a 8a 7/3 8/3 8y.

In particular if the assemblage be

a^Pa
2
a3 ...aP+1 ,

the number sought is

T)pT) hm hIJ
l
J-'n—p'H ,l'n—m>

or its equivalent
J)
m

T) h>>})

This equivalence establishes that the permutations of combinations of m
letters drawn from the assemblage

arrets.-- Op+i
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are equi-numerous witjj the permutations of combinations of p letters drawn

from the assemblage
a^maaa3 ...am+1 .

Moreover since

L* l Un—p *m^n—m == "m *Ai—m *
1 f^n—p >

we can assert that the combinations of m letters drawn from the assemblage

cq-va
ia3 ...ap+1

are equi-numerous with the permutations of combinations of p letters drawn

from the assemblage

As an example of this result take n = 6, m = 2, p — 3.

The combinations of 2 letters drawn from aaa^S are

a«, aft, ay, a8, /3y, fi$, yS,

whilst the permutations of combinations of 3 letters drawn from ao/3/3/3/3 are

a«/3, a/3a, /3aa, a/30, /3a/3, /3/3a, ,8/3/3,

the number in each case being 7.

Calculation proceeds according to the formula

n l»l — hm Ji J. I
m

1 A™—l7i -L. I

m
I h™-Zh 4-

JJpll-L ft>n—m — /frj itn—mr-p-v
\ i J "l * frn—m—p+i T In p /(,ti—m—p+2 t ••

Thus the evaluation of D|D?AfA4 is

BtD\hlh4 = DtBi (h\K + 2A.A, + h4)

= D\ (h\ + 2h\ + h2 + 2h\ + 2h2 + h2)

= D1 (10h1 + 4<h1)=14l .

We may restrict in any manner the number of identical letters that may

appear in the permutations. If not more than k identical letters are to

appear in the permutation we take h™ which is

where Pi+p*+ • +Pt = m,

and delete therefrom all symmetric functions which involve an exponent

greater than k (or from the partitions, which denote the symmetric functions,

all partitions which involve a part greater than k).

This is particularly simple when k = 1, for then the only part of hf which

survives is m ! am and the generating function is

m ! amhn-m .
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In particular for n = 6, m = 2, we find

2 ! aX = 2 (51) + 2 (42) + 6 (4P) + 2 (3
2
) + 6 (321)

+ 12 (31 s
) + 6 (2

3
) + 12 (2

2P) + 20 (21 4
) + 30 (l 6

).

Thus with regard to the assemblage aaa/ifyS, we find 12 permutations of

combinations of 2 letters such that no letter is repeated, viz.

:

a/3 ay aS /S7 /38 78

/8a 7a Sa 7/3 8/3 87.

In fact we can see a priori that the permutations in question are derived

from the corresponding combinations by multiplication by to!, so that the

generating function am hn_m already found above for the combinations neces-

sarily leads to the generating function m ! amhn_m for the permutations.
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THE THEORY OF PERMUTATIONS

63. We will now consider in some interesting details the distribution of

n objects of given type into n parcels of type (1™); no two of the parcels are

alike and if we view the parcels as being also a set of objects the association

results in sets of two-fold objects, one set of objects being such that no two

are alike. Further we may regard the theory as connected with the distri-

bution of objects of type (1") into n parcels of given type.

It was shewn in Section I that the number of permutations is given by

the multinomial expansion

(1)" = 2;
n !

(pf'PFpp...);
(pi :-)"'(p^p(p^ys --

(l)n is the distribution function, so that the number of permutations of

objects of type (pppS'pp ••) is

n\

(Pi !)*' (ft I)"" (ft
!)'••»'

Consider Xlt Z2 , ... Xn to be linear functions of quantities xlt x2 , ... xn

given by the matricular relation

(Zi, X it ... A- n) = \ d\i &12 ... &m ) \phi *2> ••• &n)>

so that Xs = asl a?j + a^x2 + ...+ amxn .

If X = xl + %z + . . . + xn the number of permutations of the factors of the

product xf
1 x^ ... xln is the coefficient of the like term in
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To further examine the matter we now consider the expansion of the

function

and we require an important theorem.

Consider the algebraic fraction

1

(i - S.2T0 (i - s2 x7) . . . (I -s„XT)
;

the general term in its expansion is

and, if we are merely looking for the coefficient of xf
1^2

• • «^" m the develop-

ment of

X^X^...X^,

we require that portion of

sh Sh...s^XtlXf2 ...Xi»12 n 1 2 n

which is a function of the products

SiXit S2X2i s3x3) ... snxn

only ; so in general we only require that portion of the expansion of the

fraction

1

(1 - SiXi) (1 - s2X2) ... (1 - snXn)

'

For the sake of simplicity we will take n = 3 and write the matricular

relation

(Xu X2 , X3) = ( aj a2 a3 ) (xu x2 , x3)

h b2 b3

Cj c2 c3

and we will now shew that that portion of the fraction

1

{l-81X 1)(l-8.X,)(l-8tXt)

which is a function of s^, s2x2 , s3x3 only is equal to

1

|

(1 - (hs^) (1 - b2s2x2 ) (1 - c3s3x3)
|

'

where the denominator is in symbolic form and is such that after multiplica-

tion the a, b, c products are to be written in determinant brackets ; thus

1 (L}SiXj 2S2X2 C383X3
-7-

J

Osip2
J

SiS2X-yX2 ~v
I

&iC3 j
S^S3X^X3

+
I

b2 c3 1

s2s3x2x, —
I

a^Cs
I

s1 s2s3 a:1 ;z2a:„
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the determinants denoting the determinant

(Jj\ G>2 0>g

61 b2 b3

C\ c2 c3

and its co-axial minors. |aAc3 |
is the determinant itself; \a 1 c3 \

the minor

&1C3 - <h c\ and so forth.

64. To establish this, consider the fraction

I

(1 - a^x,) (1 - b2s2x2) (1 - csssx3) \

(l-^ioa-a^a-sa^) '

which may be written

I
f 1 ~ SjXj + Si (Zj - a^)} {1 - s2X2 + s2 (Z2 - b2x2)) {1 - s3Xs + ss (Z3

- c3x3)} |

(l-a
1Xl)(l-8tXJ{l-s,Xt)

and now carrying out the multiplication of the numerator factors this is

j s^Xt-a^) s2 (X2 -b2x2) s3 (X3
- c3x3)

1 — SiZj l-s2Z 2 1 - s3Z3

s2 -%
I

(Z2 - b2x2) (X3
- c3x3 ) | s^s

|

(Zi - a^) (Z3
- csx3)

\

(1 - s2X2) (1 - s3Z3) (1 - s.X,) (1 - ssXs)

SiS2
\
(Zt - gigi) (Zg - &2a;2) |

/
+

(l- SlZ0(l-s2Z2) '

the last term vanishing because, as will be seen presently, the expression

|

(X 1
- o^) (Z2

- b2x2) (X3
- c3x3) |

vanishes identically.

It will be shewn that the terms on the right-hand side which follow unity

contain on expansion no terms which are functions of

S\Xi , s2x2) s3x3 only.

For consider, in respect of the n quantities xlt x2 , ... xn , the expression

frSa . St |
(Zi - ffii#i) (Z2

- b2x2) . . . (Xt
- ttxt )

|

(l-s1X 1)(l- S2X2)...(l-stXt)

where t is an integer not greater than n; this fraction is specified by the

first t natural numbers, but what follows can be readily modified to meet the

case of a fraction specified by any selection of t natural numbers, which are

unequal and not superior to n.

To shew that this fraction contains on expansion no terms which are

functions of SitEu s2x2 , ... snxn only, it is merely necessary to shew that every

term in the development of the expression

!

(Z2
- a^) (Z2

- b2x2) . . . (Ze
- ttxt)

|
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contains at least one of the quantities xt+1 , xt+2 , .. xn , for visibly the fraction

under examination contains neither st+1 , st+2 , ... nor sn . For this to be the

case the expression should vanish by putting

Xt+i — xt+2 — • • = xn = 0.

The expression, in determinant form, is

X1
— a1x1 , —a^Xi ... — atxt

0\X2i Ag 2X2 ... OtX2

— U^i, — M't ••• Xt -ttxt

for it is at once evident that the co-factor of any X product

Ji.pA.gA. r ...

is the same in the expression and in the determinant.

In the determinant putting

Xf+l ~ xt+2
=

•
= &n = ">

and then adding a^ times the first column, x2 times the second, ... xt times

the ith, we obtain a column of zeros. Hence on the supposition the

determinant vanishes and also

|

(X, - Oi^i) (X, - b2x2) . . . (Xn - nnxn) |

vanishes identically. Every term in the development of the expression

under examination contains as factor at least one of the quantities a:t+1 , xt+2 ,

...xn , and thus the fraction under examination has on expansion no term

which is a function of s^, s2x2 , ... snxn only.

It has now been shewn, dividing each side of the identity above by

|

(1 - cMitf,) (1 - b2s2x2) (1 - c3s3x3) |,

that

is the product of

and the series

(l-^XOa-sAXl-^)

1

I

(1 - a^aO (1 - b2s2x2 ) (1 - c3s3x3) \

s1
(X1 -a 1x1) s2 (X 2 -b2 u:2) s3 (X3 -c3x3)

i- H 5 ={7= i ^ ^ r ~

1 - s1X1
1 - S,X2 1 - s3X3

svs2 |

(X t
- r^ap (X2 - b2x2)

I

SjSj
|

(X, - a^O (X3
- c3x3 )

\

(1-^X0(1-^X0

+

(l- SlX0(l-s3X0
s2s3 [

(X2
- b2x2) (X3

- csx3)

(l-s2X0(l-s3X0
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and from what has beejj established above it is clear that that portion of the

expanded fraction

1

(l- 5lXi)(l-*3X2)(l- S3X3)

which is a function of s^, s2x2 , s3x3 only is represented by

1

|

(1 - OjSi^i) (1 - b2s2x2) (1 - c3 s3x3)
|

'

and it is equally clear now that that portion of the expanded fraction

1

(l-s
1X1)(l-s2X2)...(l-snXn)

which is a function of s1xl , s2x2 , ... snxn only is represented by

1

|

(1 - cma) (1 - b2s2x2) ... (1 - nn snxn) |

'

65. From this theorem it at once follows that the coefficient of the

term

x^x^ ... a£»,

in the expansion of the product

X&X&X&...X*.,

is equal to the coefficient of the same term in the expansion of the fraction

1 .

|

(1 - Oj^) (1 - b2x2) ... (1 - nnxn) |

'

and it will be noted that this fraction does not involve the numbers

&,.&, •••
i;n explicitly.

66. Theorem. "IfXlt X2 , ... Xn be given by the matricular relation

{Xd X 2 , ... X n) = { an , a12 , ... dm ) {xlt x2 , ... xn)

OJ2l ,
G&22 > • • • ^23

the coefficient of the term

x^x^2
...xl

n
,

in the development of the product

XflX*2 X*"

is equal to the coefficient of the term

x\xx^ ... as*",

in the expansion of the fraction

I

(1 - a^) (1 - b2x2) ... (1 - nnxn) I

'

M. A.
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wherein the denominator is in symbolic form in such wise that on multipli-

cation the factors aj)*, aj32c% , ... are to be placed in determinant brackets

I

chh \,
i

«Ac3 1, ... and denote the co-axial minors of the determinant

|aA--- nn \,

which appertains to the matricular relation."

This is a master theorem in the Theory of Permutations.

We will write

Vn
for the expression

|(1- aj«i) (1 - b2x2) ... (1 - nnxn) |

,

and the reader will be able to verify that Vn has also the expression

«! — l/x1 a2 ... <x,i

\ ) x
1x2 . . . xn

6. b2
- 1/a K

Tin ij'En

Applications of the Theorem.

67. We suppose the product

X^X|2 ...X*»12 >t.

to be written out so that the £, + £2 + • + £n factors extend from left to right

;

to perform the multiplication we imagine one term to be selected from each

factor in such wise that when the terms are all multiplied together there

results a term which is a.f';c|
2 ... a£n together with a coefficient which is a

monomial composed of symbols a,b,c, ... n with certain suffixes. According

to the mode of selection we have, in correspondence, a certain permutation of

the factors of x^xj; 2
... a£n and the number of different modes of selection is

equal to the whole number of such permutations. If the result of any

particular selection be

a°'6f' ... <*&£* a^af2
... x\n

,

it will indicate that the corresponding permutation is such that

#! occurs ax times in places originally occupied by an xlt

» a P\ » » a xit

«2 xu
Xn.

etc.

The proper generating function for the enumeration of the permutations

possessing this property is -~=-

.

' n



CHAPTER III

THE THEORY OF DISPLACEMENTS

68. We will apply the master theorem to the problem of determining

the number of permutations of the quantities in

x\lxf ... afy,

which are such that every quantity is displaced ; in other words no quantity

xs is to be in a place originally occupied by an xs .

The particular case when each of the exponents £ is equal to unity leads

to the determination of the permutations of

Xix2 . . . xn

which have the property under examination. This is often spoken of as the

" Probleme des rencontres " and has been much studied. The results that we
shall obtain will be of a general character and include this particular case. If

this case were alone under consideration it would be possible to adopt a

simpler method of investigation, but such a procedure would not be so

suggestive as the one here adopted.

If in the product

{a1x1 + a2x2 + ...+ anxn)h (b^+b^ + ... + bnxn)& .

.

. (n;z1+ n2x2 + ...+ nnxnfn

we put ctj = 0, it is clearly impossible to select x1 from the first fx factors : so

also if we put b2 = we cannot select x2 from either of the next £2 factors.

It follows that in forming a permutation by selection of one of the quantities

xu x2 , ... xn from each of the factors in succession, the result of putting

(X1
= 62 = c3 = ... =nn =

is to ensure that such permutation has every letter or quantity displaced.

The number of displacements is therefore the coefficient of x\lx™ ... x™ in the

product

(x2+x3 + ... + xn)^ (#i + x3 + ...+xn)& ... (X!+X2 + ... +xn_1fr,

for we may put the remaining symbols a,b,c, ... n equal to unity as not

7—2
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being required to be put in evidence. This then is the redundant generating

function, and through the guiding determinant

1111.
10 111.
110 11.
1110 1

11110

of the order n, we are led to the condensed or true generating function

1

1 — XXiX2
— 2Sa.,

1
#2x)

— '3>%x-l x.lx3xi
- ... - (n — 1) xxx2 ... xn

'

since it is easily proved that every co-axial minor of order s has the value

(
_)8-i (s _l).

We write

O

-

xx) {x - x2) . . . (x - xn) = x'-'-piX"-1 + psx"-2 - ...,

so that the generating function is

1 -#s-2p,- ...~{n-l)pn
'

69. If fi
= £2 = • • • = f» = 1) some properties of the numbers are obtained

in a simple manner from the redundant generating function.

Thus it is easy to find the coefficient of xYx2 ... xn in the development of

(x2 + x3 + ... -\-xn)(x1 + x3 + ... + xn) ...(x1 + x2 + ... + xn_i) ;

for this expression may be written

(Pi ~ xi) (Pi ~ x*) (Pi ~ xn),
which is

P\ -pTl 2a?! +p"~2
2«i«2 - • . • + (-)n «i«2 . . . xn ,

or Pi~"P2 ~pT l

P% + •••+(-)" Pn-

Observing that

p
nr8

Ps = ---+-
]
pn +

where (l)"
_
*(l s

) is multiplied out so as to be a linear function of monomial

symmetric functions, the coefficient of xtx2 ... xn or of p„ is seen to be

which may be written

n ! n !

2~!
_

3~!
— + + (-Y —nV

| --, + i-^,+ -+(-)"^.
1! 2! 3! n\
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the well-known value of the coefficient under examination, which will be

denoted by

{0 ; n
in correspondence with a notation which expresses by '

{m; &&... f„}

the number of permutations such that exactly m of the quantities which

compose the product

ajf'af
2

... a£n12 n

are in the places they originally occupied.

The reader will observe that this notation involves an extension of the

problem of displacements as originally enunciated and also of its particular

case, the "Probleme des rencontres." The utility of this extension will

- appear in the next following investigation.

70. If we are considering the question of the permutations which are

such that exactly m of the quantities are in places they originally occupied

the redundant generating function is

(ax1 + x2 +xi + ... +xnfl (w1 + aasi+xs + ... + ccn)& .

.

. (^ +#,+ ... +axn)%«,

in which we seek the coefficient of

am^'4!
... at".12 TJ

Putting 1 — a — b, and ft
— £,= . . . = 1, we have the product

1

. (pi- 6*1) (Pi - bx„) .-.(pi- bxn),

which is p\ - bp\ + b*p?-*p2
- . . . + (-)" bnpn ,

and developing so as to obtain the coefficient of pn we find

f ¥ bn )

and now expressing this in terms of a we find

{0 ; 1-} +
(J)

a {0 ; 1-'} +Q a? {0 ; 1-*} + ...+Qa«{0;l').

Hence

{m;l«} = Q{0 ;l«-»},

shewing that the number of permutations of a^afe ... *m which are such that

exactly m of the letters are in the places originally occupied is

n—miO 1-

Moreover it is easy to see & priori that this result is correct.
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For we can select the m letters which are to remain undisplaced in (

J

ways and for each of these selections the remaining letters can be so permuted

as to be all displaced in {0 ; I™-"1

} ways. Thence the result found is clearly

correct.

The whole of the permutations can be found by summing [m ; 1") from

m = to m = n. Hence the well-known formula

{0; l") +
(i){0;

l»->} + g){0;r-} + . .• +
(;)

= «'••

The values of {0 ; 1"} for n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, ... are

1, 0, 1, 2, 9, 44, 265, 1854, 14833, ...,

and from the results already reached it is easy to shew that

{0; l-} = (n-l)[{0; l"-} + {0; l"-»}],

{0; l»)=7i(0; l"-1}+(-l)",

both of them well-known relations.

71. We will now turn to the condensed generating function

1

1 - p, - 1p3
- 3pt

- ... - (n - V)pn '

and consider its expanded form which has been shewn to be

S{0; &£,...£„}• (&?.-£.);
i

for the theory of symmetric functions shews us that we can deal with the

function Sar'ar 2
... ar« instead of with the single term oc^oc™ ... ofin .

1 2 n O 1 2 n

We may regard £if2 £>! as being numbers in descending order of

magnitude and n as indefinitely great, fl7 £, ... £„ may be any integers, zero

not excluded, but there are certain symmetric functions that a priori must

be absent ; for clearly

{0; &&...&,}*<),

if £i > £s + £s + ••• + f«- For example such functions as (21), (421), ... do

not present themselves in the development.

In the first instance we will restrict ourselves to the numbers {0 ; I s
} and

for convenience put {0; l 8
} =PS . We write

YZ—To—Is—Z— = l+ P'P' + ?&* + ^P3 + •• + PnP* ++ other terms,

which in the present process do not affect the numbers P„.

Multiplying up we get

1 = (1 —p2 -2ps -...)(! + Plp1 +P2p2 + ... + Pnpn + ...) + other terms.
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On the right-hand^ side, to find the coefficient of pn , the relevant

terms are

PnPn ~ Pn-ePzPn-a ~ 2P„_3ftftJ_3
~ 3P„_4ftft_4 -...-(«- 8) P2ft_2ft

- (n - 2) .£>„_!£>! - (n - l)pn ,

and if n > the coefficient of pn must be zero ; hence

Pn = g) Pn_2 + 2 g) P„_3 + 3 g)p„_4 + ... +(n- 1)Q ,

or

fO ; 1-} = g) {0 ; 1-} + 2Q {0 ; 1»-} + 3
(j) {0 ; 1-} + . . . + (» - 1) g) ,

a new relation, the verification of which for n = 6 being

265 = 1. 15. 9 + 2. 20. 2 + 3. 15. 1 + 4. 6. + 5. 1.1.

The law that has been established is better exhibited by putting

(n-s-l)P,= Q,in ,

so that Qn,n = - P« and Qn-\, n = ; then

" = V«,n + I -i I V»-i,» + ( ) vn-2,n + •• • + (
J
Vo,m>

or, if we write symbolically Qs,»= QS,»,

(Qo,»+l)" = 0.

72. Next consider the expansion of

1

l-ft-2ft-3ft- ...

in ascending powers of (ft + 2ft + 3ft + ...); we have

(ft + 2ft + 3ft + ...)* = 2 -t-4—:
I s

' •
2*«

.
3" ....ptpfpl4 •>

o2 ' Ss i St I . .

.

where s2 + s3 + s4 + . . .
— s, and in the first instance we are concerned with

the coefficient of pn or (1") which arises when the products ppp%>pf* . . . are

multiplied out.

The coefficient of (1™) in the development of

is, by a theorem of symmetry established in Section I, equal to the

coefficient of

(2
s
*3s

*4s*...)

in the expansion of (1)™, and this by the multinomial theorem is

nl
.

(2!)
s*(3!)ss(4!)i4 ---'
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Hence the portion of the right-hand side that we require is

^ s_lll nn\
~ s2 ! s3 ! st ! . . . (2 . 0*» (3 . 1 !)*» (4 . 2 !)

s
< . . .

v ''

and summing for s we find that

s\n\
10' 1"1 = SS
1 ' > 7~s2 !s3 !s4 !...(2.0!)^(3.1!)

s»(4.2!)*...'

where s may have all suitable values and

2s2 + 3s3 + 4s4 + . . . = n,

s2 + s3 + s4 + . , . = *.

Ex. gr. for n = 8, we have to consider the non-unitary partitions of 8, viz.

:

8, 62, 53, 44, 422, 332, 2222, and from the scheme

1

10 10
10 10

2

2 10
12
4

we find

7 + 280 + 896 + 630 + 3780 + 6720 + 2520 = 14833,

which is right.

73. This method of procedure however is only appropriate to reach

results over a limited range of the expanded function. We require theorems

of a more general character and we proceed to shew that the symmetric

function operators of Section II are competent to produce them. Writing

—^— = 2(0; 1* 2^3"'. ..1.(1" 2**3*'...),
1-^2-2^3-3^-...

we put p2 + 2j93 + Spt + . . . = B, so that the function to be examined is

1

1-B'

The operators available are

, d d d

dpg
r dps+1

r dpe+2
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It will be found that|>for the particular operand (1 — 5)
_1

, these operators

are connected by special relations and that every such relation is of signifi-

cance in the theory of the generating function.

A special object of the following investigation is the determination of

operators which have the effect of leaving the special operand unaltered.

We have
dsB=(s-l)+s(p1 +p2 +p3 + ...) + B,

so that

(d,-dt)B=(s - t) (1 +p1 + p2 + p3 +...),

(du -dv)B = (u- v) (1 +p!+p2 +p3 + ...);

giving us

(u - v) (ds -dt)B = (s- t) (du - dv) B,

shewing that, for an operand B,

(u — v) (ds
— dt) and (s — t) (du — dv)

are equivalent operations. Since these operations are linear this is also the

case for an operand which is any power of B and therefore also for an operand

1

1-B'

u, v, s, t being any positive integers, zero being excluded.

74. This result has been arrived at by elimination of {p^ +p2 +p3 + •••)

and B between four equations of the type

dsB=s-l+s(p1 +p2 + ps + ...) + B.

Only three equations are necessary and then we should reach the particular

case

(s - v) (ds
- dt) = (s-t) (ds - dv ).

If from two relations

dsB = (s- l) + s(p1 +p2 + p3 + . ..) + B,

dtB = (t-l) + t(p1 +pz+ ps + ...) + B,

we eliminate (p1 +p2 +ps + ...)v?e find

(tds -sdt)B = (s-t)(l-B);

leading to the important result

tds — sdt
l 1

s _t T^B~T^B'

establishing that the operation

tds — sdt

s-t

leaves the operand (1 - B)~l entirely unaltered.
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75. The two results that have now been established lead to a vast

number of relations between the operators which may be applied forthwith to

the study of the properties of the coefficients which arise in the development

of the operand ^ . The difficulty is in selecting the relations which best

exhibit those properties. Generally in applying the operators to the expanded

form of the function we first express the operators dt in terms of the

operators A in order to take advantage of the great facility with which the

latter operations are performed upon symmetric functions which are denoted

by partitions.

We will in the first place consider the equivalence

(u - v) (ds - dt) = (s-t) (du - dv ),

and commence by applying the simplest particular case

d3 = 2d2 — dj
;

since ds
=A - 3AA + 3A, d2 = B2

1
-2D2 , tf, = A,

the operation

(A - 3AA + 3A) - 2 (A - 2A) + A
must reduce the function (1 — B)~* to zero. Writing this function in the

form

2{0; p. 2^3^...} .(l^*^...),

we find that, after the operation, the symmetric function

(1"- 1 2^3^...)

must appear with a zero coefficient. Hence

{0; lv +s2*W°...}-3{0; 1^ +1 2^ +1 3^ ...} + 3 {0 ; V>2**&,+i ...}

-2[{0; l'"+2 2'r>3'r>...} -2 |0; 1">2"*+ 1 3"> ...}] + {0; 1"'+1 2^3^ ...} =0.

We thus obtain a linear relation between certain groups of coefficients

which are found throughout the whole extent of the expansion of the

function; for the numbers 7r,, 7r2 , 7r3 , ... are at our disposal absolutely. The
way in which the specification of the numbers

{ } is connected with the

formula which expresses the sum of the powers of quantities in terms of the

elementary symmetric functions will be noted. In fact the above relation

might be denoted by

(3)l( -2(2)n + (l)
{j
= 0,

in mathematical shorthand.

As a simple example put Wi = 1, tt2 = 7r3 = ... = ; then

{0;P}-3{0;2Pj+3(0;31}-2f0;P}+4{0;21}+{0;P}=0.
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Since {0; 31] and {Q; 21} are both zero the relation gives us the expres-

sion of {0 ; 21 2
) in terms of well-known numbers {0 ; I s

}
; thus

3 {0 ; 21 2
}
= (0 ; l 4

}
- 2 {0 ; I s

} + {0 ; 1"} = 9 - 4 + 1 = 6,

so that {0 ; 21 2
}
= 2 which is obviously correct.

By giving ir1 , 7r2 , 7t
3 , ... other values progressively we can obtain many

results of a similar character and in like manner we can proceed with the

general formula

(u - v) (ds
- dt) = (s-t) (du - dv),

which when applied to the function yields the relation

(« - «) [(*)( }
- (Of )] = (*" *) [(»){

}

- (v)
{ }]•

76. Passing now to the equivalence

tds — sdt = s — t,

it will be found that there are several ways of dealing with it.

We will first consider the particular case

td1 -dt
= -(t-l);

putting t = 2, we deduce

2!A=-D?-2A-i;

putting t = 3 and reducing by means of the relation just found there results

3!A =As -6A2 + 3A + 4,

and thence, similarly,

4
!A = A - 12A3 + 30A + 4A - 15,

5 ! A = A - 20A + HOA - 140A - 95A + 56,

etc.

and it is clear we can express A in terms of A-

To calculate these relations we observe that the algebraic equivalent of

the relation td1
— dt

= — (t — 1) is

«p,-(0 = -(*-l).

Since ps corresponds to A we have to express ps in terms of px
being

given that

tpi-st
= -(t-l),

where we have replaced (t) by the more convenient symbol s
t ; thus since

2\p2 =sl-s2 ,

3!^3
= s?-3s2s1 + 2s3 ,

4 \pt
= s\ - 6s2 s\ + 3s?. + 8s3 S! - 6s4 ,

etc.
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we find

3\p3
= pl-3 (2Pl + l) Pl + 2 (3Pl + 2),

4,\ Pi =P\-6 (2Pl + l) Pl + 3 (2Pi + If + 8 (SPl + 2)Pl - 6 (4p, + 3),

etc.,

where the general formula is known by Art. 6, and now we have merely to

write Ds for Pi to arrive at the relations before us.

Applying these relations to the generating function, we first obtain

2 ! {0; l*.2 ,r* +1 3'r
> ...}= {0;l">+i 2"*3"> ...} - 2 {0;l'r-+ 1 2'r°3 ,r

»...} - {0; V<2"'&k..},

and a particular case is, putting {0 ; l 8
}
= P8 ,

2!{0;21»] = P8+2-2P8+1 -P8 ,

a convenient formula for {0 ; 21*]. From it we derive the values

s=012 3 4 5 ...,

{0;21') = 2 12 84 640 ...,

and from the known properties of P8 we deduce

2 (0 ; 21'} = (s2 + a - 1) P8 + (-)-» (s - 1).

We next obtain

3!{0; 1">2*>3'>+ 1
...} = {0; l'.+32'r>3" ...} -6 {0; l"->

+22^3^ ...}

+ 3 {0; l"' +1 2^3'r
>...} +4{0; 1^2^3^ ...},

and thence

6 {0 ; 31'} = P8+3 - 6P8+2 + 3P8+1 + 4PS ,

and we derive for

s =0123 4 5 ...,

{0;31 s
}
= 6 72 780 ...,

and

6{0;3P} = {(s + l)(s + 2)(s + 3)-6(s + l)(s + 2) + 3(s+l) + 4JP8

+ (-)8+1 (s-l)2
-

Similarly we obtain

24 {0 ; 41'} = P8+4 - 12P8+3 + 30P8+2 + 4P8+1 - 15P8 ,

and we derive for

s =0123 4 5 ...,

{0;41»} = 24 480 ...,

and

M io i «1 -{«L+s
l> , -i.fe±a.' +»&±a |

+ «(. + i)-i.} ft

+ (-)«+1 (s-l)(s2 -3s-l).

There is no difficulty in obtaining a general formula of this nature.
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77. From the gengral relation between the coefficients derived from the

relation

2\Di = Dl-2D1 -l,

we obtain as another particular case

4 {0 ; 22 l s
}
= 2 {0 ; 21 s+2

}
- 4 {0 ; 2P+1

}
- 2 {0 ; 21s

},

and thence

4 {0 ; 2*1*} = Ps+i - 4Ps+3 + 2Pe+2 + 4PS+1 + Ps ;

and

4{0;2nS
}
={^-4^!

+2^!

+ 4(s+ l) + l}ps

+ (-)s+1 (s3 + 4s2 + 6s + 5),

two forms of result which can no doubt be reached in the case of the number

{0; ls 2^3^...}.

It will be observed that one formula of reduction is

2r {o ; 2r ls
}
= 2*-1

{0 ; 2r
-1 ls+2}

- 2r {0 ; 2r-'ls+1
}
- 2*-1

{0 ; 2r
-1

l*}.

78. The generating function

1

1 - ap1 + {a - 1) (a + \)p2
- (a - l)2 {a+2)p3 + ...

arises similarly from the redundant product

(ax1 + x2 + x3 + ...y*(x1 + ax2 +x3 + .

.

.)& (xx + x2 + ax3 + .,.)& ...

(xx + x2 + ... +axny».

This, when expanded, is

2 (m ;
1'' 2^3^ ...)am (l*- 2^3^ . . .),

and may be similarly dealt with. For write it (1 — (7)
-1 where

C=ap1
-(a-l)(a+l)p2 + (a-iy(a + 2)p3

- ...;

then
dsG= (-)!+1 (a - l)s (1 - G) + (-Y+

1 s(a-ly-1 E,

where
E=l-(a-l)Pl + (a-iyp2 -...;

whence

{(-Yd8 + (-)s+1 (a - ly-'dt} O = (-y+t-i (a - 1)'-1 (s-t)E;

or putting, as in Art. 68, 1 — a = b,

(ft-°de -V-td
t)C=(s-t)E;

shewing that, for an operand G,

(u - v) (fr-'d, - V-tdt) = (s-t) Q?-Udu - bl~vdv)

are equivalent operations. This equivalence reduces to

(u - v) (ds - d
t) = {s-t) (du - dv),

when a = 0, or b = 1, as it should.
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79. If from the original expression of dB we eliminate E first instead of

1 — G we find

(tb
lds

- sb»d
t) C=(s-t) 6s+t (1 - 0),

whence
tir*d, - sb- l

di 1 1

s-t 1-C~1-C
and we have established that the operation

tb~sde - sb-tdt

s-t

leaves the generating function unchanged—or, in other form, the operation

tb-'ds-sb^dt-s + t

causes the function to vanish. .1.1
It is just as easy to deal with the function ji as with „

.

From the relation

(u - v) (fr-'d, - fr-tdt) = (s-t) (b
lLudu - b^dv),

an equivalence which holds in general for any power of G and therefore for

(1 — G)~ l
, we deduce as the simplest possible case

d3 = 2bda — b2d1 ,

and comparing this with the result when a is zero, viz.

:

d3
= 2d2 — du

we see that regarding b as being of weight unity we have merely to render

each term of the same weight by the introduction of the proper power of b as

a factor in each term in order to pass from the latter to the former.

Applying the relation to

2(m; 1^2^3^ ...)am (l'
r'2,r>3'r» ...),

we first of all express the operators d3 , d2 , dx in terms of the operators

A, D2 , D3 , and then we find

2(wi; l'
r'2'r»3'r3...)am {(l'

r'- 3 2'r'3'r=...)-3(l'r'- 12^- 13^...)+3(l'"2^3,r3-i...)}

771, n

-22 (m; 1*>2"'3"' ...){am -am+l
) {(l".-*2'r»3'r

' ...) -2 (l^"*-^ ...)j
m, it

+ 2 (m; 1^2^3"= ...) (a
m - 2am+1 + am+2)(l'r'-1 2^3'r

= ...) = 0.
m, n

Herein selecting the coefficient of (1^2^ 3"* ...) we have

2{(m; l">+32^3^...)-3(m; rr
' +1 2**+ 1 3"»...) + 3(m; l*i2*»3 ,r»+1 ...)] am

-22 {(m; l" +*2,r»3'r
3 ...)- 2 (m; 1^2^+13^ ...)} {a

m - a"*1

)m

+ 2(m; l-
r

.
+1 2"'3'r>...)(am -2am+1 + am+2

) = 0,
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and herein selecting the coefficient of a™

(m; l»'+s 2*«3,r>...)-3(wi; l'
r'+ 1 2'r»+1 3'r

»...) + 3(m; l".2"»3'r» +1 ...)

-2{(m; l"'+22^3^...)-2(m-
)
l'

r'2^+1 3'r3...)}

+ 2{(m-l; l'
r'+2 2^3'r3...)-2(m-l); l».2'r»+l 3'r

» ...}

+ (m; l'r'+ I 2^3'r3...)-2(m-l; l'
ri+1 2'r«3,r«...) + (m-2; l'

r
'
+1 2'r>3,r

»...) = 0,

a relation connecting ten of the coefficients.

In applying this formula it must be noted that

(ra; l 7r>2^S,r' ...),

denoting as it does the number of permutations in which exactly m of the

letters are not displaced, must be zero

(i) when rn is negative,

(ii) when m > ~$stts , i.e. greater than the number of letters in the

permutation.

Also it is obvious that

(Sstts ;
1^.2^3^ ...) = (2srr, - 1 ; 1^2''Sir> ...),

since if all but one of the letters are in original positions then all must be so.

Bearing these facts in mind there is no difficulty in verifying the formula

in some simple cases.

80. Passing now to the relation

tb-sds - sb-tdt- s + t = 0,

and putting s= 1, t = 2, we find

2!D2 = D?-2&A-&2
;

and without difficulty we reach the further results

3 ! A = D? - QbD\ + 362A + 4>b
3
,

4 ! A = D\ - 126.0? + 30&2A + 4>¥A - 1564
,

5 ! A = D\ - 206DJ + 110&2A - 14063A - 9564A + 5665
,

etc.

which can be written down from those given, by the case a = 0, by simply

introducing the proper power of b in each term.

81. Application of the relation

2 !A = A2 - 2&A - b\

gives

2(m; l'
r'2^+1 ...) = (m; l ir

'
+22^ ...) - 2(m; l''+1 2'r

» ...)-(m; 1"'2^...)

+ 2(m-l; l'
r'+ 1 2^...) + 2(m-l; 1^2^...)

-(m-2; 1^2**...);
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and thence

2 (m ; 21 s
) = (m ; 1 8+2

) - 2 (to ; l s+1) - (to ; I s
)

+ 2(m-l; l8+1) + 2(m-l; Is
)

- (m - 2 ; I s
)

;

and, since

(*; 10 -(;)<0 5
1~) = (;)*_,

we have

,(- ; ».)-{c;«) +*(:
+
-

1

o-L-J

-C-i)}

p-* s^m+2

-•{('i
1

)-C-i)} p~--W j,»-

This relation shews us that the number (to; 1*12^3^ ...) is ultimately

expressible as a linear function of the numbers Pa_m , Ps_m+1 , ... and thence

also in the form

f(s, to) Ps-m + <£ (s, to).

82. The number (0 ; 1"} or Pn may also be studied by means of the

elementary notions of the Theory of Substitutions.

A substitution is the operation by which one permutation of the symbols

OjOja, ... a„

is connected with another.

If we start with the particular permutation just written and then remove

at from the left and place it to the right of a„ we obtain the new permutation

a2a3at ... 0^,^,

and what we have done is to substitute a2 for ctj, a3 for a2 , ... a,t for a^-!,

a
x
for an . Such an operation of substitution is said to be circular and is

denoted by
(a

1o2a3 ...a„),

the meaning being that for each letter occurring in the brackets we have to

substitute the next succeeding letter and that when we come to the last

letter we have to substitute the first letter just as if the row of letters were

bent round so as to form a closed chain or circle of letters. Such a substitu-

tion may equally well be written so as to commence with any letter—for

example in the form
(aaai ...an a1 cu).

Such a circular substitution which involves the whole of the n letters is

said to be of order n. It is clear that it displaces each of the letters and

from this circumstance arises its effectiveness in the discussion of the problem

of displacements. To obtain a circular substitution of order n we may write

the letters in brackets in n ! different ways, but these do not all express
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different substitutions since each substitution is expressible in n different

ways by circulation of the symbols in the bracket. Hence we see that

there are

- 1)

!

different circular substitutions of order n.

A substitution may displace each of the letters without being a circular

substitution of order n. It may be made up of circular substitutions of lower

orders. Thus the substitution which converts the permutation a^a^a^
into a^a^a^OL^ is composed of the two circular substitutions

(ai«2) (a3«4"5«6)

of orders 2 and 4 respectively.

It is clear that the circular substitution of order one—for example (a4)

—

merely indicates that the symbol or4 is not displaced. If we include circular

substitutions of order one, the whole of the permutations of the n symbols

may be represented as circular substitutions. If however we are merely

concerned with those permutations in which each letter is displaced we are

restricted to circular substitutions composed of such substitutions whose

order is not less than two.

We may call these non-unitary circular substitutions and we observe that

we have such substitutions appertaining to every non-unitary partition of n.

It is also an easy observation to say that the number of permutations in

which all of the letters of a given permutation are displaced is the same as

the number of non-unitary circular substitutions. Let us verify this state-

ment in the case of four letters-; we have to consider the non-unitary

partitions of 4 which are (4) and (22). As before remarked we have 3 !

substitutions of order 4, viz. these are (abed), (abdc), (acbd), (aedb), (adbc),

(adeb) ; also we can form three substitutions each of which involves a pair of

substitutions of the order 2, viz.

:

(ab) (cd), (ac) (bd), (ad) (be),

and
3! + 3 = 9 = {0;l4

}
= P4!

as we know.

Clearly we have to determine the number of circular substitutions which

are in correspondence with the non-unitary partition

(2"23,r34fi
...)

of the number n.

If we distribute the n letters in any manner into 7r2 + 7r3 + 7r4 + . . . parcels

so that it8 parcels contain each s letters where s has the values 2, 3, 4, ... we

obtain a definite circular substitution corresponding to any assigned order of

the letters in the parcels. Now a parcel which contains s letters may have

the letters permuted in (s - 1) ! different ways so as to give (s - 1) ! different

M. A. 8
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circular substitutions of order s ; so that if N be the number of ways of

distributing n different letters into tt2 + 7r3 + 7r
4 + . . . parcels so that

7r2, 7T3. w4 , ... parcels contain 2, 3, 4, ... letters respectively, the number of

substitutions thence derivable will be

N.{\ !)"> (2 !)*' (3 !)"«....

We have therefore to determine N and from Section I we find that N is

the coefficient of (1") in the development of

and this is

(2!)^ (3 1)^(4 !)'«... tt2 ! 7T3 ! tt4 !

.

and

JV.(1 !)*• (2 !)-> (3 !)"...==—= -7—
V ' V ' V 7 2"'

. 3'' .
4"<

. . . . 7T2 ! 7T3 ! 7T4 ! . .

.

This is the number of circular substitutions which are in correspondence

with the partition (2"»3'r»4'r
* ...) of the number n.

Hence the total number of circular substitutions of n letters or of

displacements is

the summation being for every non-unitary partition (^"'S^'i"1 ...) of n.

83. The above expression should be compared with the expression found

in Art. 72, viz.

:

10 1"! = 2 — (7T2 + 7T3 + 7T4 + ...)!

1
' ' 2^.3^.4^. ...7r2 !7rs !7r4 !...' (2 !)"«(3 !)*« ... '

The contrast is remarkable.

The new expression gives, for n = 6,

6! 6! 6' 6'
-6 +

2r4
+
9r2

+ 8^-r 120+90 + 40+15=265 -

The old expression gives

120 . ^-r + 90
. 1 + 40

. 1 + 15 . 6 = 265,

the four terms on the left corresponding in each case to the partitions

(6), (42), (3
2

), (2
3
) respectively.

The identity which appears and is of the form

y A —"9 A R*^-il n,

2 ff3jr4 • ** -£iir2 i73ir4 • • • -^^113^4

is very remarkable.



CHAPTER IV

OTHER APPLICATIONS OF THE MASTER THEOREM

84. If between the exponents £ there is any equality such as £s = ft it is

clear that we may interchange Xs and Xt and thus arrive at an alternative

form of generating function V~ l
; for the interchange ofXs and Xt means the

interchange of the sth and tth rows of the matricular determinant. In

general we may permute in any manner those linear functions X which have

identical exponents, and when in particular the exponents are all equal we

may carry out n ! permutations and obtain n ! different forms of generating

function.

Thus suppose n = 3 and we require the number of permutations of the

symbols in

which are such that no symbol xs (s = 1, 2, or 3) is in a place originally

occupied by xs , we have first of all the product

(x2 + x3f {x1 + xrf («! + xrf,

giving the matricular determinant

1

I

. 1

X-iXn

1

1

and Vn = l-x1x2 -x1x3 -x2x3 -2x1x2x3 ;

but by permutations oiXltXitX3 we obtain five other matricular determinants

1 .
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which yield the generating functions

1 1

J. u?2 X$ — X^X^ ~- fcC^tCg ~r tZ'2^'3 "T" ^X\X^X^ * — *^*1
™

'
*^*2 "I

-
*^1 **2

~— *1 *^3 **' ,2**'3 r ^X\X^X^

1 1

X ~~ X^ fl/2 ^~ Xg ~t~ iCjit g ~r iT]ivj ~r X^Xq £X]XypUQ J. — vtj icg "*3 "I
- "'1^2 ' 1 3 ' *2**3 £*Xyijt%l/§

1

JL it] —— u7g ——
5/ j 5^2 ~r" *i**'3

~~ "^2 3
""•" AX-^Xi^Xq

in each of which the coefficient of arf a;£;rf is the desired number ; two of these

five are identical, viz.

:

X ~~ itj —— 3>2 — *^a I XyJ-2 T ^*1*3 "l
- ^2 3 ^tXyX^X^

This form arrests the attention, for it may be written as

1

(1 - #,) (1 - xt) (I - x3)
— xxx2x3

'

or, putting x^x2x3
= u, as

1 u w^

(l-^)(l-^)(l-«3) (1-^)2(1-^)2(1-^)2 (l-^l)3(l-^)3 (l-^)3

the part of this which is a function of u only is

1 + u + v? + v? + . .

.

+ u \l +

+ «.{i +
(j)

,

. +
(j)

,

«. + (;)v...

+ W3

{l+(J)
3

W
+(2)

3

«2 +fSVM3 +...

wherein the coefficient of vt is

viz. : the sum of the cubes of the coefficients in the expansion of

and this number therefore enumerates the permutations which are derange-

ments of the product

X\X\Xl ,

and since the two determinants utilized correspond to the products

(«, + x3y fa + x2y (x2 + x,y,

{xl + sr2y (x2 + x3y (»! + x3)
(

,

and the four not utilized to four other products, we can give four other

interpretations to the coefficient in the theory of the permutations.
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85. This particular theorem is easily generalized because the determinant
of order n

110
110
110
11

derived from the product

(x1 + x2)* (as, + xsy (x3 + x4)( ...(xn + wrf,

gives the generating function

(1 - #,) (1 - *,)

and herein the coefficient of xf af .

.

(1 - Xn) - XjX2 ... xn

xl is

© +®"—(*iiMgr\"
and this enumerates the permutations of

x(4...xi,

which are such that in the places originally occupied by x$ there are found

either xs or xs+1 ; where when s=n,xx takes the place of xn+1 .

Other interpretations arise from the permutations of the linear functions X.

86. Divide the places occupied by the quantities xlt x2 , xs , ... into

compartments Au A2 , A 3 , ... so that the first £ places are in Au the next

f2 in A 2 and so on, and let us find the number of the permutations which

possess the property that no quantity with an even suffix is in a compart-

ment with an even suffix and no quantity with an uneven suffix is in a

compartment with an uneven suffix. In the X product we have merely to

put
Oj = a3

= as
= . . . = 0,

b2 =bi = be
= ... = 0,

£i == Or z= Cs = . . = U.

and the remaining letters a,b,c, ... equal to unity. The guiding determinant

has a chess-board pattern and is of course of order n

:

10 1

10 10
10 1

10 10
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All the co-axial minors of order one are zero ; one of order two has either

the value zero or negative unity ; if the minor be formed from the pth. and

qth. rows and the ^th and 5th columns the value will be zero if q — p = mod 2

and will be negative unity in all other cases ; co-axial minors of order > 2 as

well as the whole determinant vanish because in every case two rows are

found to be identical.

Hence the generating function is

1

1 -X1 (x2 +Xi + ...)-X2 (X3 + Xs + ...)-X3 (xi + Xt + ...) -

Examples of this nature may be multiplied indefinitely.

We proceed to consider some of a different character.

• ^n—1 ^n

Self-Conjugate Permutations.

87. A permutation of

x\ixl*...afy,

supposed separated as above into compartments A lt A 2 , A 3 , ... An , is said to

be self-conjugate when if xs be in compartment A t , xt is in compartment A 8

for all values of s and t. Thus of

X^
I

X2
I

Xqj

x%x§
I

X}
1

x±

is a self-conjugate permutation.

If £i = &=...=?»=l, Rothe (a.d. 1800) shewed that if Un be the

number sought

Un = £/„_! + (n - 1) Un^,
with tf8 = 2tf,= 2.

In the more general case before us, first let n = 3 ; we then have to find

the coefficient of

in {x1 + \x2 + fixs)^(- + x2 + vx3 j
l-+- + xs \ ,

for if X. occurs to the power zero it shews that x2 has occurred just as often in

A x as x
x
has in A 2 and so on. The guiding determinant is

1 X, fi

£' '

i i 1
fj,

v
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so that we are led, putting — =p, to the generating function
jX

1 — a?! — x2
— x3

— (^H 2) x1 x2x3

and the reader will have no difficulty in proving that the portion of this

function which is free from p is

{•(1 -x1 -x2
- x

3) (l-x1
— x2

— x3 + 4!x1x2x3)}
~ ».

It is useful to observe that the generating function which involves p
would arise also from the determinant

1
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and the Theory of Permutations. The Master Theorem is well adapted to

display the properties of these numbers. Thus since

1 +ffiMG +

is the coefficient of xpyi in (x + yY(x + y)
q we are led through the guiding

determinant
1" 1

1 1

to the generating function -
, in which the coefficient of xp y

q is

that is

'+©© + ©g) + --?r)-
The coefficient of x?yp in (ax + byf (bx + ayY is

a?? + fi) a?P-*b* + (P) a,w-t b*+...,

while the generating function derived from the matrix

a b

b a

i

is either

+

1 - a (x + y) - (6
2 - a2

) xy l-b(x + y)- (a2 - b2
) xy

'

and in the first of these the coefficient of xpyp is

(6» _ a?y +
(
P
^

1

) (I)
a2 (V - a*)*"1 + ^J

2

)Q a* (6
2 - a2)*"2

and now putting a2 = a, 62 = /3 we have the identity

aP + gy aP-i #
+gy

a*-2 /^ + . .

.

= (^-^ + (^
1)©ao-«ri + (^

2
)g)«H^-«^ + ... + (^)^

since the left-hand side shews that a and /3 may be interchanged.

This curious result gives an expression for the same linear function of the

squares of the binomial coefficients as the binomial theorem does in respect of

the first powers of the coefficients.
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90. The sum •

1 -©*+©"-©•-
which was considered by Dixon*, is the coefficient of xPypzp in

(y-z)P(z-xY(x-yy;

the guiding matrix is

1-1
-10 1

1 -1

and gives us the generating function

1

1 + yz + zx + xy

'

a striking result which gives immediately much information concerning the

sum under consideration. The term xpy
pzp can only occur in the term

(—)
2 (yz + zx + xy) 2

,

and hence the sum vanishes unless p be even and is positive or negative

according as p is evenly or unevenly even. To evaluate the coefficient put

yz= m2
, zx = v2

, xy = w2 so that xyz = uvw, and then the coefficient of vPxPvP in

1

is

1 + V* + if + V?

, .3e 2
'

(-)»

yielding the result

(?)'+(?

(10'

(3p)I

0> !)
3 •

Another form of generating function, obtained by permuting the rows of

the guiding matrix, is

1— x — y — z + yz -i-zx + xy

91. We may consider the coefficient of xpy
pzp in

(ay + bzy (bx + azf (ax + by)?,

which is

* Messenger of Mathematics, Vol. xx. p. 79.
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and we are led through the guiding matrix

and the generating function
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all degrees. In the um'roral notation we say that the coefficient of aq 1 x™ . . . as™

in the product

a^1 b^2 ... w™XX X

is equal to the coefficient of the same term in the expansion of the fraction

1

|

(1 - <!,«,) (1 - b2x2) ... (1 - nnxn) |

'

Ex. gr. Consider apb^ where ax — a^ + a2x2 , bx = b^ + b2x 2 ; herein the

coefficient of .a^'af2 is

Ch . h = &bfr + (**) (fj
a^aAH*- 1 +

(|) (|) of.-»a!iJ6f.-« + ...

and

**W„ fc^' - (i _ o^) (i _ &^) + (i _ a.xtf (1 - b2x2)*

{

a\b\x\x\
|

(1 - a^)3
(1 - 62 a;2)

3

1

1 — axxx
— b2x2 + (ab) x^x2

'

where (ab) = a^b2
— a2\.



CHAPTER V

LATTICE PERMUTATIONS

93. Consider an assemblage of letters aP@Qyr ... in which the numbers

p, q,r, ... are in descending order of magnitude. This particular permuta-

tion of the assemblage can be denoted by a regular graph consisting of rows

of nodes. The successive rows will have p, q, r, ... nodes respectively and

the graph is the same as serves to denote the partition (pqr...) of the

number p + q + r +

Such a graph may be

for p = 6, q = 4, r = 1.

The successive rows correspond to the letters a, fi, y, ... respectively.

If we take any permutation of a?fSqy
T

... we shall arrive finally at the

same graph by proceeding from left to right of the permutation and placing

a node in the first row, or in the second, or in the third according as we reach

a letter a or /3 or y, etc.

Thus if we take the permutation a/3a/3 of the assemblage we obtain

successively in this manner

first row • • • • • •

second row • • • •

a a/3 a/3a a/3a/3,

and it will be observed that each of the four graphs thus reached is regular

and is in fact the graph of a partition of a number.

Since the permutation possesses this property of yielding a succession of

regular graphs it is termed a " lattice permutation."

On the other hand if we treat the permutation afifia in the same way we
reach the graphs

first row • • • • •

second row • • • • •

a a/3 a/S/3 a/3/3a,
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and since the third of these graphs is irregular we have not had before us a

" lattice permutation."

In general for a permutation of ap f3
qy

r
... if the successive graphs are

all regular it is a " lattice permutation."

In other words if a dividing line be drawn between any two letters of the

permutation and the assemblage of letters to the left of the line is found to

be a*,i/39'7r ' . . ., where px ^ qt ^ rx > . .
.

, the permutation is said to be a lattice

permutation.

Ex. gr. of the assemblage a2
/3

2
, there are only two lattice permutations,

viz. aa/3/3 and a{3a/3.

These special permutations are of much use in the Theory of Partitions

taken up in Volume II of this work, but they also have a special interest of

their own. For instance in the Theory of Probabilities

:

Suppose that there are p + q + r + ... electors at an election and that

p, q, r, ... electors vote for candidates «, /S, 7, . . . by handing in tickets marked

a, /?, 7, ... respectively. The electors may present themselves in any order

and if such gives a lattice permutation it is clear that if the flow of electors

be stopped at any time and the votes be counted, the-count will give a result

which is not inconsistent with the final result. The enumeration of the

lattice permutations leads therefore to the probability of such non-incon-

sistency obtaining.

94. We will first set forth certain properties possessed by the permu-

tations.

Every permutation necessarily commences with a.

Consider any lattice permutation, say a/3ayl3, of the assemblage a?fi
2
<y.

Write underneath the letters the first five numbers in descending order,

viz.

:

a /3 a 7 /3

5 4 3 2 1

Starting from the left, place each number in the first, second or third row

of a graph according as it stands beneath an a, a /3 or a 7. Thus

:

5 3

4 1

2

This graph, since it has been formed from a lattice permutation, has the

property that the numbers are in descending order of magnitude in each row

read from left to right and in each column read from top to bottom. There

is a one-to-one correspondence between the two-dimensional array of numbers,
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formed upon the graph of the partition (221) of the number 5, which possess

this property and the lattice permutations of the assemblage a^y. For we
can pass uniquely from any such array to the corresponding permutation.

Thus from the array

5 4

3 1

2

we consider the numbers in descending order of magnitude and write down

from left to right an a, a /3 or a y according as the number considered is in

the first, second or third row. We thus reach the permutation

aa/3yft.

In general we see that there exists a one-to-one correspondence between

the lattice permutations of the assemblage aP/3«<yr . .. and the two-dimensional

arrays of the first p + q + r + ... numbers at the nodes of the graph of the

partition (pqr. . .) of the number p + q + r + . . ., which are such that there is a

descending order of magnitude alike in each row and in each column of the

graph.

95. We can now transform these arrays so as to establish and exhibit an

important property of lattice permutations. For suppose that we take the

array

5 3

4 1

2

and write the rows as columns thus

:

5 4 2

3 1

we obtain an array at the nodes of the graph of the partition (32) which is

the partition conjugate to the partition (221) appertaining to the former

graph. The transformed array leads to the lattice permutation

aa/3a/3 of the assemblage a3
/3

2
,

and in consequence there must be a one-to-one correspondence between the

lattice permutations of the two assemblages

tfpy, a3
/3

2
.

The lattice permutations of these two assemblages are therefore equi-

numerous. In general we may say that there is a one-to-one correspondence

between the lattice permutations of the two assemblages

aP/3?yr
..., a?&t'f...,

if (pqr...), (p'qV...) are conjugate partitions.
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96. There is another correspondence which it is useful to note.

If we take the graph
5 3

4 1

2

we observe descending orders of magnitude five times, viz. in the three rows

and in the two columns. The descending orders are 53, 41, 2, 542, 31.

We can arrange these five numbers in a row so that the five descending

orders are in evidence. To do this we proceed from the lattice permutations

aaftfty a a ft y ft a ft a y ft a ft a ft 7 a ft 7 a ft

53412 5 3 421 54321 54 3 12 54231

and write 5, 3 in order underneath the letters a ; 4, 1 in order underneath

the letters ft and 2 underneath the 7.

We have thus a line-arrangement exhibiting the five descending orders in

correspondence with each lattice permutation, and the descending orders have

been derived from one (any one) of the associated two-dimensional arrays.

In general we determine a one-to-one correspondence between the lattice

permutations of the assemblage ap ft
qy

r
... and the permutations of the first

p + q + r... natural numbers which exhibit the descending orders which are

derived from the rows and columns of any one of the two-dimensional arrays

associated with the lattice permutations.

97. We will now be concerned with the enumeration of the lattice

permutations. First let us take the assemblage a.vftq and denote by (pq;)

the number of the lattice permutations. If q =p, the last letter of a lattice

permutation must be ft, and if we delete this ft we shall get every lattice

permutation of the assemblage ap /3
p_1

. Hence

(pp ;) = (p,p -i;)-

If p > q, the last letter may be a or ft ; if this last letter be deleted we

obtain all the lattice permutations of a.
p~1

ft
q and of ap ft

q
~l

; hence

(pqi) = (p- 1
> ?;) + G»»2-i;)-

Of this difference equation
_J

,

[

. '_ .

,

is a solution, and the particular

solution required is

m '> plql (p + l)l(q-l)l (p + l)\q\ KP q + l) '

Also (^ ;)
=
(^+i)T7!-
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It follows from the expression obtained for (pq;) that if two candidates

A, B at an election can command p, q voters respectively (p> q), the proba-

bility that at no time during the balloting A will have fewer votes than B is

p-g + 1

p + 1

It is seen without difficulty that (pq;) is equal to the coefficient of xvyq

in the expansion of the function

l-x-y

for (pq ;) has been shewn to be the difference of
"

~ and -
p\q\ (p + iy.(q-l)\

This is a redundant generating function because it contains many terms

which are not applicable to the question under examination.

98. The exact generating function is obtained in the following manner.

Consider

2 (pp ;)
(xy)P = 1 + xy + 2x*ya + dafy3 + l^y4 + . . . = u^.

p

The general term in u^ is

(2»)!

(p + l)lpl *
'

and since

V(l - txy) = l-2xy- 2x*tf - ... -^^ l

,

(xy)^ -...,

we find that 2xyuxy = 1 — V(l — 4sxy).

Thus ^=^{1-^(1-4^)},

and thence a relation that will be useful

l-xyuzy

99. There is another way of establishing this result which is valuable

for the purpose in hand. If we examine the various lattice permutations of

the assemblage aPySp we find that they are of two kinds, viz. prime and

composite. Composite arrangements are those which are decomposable into

shorter lattice permutations appertaining to assemblages a? /3? , where q< p.

The prime lattice permutations are those which are not so decomposable.

Thus the assemblage a2
/?

2 has the two lattice permutations

aa/3/3, a/3 1 a/3

;

the first is prime ; the second is composite, because it is decomposable into

two shorter lattice permutations, each of which is a/3.
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Similarly the ass^blage a3
/3

3 has two prime arrangements, viz.

aaa/3/3/3, a«/3a/3/8, and three which are composite, viz.

aa/3/3
1 aft a/3

1 aa/3/3, a/3 1 a/3 1 a/3.

The theory of prime lattice permutations becomes very simple directly

the observation is made, that from every lattice permutation of the assemblage
ap-ifip-i a prime lattice permutation of the assemblage a?/3p is derivable by
simply prefixing the letter a and affixing the letter /3, and that in this way
the whole of the lattice permutations are obtained.

Thus we have

Lattice Permutations
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The generating function for the prime lattice permutations is now

x + xyuxy,

and if we write 2 (pq;)xpyi = vx<y , the fact that the arrangements are

either prime or composed of primes leads at once to the relation

1
_

" 1 — x — xyuxy

and this, using the relation above satisfied by m^, may be written

'Ixy

1

ux
x,y — -| j

1 XUXy

where uxy = g— { 1 - V( 1 - <%))

.

This is the exact form of generating function to which we have been led

by the notion of prime lattice permutations.

If s be a given integer we deduce from the above result that

i

a relation which leads to the expression of (q + s, q ;) in terms of (11 ;), (22 ;),

(33 ;), etc.

Thus (« + l,l;)=(
V ' + 1

)(ll;)
>

(
S + 2

; 2;)=(
S + 1

)(22;) +
(

S + 1

) (ll;n

etc.

100. Reverting to the difference equation, we find

(pp;) = (p,p-l;)

= (p,p-2;) + (p-l,p-l;)

= (p,p-3;) + 2(p-l,p-2;)

= (p, p - 4;)+ 5(p - 1, p -3;) + 2 (p - 2, p -2;),

and we notice that the last result may be written

(pp;)=(40;)(^,p-4;)+(31;)(p-l,p-3) + (22;)(p-2,p-2;).

In view of this it is natural to suspect the law

(pp;) = t(st;)(p-t,p-s;),

where s + t = constant.

This may be established by utilizing the correspondence between lattice

permutations and the arrangements of different numbers at the nodes of the

graph of the partition (pp) of the number 2p.
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For consider the grajtfi

E F

A B G D

The four lowest numbers may be placed

(i) at the points A, B, G, D,

(ii) „ B, G, D, F,

(iii) „ G, D, E, F
Taking the case (ii) the numbers may be

2 3 4

431, 421, 321.

Subtracting each of these numbers from the number 5, the arrangements

become
3 2 1

124, 134, 234,

and it is clear that they are enumerated by the number (31 ;).

Similarly the arrangements at the nodes A, B, G, B and C, D, E, F are

enumerated by the numbers (40 ;), (22 ;) respectively, and we are led to the

relation

(pp;)=(40;)(p,p-4;) + (31;)(i)-l > p-3;) + (22;)( J>-2ll>-2;).

Similarly it is shewn that

(pp ;) = 2 (st ;) (p — t, p — s ;), where s + t = constant.

101. Putting herein s + t=p, we find

(pp-d = (p, -d
2 + (p- 1,1 ;)

2 + (i>- 2,2 ;)»+... to i(p+l) or i(j> + 2) terms,

according as p is uneven or even.

Hence the identity

to \ (p + 1) or £ (p + 2) terms.

102. Taking up the lattice permutations of the assemblage aPf&<f' and

considering the associated graph

A
• • • •

B

C

9—2
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with different numbers placed at the nodes in such wise that descending

order of magnitude is visible alike in each row and in each column, we find

that we may detach a node without destroying the regularity of the graph in

three ways. The nodes are marked A, B, C,

But if q were equal to p we could not detach A ; if r were equal to q we

could not detach B; if q and r were both equal to p we could not detach

B or A.

Hence the difference equations

(pqr;) = (p-l, q, r;) + (p, q - 1, r;)+(p, q, r - 1 ;),

(ppq ;) =(p,p-hq$ + (p, p, q
- 1 ;),

(pqq ;) = (p - 1, q,q;)+ (p, q,q-l ;),

(pppi) = (p,p,p-i;)-

A solution of the first of these equations is

(P + q + r) !

(p+p')\(q + q')\(r+ ,')[•

where p', q', r are positive or negative (including zero) integers, such that

p + q + r' = 0.

This may be at once established by applying to it the difference equation.

The particular solution which corresponds to the present problem is

(jl + q + ry. _ (p + q+ r) '. _Tp + g+ r) '.

p'.q'.r'. (p t 1) : (q- I ) :
/•: p\(q + lj!(/'-l)!

(P +J[ + r) \ _ ( p + q + >)! _ _ (p+q + r)\ _+
(p + 2):(q-l)',(r-l)\ (p + l)l(q + l)l(r-2)\ (p + 2) ! q ! (r - 2)

!'

This may be simplified so as to exhibit the result

t = (p + q + ')'./ 9_\^ »' ^/,^'o-^r^:--- i-^-i i-
p'.q'.r I V p + lj\ q + U p+2j

which is true whatever equalities subsist between p, q, and r.

The unsimplified form shews that ( pqr ;) is equal to the coefficient of

xpyqzr in the expansion of the redundant generating function

ri_8,ri_£)fl_*

1-x-y-z
for the expanded numerator is

x y x2 xy x2 '

and its six terms yield respectively the six terms of the unsimplified expression

for (pqr;).
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The reader should also make note of another form of (pqr;), viz.

(pi^+lllrl^-^ + ^-r+lHp-r+i).

The Theory of the Prime Lattice Permutations of the assemblage a?ftiy
T

awaits investigation. It seems to present a certain amount of difficulty.

Until this has been surmounted we cannot pass to the real generating

function from the redundant form above given.

103. We now pass to the general case, viz. the number

(p1piips ...pn ;).

The difference equation to be satisfied is

(PiPzPs'-Pnl)

= (Pi ~ 1
> P*Ps Pnl) + (Pi, P2 - 1, Ps ... Pn + ... + (piPiP».-.pn ~ 1 ',)

We are led to the redundant generating function

n n (l-^J

1 - (a?! + oo% + x
e + . . . + xn )

'

and to the two forms of result

(V V V V )- (Pi+P>+P*+-+Pn) 1
-

S

£f
t=

f{
1

(1 _ __P.
{PlPsP3 ...Pn,) ^^Ip,,...^! s

i/+1 ^A1

pt + S -tJ'

(PiPsPs Pnl)

___(&+ P, +p3 +,.+Pn)l *

ff ^(ft -,. + .-&
(p1 + n-l)\(p, + n-2)l(ps +n-3)\...pn \ s=t+i t=i

The question in probability that is here solved may be stated as follows

:

If n candidates at an election have

Pi, Pi, Pi, ••• Pn

voters in their favour respectively, where

Pi>p^ps --- >Pn,

and if at any instant P1 , P2 , P3 , ... Pn voters have recorded their votes in

favour of the several candidates respectively, the probability that

P1 >P2 >P.3 ...>Pn
always is

n n (i-—£i—V
s=t+l *=1 V pt + S-tJ

It will be remarked also that the number (p1p2p3 :..pn $ enumerates the

arrangements of _px +p2 +p3 + ... +pn different numbers at the nodes of a
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lattice which has plt p2 , p3 , ... pn nodes (respectively) in the successive rows

where the arrangements are such that there is in evidence a descending

order of magnitude alike in each row and in each column.

The circumstance that this enumeration is not altered by interchanging

all the rows and all the columns establishes the fact that if

(PiPtPs---), ({1J1S1-)

be conjugate partitions

(Pip*Pi •••;) = (?! ?»g> ••;)•

In view of the results above set forth this involves a remarkable property

of numbers.



CHAPTEE VI

THE INDICES OF PERMUTATIONS

104. The assemblage of objects is taken to be

tffiiryk... or aj'a^ajs...

indifferently.

A contact in a permutation of these letters which is (say) asat is called a

major, equal, or minor contact according as s >, =, or < t.

The first definitions have reference to the major contacts in a permutation.

The Greater Index of a Permutation. Of a4
/?

2

7
3 let any permutation be

(say)

/8a«a7y/3<*y.

Whenever a letter is the left-hand member of a major contact we write

under it a number which shews how many places it is from the left of the

permutation. Thus if the sth letter stands immediately before a letter prior

to it in alphabetical order we place under it the number s. In this we obtain

fiaaayryfiay.

1 67

We add up the numbers so placed and obtain 1 + 6 + 7 = 14, a number

which is called the " greater index " of the permutation.

Similarly if in any permutation of any assemblage of letters or of ordered

objects the ^th, p^ih, psth ... letters are the left-hand members of major

contacts, we have the definition

Greater Index = pr +p2 + p3 + . . . = p,

If, in so forming the number p, we have to add m numbers, or in other

words if the permutation possesses m major contacts, the permutation is said

to be of Class m qua major contacts.

The Equal Index of a Permutation. If, in any permutation, the (frth, g^th,

qsth . . . letters immediately precede letters identical with themselves so that

they are the left-hand members of equal contacts, we make the definition

Equal Index = q1 + q2 + q3 + . . . = q.
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Thus from fiaaayyftay

23 5

we obtain the equal index 2 + 3 + 5 = 10.

If, in so forming the number q, we have to add m numbers or if, in other

words, the permutation possesses in equal contacts, we speak of the permuta-

tion as being of Class m qud equal contacts.

The Lesser Index of a Permutation. If, in any permutation, the rjth, ?'
2 th,

r3 th ... letters immediately precede letters which are later in alphabetical

order we make the definition

Lesser Index = r, + r2 + rs + . . . = r.

If, in so forming the number r, we have to add m numbers, or if, in other

words, the permutation possesses m minor contacts, we speak of the per-

mutation as being of Class m qud minor contacts.

The Greater and Equal Index. This refers to letters which immediately

precede letters which are not later in alphabetical order. It is equal to the

sum of the greater and equal indices or to p + q.

In the same manner we may have to consider other combinations of the

indices p, q, r.

105. If p be the greater index of a permutation and we denote by 2,%p

a summation in respect of the whole of the permutations of a given assem-

blage, it will be established in Volume II in connexion with the Theory of

Partitions, wherein the notion of the index plays a very important part, that

lx?

(l-x)(l-xi)...{l-xi+i+k+~)
~ (l-x)(l-z'i)...(l-xi)(l-x)(l-x*)...(l-xl)(l-x)(l-x*)...(I-xk)...'

This beautiful theorem will be taken for granted here and various

interesting consequences will be deduced.

The late Professor Cayley, who did much work in regard to expressions of

this form, was in the habit of writing

(1-*«) = (B)

for the sake of brevity and of general convenience. We do the same here so

that the theorem under consideration is written

tTP = (l)(2)...(i+j + k + ...)

(l)(2)...(i)(l)(2)...(j)(l)(2)...(k)...-

106. Important property of 2,xp . From the symmetry of the expression

just written we gather the information that 2,xp is unaltered by any permu-

tation of the numbers i, j, k, .... Ex. gr. the sum has the same expression
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for each of the assemblages o?^y, as
/3y

2
, a2

/3
3
y, cPffy3

, a/3V, a/32

y
3

. For each

of these assemblages the same number of permutations have the greater

index equal to a given integer. Thus, developing the algebraic fraction for

these assemblages, we find a term + Qaf, indicating that 6 permutations have

a greater index equal to 3. For aaafifiy the six permutations are

aafiafty, afi/3aay, ryftaaafi,

aar/oLJifi, afiyaafi, fifiyaaa.

For <xa.@yyy the six are

007/377, yftctayy, a/3yayy,

ttyyafiy, ^-vacey, yyyad^.

107. Proof that for any assemblage %xr = Sa^. This follow^ from the

last article. For consider any permutation of any assemblage, viz.

j3aa.0Lyy(SrJ.y,

and transform it by the substitution

/affy\

(equivalent to changing the assemblage a4
/3

2

7
3 into a3

/3
2

7
4
). The permutation

becomes
/3777aa/37a.

Now the major contacts /3a, 7/3, ya in the former necessarily become the

minor contacts fty, a/3, 07 in the latter, so that the minor index of the latter

is equal to the major index of the former. Hence 2«p for the former is equal

to 2*r for the latter. Moreover it was shewn that £#p remains unchanged

by the transformation. Hence for every assemblage

txr = lap,

for we have merely to make the substitution

/a^ ...a,\

Vas ««-i •••«!/

and employ the same reasoning.

108. The expression of XxP+v, where p, q are the greater and equal indices

of the same permutation.

Since every contact in a permutation is either major, equal or minor, it

follows that in every permutation

p + q + r=l + 2 + ... + (Zi~l)=(^

J
denotes \%i(%i - 1).
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Hence

which on simplification gives the result

a noteworthy formula the truth of which can be seen & priori when regarded,

as will be the case in Volume II, from the point of view of the Theory of

Partitions.

109. The assemblage a*/3^ in particular. It will be shewn that the number

p — r has the value — i or +j according as the permutation terminates with

/3 or a.

Assume the law to obtain for cffti and denote by {a}^)a ,
(a*/9J')^ any

permutations terminating with a, /3 respectively.

Observe the results

for (a'/3^)a a p — r = + j,

(cf/80./8 „ =+j-(i+j) = -i,

(a'/3^a „ =-i + i+j=+j,

W)„/3 „ = -*,

(a*/8tyj8a „ =-t + (»+i + l) = +j + l,

Wka/3 „ = -i + (i+j)-(i+j+l) = -i-l,

(ctp).0a „ =+j-(i+j) + {i+j + l) = +j + l,

which, combined with observation in simple cases, establish the law.

,

We are now in a position to find the expression of %xq for the assemblage

at/Si. For there are m
permutations ending with /3, so that for those permutations

(i +j - IN%XP-r=^
i or1

.

Similarly for the permutations ending with a

Zx^=(i+jr 1
)xi
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For the whole of the permutations

Moreover (see Art. 108) for the whole of the permutations

Hence by simple multiplication of the last but one written formula by

xP+9+r on one side an(j Dy x\ 2 ; on thg ther,

tx^q = fi +i -
1)
jTH + (»' +i.~

!)
„('?)*

.

Writing ~£xv for the whole of the permutations equal to Ft,j(x) we see

that for those ending with /3,

tooP =F
iti_i{x),

for those ending with a, ~ZxP = x'Fi^j (x).

Hence

*> =s—« =/^ ah £) +/W«-»^u (i)

,

easily reducing to the formula

^« = a3V « /Jf'
ii^l

(aC) + *V 2 >Fi„hj (x*).

It will be noted that the index ^ is always even when i—j = mod 4, and

always uneven when i —j= 2 mod 4.

We can find the expression of llxp+r. For this is

%xP-r+ir
;

and since %xT
is xiFij-1 (x) or Fi^h j(x) according as the permutation ends

with /3 or a,

txP+r^x-Kx^Fij^ix^ + xJF^jia?)

Resuming consideration of the assemblage ai/3iyk ... it is to be remarked

that jp — r has no longer (the number of different letters exceeding 2) any

simple value for different classes of permutations. It is not possible to

obtain expressions for %xq and %xp+r in the foregoing manner.

110. The Parity of the Greater Index. The permutations of a^'y*...

are such that the number with an even index is equal to the number with an

uneven index whenever more than one of the numbers i, j, k, ... are uneven.

Consider the function

(l)(2)...(l+J + k + ...)

(l)(2)...(i)(l)(2)...(j)(l)(2)...(k)...'
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if we put, therein, x = — 1 and the function happens to vanish it must be

because the permutations with even index are equal in number to those with

uneven index. This is the case because the function is equal to %Gpxp where

there are Cp permutations having the index equal to p.

Under what conditions does x = — 1 cause the function to vanish ?

The factor (ni) becomes 2 for x = — 1 whenever m is uneven. Eliminating

these factors we are left with a function which may be of the form ^ when

x = — 1 and can be evaluated. This happens when numerator and denominator

contain the same number of factors (ra\ wherein m is even. If this be not

the case the numerator must contain more of such factors than the denomin-

ator and the function must vanish for x — — 1. Observe that the numerator

cannot involve fewer of such factors than the denominator, for in that case

the function would become infinite for x = — 1, which from the nature of the

function is absurd. We have, then, to find out the circumstances under which

the numerator of the complete function involves more factors (m) than the

denominator, m being even. If we consider the product

(1)(2)...(«)

and denote by E<r the greatest integer in a, it will be seen that the number

of factors (m), m even, in the product, is E\s. Hence the condition

E%(i + j + k + ...)- E\i - E\j -E\k-...>Q,

which is obviously satisfied when more than one of the numbers i, j, k, ... is

uneven. Under these circumstances the number of permutations with an

even index is equal to the number with an uneven index.

111. There is an analogous result in the case of every prime modulus //..

For putting x = co, where co is an imaginary ^th root of unity, if the number

of permutations which have indices = a mod /a does not vary by variation of <r,

the expanded form of the function will reduce to a numerical multiple of

1 + co + co
2 + . . .+ co'

t_1 and will therefore vanish. If in the unexpanded fraction

we put x = co we obtain a number of factors 1 — co
1
, wherein t is not = mod fi.

Besides these we have a number of factors 1 — of, where x = co and s is a

multiple of /x. If the number of such factors in the numerator is greater

than the number in the denominator the fraction vanishes.

In the complete fraction we must find the condition that the number of

factors (m), where m = Q mod /a, in the numerator exceeds the number in the

denominator. We are led to the condition

This happens if

i = % mod fi, j =j' mod /j,, k = k' mod fi, ...

whenever i' + j' + k' + ... > /a — 1.
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Under these circumstances the number of permutations which have

indices = a mod /u. does not vary by variation of a.

Ex. gr. Take the assemblage a2
fty,
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This is the limit when x = 1 of

- (i + o-) a;
i+°^1 (1 - of) + aa?-1

(1 - xi+a
)

(1 - off
"

Differentiating numerator and denominator this becomes

-(i+a)(i+a-l)xi+'-\l-a?r)+a(i+a)xi+M-i+a(a-l)x™(l-oci+ 'T)-a(i+o-)a;i+!''r
-2

-2ax'T
-1{l-x'r)

i (i + cr)

2
when as= 1.

a

Hence
fi d)-(j) L

i (i + cr)

(7

establishing that the average value of the greater (or lesser) index of the

permutations of <x
%/3i is £ij'.

Thence
(l)(2)...(i + j + k)

1

^(1)(2) ... (i)(l)(2) ... (j)(l)(2) ... (k)!^

(l)(2)...(i+j+k)
) _U (l)(2)...(j+k)

(l)(2)...(i)(l)(2)...(j + k)j x_ 1
-( a;

(I)(2)...(j)(l)(2)...(k)] :c=1

;

(l)(2)...(j + k) j
r (l)(2)...(i+j+k)

(1)(2) ... (j)(l)(2) ... (k)j,=1
-

1 *(1)(2) ... (i)(l)(2) ... + k)J a_ 1

(i+j + k)\ (j + k)\ (j + fc)! <i+j + k) \ .

i\(j + k)\- jik\
~ iJ +

j\k\ i\(j + k)r iHJ + lc)

(i+j + k)

establishing that the average value of the greater (or lesser) index of the

permutations of a'/3;7* is

^(ij + ik+jk).

From the above it is evident that for the permutations of o^fy* ... the

average value of the greater (or lesser) index is

^(sum of the products two and two together of the numbers i,j, k, ...).

113. Average Value of the Equal Index. From the formula

2xp+q = x(t)
+
(i)

+
(t)+- zxp

t

we deduce that the average value of the equal index is
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Otherwise, since the average value ofp + r in a permutation is

ij + ik +jk+...,

and the sum p + q + r is invariably

the average value of q is seen to be

which iS
(;)+(i)

+® + --

114. Average Values of the Square and Higher Powers of the Greater

Index. Writing the expression for 2.* p in the form Fij,ic, ...(x)> *ne average

value of the square is derived from the average value of p(p — 1), which is

the quotient of

9| Fij
t
j

p
... (x), x being put equal to unity,

(i+j+k + ...)[

y i\j\k\...
'

We have merely to add the average value of p. Or we may say that the

average value of p
2 is equal to the quotient of

dxxdzFij^,... (x), x being put equal to unity,

by the number of permutations.

In any case the evaluation requires the value of

1-aM
'l-a^W

Theoretically there is no difficulty in determining the average value of

any given positive integral power of the index. It depends upon finding the

value of

l-x*
n-a^L-i

The simplest cases corresponding to s = 1, 2, 3, may be written

l \tx
+ 2/^ 2-1--1
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The general result depends upon the sums of the powers of the natural

numbers and therefore ultimately upon the numbers of Bernoulli*

The above formulas may be often simplified. Thus we find

On applying them to the case in hand it is found that for the

assemblage a1'/?-*

Average value ofp
2 = -fay (3ij + i + j + 1),

and for the assemblage al/3iyk

Average value ofp
2 = \ (ij + ik +jlcf

+ -h (*
8
j +^ +i

2^ + V" + ik*+jk2 + 2ijk + ij + ik +jk),

p
3 = ^ (1i 3

f + 3ti 3

j
2k + 6i 2

j
2
A;

2 + l,i 3

j
2 + 22,i 3

j/c

+ 4Si s

j
2A + 2Xi\jk + St'

2

j
2
).

115. Average Values from another point of view. For the assemblage

aj'a*» ... aj>,

we will enquire into the effect which the particular major contact a^aK (//, > X)

has upon the sum of the greater indices Sp. When the contact has a- letters

to its left, where <r may be zero or any integer not greater than Si — 2, it adds

a + 1 to the index of the permutation.

To find the number of permutations in which this will happen, we observe

that the assemblage a^c?* ... a
1^' 1

... a
l£~ x

... a\> may be placed in any

permutation in the Si — 2 places not occupied by the major contact.

Hence the number of permutations in which the contact ol^ixk adds a + 1

to the index is

(St -2)1 . .

so that altogether the effect of the contact a^a^ is to add to Sp the number

'-»-» (Zi-2)\ ...
- A-^i —M*(<r + 1)

(T=

(Sf)! , . .

or
,

—
, £*aV

American Journal of Mathematics, Vol. xxxv. No. 3, p. 296 e« seg.
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From this we see tl»&t on the average the major contact ahaK adds the

number |-4v * *ne greater index of a permutation, and thence we find that

the average value ofp is

verifying the conclusion of Art. 112.

116. The number^) is obtained as the sum of m numbers pi, p2 , • Pm>

where m is the class of the permutation qua the greater index. These

m numbers are termed the m components of the index.

We will consider the sum

t{p\+Pl+.:+pD,

the summation being in respect to every permutation of the assemblage.

We enquire into the effect which the particular major contact aMaA has

upon such sum. From the previous Article we see at once that it has the

effect of adding the number

*-»-» (& -2)1

^=o h.\l2 \...ls
'.

which may be written

(2i) ! l" + 2"+... + (S-l)" • .

», It, !...<,!• " %i(%i-l)

Hence the contact o^aA on the average adds to the sum

with regard to a permutation, the number

1" + 2"+... +($i-lY . .

2»(S»-1)
***"

leading to the result that the average value of

p\+pl + ...+p"m

l" + 2> + ... + ($i-l)',

< . .

IS v /? • v; Al^n.
Zl(Zl — 1)

Ex. gr. The average value of p\ +p%+ +pl, m of course not being

constant, is

| (22ii - 1) 2*i«2,

and of p\ + pl+ ... +p3
m is

Itii&ii- 1) Wa
by making use of known results in regard to the sums of powers of the

natural numbers.

10
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To verify these results, take the assemblage o?fiy

:
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Putting v=l, we find^fchat the average value of a component is

in other words, the average situation of a major contact in a permutation is

^%i places from the beginning. The situation of course refers to the left-

hand letter of the contact.

What has been said about major contacts refers equally to minor contacts,

so that we are at liberty to say that a permutation possesses on the average

2
Sm,
2*i

contacts which are either major or minor.

Since moreover the whole number of contacts is Sjij — 1, it follows that on

the average a permutation possesses

5|'

St,- 1-2^ or 2-—
equal contacts.

This last result will be obtained independently.

119. Average Values connected with the Equal Index. We determine

the effect which the particular equal contact e^a* has upon the sum ~Zq,

where q is the equal index and the summation is for the whole of the

permutations. When such a contact has a letters to its left it adds a + 1

to the equal index. This happens in the case of

(St-2)!_
2

,»A-

i1 li2 [...is l V2,

permutations ; so that on the whole the contact adds to %q the number

<r=0 h l2 • ls \*/

OS*)! _(k
% ! iz ! . . . is ! \ 2;

Hence the contact a^ on the average adds the number

i\

2

to the equal index of a permutation. Thence it appears that the average

value of the equal index is

*G)-
Moreover the contact a* a* on the average adds to the sum

10—2
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(qlt q2 , ... qm being the components of the index q) the number

l" + 2* + ...+(Si-l)V**

and thence we gather that the average value of

# + £ + ... + &

18 l
2t(S»-l) H2J'

The average values of $ + $ + . . . + q'L and q\ + qt + • • + 5m respectively

are

i (2St, - 1) S
(J)

,

iSt(S.--l)2(J.

Moreover putting i> = we find for the average class qua the equal index

s*(i)-

agreeing with that obtained above in another manner.

120. Properties of the Components of the Indices. It has been shewn that

the number of permutations in which the contact o^a* adds a + 1 to the

index is

(ti-2)\ . .

tj U2 ! . . . is !

It thence follows that the number of permutations in which some contact

or another adds a + 1 to the index is

{ti-2^

Since this number is independent of <r it follows that, viewing the whole

of the permutations, each of the components

1,2,3, ... ti-l

,
(St, - 2) ! v . . ,.

occurs precisely . .
— ZWi times.

1*1 . l^ . . . . 1g .

In the example of the assemblage era/37 given above it will be observed as

a verification that each of the components 1, 2, 3 occurs five times.

Similarly the same reasoning shews that each of the components of the

equal index occurs precisely

ph - 2)

!

h
4*^2X(j)th
i1 lit l...i,\ \ 2/
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It is interesting to ripply some of the above theorems to a pack of

ordinary playing cards whose specification may be taken to be

Here Si, -52, $»,*,= 1248, 2^ = 78,

^ tr= 24
> I^H

Thus, in a random dealing of the cards, we may expect on the average

24 major contacts, 3 equal contacts and 24 minor contacts.

If we deal out m packs the average number of equal contacts will be

4m- 1.



SECTION IV

THEORY OF THE COMPOSITIONS OF NUMBERS

CHAPTER I

UNIPARTITE NUMBERS

121. This Section deals with that part of the general theory of distribu-

tions which is concerned with the distributions of objects into parcels of

type (lm); that is to say, the parcels are such that no two are alike. If

the objects distributed are of type (n) the theory is that of the compositions

of the (unipartite) number n into m parts; where the objects are of type

(pqr...) we have to deal with the compositions into m parts of the multi-

partite number pqr

122. Compositions of a number as understood in the theory of distribu-

tions are merely partitions of a number in which the order of occurrence

of the parts is essential; thus while the partitions of the number 3 are

(3), (21), (l 3
), the compositions are (3), (21), (12), (l 3

).

In Section I a general formula is given for the enumeration of the

compositions of multipartite numbers into exactly m parts. In this particular

case it is best to arrive at results from elementary considerations and not to

follow the general formula.

The number of compositions of n into exactly in parts is given by the

coefficient of xn in the expansion of

(x + x2 + x3 + ...)
m

;

for writing the function as a product of m factors and performing the

multiplication by picking out the terms xV\ xP% . . . xPm, where

p 1 +p2 + ...+pm = n,

in succession, we obtain for this particular selection the term xP>+P2+-+Pm f

the product, where {piPi---pm) is one composition of n into exactly m parts.

The number is therefore (
n ~ l

).\m-\J
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123. The generating function of the total number of compositions is

2 (x + x2 + x3 + ...)
m = jp-;

i 1 — zx

hence the number is 2n_1 .

124. If the parts of the composition are limited not to exceed s in

magnitude the generating function of the compositions into exactly m parts is

If the number of parts be unrestricted the generating function is

„ \\-xJ 1 - 2x + ^+1
'

125. There are two methods of representing the compositions of numbers

graphically. The number n is denoted by a straight line divided at n — 1

points into n equal segments. The graph of a composition is obtained by

placing nodes at certain of these n — 1 points of division.

A P Q B
. © © . . .

AB being the graph of 7, for the composition (214) nodes are placed at the

points P, Q so that in moving from A to B by steps proceeding from node to

node, 2, 1 and 4 segments of the line are passed over in succession.

The number of parts of the composition exceeds by unity the number of

nodes on the graph. For a composition into m parts we can place nodes at

any m-1 of the n — 1 points of division, so that the number of the com-

positions is at once seen to be

(

n - l
\\m — 1/

Since each of the n — 1 points of division is or is not the position of a

node the total number of compositions is 2™_I
.

126. Associated with any one graph there is another obtained by

obliterating the nodes and placing nodes at the points not previously

occupied.

These graphs are said to be conjugate, and the associated compositions

are said to be conjugate.

© • • © © ©

(13111) is conjugate to (214).
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If a graph denotes a composition of n into m parts, the conjugate graph

denotes a composition of n into n — m+1 parts. These compositions are

equi-numerous. This fact also appears from the consideration that (

1 J

remains unaltered by the change of m into n—m + 1.

127. Two compositions are said to be inverse, the one of the other, when

the parts of the one read from left to right are identical with those of the

other when read from right to left.

A composition may therefore be self-inverse.

In the graph of a self-inverse composition, the nodes must be symmetric-

ally placed with respect to the centre of the graph. If the number n be

even, the number of segments of the graph is even, and the two central

nodes, or nodes nearest to the centre of the graph, may be coincident or may
include any even number of segments. A self-inverse composition of an even

number 2n' into 2m' parts can only occur when the two central nodes are

coincident, and attending to one side of this node we find that such composi-

tions are just as numerous as the compositions of n' into m' parts. The

enumerating number is therefore I ,
J

.

In the case of self-inverse compositions of 2n' into 2m' — 1 parts, the two

central nodes must be distinct and may include any number 2« of segments

;

the corresponding number of self-inverse compositions is equal to the number

of compositions of n — k into m' — 1 parts ; hence giving k all values from

1 to n' — in' + 1 the enumerating number is

(n'-2\ fn'-3\ (m! - 2
+ .../ «) + ••• +

\m' — 2/ \m' — 2/ " \m' — 2

' i )•m - \j

Self-inverse compositions of uneven numbers occur only when the number

of parts is uneven, and it is readily shewn that those of 2ri — 1 into 2m' — 1

parts are enumerated by

(

n'-l
m'-l

Without restriction of the number of parts the self-inverse compositions

of 2w' are enumerated by

«{(V) +
C'r

1

)+-<:!)}-''-

and those of 2n' + 1 by

SK)+~+©---
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128. Two compositions which are at once conjugate and inverse are

termed "inverse conjugates." A composition whose conjugate is its own
inverse is said to be "inversely conjugate." Inversely conjugate compositions

of n which have m parts can only occur when m = n — m + 1 or n = 2m — 1

an uneven number. The compositions of this nature of 2m + 1 are composed
of m + 1 parts.

Consider a graph in which white and black nodes have reference to the

two inverse conjugates respectively.

© • © © • • © • —
The black nodes are placed to the right and left of the centre in a manner

similar to the white nodes to the left and right. Of the graph of the number
2m + 1 there are m points to the right of the centre at which white and black

nodes can be placed in 2m distinct ways. Hence it follows that the number
2m + 1 possesses 2m inversely conjugate compositions.

It will be observed that the number 2m + 1 has precisely the same

number 2m of self-inverse compositions and we can readily establish a one-

to-one correspondence between the compositions which are inversely conjugate

and those which are self-inverse. For in the graph of the number 9 above

depicted, the reading according to the black nodes yields the inversely con-

jugate composition

(23121).

We now obliterate the black nodes to the right of the centre and also the

white nodes to the left of the centre ; substituting white nodes for the black

nodes remaining, we have the graph

• • . . •

of the self-inverse composition (252).

If we interchange black and white nodes in the above process, we find the

correspondence between the inverse-conjugate (12132) and the self-inverse

(1211121).

Every composition of the number n gives rise to two compositions of the

number n + 1

(i) by prefixing the part unity,

(ii) by increasing the magnitude of the first part by unity.

All of the compositions thus reached are necessarily distinct.

129. The second graphical method of representing compositions will be

clear from a few examples. The composition (214) is denoted by
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the several rows of nodes contain numbers of nodes corresponding to the

successive parts of the composition. The left-hand node in each row is placed

beneath the right-hand node in the row above it.

Similarly (13111) is given by

and it will be observed that a composition and its conjugate can both be

read from the same graph. Whereas the composition is read from left to

right in successive rows from top to bottom, the conjugate is read from top to

bottom in successive columns from left to right.

The inverses of each of these can also be read, so that a single graph can in

general be read in four ways ; if the composition bo self-inverse so also is the

conjugate, and only two different compositions are obtainable from the four

readings.

These are called zig-zag graphs, and as will be seen later they form one

connecting link between the theories of compositions and partitions.

It suffices to say here that the Ferrers-Sylvester graph of a partition is

completely bounded (i) by an axis of x, (ii) by an axis of y, (iii) by a zig-zag

graph.



CHAPTER II

MULTIPARTITE NUMBERS

130. It was shewn in Section I that the number of distributions of

objects of type (pqr .

.

.) into m parcels of type (lm) is given by the coefficient

of the symmetric function (pqr ...) in the expansion of

(h1 + hi + h s +...)
m

into a series of monomial symmetric functions ; hs denoting the sum of the

homogeneous products of degree s of the quantities a1; a 2 , a3 , .... An
expression was found for this number, so that the enumeration is analytically

complete.

The generating function of the whole number of compositions is
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is equal to the coefficient of the symmetric function

(pqr...)

in the development of the algebraic fraction

[sect. IV

2 l-2(«, -«., + « 3 -...)

This may be written

2 1 -22a, + 22a,a2 -2So 1
a2« 3 + ... + (-)m 22a,a2 ... am

'

wherein m may be considered to be as large as may be necessary.

131. The reader who has made himself familiar with the master theorem

of Section III will at once recognize the possibility of the form of generating

function now reached being of the form V~ l and being thus connected with

a redundant X product

where each X is a certain linear function of the quantities

ai> «2, <*3> •• Cm-

Consider the coefficient of a^af-af3 in the product

(2«1 + 9 2 + «
:J)

f'(2a
1 + 2a2 + a

l
)^(2a

1 + 2a2 + 2«3)^;

the guiding matrix being

2 11
2 2 1

2 2 2

We arrive at the generating function

1 — 22oti + 2Sai«2 — 2a
1
a2 a:

,

and in general, when the guiding matrix is

2 1111
2 2 111.
2 2 2 11
2 2 2 2 1

2 2 2 2 2.
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of order m, it is easy^o establish that every co-axial minor not excluding the

determinant itself is equal to 2. Hence the X product

(2«!+ a2 + «,+ ...+ «„)»

x(2a
1 +2a2 + a3 +...+ am)P*

x (2^+ 2a2 + 2a
3 + ... + am)^

x(2 ai + 2a2 +2a3 + ... + 2«m)ft»

leads to the generating function

1 - 22«! + 22a1 a2 - 22«1
cr2 cr

3
+ . . . + (-)m 2a

1 «8 . . . am
'

and thence we are able to conclude that the number of compositions of the

multipartite number

is equal to the coefficient of

afia^af" ... a£>»

in the product

i(2«i + <h + a3 + . . . + Pl (2«i+ 2a2 + a3 + . . . + «m)^ (2« x + 2a2 + 2a
3 + . . . + am)*»

. . . (2«! + 2a, + 2«3 + . . . + 2am)p™.

This is the particular redundant generating function. The general

redundant generating function is

1 1

2 {l-s1
(2a

1+a2+...+am)\{l-s2(2a1+ 2a2+... + am)}...{l-sm(2a1+ 2a2+...+2am)}'

132. We notice that we have here a connecting link between the Theory

of Compositions and the Theory of Permutations. In the particular redundant

generating function the term af iap ... a*™, attached to some numerical co-

efficient, arises in connexion with every permutation of the letters in the

term. One factor of such coefficient is obviously

if the letter Oj occurs q2 times in the last p2 + pa + . . . + pm places of the

permutation there is another factor

2&;

and if as , in the same permutation, occur qs times in the last ps+ps+i+ . +pm
places there will be a factor

2««.

Hence the particular permutation considered occurs with a coefficient

2i>i-l+«2+«3+-+9m

and the number of compositions must therefore be

2p i
_1

2|2««+a,+-+«<»
J
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the summation being in regard to every permutation of the letters in

VAj W
2 ... Vfcm .

Ex. gr. To find in this manner the number of compositions of the

bipartite number (22), we have the following scheme

:

2

a^ ot] cr2 I

a2 a,

a, or,

Pi = 2 or
2
or2

a,a2

a2°l

0-2 «1

a2a2 |
OjOj

1

1

1

hence the number is 2 (2
2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2°) = 26.

133. We proved in Section I that the generating function of the number
of distributions of objects of any specified type into m different parcels when
no parcel is allowed to contain more than one object of any given kind is

(dj + a2 + a3 + ... + am )
m

,

where a,, a2 , a3> ... are the elementary symmetric functions; in other words

this function generates the number of compositions into m parts of all

multipartite numbers when the compositions are restricted so as to contain

no figure greater than unity in their expression.

Hence the whole number of such compositions is enumerated by

al + a2 + as + ... + am
1 — da — a2

— a3
— . . . — am

'

adding unity to this it becomes

1 - a, - a2
- a3

- . . . - am
'

and we may now seek the corresponding particular redundant generating

function by applying the master theorem of Section III.

Slight reflexion shews that the guiding matrix must be

12 2 2 2..
112 2 2

1112 2

11112

of m rows. For each co-axial minor of order one has the value unity ; of the

order two the value — 1 ; of the order three + 1 and so on ; every co-axial
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minor of uneven orde%has the value + 1 and of even order the value — 1.

Thus this matrix leads from the particular redundant generating function

(«!+ 2«2 + ... + 2om)
ft

(«i + a2 + 2a
3
4- ... + 2am)» ... (a, + a,, + ... +«™) p™

to the true condensed generating function

1

1 — «! — a2
- a8

- . . . - am
'

The general redundant generating function is

1

{l-s1 (a1+ 2a2+ ... + 2am)}{l-s2 (a1+ «2+2a3 +... + 2am)J..,{l-sm(a,+o2
+...+om,)r

134. We have before us another connecting link with the Theory of

Permutations. In the particular redundant generating function a particular

permutation of the letters in

af'a^...«p™

occurs in the multiplication with a factor

if a
2 appears q2 times in the first px places of the permutation, and with a

factor

2?*

if as appears q, times in the first p± +p2 + ... +p^ places of the permutation.

The number of compositions, of the nature under view, of the multipartite

number (pip2 • -Pm) is thus

where qs is the number of times that as appears in the first px +p2 + +ps-i

places of the permutation of af>aP*...af™ and the summation is in respect of

the whole of the permutations.

Ex. gr. To find in this way the number of compositions of (22), in which

no figure greater than unity appears, we have the scheme

:

«i«i

OtjO,

«2 «i

«
2 ai

«!«2

?1
=

02«2

ai«2 1

a2 «i 1

aia2 1

a28i 1

a, a, 2

so that the number sought is 2° + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 2 or 13.
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The compositions referred to are in fact

(10.10.01.01) (10.01.10.01) (10.01.01.10)

(01.01.10.10) (01.10.01.10) (01.10.10.01)

(11.11)

(11.10.01) (11.01.10) (10.11.01)

(10.01.11) (01.11.10) (01.10.11).

135. Let F^p^p,...) and f{plp2ps ...;r) denote respectively the total

number of compositions and the number comprised of r parts of the multi-

partite number (pipap3 ...); so that

F(p1p2ps ...) = 2f(p1p2p.i ...;r).
r

From Section I, Art. 16, we have if

h
1 + h2 + h3 + ...-E,

Hr = SfiPiPiP* ..;r).(p Jp 2p3 ... ),

TJ

Y—g = '2F(p
1p2p3 ...).(p1p2 p.i ...);

where (pip2p3 ...) denotes the symmetric function Saf-a^a^1 ....

Recalling the operators

, d d d
dr = j h «i -j 1- a2 j 1- . .

.

,

dar dar+1 dar+ .,

we have D„Hr =$f(p1p2p3 ... fJ,; r) . ( Plp2p3 ...).

In order to evaluate D
li
Hr we first of all find that

djig = (-)"+1V^,

Hence, when operating upon a function of H, d^ is equivalent to dx when

fi is uneven and to — c^ when
fj,

is even. This leads us to the formula

^=-,d,(d1 + l)(dI + 2)...(d1 + /t-l)
1

the products on the right denoting successive operations.

To see how this is we recur to the analogy between quantities and

operations that was broached at some length in Section I. For the operator

relation

^=(-)"+^
1
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corresponds with a quantity relation s„ = (-)'*+1 «1 ; shewing that the formula

1 - «!« + a2xs - . . . = exp {- (sja; + £s2#;
2 -...)}

becomes 1 - ax a: + a2 a;
2 - . . . = (1 + »)-«.,

leading to c^ = — Sl (Sl + l)(s1 + 2)...(s1 + p-l),

and thence to the desired operator relation

Dll = — d1 (d1 + l)(d1 + 2)...(dL + fJ,-l).

To find the effect of D^ upon Hr
, operate successively with

<k, i(d. + l), M + 2), ••

and we find A#r = rHr-1 + rHr
,

Suppose that, in general,

,=o \ s / \/* - s/

operation with —— (rf, + ^) gives

iWff'- 2
-f- i /r + s _ i

s=&+1 /r + s-1

iC
+

s *)
C-«)

K

r -/i + s) ffr
~'i+s~1(i+^)+^^+s

}

so that the assumed law is established inductively.

Substituting in an identity above

2 {

r+
l *) C - *)

^+s = 2/(^^3
• • ^ ;

r) (*#*• • •

- }

or £̂
/r + s-1

s {/j. - s) ^/(iWs ••
;

r - m + *)• tows ...)

This is an absolute identity, so that equating coefficients, after putting

mc.:.)-*--*
we obtain

f(PiPtP$---(*;r)

= 4>(r> riftihlhPa--; r)+4>(r, /i- Vjfip^p-,... ; r- 1) + ...

+ (r, /* - r + 1)/ (pip2ps . .
.

; 1),

a formula which enables the calculation of the number f{pip2p$...[L', r) from

the successive numbers

f(PiM>f-\ r), /{piPsPs-.. ; r-l), ...ffaptp,,... ; 1).

M. A. 11
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136. A more useful result is obtained by summing each side of this

identity for values of r from 1 to 2p + (i. This is, after reduction,

;his formula to find a i

/<»;'>-£:i)-

Ex. gr. We can apply this formula to find a series for F(p tp2) ; for since

'(ftft)-2*-'{(?) I^(ft

r
1

)
+

(

ft
2

+1
)

&iJ'' /
"

'

137. It has been shewn in Art. 135 that (-)"+1 d^ is equivalent to d,

when the operand is a function of H only. Now

yu.
v plqlrl... 1

* '

the summation being for all positive integer solutions of

p + 2q+3r + ...=/*,.

Whence operating on the expression

ZfiPiP&t • • • ;
r) • ( PiPiPz)

with (—y*+1 dM for successive positive integer values of /x, and then equating

the coefficients of the symmetric function (pip2p3 ...), we find

f(pip2ps .-.l; r)

= - [f(pip*p* 12
;
r) - if{p^p*Pz • • 2

;
r)},

= + {f(PiP2Pf-V; r)-3f(pip2p3 ... 21; r)+ Bf(p 1p2p3 ... 3 ; r)\,

= (-)»+ S(-)^+-' (P + q +

q
;\~

1}
'V(JW* an*; r);

wherein p + 2^ + ... = s.

138. Summing with respect to r we reach the set of identities

F(PiPiPz • 1)

= - {F( Plp2p3 ... V)-2F(plp2p3 ... 2)j,

= + W (Pip2p3
...!)- 3F(Plp2p3 ... 21) + 3F(plP,p3 .

.

. 3)},

(_y+. X (-)>+*«--> (y + ^t
g
7

iy:S
F(Plp2p3 2*1*).
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In the particular cage (p1p2pi :..l) = (l), we have by reference to the

Tables, the verification

F(\)

= -{F(V)-2F(2)},

= + {F(l 3
) - 3F(21) + 2F(3)},

= - {^(l 4)- 4<F (21*) + 2F(2*) + 4** (31) -4F(*)),

verified by 1

= -3 + 2.2,

= 13 - 3 . 8 + 3 . 4,

= -75 + 4.44-2.26-4.20 + 4.8,

139. Another very useful result is reached in the following manner

:

Since the supposition

(_)*+»«„ = «,

leads to the formula

K = — SiOi- 1 ) •••(*! -/"• + i);

and h,=t (_)****+... (

^,
g

g
t;;;

)!
°r°j • ••

we reach the operator relation

±d1 (d1 -i)...(d1-^+i)=t(-)^+^p +l+
)l
Dm-.-,

whenever as in the present case the operand is such that

Since dl
H'=QH"(l+H),

and -d^-VH^QH^il+Hr,

assume -. d, (d, - 1) ... (*-/» + 1) JET' = f) ^-"(1 + 5)"

;

and we readily find that this leads to the relation

^ *, (4 - 1) . . . (4 - /.) *' =
(^ ; x)

5— (l + tf)*".

verifying the assumption.

11—2
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Now operation upon the relation

Hr = tf(p1p2ps ...;»•)• (PiP&»)
yields (*} Hr-» (I + H)"

= S(-)^+"+- (y+
,

g
t""

)!
WDi-ZAlhfrP*- ;

r).(plPlPs ...);

whence expanding both sides, equating coefficients of {piPzp-i) and inverting,

f(p1ptpl ...l*;r)-(*-
1

}f(piPtPt ...21'"; r)+(*-
2
')f(plP,p3

...no-°;r)

+ (

M
2

2

)/ (p,ftp,- 2n 'rt; r)+ -

=
(

r

) \/(PiP3p3 --'> r- fi)+ (^) /(piPsP,... ; r-fi + 1)

+ (j)/(PiftP.-; r-/* + 2) +
...J.

140. Summing in regard to r,

F(plP,p3 ...l») - f

M 7 Mi^,^... 21*-*) + ...

+ (
_

)
^+3+ ... (£ + i+ 1^)J i?

,

( 2?1P)+ _ _

pig!...
= to*,>f(PiPtP3---; *);

. + ,

s
where

,„.(J)
+ ff >) (,*,) + («J

2

) (,>,)
+ ... + (-

or 20„ >(1
a? = (1 + xY(l - a)-""1

.

Ex. gr. if r < /i in the formula of Art. 139 the dexter vanishes, and putting

r = 2, /a = 3, plp2p3 ... = 2,

we get /(2P ; 2) - 2/(2 2l ; 2) +/(32 ; 2) = ;

verified by 22 - 2 . 16 + 10 = 0.

Again if r = fx = 3,

/(2P; 3)-2/<2»l; 3)+/(32; 3)=/(2; 0)+3/(2; l)+3/(2; 2),

verified by 93 - 2 . 57 + 27 = + 3 . 1 + 3 . 1.

In the summation formula of the present article, if we put

(P]p2p,...l^ = (l^,

the dexter vanishes and we obtain the series of identities

F(l)

= F(1*)-F(2),

= FXI 3
) - IF'(21) + F (3),

= F(V) - 3F(2V) + F(2>) + 2F{31) - F(4),
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(the law being that of 4he expression of the functions h in terms of the

functions a), verified by

1

= 3-2,

= 13 - 2 . 8 + 4,

= 75 - 3 . 44 + 26 + 2 . 20 - 8,

These relations should be compared with those of Art. 138 in which the

coefficients followed the law of the expression of the sums of powers in terms

of the functions h.

As another example put (p^p^ .

.

.) = (4), /a = 3, giving

^(41») - 2^(421) + ^ (43)

= /(4; 0) + (3 + 4.1)/(4; 1) + (3 + 4. 3 + 10. l)/(4; 2)

+ (1+4. 3 + 10. 3 + 20. l)/(4; 3) +(4. 1 + 10.3 + 20.3 + 35. l)/(4; 4),

=/(4; 0) + 7/(4; 1) + 25/(4; 2) +63/(4; 3) + 129/(4; 4);

verified by 3408 - 3776 + 768

= + 7 . 1 + 25 . 3 + 63 . 3 + 129 . 1 = 400.

The Graphical Representation of the Compositions of Bipartite Numbers.

141. The first graphical method that has been employed in the case of

the compositions of unipartite numbers can be extended so as to meet the

cases of bipartite, tripartite and multipartite numbers in general. For the

present the bipartite case is under consideration.

The graph of the bipartite number (pq) is derived directly from the

graphs of the unipartite numbers (p), (q).

Take q + 1 exactly similar graphs of the number p and place them

parallel to one another at equal distances apart and so that their left-hand

extremities lie upon a straight line ; corresponding points of the q + 1 graphs

can then be joined by straight lines and a reticulation or lattice will be

formed which is the graph of the bipartite number (pq).

We have AK a graph of the number p and q + 1 such graphs parallel to

one another ; and AJ a graph of the number q and p + 1 such graphs

parallel to one another.

The points A, B are the initial and final points of the graph.

The remaining intersections are termed the " points " of the graph.
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The lines of the graph have either the direction AK or the direction AJ.

These will be called the a and /3 directions respectively. Through each

point of the graph pass lines in each of these directions. Each line is made

up of segments, and we speak of a and /3 segments to indicate that the lines,

on which lie the segments, are in the a and /3 directions.

Suppose a traveller to proceed from A to B by successive steps. A step

is taken by moving over a certain number of a segments and subsequently

moving over a certain number of /3 segments. A step is thus made up of

two figures—say an a figure and a /3 figure. The number of segments moved

over may be zero in either but not in both of these two figures of the step.

A step may be taken from A to any point a of the graph ; a second step

may be taken from a to any point of the graph aB, which has a and B for its

initial and final points ; subsequent steps are taken on a similar principle and

the last step terminates at the point B and completes the procession from

the point A to the point B.

A step which takes x a-segments followed by y /3-segments is taken to

be a representation of a bipartite part (xy). A procession from the initial to

the final point of the graph thus represents a sequence of bipartite parts

which constitutes a composition of the bipartite number (pq). To every

procession from A to B corresponds a composition of the bipartite number

(pq) and the enumeration of the different processions is identical with the

enumeration of the whole number of different compositions.

The steps of a procession are marked out by nodes placed at the points

of the reticulation which terminate the first, second, third, etc. and pen-

ultimate steps. When nodes are thus placed we have the graph of a

composition. If nodes be placed at the points a, b of the diagram we obtain

the graph of the composition (13, 01, 40) of the bipartite (54). The number
of parts in a composition is one greater than the number of nodes in its

graph.

Having under view the number of compositions of (pq) which have two

parts, it is clear that we may place the single graph node at any of
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(p+l)(q+l)-2 poinl* of the lattice. Hence the number of two-part

compositions of (pq) is

p + q+pq.

142. The graph of a composition traced from A to B passes over certain

segments and may be said to follow a certain " line of route " through the
lattice. Other compositions may follow the same line of route; they all

have their defining nodes upon the line of route and in general a certain

number of defining nodes will be common to them all. Consider the path
AcbB in the graph given below. All compositions whose graphs follow this

line of route must have the node b ; b is an " essential node

'

;

along this line

of route. Essential nodes occur on a line of route at all points where the

line changes from the ft to the a direction. We may regard a line of route

as specified by these essential nodes, since the line of route is completely

determined by these nodes.

b—•-t
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143. Every graph of a composition involves nodes of two kinds, essential

and non-essential. We will now discuss the compositions appertaining to a

given line of route. These naturally arrange themselves in pairs. Associated

with any one graph is another obtained by obliterating those nodes which

are non-essential and then inserting nodes at those points upon the line

of route which were not previously occupied by nodes. These two graphs

are said to be conjugate. Also the compositions represented by these graphs

are said to be conjugate.

Conjugate graphs are shewn in the diagrams, the essential node b being

black, the non-essential nodes white. The conjugate compositions are

(13, 01, 40), (10, 01, 01, 02, 10, 10, 10, 10)

of the bipartite (54).

If the graph of a composition of (pq), having r parts, has s essential

nodes, it is clear that the conjugate composition has p + q — r + s+1 parts;

thus of compositions of (pq), which have graphs with s essential nodes, there

is a one-to-one correspondence between those of r parts and those of

p + q — r+s + 1 parts.

Corresponding to an essential node in the graph of a composition there

exist in the composition itself adjacent parts (...p^,

p

2q2 , •) such that q 1

and p2 are both greater than zero. Thus from inspection of a composition

we are enabled to determine the number of essential nodes in its graph.

It is useful to recognize four species of contact between adjacent parts of

a composition

in (...p.q^p^, ...)

if q l
is zero and p2 zero there is a zero-zero contact

„ „ „ positive „ zero-positive „

„ positive „ zero „ positive-zero „

„ „ „ positive „ positive-positive „

In this nomenclature we may say that the graph of a composition

possesses as many essential nodes as the composition itself possesses positive-

positive contacts. The theorem reached may be stated as follows

:

" Of compositions of the bipartite number (pq) possessing s positive-

positive contacts there is a one-to-one correspondence between those of

8 + t + 1 parts and those of p + q — t parts."

From any line of route may be derived a composition whose graph

exhibits essential nodes and no others ; this is termed the " principal com-

position " along the line of route ; it will have s + 1 parts and each of the

s contacts of its parts will be positive-positive.
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The associated composition of the unipartite number p + q + 1 which has

p + 1 parts is such that if the last or right-hand part be deleted, there will

remain s parts whose magnitude is superior to unity.

The associated permutation of the letters in a*/!?? clearly possesses .?

/3a-contacts.

Ex. gr. for the bipartite number (22) the correspondence is

jines of
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145. Second proof. We determine the number of permutations of ap /39

which possess s /3a-contacts. Write down the s /3a-sequences

.../3a...£a.../3a.../3a...

and the .9+1 intervals and end spaces. In these we have to distribute the

letters in

in such manner as to introduce no fresh /3a-contacts. For each of these

p + q — 2s letters there is a choice of s + 1 spaces. The number of ways of

so distributing the p — s letters a is equal to the coefficient of xp
~s in the

development of

(i + x + oc' + ...y+-'

or of (1 — x)~s~l
,

and this is I 1 ; similarly the q — s letters /3 may be distributed in I
"

J

ways,

and as each of the distributions of the letters a may occur with each of those

of the letters /3, the total number of permutations which possess exactly

8 /3a-contacts is

©©•
146. Third proof. This proof will be found to be of fundamental im-

portance. We consider, as in the second proof, the permutations of the p + q

letters ap/3? which exhibit exactly s /3a-contacts. The proof depends upon

establishing that there exists a one-to-one correspondence between these

permutations and those in which the letter /3 occurs exactly s times in the

first p places counted from the left.

Suppose a permutation with s /3a-contacts to be

a*>/3"' /3a a^/3^ /3a a^/S 3'3 /3a a**/9^,

where for convenience .s has the special value 3.

Any of the indices x, y may be zero and

2tf+3=_p, Xy + S = q.

Now obliterate the letters /3 which do not occur in /3a-contacts and the

letters a which do so occur ; there remains a succession

ax'/3ax*fia x'/3ax<,

in which there are p letters and /3 occurs s times.

Next obliterate in the original permutation the letters a which do not

occur in /8a-contacts and the letters /3 which do so occur; there remains a

succession

in which there are q letters and a occurs s times.
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Take these tw^ successions for the left- and right-hand portions of a

new permutation, viz.

:

and it will be observed that we have made a perfectly definite transformation

of a permutation involving exactly s 8a-contacts into another possessing the

property that the letter 8 occurs exactly s times in the first p places.

It will be also remarked that if k of the indices (2s in number)

os2 , w3 , x4 ; y1} y2 , ys

be zero, the new permutation possesses 2s — k /Sa-contacts.

Ex. gr. To transform

/3
4a2

/3
3a

write it a°/83 /8a a/32/8a

from which we obtain the successions a°/3a/3, /8
3 a/32a and the permutation

/3a/34 a/3 2 a,

in which /3 presents itself twice in the first three places.

These transformed permutations are very easily enumerated, because the

number is evidently the coefficient of \s aP/3 9 in the development of

(a + X0)*(a + /8)«

or, using the master theorem of Section III, in the development of

1

l-a-£ + (l-X)«/8*

which may be written

1 A.a/3 \2«2
/8

2

"r /-i _.\o /i /Q\>» > /t ..\s /~i a\* ~*~
* * • i(1- a) (1-/8) (l-a)2 (l-/3)2 (l-a)*(l-/3>

wherein the coefficient of a?fit is readily found to be

3(!Mf)(Si+ ' n x+ j >„ v+... + r \ v + .

The required result is thus established by a method which will be found

later to be of great utility.

147. Upon each of the
( )( )

nnes °f route which have s essential

nodes may be represented
2P+qs-i

compositions because the p + q — s—1 non-essential nodes upon each line of

route may be selected as composition nodes in this number of ways. Hence

the total number of compositions is

F(pq)=t(P)( q)2^-^
si \s
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Analytically this result is equivalent to the algebraic expansion

1

1

+

l-2(x + y-xy)

2xy
+

22x2

y —s--v. + •••
(1 - 2x) (1 - 2y) (1 - 2xf (1 - 2yf (1 - 2a;)

3 (1 - 2y)
3

Viewed graphically that portion of a line of route traced by the initial

p segments terminates in one of the points 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, ... in the diagram.
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The principal expositions along these lines of route are

173
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Suppose a line of route traced on a lattice and thereon to be marked the

s essential nodes and the t essential nodes on the inverse line. These s and t

nodes are distinct and we may place an additional node at an unoccupied

point and interpret the new compositions as read before and after the

rotations of the lattice. They have each acquired an additional part which

has either introduced a zero-positive contact into each or a positive-zero

contact into each according as the added node is on an a or on a /3 line

between adjacent nodes. Altogether there are p + q— 1 — s — t points at

disposal which may be selected as positions for nodes in 2p+«_1_s_( ways. We
have thus pairs of inverse compositions and we may also have self-inverse

compositions. Such can only occur upon self-inverse lines of route and one

at least of the elements of the bipartite numbers must be even.



CHAPTER III

THE GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE COMPOSITIONS OF

TRIPARTITE AND MULTIPARTITE NUMBERS

149. The graph of a tripartite number may be in either two or three

dimensions. We derive it from a bipartite graph just as the bipartite has

been derived from the unipartite graph. For the tripartite number (pqr) we
take r + 1 exactly similar graphs of the bipartite number (pq) "and place

them similarly with corresponding lines parallel and similar points lying

upon straight lines; when these straight lines are drawn the graph is

complete. The r+1 bipartite graphs may be in the same plane or in

parallel planes according as the tripartite graph is required to be in two

or three dimensions.

B

The figure depicts the graph of the tripartite (233). The points of the

lattice are identical with the points of the r+1 lattices of the r + 1 bipartites

(23). Other than the initial and final points A, B, there are

(p + l)(g + l)(r + l)-2

points. The graph involves lines in three different directions; say an a, a /3

and a 7 direction; these are parallel respectively to AP, PQ and QB.

Through each point of the graph lines pass in all three directions and a

segment joining two adjacent points is called an a segment when it is in the

a direction. A line of route proceeds from A to B, from point to point of the

lattice, its direction being either that of A -» P, or P -> Q, or Q -» B.
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The number of lines of route is the same as the number of permutations

of the symbols in ap ftiyr and is therefore

(p + q + r\

V P,q /
"

A step along a line of route traverses in succession any number of a, /?, 7

segments and in any one step the segments must be taken in the order a, ft, y.

The number of segments traversed in a step may be zero in one or in two

but not in three of these directions. A step which involves px a-, q^ /3- and

r, 7-segments is represented by a tripartite number (piq^) and a succession

of steps, the first starting at A and the last terminating at B, is represented

by a succession of tripartite numbers which constitutes a composition of the

tripartite number (pqr).

The graph of a c< imposition is obtained by placing nodes at the points

which terminate the first, second, ... penultimate steps.

Essential nodes occur upon lines of route whenever the direction at a

point changes from /3 to a, from 7 to a or from 7 to /3. These will be

alluded to briefly as /3a, ya, y/3 essential nodes. To these essential nodes on

the graph of a composition correspond

(i) /3a, 7«, 7/3 contacts in the associated permutation of ap /3*7r ; these

will be called " major " contacts.

(ii) Zero-positive, positive-positive, and positive-zero contacts in the

composition itself. These will be called "essential" contacts.

The theory of conjugate composition exists as in the bipartite theory.

On every line of route there are p + q + r — 1 points which are possible

points on the graph of a composition, and if there be s essential nodes
2P+q+r-i~s distinct composition graphs can be delineated along the line of

route. Each of these has s essential contacts, and as in the bipartite case we

establish a one-to-one correspondence between the compositions having s

essential contacts and t non-essential contacts and those having s essential

contacts and p+q + r—l—s — t non-essential contacts ; in other words the

correspondence is between those with s essential contacts and s + t+1 parts

and those with s essential contacts and p + q + r — t parts.

There is also a theory of inverse compositions.

150. For the multipartite number

(P1P2 Pn-lPn),

we take p„ + 1 exactly similar graphs of the multipartite numbers

(pl <p.,...2>n-i)

and place them similarly with corresponding lines parallel and corresponding

points lying on straight lines. When these straight lines are drawn the
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graph is complete.• Other than the initial and final points there are

(p1 + l)(pa + l) ...(pn +l) — 2 points in the graph. There are n different

directions passing through or meeting at each point; we call these the

«!, a,, ... an directions. A step through the lattice traverses in succession any

number of au a
2 , ... an segments, but in any one step the segments must be

taken in the order a,, a2 , ... an . In a step the number of segments traversed

may be zero in any one, any two, etc. ..., any n — 1 of the n given directions.

A step that involves p[ segments in the otj direction, p%
segments in the

a2 direction, and so on, may be represented by the multipartite number

(PiP* ?'*)

A succession of steps, the first starting at A and the last terminating at B,

is represented by a succession of multipartite numbers, constituting a com-

position of the multipartite

(p1p2 ---Pn)-

Any composition follows a certain line of route through the lattice.

The number of lines of route is the same as the number of permutations

of the letters in

and is therefore /p1 +p2 + . . . + pn\

\ pY , pit ... pn-i )

(the extension of a previous notation is obvious).

The graph of a composition is obtained by placing nodes at the points

which terminate the first, second, etc. . . . penultimate steps.

Essential nodes occur upon a line of route whenever the direction at

a point changes from a,, to at where u > t. There are ( j pairs of numbers

u, t which satisfy this condition so that there are I ~
J

varieties of essential

nodes. At such a point the contact between the adjacent parts of the

composition is such that a part terminating with n - u zero elements pre-

cedes a part commencing with t — 1 zero elements. We speak of this as a

contact of n — u zeros with t — 1 zeros, and the number of zeros in contact is

n — 1 — (u — t),

and this may be any number from to re — 2 according to the magnitude

of u — t.

Corresponding to a line of route with s essential nodes there is a per-

mutation of af'af2 ... a£" which possesses s major contacts.

Upon every line of route there are px +p2 + . . . +pn — 1 points, and if the

line has s essential nodes,
2Pi+P2+-+Pn-ls

distinct composition graphs can be delineated along the line of route.

M. a. 12
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Included in these will be the principal composition graph along which

there are only essential nodes. The principal composition thence derived is

such that all contacts between adjacent parts are of the nature

... 0"-", O'" 1

...,

where u > t and t may have all values from 1 to n — 1.

We establish a one-to-one correspondence between the compositions

which have s essential contacts and s + t + 1 parts and those which have

s essential contacts and pi+p2 + ... +pn — t parts.

151. We now enquire, in respect of the tripartite lattice, into the number

of lines of route which possess exactly

s2) /3a essential nodes

So 7/3

s3i 7"

This is the same thing as the investigation of the number of permutations

of the symbols in

which involve sa ,
/3a; s^, 7/3; s31 ,

7a contacts, where we suppose that the

number of major contacts is

"21 I "32 ~T~ "31 ~~ #•

It will be shewn that the number is equal to the number of permutations

in which

/3 occurs stl times in the first /) places

7 .. «ji ..

7 ,, .s32 „ in the q places following the first p.

A permutation of the former kind involves successions of letters

/3a, 7/3, 7a, 7/3a,

and as regards these successions and attending only to them the permutation

exhibits some permutation of the terms in

(/3a)*"-" (7/3)
8"-17 (70)^. (y^af ;

the number of these terms is s^ + s32 + s^ — a, and they admit of

Q21 4 S32 + % - o-) !

(s21 - a) ! (#32 - a) ! s„ ! a !

permutations. Selecting any one of these there are with reference to the

terms sTl + s31 + s31
— a + 1 positions or intervals available for the insertion of

other letters.

It is clear that a cannot be placed after a term (7/3) or 7 before a term

(/3a), for these placings would lead to additional major contacts; the letter a
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may be placed before^iny of the terms (/3a), (7/3), (7a), (y@a), and after any
of the terms (/3a), (7a), {y^a) ; hence s21 + % + 1 out of s2r+ s32 + s31 -a+l
positions may be occupied by a ; similarly 7 may occupy only s3i + s31 + 1

different positions ; the letter /3 may be placed anywhere without the intro-

duction of additional major contacts.

Besides the letters occurring in the terms

(/3a)ss'-°- (7/3)
s»-'T (ycc)^ (y^df,

a occurs p — s21
— s31 times

/3 „ q-sa - s32 + a- „

7 .. r~ % - «3i „

The p — s21
— s31 letters a, q — s21 — s^ + a letters /3, r - s32 — s31 letters 7 can

be distributed in s21 + s31 + l, s21 +% + s31 - a + 1, s32 + s31 + l positions in

/ F V / <Z +% \ / r \

\S2i -r 531/ \52i -r S32 -4' 531 0/ \S32 + s31/

ways respectively.

This is the case because the number of distributions of A letters a in

. / 1 \
p

P positions is given by the coefficient of xA in the expansion of [
J

and

. , (A+P-l\
,
(A+P-l\

is thus equal to I _ 1 or to I . I

.

Hence for any given permutation of the terms in

there are (
P

)( *
+%

)( 1 )
\«21 + «3l/ W + *32 + S31 - °7 \«32 + *V

arrangements of the remaining letters which do not introduce fresh major

contacts. Hence for a given value of a there are

( p \( q + ssi )( r
\ ^2i

+

s™ + % ~ °") !

VS21 + sj Un + s32 + s31 - 0-; \sn + sj (s21 - <x) ! (s32 - o-) ! s31 ! o-

!

permutations.

To complete the enumeration we have to sum this expression in regard

to a. We find

q + S31 \ (Sja+s^ + jfo-o-)!

Ua + «32 + «3i - o"/ (*2i - 07 ! (s32 - o") ! s31 ! cr

!

*c

= (q + s3i)l v /s32 \ /? - s32\

S32
! *si ! (q - S32)

!

~ W / Ua - 07(7

(? +

s

3,)!

s32!«3i! (g
, -s32)! W/

«2i + s31\ /g\ /7 + s32\

*21 / V*S2 ' V?21 T *S1'

12—2
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Hence the number of permutations sought is

("DC L) C')(r/;)
r

S32 ' £31

152. By direct expansion it can be shewn that this number is the

coefficient of X§»A|f\fj»a>2>/3?7
r in the expansion of

(a + XajS + Xil7)^ (« + /3 + \^y)" (a + P + y)
r

,

and is thus equal to the number of permutations of ap fiQy
r which are such

that /3 and 7 occur sa and sn times respectively in the first p places and 7
occurs s32 times in the q places succeeding the first p. Hence by the master

theorem of Section III the true generating function is

1

l-a-
/
3-7 + (l-X2l)a^ + (1 - \„) /37 + (1 - \31 )

a

7 - (1 - X^) (1 -

\

S2) a/37
'

and that for the lines of route which have s essential nodes is

1

1 - a - /3 - 7 + ( 1 - \) (a/3 -t- /3y + ay) - (1 - X)2 a/37

'

In the expansion of this function the coefficient of a.vpi<f is

C + CU+ Gt
\" + ... + C,\* + ...,

where C. = S h + %V * )f
tf

)f
?+8°U " V

V S» J W + SS1J \S32J \sa + Sj VS32 + Sj

the summation being controlled by s21 + ssl + s32 = s.

Denoting the whole number of compositions of (pqr) by F(pqr), we have

F(pqr) = ^Cs
2P+i+r-^ = 2^+*+'-' %Gs (\y,

s

and thence we verify the true generating function previously obtained in

Art. 131, for the redundant function

2P+g+r-i (« + ££ + |7)p (a + /3 + ^yf (a + ff + 7 f,

otherwise written

I (2a + /3 + y)
1' (2a + 2/3 + 7)2 (2a + 2/3 + 27)>',

leads to the generating function

1 1

2 ' 1 -2 (a + /3 + 7 - Py - ya. - a/3 + a/37
)

'

153. The idea of composition is capable of enlargement from a particular

point of view.

In regard to unipartite numbers consider p units placed in a row

111111 ...;
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there are p — 1 spaces between them which may be occupied by algebraic

symbols at pleasure. We may choose k different symbols and choose any

one to occupy any one of the p - 1 spaces ; we thus arrive at k^"1 different

expressions involving the p units. We may take as one of these symbols the

simple unoccupied blank space, gince such space left between any two numbers,

quantities or expressions of any kind has, in every case, a definite signification,

not always however the same, in mathematical notation. This blank space

might be denoted by a definite symbol such as O.

If we restrict ourselves to a single symbol only one expression involving

the units is possible ; if the symbol be +, indicating addition, we merely get

1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + ...,

which is p or the number which enumerates the units ; a blank space would

yield a succession ofp units; the symbol of multiplication unity and so forth.

All of these modes of obtaining expressions from the p units are termed

"combinations of the first order" in respect of the p units.

Passing to the case of two different symbols we may choose to employ the

sign of addition and the blank space ; we thus obtain 2 J,_1 different expressions,

which are the several compositions of the unipartite number p. These are

" combinations of the second order."

In general, expressions obtained from any k different symbols may be

called "combinations of order k" in respect of the p units.

There is a correspondence between these combinations and the " Trees
"

which have an altitude k and p terminal knots. To form a " Tree " we start

from a single point or knot, and from it draw any number crx of branches each

terminating in a knot ; this would be a tree of altitude one and having ax

terminal knots; from each of these knots again we can draw branches in

a similar manner and arrive at trees of altitude two and having o-2 terminal

knots and so on. As an example take k = p = 3, and further take as symbols

the sign of addition, the blank space and the symbol
|

of unspecified significa-

tion. The correspondence between the nine trees and the nine " combinations

of order three " is shewn below

:

A

1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1|1|1

The process consists in writing down a unit for each terminal knot. The

p — 1 intervals between the units correspond to the p — 1 inter-terminal

knot spaces. If a space leads to a bifurcation in row G the symbol is +

;

if in row B it is a blank space ; if in row A it is
|

.
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Thus for the fifth tree above 1 + 1
|

1 or 2
|
1 because the space a leads to

a bifurcation in row C and the space b to one in row A.

On this principle a tree can be drawn to represent any combination of

order k in respect ofp units.

In the case of multipartite numbers there is also an extension of the idea

of composition. Let us take tripartite numbers as being representative.

Arrange a row of tripartite units of the three kinds, viz.

100 100 100 ... 010 010 010 ... 001 001 001 ...,

in number p lt pit p.; respectively. We assume that these units are added

together in the manner

100 + 100 + 010 + 001 = 211.

By using the two symbols, the sign of addition and the blank space, we
obtain a number of different compositions of the tripartite (,pip2 Pi)', we may
also permute the above succession of units in

\ p,,

ways and using the same two symbols obtain other compositions, the whole

number including every composition of (p1p2 p3 ). For a given succession of

the units and a given placing of the two symbols in the p} + p2 +p2
— 1 spaces,

it is clear that we may permute the units which lie between adjacent blank

space symbols without altering the composition arrived at. Thence we see

that the number of different expressions (in this case compositions) arrived

at is not

h + p-A

,P* J

pl,p* /'

but some lesser number. This arises from the circumstance that the symbol

+ is commutative with respect to the units, whereas the blank space symbol

is not commutative in regard to units of different kinds.

If we were dealing with k different non-commutative symbols the number
of combinations of order k would be

\ Pi, Pi

and the generating function might be written

1 1

k 1 - k («i + a, + . . . + an )

'

but the number is less if one or more of the symbols be commutative.

154. The important case for the present purpose is that in which one

symbol, the blank space, is non-commutative, and the remaining k— 1
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symbols commutative as between the units of different kinds. Consider

the lattice of a bipartite number

D

A combination of order k (of the nature under, examination) is regarded

as having m parts when m — 1 blank space symbols occur in the combination.

In regard to any line of route a blank space node may be essential or

non-essential, but an essential node must be a blank space node.

We will enquire into the number of combinations which possess only

a single part ; the line of route must not have an essential node, and there-

fore can only be ACB; the graphs of the one-part combinations must, all of

them, be along this line of route. Similarly in the lattice of the multi-

partite (piPz pn) the graphs of the one-part combinations must, all of

them, be along the line of route traced out in order by the p1 segments au

the p2 segments «„, etc., the pn segments «„. The k — 1 different symbols at

our disposal may be placed at pleasure at the p1 +pi + ... +pn — 1 points

along this line of route. Hence

different one-part combinations are obtainable. This number depends only

upon the sum of the integers pu p«_, ... pn , which define the multipartite

number, and therefore

~$(k- 1)Pi+p*+~+p«-1 af aP'
. . . af»

is the generating function ; this is

h, + (k-l)k2 + (k-lfhs +... ad inf.,

hs
denoting the homogeneous product sum, degree s, of the quantities

«1, «2

Next as to the combinations which have two parts. At any point D of

the lattice place a blank space node. This point may be on the line of route

ACB, and then and then only will it not be an essential node. All two-

part combinations whose graphs pass through D must follow the line of

route AEDFB, for otherwise an additional essential (and blank space) node

would be introduced. The whole combination may be split up into a one-

part combination along the line of route AED followed by a blank space and
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a one-part combination along the line of route BFB. We must associate

every one-part combination in the lattice AD with every one-part combination

in the lattice DB, and thus we see that the whole number of two-part

combinations (of order k) of the multipartite number (p1p2 ...pn)
is

V
( fc_ i)j.,'

+ p!'+...-i(i_ \)p,"+p/'+--\

where
( J^/yV ••> P\"Pa ) ls a bipartite composition (where composition

denotes a combination of order 2) of (p,p2 •)• Hence denoting as before by

/(^p,--; 2)

the number of bipartite compositions of the multipartite (p tp2 ), we find

that the number of two-part combinations of the multipartite (p1p2 ...) is

/(p.pn...; 2)(Jb-l)P-+ft+--2
,

and the symmetric function generating function will be

l.f( Plp2 . .

.

; 2) (k - 1)*.-**+-- (^p, . . .).

Moreover D being any point in the reticulation and remaining unspecified

we have to associate one-part combinations in the lattice AD with one-part

combinations in the lattice DB, and since each of these has the symmetric

function generating function

l(k-l)P'+^+-- 1

(p1p2 ...),

it is clear that the two-part combinations must have the generating function

{2(k-iy>+K+~->(p
1 p2 ...)\*

or {h
1 + (k-i)h!

+(k-iyh3 + ...y.

This is equivalent to

lf(plPi ... ;
2)(k-l)P>+P>+»-*(p

1 p,...),

the summation being for all partitions of all numbers, but is in a handier

and more tractable form.

By precisely similar reasoning it is established that the generating function

of the wi-part combinations of the multipartite (pip2 ) is

<h
1
+ (k-l)h2 + (k-iyh 3 + ...}™.

As a verification it is observed that putting k= 2 we reach the generating

function of the »t-part compositions of the multipartite.

155. The complete generating function for the enumeration of the

combinations of order L; one symbol only being non-commutative, is con-

sequently

h
1 + (k- 1) h2 +{k- lf h3 + ...

1 — Aj — (k -ljhj^{k -Vfhz
-...

'

i ,i -, s 7 /7 ,^„7 «i — (k — 1) a2 + (k— l)2
<z, — ...

but *.-(*-i)^ + (*-iy^—
•

= 1
'_(

ifc -l)a 1 + (!fc-iy a,- '
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• 1
so that transforming it and adding the fractional number j it may be

expressed as

1 1

k 1 -k1i 1 + k{k - l)ta 1 ai -k(k- l)2 £a1
«,5t

3 +
and if we restrict ourselves to a finite value of n the denominator may be

considered as terminating with the term

(-yk(k-l)n^a1 a2 ...oin .

The master theorem of Section III shews that this expression is derived

through the guiding determinant

k
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which leads us to the relation

S $

which, being true for all integral values of k, shews that

Cs
= D,.

In other words the number of permutations of aP<ag* ... a?" which exhibit

precisely s major contacts is equal to the coefficient of \*af'«?» ... «?'" in the

development of the product

fa
1 + \(a„ + ... +a„)}». {a, + a, + X (a3 + ...+«„)}»> ...(a, +a,+ ... +«„)"",

or in the expansion of the algebraic fraction

1

1 -2a1 +(l -\)2aia2 - (1 - \)
2 2a1a^3 + ...

'

an important theorem in permutations. Interpreting the redundant product

we have the following

:

Theorem. " The number of permutations of the letters in the product

af>u%"- ... a?«

which possess exactly s major contacts is equal to the number of permutations

for which
r.2 + r,+ ... +rn =s,

r
t
denoting the number of times that the letter a

t
occurs in the first

p 1 +p., + ...+pt-i

places of the permutation."



CHAPTER IV

SIMON NEWCOMB'S PROBLEM

156. The question which we now take up involves much that is in-

teresting in the Theory of Distributions and its discussion is a convenient

way of introducing new methods and new points of view. The problem was

suggested to the late Professor Newcomb by a game of " patience " played

with ordinary playing cards which he found to be a recreation in the few

hours that he could spare from astronomical work. It may be stated as

follows

:

"A pack of cards of any specification is taken—say there are p cards

marked 1, q cards 2, r cards 3 and so on—and being shuffled is dealt out on

a table ; so long as the cards that appear have numbers that are in ascending

order of magnitude, equality of number counting as ascending order, they are

placed together in one pack, but directly the ascending order is broken a

fresh pack is commenced and so on until all the cards have been dealt. The

probability that there will result exactly m packs or at most m packs is

required."

The result of the deal will be m packs containing in order a, b, c, ... cards

respectively, where, n being the number of cards in the whole pack,

(abc.)

is some composition, of the number n, involving m parts.

We have then for discussion

:

(i) the number of ways of arranging the cards so as to yield a given

composition {abc. ..);

(ii) the number of arrangements which lead to a distribution into

exactly m packs.

The solution of these questions depends only upon the numbers p, q, r, ...,

that is to say upon the specification of the pack and not at all upon the actual

numbers marked upon the cards. We will commence by considering the

case where the pack has a specification (1
B
)—that is to say the cards are all

different—and it is convenient to suppose that the n different numbers are

in fact the first n natural numbers.
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Consider the permutations of the first n integers and for simplicity let

n = 9. Writing down a permutation at random

8l67j29|5j4|13,

we can draw lines separating the numbers into compartments in such wise

that in each compartment the numbers are in ascending order of magnitude.

We can then write down a succession of numbers which specify the sizes of

the compartments proceeding from left to right, and arrive at a composition

122112 of the number 9; we say that the permutation under examination

has an ascending specification (122112) or (122
1
2
2). Similarly from the

descending character

86|72|9541|3,

we say that the descending specification is (2241) or (2
241) and it will be

remarked that (12-1-2) and (2
241) are conjugate compositions which the

zig-zag graph

puts in evidence. If we invert the permutation the ascending specification

is the inverse of the conjugate composition; thus

3jl459|27j68,

and if we substitute for the number p in the permutations the number

n — p + 1 we obtain

24|38|1569|7,

79|6|5|18|34|2,

which have specifications (2241) and (211221), and thus from a single per-

mutation we derive three other permutations, and the four associated

compositions are those derivable from a single zig-zag graph by the four

modes of reading. If then we formulate the question : of the permutations

of the first n natural numbers how many have an ascending specification

denoted by a given composition of the number n ? it is clear that whatever

the answer, the same answer must in general be given for three other

compositions, viz. the three others derivable from the zig-zag graph. In

two cases the four compositions shrink to two, viz.

(i) when the composition is self-inverse,

(ii) when the conjugate and the inverse are identical.

The compositions therefore may be grouped in lots of either 4 or 2, and

the reader will have no difficulty in establishing from the results reached in
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a previous chapter that, if n is an even number 2n', the number of lots is

2n
'-

2
(2

n'~1 + l) and that, if it is an uneven number 2/t'+l, the number of

lots is 2n
'-

1
(2

n'-l + l). For n = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, ... the numbers of lots are

1, 2, 3, 6, 10, ... respectively.

When the pack has a specification (pqr...) we denote by

N(abc...) lpqr ...)

the number of permutations of the cards which have the specification (abc...).

At present we are concerned with the numbers

JV(a6c...)in

where (abc.) is some composition of the number n, for the partition (1") is

the specification of n cards no two of which are alike, and therefore also of

the first n natural numbers. When there is no risk of misunderstanding we
shall write simply N(abc...\ the partition subscript being understood.

157. Obviously N (n) =N (a) = 1, for it is only when the numbers are in

ascending order that the associated composition is (a).

To determine N (ab), where a + b = n, we separate the n integers into two

groups, a left-hand group of a numbers chosen at random and a right-hand

group comprising the remaining b numbers ; this can be done in ( I different

ways. We next arrange the numbers in each group in ascending orders

for each of the f ) separations and thus obtain each of the permutations
\aj

enumerated by N(a, b) and also the one permutation enumerated by N(a+b).

Hence

N(a,b) + N(a + b) = ("
a

*<«*>=0 -*<»+*>- (;)-!

Again to find N (abc) where a+b + c = n, we separate the n integers

into three groups containing, in order from left to right, a, b and c integers

respectively ; this can be done in

a\b\c\

different ways. Placing the numbers in each group in ascending order we

obtain the permutations enumerated by

N(abc); N(a+b,c), N(a,b + c), N(a+b + c),

because the right-hand number in a group is or is not greater than the

left-hand number of the group standing to its right. Hence

N (abc) + N(a + b,c) + N(a,b + c) + N(a + b + c)=
, ,

, , ,

a\b\c\
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leading to

THE SIMPLEST RESULTS [SECT. IV

xV (abc) =
alblcl (a+b)lc\ a\(b + c)l (a+b + c)V

instead of its value unity, the better towherein now we retain t{a+b+c)
shew the law of formation.

Similarly we find

y(abcd) + N(<t + b, c, d) + N(u, b + c, d) + N(u, b, c + d)

+ N(a+b, c+ d) + N(a + b + c, d) + N(a, b + c +d)+N'(a + b + c + d)=
b

"

rf
,

leading to

N(abcd) =
\b\c\d\ (a + b)\c\d\ a\(b + c)\d\ a\b\(c + d)\

+ +
'(a + b)\(c + d)l (a + b + c)ld\ a\(b + c + d)\ (a + b + c + d)\

The general laws of the sinister of the first relation and of the dexter of

the second are quite clear. Additions 2, 3, 4, ... at a time occur in all

possible ways between the numbers a, b, c, d, ..., provided that the numbers

are always in the order a, b, c, d, ... ; the combinations are essentially

between adjacent numbers, and in the second relation the sign of a term

is determined by the number of factorial factors in its denominator. It is

convenient to have before us the simplest results so that formulae may be

verified. Thus
N(2) =N(V) = 1 total 2 = 2!

JV(3) =N(V) = 1

N(2l) =N(12) = 2

2

4

1 = 3!

N(4>) =N(V) = 1

Nm) = N(lS) = N(2V) =iV(P2) = 3

iV(22) =#(121) = 5

2

12

10

24 = 4!

* Observe that in general N (abc ...) may be given the determinant expression

! j. _j_ l
|

|

a! (a + b) ! (a + b + c)\

1
1 -J-

.

b ! (b + c) !

1

n\
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N(5) = iV(F) = 1

JV(41) = iV(f4) = JV(21') = iV(P2) = 4

#(32) = iV(23) = iV(12P)=#(P21) = 9

JV(3P) = A'(P3) = 6

#(2 2
1) = iV(122

) =16

#(131) =#(212) =11

total 2

16

36

12

32

22

120 = 5 :

158. Some simple summations are obtainable from elementary con-

siderations.

Let us find the number of arrangements which give a cards in the first

pack. We have to find the sum of the numbers N(abc ...) in which the first

part of the composition is a. Take any a + 1 of the numbers 1, 2, 3, ... n

;

this can be done in ( .
J
ways. Now take the highest of these numbers

and place any one of the others to its right and the remaining a — 1 numbers

in ascending order to its left ; this can be done in a ways, so that the whole

operation can be carried out in a I

1
1 ways. It is thus certain that, these

numbers forming the left-hand part of the permutation, the first part in the

composition will be a. Now the remaining n — a — 1 numbers can be placed

to the right of these to complete the permutation in (n — a — 1) ! ways.

Hence

%N(a...) = a(
n

}(„_o_l)! = a.—^v,.v ' W + l/ (a + 1)!

Ex. gr. for n = 6,

N(2V) + JV(24) + iV(2P2) + iV(22P) + JSf (213) +N (231) + N (2121) + iV"(23
)

= 5 + 14 + 19 + 35 + 26 + 40 + 40 +61
6'

= 240 = 2/g-r

The conjugate of the composition (a ...) is of the form (la_1 ...); hence

$N(la-1
...) = a

n\

(a+1)!'

the number following l a_1 being of course > 1.

Putting a = 1, we thus find that

%N{a...) =
n :

21'

the summation being for all values of a greater than unity. Thus exactly

half of the arrangements of the n cards yield a first pack containing but a

single card.
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Putting a = 2 wo find

IN (I. ..) = -!. nl

the number following the unit being > 1. Thus in ^ of the whole of the

arrangements the first pack has one card and the second pack more than one

card.

A fundamental property of the numbers Jr
(...) will now be established.

In a subsequent chapter it will be generalized.

The Multiplication Theorem.

159. Let N(a
i
a„...a

ll) be derived from the permutations of p different

integers and iV (as+1 ax+? . . . a„+t ) from the permutations of n—p different

integers. It is to be proved that

(

'l

)N(al Lu...ae)N{ae+las+.,...as+t )

= iY(a1 a2 . ..«„_!, a, + as+1 , as+2 , ...a,+t)+ N {ala2 ...as+l ),

where, on the dexter, the derivation is from n different integers.

Out of the n numbers 1,2,... n, we can select a^ +

u

2 + ... + ag numbers in

\ai + a, + . . . + aJ
WayS

'

and we can arrange each selection, so as to have an ascending specification

(a1 a,1 ...as ),

in N ( «j a., ...a„) ways

;

the remaining numbers can then be arranged, so as to have an ascending

specification

(«s+1u8+a . . . as+t ),

in N{aH+laH+ ., . . . <i s+t ) ways

;

placing the latter to the right of the former there appear

)
N (a, a-i . . . as)N (a3+1 ag+2 . . . as+t) arrangements.

^o1 + tt2 + ... +as :

Now combining the two groups of numbers we find that there is not or

there is a break in the ascending order between u„ and ag+1 ; hence the

number of arrangements is also

N(aa a.2 ...a^u a8 + om , a8+2 , . . . a»+t ) + N (a1 ui ...us+t ). q.e.d.

Regarded as a numerical theorem the multiplication is commutative, but

in regard to form this is not the case. Thus the multiplication

N (am a8+2 . . . ae+t ) N (^ a2 . . . a,)
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gives in form a different result and establishes the linear relation

IV (aj&j . . .

a

s_j, a, + am , as+2 . .

.

as+t) + N(al a2 ...

a

s+t)

= N(as+1 as+2 ...as+t-1 , aaJrt + au a2 ...as) + N (as+1 ...as+ta1 ...as).

Ex. gr.

(g)
IV(12) IV(ll) = IV(131) + iV(1211) = IV(122) + IV (1112)

10 . 2 . 1 = 9 + 11 =4+16
IV(123) + IV(15) = IV (312) + IV" (42)

35 + 5 = 26 +14.
The fact that the multiplication is not formally commutative is of great

service in the theory of these numbers.

160. Extending the theorem to the product of three numbers

N(al a2 ...ag), N~(bA---b t), N (c1c2 ...cu ),

n '

we find
.^ ^b

N(a1 a,...a3)N(b1 b2 ---bt)N'(G1 c2 ...cu)

= IV(a1a2 ...as_1 , as +bit 62 ...6(_1; bt + d, c2 ...cu)

+ N(a l a2 ...as_1 , as + blt b2 ...btc1 ...cu)

+ N (a1a2 ...as b1 b2 ...bt_1 , bt + cu c2 ...cu) + N(a1a2 ...as b1 b2 ...b t c1 c2 ...cu),

and we may give the dexter 3 ! different forms corresponding to the 3 ! per-

mutations of the three numbers.

If we take the product of m numbers to form the dexter we combine

the last integer of a number IV(...) with the first integer of the next

j
ways; hence

s

s=m—l

S =0 V * /

numbers present themselves on the dexter. The dexter can be given as

many different forms as there are permutations of the in. numbers, and

counting reversals of order of the compositions this number is further

multiplied by 2m, subject to a diminution when one or more of the numbers

is self-inverse.

Applications of the Multiplication Theorem.

161. The theorems arrived at above are particular cases of multi-

plication.

Thus the formulae of which

N(abc) + N(a + b, c) + N (a, b + c) + N(a + b+ c)=
]

,
j ,
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is a type are equivalent to results of which

^~N(a)N(b)N(c) = N(abc) + N(a + b,c) + N(a,b + c) + N(a + b + c)

is representative, since N(a) = N(b) = N(c) = 1.

Observe that

2\{N(l)Y = N(2) + N(l*),

3 ! {N(l)Y = iV (3) + JV(21) + iV(12) + JV(l'),

and that in general

n\[N(l)} n =ZN(abc...),

the summation being for every composition of n. Since N(l) = 1, this merely

states that the sum of the numbers N(. . .) in respect of a pack of specification

(1") is n !.

162. Suppose that we require the sum of all numbers N(...) of given

weight which are such that each associated composition commences with a

given series of numbers a^.-.am; or in other words suppose that we wish to

evaluate

2N(a1a3 ...am ...)i

the solution is at once given by

^^Yy]

N(a1 a2 ...am l) {N(l)}^a^ = 2N(a1 at ...am ...),

for by the multiplication process the unit which terminates the composition

in N(a1 a2 ...am l) combined with

{i\r(i))»-sa-i

gives every composition of the number n— %a. Hence since JV(1) = 1,

n '

%N(a1 a2 ...am ...) =^
'

N(a1as ...am l),

and from this we verify the result of Art. 158 for iV(al) = a and thus

2N(a...) = a> + l)>

163. Again

n I^^]

{N(l)}^N(la1 az...aml){N(l)}»-^-> = $N(...a1 a2 ...am ...),

where on the dexter the summation is for every composition of p before ax

and for every composition of n — %a —p after am . Thus

ZX (... a^a, . . .

a

m .

.

.) = .^ '

, N{la l a.i ...am l),
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and it is remarkable that the sum in question is independent of p, p being

at least equal to unfty.

Ex. gr. take n = 6, m = 1, a^ = 2, p = 2. We have

#(2 S
) + #(2212

) + #(P22) +N (P2P) = ^# (121),
4

!

verified by 61 + 35 + 35 + 19 = 30 . 5.

Also when n = 6, m = 0, p = 3, we have to take every composition of 3

with every composition of 3 and so

#(33) + .AT (321) +#(312) +iV(31 s
) + #(213) +#(2121) +#(2112) + #(21")

+ #(123) + #(1221) + #(1212) + #(121 3
) + #(1 3

3) + #(1 321)

+ #(1 4
2) + #(1 6

)

= |{#(11) = 360,

verified by
19 + 35 + 26 + 10 + 26 + 40 + 19 + 5

+ 35 + 61 + 40 + 14 + 10 + 14 + 5 + 1

= 360.

164. Again if n = ra,

where the summation is for every composition of ra into parts each of which

is a multiple of a. Thus

VAT"/ \ (ra) 1

S#(m1 a, m2 a, •)=hjw-
Ex. gr., for a = 2, r — 3,

#(6) + #(42) + #(24) + #(23
) = -|^ = 90;

verified by 1 + 14 + 14 + 61 = 90.

165. As another example of the power of the theorem let

l,N(a1 a2 ...ap ...b1 b2 ...bq)

denote a summation for all compositions of n — "$a — %b placed between the

parts ap and 6a ; we find

%N~(a1 ai ...ap ...bl b2 ...bq),

=
(ta + 1y}tb + lv

X(aia2 ...ap l){F(l)}"--*«-™->N(lbA...bq),

N(a
l
ai ...ap l)N{lbl

b2 ...bq ),
'(So + l)!(S6 + l)!

/v~Z2^+27i^ (ai af- ap 2bi bf- K) + #(aiO«.-. apP&A.. .b
g)}.

13—2
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166. Consider now the multiplication

wherein 2<« + %s = n, iu-i <(: 1, w2 «j: 2, w3 <£ 1 and s1; s2 are each of them zero

or any positive integer.

The result of the multiplication consists of numbers N(...) such that

there is

(i) a composition of Wj followed by Sj units, succeeded by

(ii) a composition of w2 followed by s2 units, succeeded by

(iii) a composition of w3 .

Denoting this sum by

n !

we rind that its value is -. „. '— _. ;

(s1 + I) ! (s2 + Z)

}

and in general

n i

establishing that the sum depends merely upon the numbers sx , s2 , ...sp and

not at all upon the numbers wlt w2 , ...wp+l . Observe that w1 and wp+1 must

not be less than unity; w2 , w3 , ...wv must not be less than 2; and that no

restriction is placed upon s1( s2 , ...sp .

If st
= s2 = . . . = sp = 0,

SiV (w,w2 . . . wp+1 ) = t^-j- .

Ex. gr. take n = 6, p = 2, w
(
= 1, w2

= 2, w3 = 3, leading to

.V (123) + X(1 3
3) + N (1221)+ 2V(11121)

+ JV(1212) + N(l i2) +NQ.2V) + N (V) =~;
verified by 35 + 10 + 61 + 14

+ 40+ 5 + 14+ 1 = 180.



CHAPTER V

GENERALIZATION OF THE FOREGOING THEORY

167. In the preceding pages we have had under view the permutation's

of n different numbers. For the discussion of the general case it is convenient

to slightly alter the point of view.

Let a1( a2 , a3 , ... denote numbers in ascending order of magnitude and

supposing the number as to occur ps times we consider the assemblage of

numbers which form the ascending product

afiaf»ajp»...

;

this assemblage is specified by the composition (pipap3 ,..) of n. As equalities

may occur between the numbers plt p2 , p3 , ... we take for greater generality

the specifying composition

(Pi'Pb'P?--)-

It will be seen later that the order of occurrence of the parts of this

composition is immaterial, so that we may regard the numbers plt p2 , ps , ...

as being in descending order of magnitude and the specification of the

numbers to be denoted by a partition.

Ex. gr. we obtain the same results for each of the six assemblages

aaafifiy, aaaftyy, aafi/3/3y,

aafiyyy, a/3/3/377, ct/3/3yyy,

the specification of each being (321).

Every permutation has an ascending specification ; ex. gr.

a/3\aay\/3

has the ascending specification (231).

In the case already considered the assemblage of numbers had the

specification (lm) and the numbers N(,..)m were expressed in terms of

coefficients obtained from the multinomial expansion

(«! + «, + ... + ... )" = /(?.
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In the present general case it will appear that the auxiliary coefficients

are derived from the auxiliary generating function

Pi f'2 P* ' ' *»

// g being the homogeneous product, of order s, of the quantities a,, o2 , a3 , ....

It will be remembered that the number of ways of distributing numbers

specified by (Pi'pppZ1 .--) into different compartments specified by (abc.) is

the coefficient of the symmetric function (abc.) in the development of the

symmetric function

h" 1 W* h"3
't-p, rlp2

IL
p, •••

>

let this coefficient be denoted by C(abc.) and let the number of arrange-

ments of the numbers, which have an ascending specification (abc...), be

denoted by N(abc...)/
p
*, p^ p

Tr3 _
\ or by N(abc.) when there is no danger

of a misunderstanding.

By precisely the same train of reasoning as before we arrive at the

relations connecting the numbers N(...) with the numbers G (...), viz.:

N(a) = C(a),

N(ab) = C(ab)-C(a + b),

N(abc) = C(abc) - C(a + b, c)-G(a,b + c)+C(a + b+c),

N(abcd) = G(abcd) - C(a + b, c, d)-C(a, b + c,d)- G(ab, c + d)

+ G (a + b, c + d) + G (a + b + c, d) + G (a, b + c + d)

-G(a + b + c + d),

etc.,

the numbers N(...) being all expressible in terms of the coefficients of the

auxiliary generating function.

Ex.gr. Take numbers a^OiO^o, of specification (321); since

h3h2fh = (6) + 3 (51) + 5 (42) + 8 (41') + 6 (3
2
) + 12 (321)

+ 19 (31 s
) + 15 (2

3
) + 24 (2

21 2
) + 38 (21«) + 60 (P),

we calculate from the above formulae

JV(6) = 1; 2V(51) = 3-1 = 2; iV(32)==6- 1 = 5
;

i\T(321) = 12-3-6 + l = 4
and so on.

Ex. gr. the five arrangements enumerated by iV(3 2
) are

«i«i«sl ai ^, a^ajl^OjOj, 0,05,03
j 0,0,0,,,

a^jOjj
|
0,0,03, a^Os

i

0,0,0,.
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The complete results for numbers specified by (321) are

each . . .

each 1

iV(31 3
), iV(l 3

3), N(2l i
), N(V2), N (2112)1

iV(121 3
), iV~(l3

21), i\T(l22P), N(l e
) J

iV(6), iV(41 2
), i\T(P4), i\T(131 2

), i^(l 2
31)|

iV(22l 2
), iV(l 222

), iV(2121), iV(1212)J

iV(51X N(Vo), i\T(312), iV(213) each 2... 8

N(14>1), i^(1221) each 3... 6

iV(42), i\T(24), i\T(321), i\T(123) each 4... 16

N(&), iV(231), ^(132) each 5... 15

if(23
)

6... 6

60

6

!

60 = q I o I -i
|

being the whole number of permutations of the numbers.

The formulae themselves establish that the number N~(...) is unchanged

by reversal of the order of the numbers in the composition. Also the fact

that we are dealing with symmetric functions shews that the results are only

dependent upon the magnitudes of the parts in the specification of the

assemblages and not upon the order of their occurrence. It will be observed

that conjugate compositions do not give the same result but they are con-

nected, as will be shewn later.

Investigation of a Generating Function.

168. We have seen how the value of N (abc...)(pqr_) can be obtained

from the coefficients that appear when hp hq
hr ... is expanded into a linear

function of monomial symmetric functions. We are able to utilize the

differential operators of Section II for the further elucidation of the question.

Denoting by
C(abc...) {pqr ...)

the coefficient of (abc.) in the development oihphqhr ... we have

C (abc. ..)(pqr...)
= Da,DbDc . . . hp hqh,

Now in particular

JV (abc) = C (abc) - C (a + b, c) - G(a,b + c) + G(a + b + c),

where the subscript (pqr...) is omitted for convenience. Thence

N (abc) = (DaDbDe
- Da+bDc

- Ba I)b+c + Da+b+c) hphqhr

and since from Section II

-Dpi JJql -i-Vi
• • t^p Mq <lr • • • = Up UqUr . . . Il

pi
tlq

i
/lri . .

.

,

we derive the result

N(abc) = DpDq
Dr ...(hahbhc

- ha+ bhc
- hJh+e + K+b+c)-
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In words we may say that N(abc) {pqr...)
is equal to the coefficient of

the symmetric function (pqr...) in the development of

ha hi,hc — ha+bhc — KK+c + ha+b+c

or the expression last written is the true generating function of the numbers

iV
T
(a6c), p?,..,). This expression follows the law by which the dexter of the

relation

N(abc) = C(abc)-C (a + b, c) - C(a,b + c) + G(a + b + c)

is formed.

We now write ha hb hc
— ha+bK — hahb+c + ha+b+c = hate,

and in general ha h bhchd ...

— ha+bhchd ... — haK+cK ... — ha hbK+d ... — ...

+ ha+b+chd ... + ha h b+c+d ... + ...

+ ha+bK+d + h a+bhc hd+e ... + ...

(the law being similar to that which obtains in the expression ofN (abed . . .)

^

in terms of factorials) is written habcd ...

Kbcd... is then the true generating function of the numbers

N(abcd...) (pgr...).

We have Kbcd... = ^-N (abed...

)

ipqr ,_, )
.{pqr...),

and the expansion of h abCd... as a linear function of monomial symmetric

functions yields a complete account of the numbers N (abcd...)(Pqr...).

The new function can be expressed elegantly in determinant form.

For h ah =
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Khytr
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11= 5
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The Symmetric Functions hplPm ...,a
Vlp2Pl .,.-

169. The quantities alt a3 , a3 , ... denote the elementary symmetric

functions.

It has been proved in Section I that the two series of elements h and a

are connected in such wise that in any relation between the elements the

symbols a and h may be interchanged.

In the new function h
p , (p^Ps---) is any composition of the

number n ; of the given weight there are 271-1 such functions, one of which

is hn . The complete definition is given by the multiplication law

PiP2--ps Ni<Z2..-<?(
=

"'PiPi-.-ps-uPs+qu iiis--qt + 'lP\Pi-Psi\.9i---<it'

where the functions ^
PlP2 ... Ps

, ^q
x q2 ...qt

are > or are not » of the same weight.

170. A second new function a is similarly defined by the same

law; viz.

a
PiP2---pg

a
qiq2...q t

~ a
PiP2---pg-i, p,+qi, ?2?3---2i

+ a
PiP2---ps qiq2---qt'

What follows applies generally to both of the new functions.

171. Since the multiplication is commutative we have the first property,

viz.

"piP2---Pi-uPi+qi, ?2 ?3---2«
+ h

P\P2---p>q\q2---ql

~"'qiq2.~qt-iqt+PiP2P3~-Ps
+ "'q

l q2...qtPlP2 ... PB
-

Every product of the functions h is expressible in terms of the new

functions, ex. gr.

p 9
=

pq "*""p + S'

fb
p

fl
q
hr = npqr + 'l

p + q t
r

"*"
""p, q + r~^~

' lp + q + r>

and in general, employing a symbol 6 to indicate the law,

h
p
h
p2

...h
p
=eh {(p1) (p2) . .

. (ps)}.

These relations shew that h
piP2 .,.p — ^

P P _x ... Pl
-

Similarly h
pq
= h

p
h
q
-h

p + q
,

hpqr = h
p
h
q
hr — h

p + q
fi
r
— h

p
h
q + r + h

p + q + r ,

and in general, employing a symbol <j>,

hPiP2-P*
= ** (CPi)(ft)-(P«)}-

If moreover we define the symbol 6 to mean in general that

6h {(p1 ...ps)(q 1 ...q t){r-L ...ru)...)

~
"pi...p,q 1 ...qt

r1 ...ru ... + "p
1 ...p,_ 1 , p3 + qu q2 ... q tn ...r« ... + ••>
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addition between elements in contact being taken 0, 1, 2, ... at a time, we

have

and, similarly, denning the symbol
<f>

to mean that

<ph {(pip* -Ps) (?!•• qt) (n • • • rtt)}
= /lPi-P,q l . -.qrn... •/„•• _ "pi--.2>8-iP8 + ?i, 32 ...«A'i ••'"» "' _ '"'

addition between elements in contact being taken 0, 1, 2, ... at a time, but

the sign changing as the number of factors changes, we have

hP 1 ...p,qi ...q,r1 .
..?„ = <l>h{(PiPv-Ps)(q l ---qt)(ri---r„)...\.

It is noteworthy that in regard to the symbol <j> the elements p, q, r, ...

in the bracket
{ } may be bracketed in any manner. Thus the reader will

verify that

4>h {(p) (q) (r)}, <f>h{(pq)(r)}, <ph {(p)(qr)} and <j>h (pqr)

have each the same value

hpti
q
h
r
— h

p + q
hr — h

p
h
q + l

. + h
p + q + r ,

which we denote by hpqr ; the important point to notice is that however the

bracketing be effected the law of symbols in contact obtains. This is not the

case with the symbol 6, but here we find that following that symbol the

bracketed factors can be permuted in any manner ; thus

Ok {(p) (q) (r)} = h [(q) (p) (r)} = . . .
= h

p
h
q
hr .

172. Important relations connect the new h and a functions.

We observe that

fflin = a\ — 2aia2 + a3
= h3 ,

aim = a* — Sala„ + a\ + 20!^ — a4 = h4 ,

and, in general, the law of symbols in contact applied to the present case

shews that the numerical value of the coefficient of af'apaf* ... in the

expression of a^ is equal to the number of permutations of which that

term is susceptible.

Hence ax
n = h,n ,

and by the known reciprocity derived from Section I,

rtl" = o,n .

173. This is a very concise and illuminating expression of hn in terms

of the elementary functions and vice versa. It will be noticed moreover that
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n and ln are zig-zag conjugate compositions of n, and it will now be proved

that if (pqr...) and (pqr...)' be zig-zag conjugate compositions

""(pqr...)
=

®{pqr...)''

From the relation apq = apaq
— ap+q ,

is now deduced a = hy.h-^q — hv+q = h1P-i 2 1«->

>

because clearly h±Ph lq
= hlP-\ 2 19-1 + h-^+q.

It will be noted that (pq) and (1^
_1 21^_1) are zig-zag conjugates.

Hence writing (1P"X 2 l?"1
) = Og)',

we obtain a^, = h^pqy.

To prove the general theorem observe that

aPin-ps

= aPin-p a-i
a
p,
~ aPiP2--Ps-2,ps-i+ps

-

Assume that the law has been proved when the composition subscript of

a has at most s — 1 numbers ; then

a.
P1P2 Ps ~ HP1PZ---P»-1) iPsY "'{PlP2---Ps-2,Pa-l+P sY'

and we have to shew that the dexter is equal to

fl
(PlP2---Ps)'-

It is best to write the composition in a more general form

p! l"">jJo 1"" . . . ps-^t-ips l"8
,

where the numbers pu p.2> ...ps_1; ps are, each of them, greater than unity

and the numbers 7rlt ir2 , ... -ns-i, t« may, each of them, be zero or any

positive integer.

First suppose trs = 0.

Then

(p, l^ptl" . . .#,_, l"-ips
)' = IP

-1
. 7T, + 2 . l^"2

. 7T,2 + 2 . . .
.Ps-1-2

. *-,_, -(- 2 .
1?*-1

,

(p1
l"ip

a l**...pt-1
l''*-l)' = IP' 1

. 7T, + 2. l^"2
. 7T2 + 2 .

...lft-1"2
. 7TS_2

+ 2.lPa-i-2 .7Ts_ 1 + l,

as will be seen by actually forming the zig-zag graphs.

Now by the contact law

h-lPr 1
. jt] + 2 . . . . 7r

8_2 i- 2 . l»s-r2
. ir

s_i + 1 ^1".

= ^l",- 1
. 7T, + 2 . . . . 7T,_2 + 2 .

1JV-1-S
. 7T

S_! + 2 . I"*" 1

+ ^'lPr 1
. ttj + 2 . ...ir,_2 + 2. l»8-i-- . 7r

8_ : + 1 . IV
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Hence

A
(Pii''i>3 i"^..i^ii>,)' = A(i>ir'p2 i

ff
^..p,_ii^-i)' A(i)^'- A(p1 i

,r'^i ,r
«...ii,.ii

,r.-r
1

.i+P.)',

or on the assumption made

a
Pi

1"'
p2 V* . . . V*- l

p,
= h

(px
1"'p 2

1"2 l"'"^,)'

The proof when 7r8 > proceeds in a similar manner and the general

theorem is thus established.

This theorem is interesting because it makes easy the expression of

functions of quantities h, which frequently are those which naturally present

themselves, in terms of the quantities a which are more easy to handle

algebraically.

There is a function hvqr of given weight for every composition (pqr...) of

the weight, but since this function is not altered when the composition is

inverted, the number of different functions is equal to the number of self-

inverse compositions added to half the number of those which are not

self-inverse. A previous chapter shews that this number is 2m-i + 22m_2

when n = 2m and 2™^1 + 22m
~1 when ?i=2m + l.

174. The reader will have little difficulty in proving that, sn being the

one-part symmetric function of weight n,

sn = Ojb - aa»-a + amn- 3 - ... (-)n+1 a».

The generating function of N(abc...)(Pqr j is either h [abc^ or a iatc ..»'•

We can determine the first symmetric function in dictionary order of the

parts that occurs in the expression of a (a t,c j
; we have merely to express

(abc.) as a partition and then take the conjugate; this will specify the

symmetric function.

Ex. gr. h2K1 = a1S2
', the partition (321) is self-conjugate so that the

symmetric function (321) is the first that presents itself in the expression

of hmi (see Tables).

The differential operators of Section II can be used with effect upon

these functions; thus it is easy to prove that

A^a6 — ]>a-i,b + ^la, b-i + ha+b-i \

and thence

N(ab)pqr^ = N(a-l, 6)OT, ,.
+ .V (a, b - 1V/r ... + N(a + b - l)pqr ..

;

and, in particular,

Xi&kn, = #(32)* + N (41)* + N (5)*

;

verified by 7=4 + 2 + 1.

Similarly it can be shewn that

Dihaic = fta—l.d.i: + < la,b—i,e + ' la,b,c—i + "«+&—i,c + iLa,b+c-i>
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leading to

N (abc)pqr i = N(a-l,b, c)pqr ,..
+ N(a, 6-1, c)pqr +N(a,b,c- l)pqr ...

+ N(a + b-l, c)pqr ... + N{a,b + c- l)vqr ...

In these and in similar formulae a modification is necessary when any of

the numbers a, b, c, ... are equal to unity. This fact arises from the circum-

stance that the formula ha i,
= ha hi — ha+ i,

is not applicable when either a or b

* The reader will have no difficulty in establishing three fundamental formulas connected

with these functions. Thus of the order 8 we have

(
A

) a
i\s2s3

a
t 1t2

an
1
u2
av

~ 0,
SiSzS2t l t2U lU2V

"•" a
s lS2 , S3"Mi , t2 1liU2 V

(l
8iS2S3 1\ , t2+Ui,U2V '

as lS2S3 tit2 Ux , U2+V

^ as,s2 , s^ti, t2+u l , u2v^~
as

l
s2 ,

s

3 +t, , t2 u^ , w2+v
"^" ai\s2s3 t, , t2+u t , u2+v

"* Cl
S lS2 , Ss+<i , <b+*i, U2+ V '

' '
as

i
s2s3 tit2u ]

u2v

= a
s lsrf3

a
tl t2

au
lv,2

av

~ as
l
s2 ,s3+t l ,t2

au
lu2

uv ~ a
SiS2s3

a
ti,t2+Ui,u2

av ~ a
s,s2$3

a
tit2

au
l
,u1+o

~*ras
ls2 ,s3+t l

,t2 +it l
,u2

a
v + a

s 1s2 ,S2+t 1
,t2

au i ,u2+v + as,s2s3
a
t

1
,t2+u 1 ,tt2+v

~~ a
s 1
s2 , s3 +tu t2+ult u2+v>

C-')
a
s,s2 ,s3+t l ,t2+u,,u2+v

= a
s ls2s3

atJ2
au ln2

av

~ a
s,s2s3 t 1t2

au lu2
av ~ a

sls2s3
a
tl t2u Iu2

av - as
1
s2s3

a
tlt2

au i
u2 v

"t" aS lS2S3tl t2U i
U2
av ^ a

s,82S3 t lt2
au iU2 v''

aS 1S283
a
t

l
t2U 1U2V

~ as 1s2s3 t l t2u1u2 v

'

These formulae have to do with the ordered succession of integers

Sl, S2 >
s3> 'l. k> ™li u2, »

and they may be divided into sets, the order being preserved, in any manner. In the example

given the division is into the sets S1S2S3, tfy, «i«2> »•

There is a division corresponding to every composition of n if the number of letters be n.

There are thus 2"-1 different divisions possible.

In the formula we may write h for a throughout or we may write h
c

> for a
c
where c, c' are

conjugate compositions.

As particular cases of the order 4 we have

(A) a\ =aml + a211 + a121 + a112 + a31 + a22 + a13 + a4,

(B) aim =a
1
-3a

2
a^ + a| + 2a3 a1 -a4 ,

(C) (J4 =aj- 3an Oj + 0^ + 20111 «i- aim-

.

Herein (B) may be also written

*ll.l.l
=

ll l
-a18°l -0ll°2+ a13i

°1 . 11 .

1

= °11 al
~ a21 al

"~ al °12 + a22 >

°11.11 =a
ll
-a121>

ain.i =am ai _aii2i

and (C) may be also written

"2+1+1 = a
2
a
l
_ a21 al ~ «2 all + a211 >

al+2+l = a
2
a
l
~ a12al

_ al°21 + a121

.

2
«2+2 = a2

_ aZ2 1

03+1 =<l3 al- a31-
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The Conjugate Law.

175. It has been seen in Chapter IV, Art. 156, of this Section that

(ab...), (ab...)' being conjugate compositions,

N(ab...) ll
n

]

= N{ab...)\l
n

) ;

and we may enquire into the existence of an analogous theorem when the

numbers permuted have any other specification.

Consider the expression

"(at...)
— h (ai,.y,

which is the generating function for the difference between N{ab...) and

N(ab...)' for all specifications of the numbers permuted. The generating

function may be written

hah.
.

— &db ..

according to a theorem already proved (Art. 173).

The differential operator Dx has the equivalent forms

d d d d , d , d

da^ da2 da3
" '

' dht

} dh2

2
dh 3

so that D?hai is the same function of hlt h2 , h
3 , ... that D?aai is of

Oj, a2 , 0-3, •> it follows at once that DlQiai —aat) = or

N(ab...)1
n = N(ab...)\n,

the result established in Art. 156.

Next, considering the function

h(ab.) + hfajj. .)- or hab + aab ,

it is clear that D?-2
{hob,., + aai ) must be of the form

Ah2 + Bh\ + Aa2 + Ba\,

where A and B are numbers that it is not necessary to know; now this

expression is

(A + 2B) |(2) + 2 (1»){

;

and, remembering from Art. 26 the manner of operation of D, and D2 , it is

plain that

Dr 2Di {hat. . + fto*. .) = i D'i' (Kb... + a*..) = D?hab ;

that is to say, X(ab...)2l
n-2 + N(ab...)'an-t = N(ab...)1n.

Ex. gr., from the Table for n = 6,

.V(33)2,4 + i\T(P21V = NWb*.

verified by 13+6-19.
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176. Again, opening with D^' 3 upon

%&...
— aab... >

we obtain a result of the form

A (hs
— as) + B (h^ — a^),

(A + B) {(3) + (21)};

whence Dr 3Ds (hab „,
- aabJ = D»-»A (hab ..

- aabJ,

equivalent to

¥ (ab. . .)31n_s - N (ab. .
.)'

3i«-3 = i\T(o6. . .V-2 - N (ab. . .)'a«-»-

Ex. gr. JV(321)«. - iV(2»lV = if (321)2l4
- if(22l%4,

verified by 8 - 3 = 20 - 15.

177. Again, operating with D?- 4 upon hab ,..
— aab and upon hab ...

+ aab ,

we obtain the new results

N (ab. . .%2^-i - N(ab. ..f^u-t = N(ab.

.

.)M»-3 - N (ab.

.

.)'„.•-»

;

2iV(a6...)41
n_4 + 2iV(a6...)V-4 + iV

r
(a6...)21

n- 2 + iV"(a6...)V-2

= 2iV(a6. . .)„i»-8 + 2N(ab. .
.)'a«-a + iV(a6. . .)sa l

»-4 + JV(a6. . .)W-4.

We might also make use of the operators

j- + a1 j- + a2
-r- + ...H- 7r -/s1

- r -/i, ir -...si) -2Z)2 ,

cta2 aa3 aa4 a/t2 aft3 <m4

d d d d , d , d r*, „_ _ _

etc.,

but the results obtainable are more complicated and less interesting.

Enough has been said to shew the nature of the results that can be

reached.

Theory of the Compositions containing a given Number of Parts.

178. So far we have been considering Newcomb's card problem so as to

determine the probability that a distribution of the cards will give a number

of packs specified by a given composition of the number of cards. We have

found that the mathematical problem is concerned with the ascending (or

descending) specification of the permutations of objects of given type. We
have now to study the probability that a given number of packs will result

from the distribution. Mathematically we have to find the number of

permutations of objects of given type such that the ascending specification

is denoted by a composition containing a given number m of parts. Let this

number be denoted by
-Lv m,pqr... •

M. A. 14
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We have shewn in Art. 17 that the number of ways of distributing

objects of type (pqr...) into m different parcels is

fm+p — l\lm + q — l\lm + r — l\

hu\ /m + p-2Wm + g-2\ Im + r — 2\

fm\ fm + p — 3\ Im + q — 3\ Im + r — S\

Fm=(

M
,2/V p A q

or say for brevity

Fm = Gr,
(7)

Gm~ i + (2)
Gv

Consider on the one hand the arrangements enumerated by Fm and on

the other those enumerated by iVm_s . In the Fm arrangements place the

numbers in each parcel in ascending order and place the parcels in a row

from left to right. It may be possible to merge two or more adjacent parcels

or compartments into a single parcel or compartment and still preserve the

ascending order in the new compartments. We observe m — l dividing lines

between compartments that it may be possible to obliterate and still preserve

the ascending order. In the arrangements enumerated by Nm_s there are

m — s — 1 dividing lines between compartments and in each compartment

there is ascending order, while it is not possible to obliterate any dividing

line without breaking the ascending order. There are moreover

(n — 1) — (m — s — 1)

pairs of numbers between which it is possible to insert dividing lines so as to

obtain arrangements enumerated by Fm _s+1 , Fm_s+2 , ... Fm . If out of these

n — m + s pairs of numbers we choose at random s, we can insert s additional

dividing lines and so obtain an Fm arrangement. The choice can be made in

(n — m + s\

{ s )
Wa?S

'

so that a particular iVm_s arrangement can be obtained, by obliteration of

s lines from f

J
different Fm arrangements. Hence the forms Fm

include the forms -ZV)n_, each (

J
times. Therefore we have the

relation

„ „ ,
In — m + l\ , r ln — m + 2\ 1

. T I n—l\ _ TFm = l n +{ l
JN^+i^

2 )
N«^ + - +

[m _ 1)^
leading, with little trouble, to the next relation

^=^-(n -7 +1
)^-]+ rr>-----Hm+i

(::J)^-
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Substituting for j^, Fm_ 1; ... their expressions in terms of Gm , Gm-\, •••,

we find

*-<!>M(:m: : :)rrve : *)rrV--
/n-m + s\\

.

and the term in
{ } is seen to be the coefficient of a? in

(1 - a;)-"^8-1 x (1 - #)-»+»-! or (1 - x)-n+s~\

which is
(

)
•

Hence

^=Gm-(^
1

)^_1+
(

B + 1

)
Gm_s -... + (-)-(^5)«,

This formula was used to calculate the subjoined Tables ofNm .

Summing each side of the relation, from m = 1 to m = m, we have

Nm + NWr.1 + ... + N1

= Gm - g) G^l+ g)^2 -... + (-)™+1
(to

^ J (?>;

and, repeating the summation # times,

so that, when 6 = n,

„ M+l\ ,T /w + 2\,r /w + m — 1\„ n
Nto +

[ j
)#«-i+(

2
)iVm_2 +... +

(^ TO-1
)N, = Gm .

Again, taking differences,

Nm-N^1
= Gm -(^\

2
)Gm^^\ 2

)G^-... + {-r^[l
+^)Gi

-,

and, in general,

Nm - g) iV^ +
(J)

iVm_2 - . . . + (-)*JV^

14—2
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These results are given by the two formulae, vizi the one just written and

*. + G).v„ +e;y~ + ... + f:,-7>.

-M"T 1

)<^ +CT>~-- +w^P;-i
1

)
':

and these become the same when p = 0.

The Generating Function of the Number Nmi (Pqr...)

179. The theory of these numbers is identical with that of the permuta-

tions of the symbols in afafoj... which possess exactly m — 1 major contacts.

See Art. 155.

For taking any permutation, au aa , a
3 , ... being symbols in ascending

order of numerical magnitude,

. . . a^ . . . o^or, . . . a3a2 ... «
3
«2
a

i • •

.

which exhibits all of the major contacts and the vacant spaces are supposed

to be occupied by symbols in ascending order of numerical magnitude, it is

clear that we can separate the permutations into compartments by lines

drawn between every pair of symbols that are in major contact so that in

each compartment the symbols are in ascending order and that order is

broken between adjacent compartments

. . . «2 j
<*! . . . a3 1 «i . . . Oj

|
aa . . . a3 1

«2 j

a, . . .

.

The number of such compartments is one greater than the number of

major contacts. Hence Nmt (Plp2 ... Pk)
is the coefficient of

X—1 of'of*... of*

in the development of

(a1 + Xa2 + \a3 +... + \aky<(a1 + a2 + \a3 + ... + \ak
)P' ...(a,.+ o^ +...+ ak)P",

or of

1

1 - 2a, + (1 - X) 2 or, a.
2
- (1 - X)2 S a^a, + . . . + (-)* (1 - X)*"1 a,a2 . . . ak

'

Introducing the elementary functions Oj, a2 , a 3 , ..., putting 1 — X = b and

supposing, for the present, k = x , this may be written

1^

1 — a1 + ba2
— b2a3 + b3a4

— ...'

Since the generating function is symmetrical in regard to a,, a.2 , a3 , ...

the value of Xm is not affected by any permutation of the letters a
l , «2 , a3 ,

180. We can shew that

"?», (p*)
= " (k—Dp—m+2, (p*) j
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for the coefficient of X*-1 fact* . . . <xkf in

{(a, + \a8 + ... + \ak) (a
2 + a2 + Xa3 + ... + \ak) ... (aa + a2 + ... + ak)}

p

is, by writing- for X and Xau Xo,, X«3 , ... for au a2 , a3 , ..., equal to the co-

efficient of \kP-m+1 (a
1a2 ...ak

)P in

{(Xa
1 + ai +...+ak)(\a1 + \cs2 + as +...+ak)...(\a1 + \a2 + ...+\ak

)}P,

or of X,*-i>*->»+i
(ai „2 _ _ _ aky m

[Qux1 + a2 + . . . +ak)(\21 + \a2 + as + ... +ak) ,..(a1 + a1 + ... +

a

k
)}P,

or, since we may permute the symbols a1( a2 , ...ak at pleasure, in

{(flti + Xa2 + . . . + Xak) ((*! + ot2
+' Xa3 + . . . + Xas) . . . (^ + a, + . . . + «k))

p
.

Hence jym , ip')
= •" (i-i)i)-m+2, (i)*)-

The numbers iVm range from JVj to N~tk_1)p+1 , and (/c— l)p + l is the

maximum number of parts in an ascending specification.

181. We must now examine the generating function

1

1-A'

where A = a1
— ba2 + bias

— b3 ai + ....

Taking as in Section II the symmetric function operators

, d d d

das das+1 das+2

s\ \dax da2 da3 J s!
•

We find that, with the operand A, they are connected by special relations

For dsA = (-)s-1 6s"1 (l - bA) = (-y-'b^d.A,

so that i d, = (- by-i-d!,

and thence, from the relations

d, = D\ - 2A = (2)^,

cZ3 = X»? - 3Z>2A + 3D, = (3)*,

ds = Dl~... =(«)d.

we derive the special relations

2lD, = A(A + &),

3!A = A(A + &)(A + 26),

8\Dt = Dl (Dl + b)...{Dl + (s-l)b};
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and, if s >t,

8\Dt
= t\Dt (A + tb)...

jA + (s - 1) 6}.

Using the above we find

(p)D = dp = (-b)P->D
1 ;

(P9)d = (dpdg) = (dp) (dg) - dp+q ,

= (- 6)p+?-2A2 - (- 6)
p+«-1A = (- b)P+i-3D1 (A + 6),

= (_ &)P+?-2 2 ; D2 ;

(P?^)i> = (dpd
q
dr) = (dp) (d

q)
(dr) - (dp+q) (dr) - (dp+r) (dg)

— (dq+r) (dp) + 2dp+q+r ,

= (_ J)P+9+r-3X)3 _ 3 (_ b)P+1+r-*Dl + 2 (- &)P+9+'-1A,
= (_6)P+9+r-33!/)

3;

and in general (PiP? -Pk)o = (— 6)
Sl;_A: k ! A-

Moreover since (pi'P?)d = (dl\dl\...),

we have, still more generally,

or if ~2.Trp = n, ~2,tt = i,

(#.#. ...)„=(- &)
s'p- s" J,

S
T?

! ^

;

a.(pI'P^...)D = (-b)n
-i --

T
-

Hence if (q?
i

q$
2 ---) be of the same weight and degree as (p^'pZ* ...), it

follows that

Tr1 \7r2 l...(p?p?...)D = Xl \ X2 \...(q?'q$>...)D >

a relation which is free from b.

n=3

AT
3

(3) (21) (I3
)

?i=4
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_ « = 5

215
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Again, in the same formula, put ct
= n — 2, c2 = c3 = . . . = 0, and we get

2-Wm, (2i»-2) = iVm> (1n) + {Nm — jym_i) ftn-i)

.

In this write n — m + l for m, obtaining

2jV n_,„+Ii (21n-2) = iV n_m+1) Un) + (iVn_m+1 — iV,j_m)(1n-l) J

from these, since

-> m, d") = -Nn-m+i, d") \
A «?, (i"

_1
)

=
-"n-ni, (i«-i) ; -"m-i, <i

n_1
)

= -"n-m+i, (l™-1
) >

we find by addition and subtraction

-"?», (21"" 2
) + -"n-m+i, (2i»-2) = -/»„!, (i») >

"m, i2i»-=)
—

-"n-itt+i, (2i"-2) — -t»,n, (i»->)
— -" n—m.+i, (l"

-1
)

These are the relations connecting Nm and ffn_m+1 for the subscript

(21™~-) analogous to that connecting the same numbers for the subscript (1™).

Si - '- » ' '
/t7N

ince 6' = (1 — \)
r = 1 — (]\ + (\\- — ... we can immediately, from

any operator relation, form a relation between the numbers Nm by substi-

tuting for

b*D*D«...
the expression

y?M- ^ j
-A^-l +

(^ J
-
ftr'"-2

_
|(l« 1 2C

2 ...S'
:
8
+T(+9...) >

and this it is sometimes convenient to denote by

Ar<»iv m, {lci2'2...s cirt>tc t
+*...)-

Thus corresponding to the relation

6D3
= D? + 36D? + 262D1)

we obtain

6-^m, (l c
. 2C

2 3V«...) = ^fa, (1«i+S2«j3' ;

3 ...) + ^^m, (l c
1
+2 2c

2 3 i:

3 ...) + 2-^m, (l c
,
+1 2°2 3c

a ...)

= -^rm, (Fi+3 2c
2 3c

3 ...)

+ 3 (iVm — iV"„i-i)(lc,+2 2c
2 3c

s ...)

+ 2 (iV,„ — 2iV,n_i + Nm-^)^c
x
+l 2Sic

i ...)

From the symmetric function relation

(P)(P) = (2
2)4-2(2P) + 6(1 4

)

we find Dl = b'D2 -6bD3 +QD4 ,

leading to

Nm
,
(1«, 2*2+23^4^...)

= (^m - 2iV,B_1 + iV,,^)^, 2«
2
+l 3S

4

r
, ...)

— 6 (iVm — iVjn^ic, 2S 3c
3
+l 4=4 .. .)

+ 6iV»,
)
(ic

1
2«J 3<,4l!4+1

.,.)>

a relation which, for

m = 4, ca
= 2, c2 = c3 = c4

= . . . = 0,

can be verified from the Tables.



SECTION V

DISTRIBUTIONS UPON A CHESS BOARD, TO WHICH IS

PREFIXED A CHAPTER ON PERFECT PARTITIONS

CHAPTER I

THEORY OF PERFECT PARTITIONS OF NUMBERS

183. Before discussing the general subject of Partitions of Numbers it

is appropriate to consider certain special partitions which have a notable and

remarkable application to the theory of the distributions of a certain nature.

The application will be found in the next chapter which deals with arrange-

ments on a chess board of given dimensions.

A " perfect " partition of a number is one which contains one and only one

partition of every lesser number.

Ex. gr. (413
) is a perfect partition of 7 because by using the parts we

can build up one and only one partition of each of the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 :

thus (1), (l2
), (l 3

), (4), (41), (41 2
) are the partitions referred to.

Other partitions possess a very similar property. These are termed

" subperfect " and may be denned as follows

:

A " subperfect " partition of a number is one which contains one and only

one partition of every lesser number if it be permissible to regard the several

parts as affected with either the positive or negative sign.

These theories have an application to the theories of weights and

measures ; for perfect partitions solve the problem

:

(1) to partition a weight of u lbs. so as to be able to weigh, in only one

manner, any weight of an integral number of lbs. from 1 to u inclusive, it

being only permissible to place the weights in one scale-pan.

Moreover subperfect partitions solve the problem:

(2) to solve the same problem as in (1) with this difference, that the

weights may be placed in either the goods pan or the weight pan.
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Ex. gr. (31) is a subperfect partition of 4 because there are the par-

titions of the numbers 1, 2, 3, viz. (1), (31), (3), where observe that T denotes

the part — 1.

184. Before proceeding to the general case of enumeration we will study

the problem of perfect partitions in the case of numbers of the form

p«-l,

where p is a prime number. It will become manifest that the enumeration

of the perfect partitions is identical with the enumeration of the compositions

of the number a.

All numbers have clearly one perfect partition composed wholly of unit

parts. This fact is exhibited, in the case of the numbers before us, by the

relation

1 - rPa

-= = l+x + x*+...+ x*°-i
;

1 — as

for it shews that the partition (l^"
-1

) is such that every number from 1 to

p
a — 1 can be made up by selecting, from the partition, 1, 2, . . . p* — 1 units.

This fact depends upon the circumstance that 1 — x
pa

is divisible by 1 — x.

It may happen that the fraction

l-xPa

1-x
may be put into the form

1 - asP°- l-x? l-xr 1 -xv

1-0* ' l-xr
' 1-x8

' '" 1-x'

wherein q, r, s, . . . 1 are factors of p
a

, q, r, ...v respectively. To each such

exhibition corresponds a perfect partition of the number p
a — 1. For consider

the particular case

l-x? ' 1-x '

or (1 + xP + x?p + ... + xp'-p)(1 + x + x2 + ... + xP-1

) ;

the identity

(1+xP + x2p + ...+ xP1^) (1 + x + x1 + . . . + xP-1
) = l+x + x*+ ...+ xP*-1

shews, by multiplying out the left-hand side, that each of the numbers

1, 2, ... p* — 1 can be made up, in one way only, from the parts of the partition

(pP*-1 !?- 1
) of the number p* - 1.

Let us denote the fraction

\-xp" ,

by o- — t,
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which, observe, is lihe difference of the exponents o- and t of p in the

numerator and denominator; then we may denote

1 - x^ 1-xP
1-as* ' 1

by 3,1,

where (31) is necessarily a composition of 4. There is also an exhibition

represented by
1-xp4 1-xp* _
1-xP3 ' 1-x

where the same numbers 3, 1 occur but in different order.

Whatever instance of factorization be exhibited we inevitably reach a

succession of numbers which constitutes a composition of 4.

The whole of the factorizations are shewn with the perfect partitions

which flow from them.

Form Composition Perfect partition

1— xP 4,

(4) (I**-*)

(31) (pp'-np-1

)

(13) (j/ 'l*
3-1

)

(22) (f
\p*~i)

(211) (f pp-np-1

)

(121) (f 'ppt-np-1
)

(112) (p~
l

j?~\*-1

)

SF3.t^.t^.^ (HI!) (/VV-'l-)

We have an instance of factorization and therefore of perfect partition

corresponding to every composition of the number 4.

Returning to the more general case of the factorization of

l-xP*
1-x '

it is clear that
- l- xPa l-xPa

' 1-xP"* l-xPa>

l-xPa>' 1-xP"*' I-xp*3
"" 1-x

will yield the composition a — a1; ax
— « 2 > a2 — «3, • • • as of the number a.
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Moreover any composition (01 62 ...6S+1) of the number can be put into the

form

(«-(«-<?,), «- <?,_(«- 0,-ft,), a-d1 -e2 -(a-e1
-e2 -e%), ...,

a - 6
X
- 62

- ... - es - (a- B1
- 6t

- ... - 0,+1)),

and will correspond to a factorization

1-xP* 1 - scP*-"' l- xp
a- e>- e>

l _ xP.-e,-e2 -...-es

Hence there is a one-to-one correspondence between the factorizations of

(1 — x
pa

)j(l —w) and the compositions of the number a. Hence the special

problem is solved in the form :

" A number of the form p
a — 1, where p is a prime, possesses the same

number of perfect partitions as the number a has compositions and therefore

the number of such is 2"-1."

The number of different parts which appear in the partition is equal to

the number of parts in the composition.

Corresponding to the composition (d1 62 ...0s+1 ) the perfect partition has,

altogether,

p° l + p
e
" + ... + pe»+1 — s — 1 parts.

The smallest value of this number is &(p — 1).

185. Every number is of the form p«>ppp%>... — 1 where plt p2 , p3 , ... are

primes.

We will now shew that the number of perfect partitions possessed by this

number is equal to the number of compositions of the multipartite number

(a, 0,0,...).

The number of perfect partitions depends upon the factorization of

1 _ xpPpZ>p?-

1 -X

into factors of the form (1 — a#)/(l — ocp) where p is a divisor of q.

Suppose such to be

1 _ xP?PpPp- 1 _ XP^P&P$- l _ xPl
xPl*Pl3-

1 _ xp?
1p$>p$>- '

i _ xpVpI*p1>-
""

i- x

which, in analogy with what has gone before, we denote by

(«j- fii, «s — &. «3- &•• ; fii-ji, fii-jz, @3-j3---; vu v2 , v3 ...;).

This may be regarded as a composition of the multipartite number

(a^aj...).
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As before we see that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the

factorizations and the compositions, and we have the theorem

:

" The number pppppp ... — 1 possesses as many perfect partitions as the

multipartite number (a^cis...) has compositions."

The number of parts in a perfect partition has the least value

«1 Ol - 1) + «2 (Pi ~ 1) + «3 (Pi~ 1) + •••

in correspondence with the composition

(100.. .* 010.. .• 001. .."»...)•

In correspondence with the factorization above written the perfect par-

tition has

Pi'~^pp~^pl
3"-^3

pPi-yipli-yipPt-ry*
. .

. — 1

1 parts each equal to p^pi"p§3

PVPl*Pl3

Pl'Pl'Pi 1 1.

186. The following examples of perfect partitions are given

:

Number 15 = 24 - 1

Unipartite number 4

CompositionGroup

(4)

(31)

(22)

(211)

(1111)

Group

(21)

(20, 01)

(11, 10)

(10, 10, 01)

(4)

f (31)

' 1(13)

(22)

((211)

(121)

1(112)

(1111)

Number 244 = 7 2
. 5 - 1

Multipartite number (21)

Composition

(21)

f (20, 01)

I (01, 20)

f (11, 10)

1 (10, 11)

:
(io, io,od

(10, 01, 10)

,(01,10,10)

Perfect partition

(I 16

)

(2'1)

(8P)

(4
31 3

)

(4
321)

(82 3
1)

(841 3

)

(8421)

Perfect partition

(1
M4

)

(5«.10

(49M48
)

(7
34 .1 6

)

(35M 34

)

(35 6 .58 .1 4

)

(356 .74 .1 6

)

(494.7M 6

)
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It will be noted that, 244 being equal to 7 2
. 5 — 1, corresponding to a

part (ay) in a composition, the perfect partition involves a repetitional

number 7*. b'J — 1.

187. The general form of a perfect partition is

H . (1 + A)B
((1 + A) (1 + B)) c

{(1 + A) (1 + B) (1 + C)) D ....

It is moreover clear that every perfect partition of every number gives

rise directly to an unlimited number of perfect partitions of higher numbers.

For this purpose the repetitional index of the highest part may be increased

to any extent, or a part equal to the sum of all the parts with unity added.

From this point of view let Ap denote the number of perfect partitions of the

number p so that a generating function (when expanded) is

A + A 1 x + A^x2 + ... +Apxp+ ....

The perfect partitions having a highest part equal to p + 1 are derivable

from the perfect partitions of the number p by prefixing to each of the latter

the part p + 1 any number of times repeated. Hence the generating function

of such is

Apx*p
+1

1-XP+ 1 '

and we are led to the algebraic identity

A x A x a? A 2af Ap
3?v^

l-x +
l-x*

+
l-a?

+ '" + 1- xP+1
+ "

'

= A^x + A 2x* + A sa? +... + Apxp + ... + A2p+1x
ii>+l + ....

Herein equating coefficients of like powers of x we find

Ap = 2-o.g,
s

the summation being for values of s which make s + 1 a divisor less than p + 1

of p + 1.

Thus An = A + A 1 + A 2 + A 3 + A !„

since 12 has the divisors 1, 2, 3, 4, 6.

188. It can be shewn that there is a one-to-one correspondence between

the perfect partitions (all numbers being in evidence) containing s parts and

the compositions of the number s. For write down the perfect partitions

having less than 5 parts as follows

:

(1)

(1«) (21)

(1«) (31 2
) (2

2
1) (421)

(1*) (41 3
) (3

212
) (631

2

) (2
3
1) (62*1) (4

2
21) (8421)
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It will be observed that in any line each perfect partition gives birth to

two perfect partitions in the line below

(a) by prefixing a part equal to the existing highest part,

(b) by prefixing a part which is greater by unity than the sum of all

the existing parts.

Write down next instead of the partitions themselves the repetitional

numbers of the parts of those partitions. The scheme follows

:

1

2 11

3 12 21 111

4 13 22 112 31 121 211 1111

where the successive lines involve the compositions of the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4.

Each composition in a line gives rise to two compositions in the line below

by rules derived from (a) and (b) above. These are

:

(a') increase the first part by unity,

(6') prefix a part unity.

There are therefore 2S~1 perfect partitions involving s parts.

189. The theory of the subperfect partitions is derived at once from

what has been established above ; for if we put, for the number u,

we have to consider the divisors of 2m + 1 instead of those of u + 1, and the

reader will have no difficulty in proving that if

the number of subperfect partitions of u is equal to the number of composi-

tions of the multipartite number (a^cts...).



CHAPTER II

ARRANGEMENTS ON A CHESS BOARD

190. In this section we have for discussion arrangements of objects or

numbers in the compartments of square or rectangular lattices. In previous

chapters the distributions have been essentially on a line or in one dimension.

We now come to two dimensions. The numbers or objects themselves will as

usual be specified as to type while the distributions will be subject to con-

ditions depending upon the rows and columns of the lattice. The method

employed depends upon the dissection of certain operations (usually differ-

ential operations) upon certain functions. A very simple example will suffice

to lead up to the general idea. Consider the operation of -j- upon xn where

n is a positive integer. If we write xn as the product of n factors each

equal to x
xxxx . .

.

it is clear that we can pick out an x in n different ways ; for example we
can substitute unity for a factor x in n different ways; if we do so and then

add the results together we arrive at vxn~\ viz. the result of performing the

operation -=- upon the operand xn . Thus
clog

dx
xn = 1 . xxx ... + xlxx ... + xxlx ... -|- xxxl ... + ...= nxn

d
Observe that here we have dissected the operation of -=- into n separate

operations of substitution. Moreover we can represent these n minor opera-

tions by means of n diagrams

the unit indicating that particular x which is subjected to substitution.
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If upon each of the terms 1 . xxx . . . xlxx ..., etc., we operate again in a
similar manner, by substituting unity for x in all possible ways, we arrive at

n (n — 1) terms and, adding these, we obtain n (n — 1) xn~* which is the result

d*
of the operation 3— upon xn. In correspondence therewith we have n (n — 1)

diagrams each consisting of two rows of a lattice of order n. One of these

diagrams is

1

1

dn
Proceeding in this manner we find that the operation of -j-j upon xn can

be dissected into n\ minor operations or processes which are in correspon-

dence with n\ diagrams, each of which involves a distribution of n units in

the compartments of a square lattice of order n of the nature
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Two methods of research are clearly open to us. We may be given the

diagrams formed according to certain laws and then seek to design the

operator and the function or we may commence by designing operators and
functions with the object of discovering the laws of formation of the systems

of diagrams to which they naturally lead. Both methods are useful and will

be freely employed in what follows.

We shall frequently write j- in the notation dx .

Let us adopt the second method and take
i

as operator (dXl dX2 dXsf, as function (x^x^f.

Leibnitz' theorem in the differential calculus gives us

{difixfix^) («i^2^a)
3 = (dxfixzdxd {xixzx3) («hx3x3) • (#1^3) + 2 similar terms

' Kyxi^ac^) V^i^2^3/ • Ox3 \?hx2xz) • (^l^^v '
O „ „

1" Kyx^Ux$) \xi xzX3) . Xl yXiX^X^j . yXiX2X3 ) +0 ,, „

+ {dxfixd (^1*2*3) • 3*2 {
XlX2Xz) • (*'l *2*3) + 5

1 Vx\ \XlX2X3) • 0x2 \XlX2X3j • ®Za (
a'l^'2^'3 /)

""" *-> „ jj

On the right there are 33 terms corresponding to the 27 permuted partitions

of xxx2x3 into exactly 3 parts, zero being reckoned as a part. Selecting any

one of the 27 terms, say

OxiOxz \xix2xz) Oaia \
x

ix2xn) \
xix2x3)i

we have before us one of 27 minor operations into which the operation of

(3x, dxfix3)
upon (x1x2x3)

3 can be broken up or dissected. We denote this

-diagrammatically by

12
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The two success#e operations we have now performed are diagram-

matically

12
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We are clearly led to lattices of m rows and m columns ; the number of

rows is m because we consider the operator in m successive operations ; the

number of columns is m because we consider the function or operand as a

product of m factors. The diagrams are such that in the square of m2

compartments the numbers 1, 2, 3, ...n each present themselves once in

each row and in each column while the number of them that may appear

in each cell is unrestricted. The enumerating integer is

(dXl dX2 ...dxJm (x1x2 ...xn)
m or (m !)".

193. It is of great importance to notice that the nature of the diagrams

produced depends not only upon the operator and operand but also upon

the modus operandi. Consider for a moment the operator (d
%l dXi dx^f and

the operand (x1x2xsf. In the example above given the operator and operand

when factorized are shewn by the method in which they were written ; but

we might also have written them in the forms

(dxfi*,) (dxfixs) (3«j3a.) and (x2x3) {xxx3) (a;,^),

the operator factors being performed in the order (3^3^), (dXl dXs ), (d^d^).

Here it is seen that the performance of (dX2dXs) does not give the number 1

in the first row of a diagram of 3 rows and 3 columns; for we associate

the number 1 with the deletion of xx from a factor of the operand ; further

the subsequent operation of (dXl dXB) cannot lead to the number 2 in the

second row, and lastly the final operation of (d^d^) cannot lead to a number 3

in the third or last row. Moreover from the way in which the operand has

been factorized the numbers 1, 2, 3 cannot find places in the first, second and

third columns of a diagram respectively. Hence the diagrams possess the

properties

:

(i) the first row and first column each contain the two numbers 2, 3,

(ii) the second „ second „ „ „ „ 3, 1,

(iii) the third „ third „ „ „ „ 1, 2.

The system of eight diagrams to which we are led is

:

3
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equi-numerous with those derived from the modus operandi

which possess the property that in a diagram of two rows and two columns

the numbers 1, 2, 3 appear once in each row and once in each column without

any restriction. These eight diagrams are :

21
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the diagrams would have been those last written rotated counter-clockwise

through a right angle.

This does not exhaust the sets of diagrams obtainable from this operator

and operand which are enumerated by the number 8.

It will be evident that a very large number of theorems concerning

distributions-in the cells of rectangular lattices are obtainable from a con-

sideration of the operator and operand

(dXl d3,r ..dXn)
m and (x1x2 ...xn)

m

and the innumerable modi operandi. These theorems all refer to equi-

numerous sets of diagrams.

195. We next introduce the differential operators ds , Dg which we

studied in Section II. Suitable operands will clearly be the associated

symmetric functions expressed in the notation of partitions. If alt a2 , a3 , ...

be the elementary symmetric functions of the quantities alt a2 , a3 , ... o^,,

ds = 3a, + «i3a>+1 + a23a,+2 + • •

.

I>s = ~(d\),

where (d\) is an operator of order s obtained by symbolical multiplication.

Taking as operator D™ and as operand (1)" and remembering the law of

operation of Ds upon a product of symmetric functions expressed in the

partition notation we see that the effect of D1 upon (l)'1 or upon

(1)(1)(1)(1)...

is to obliterate one of the factors in all possible ways and by summation to

obtain n(l)n~1
. This shews that we proceed to the same system of diagrams

as in the case of the operator 3™ taken with the operand xn.

This is an example of what one frequently finds in this subject; that

many pairs of operator and operand may be designed which lead to the same

set of diagrams. As a set-off against this however we have already met with

the remarkable circumstance that one pair, operator and operand, may lead

to a large number of different sets of diagrams.

196. We will now suppose that we have to enumerate the permutations

of the quantities in etf'cq* ... <n
. We are at once led to design

as operator D„
t
Dn2 ... D„

n
and as operand (1)",

where 27r = n.
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n !

Since (1)*=... + —:—^ Sa^o^ ... o£« + ...

n-^.ir^. ...7r„!

= + _ ,_ ,

—
zr~\ y^i^t ••• %)+•_re!

7r,!7r2 !...7r„!

and D„
1
D^...D„n (7T1 'n-2 ...7rn)=l,

it is clear that .D^D^ • • • D.n (If = —.—

r

i
-12 nV irjffg! ...7rn !

giving the number of diagrams to which we must be led.

Suppose for convenience that the operators I) are performed in the order

-Dir,, Ar2 > I>i,n - The operation of Dn upon (1)™ is performed by striking

out 7TJ factors in all possible ways from the product (of n factors)

(1)(1)(1)...

and then adding. We thus get

(1)"-",

and in obtaining this we have broken up the operation of D^, into f

j

minor operations. These may be represented by the first rows of diagrams

and we thus obtain (
J
different first rows, one of which may be

(number of units = ttj).11 1 11

The term considered is now

(.)(.) (1)(.)(1)(.)(-)(1)(1)...,

as it appears when the ^ factors have been obliterated in the particular

manner under view.

Tfye operation of D^ is performed upon each of the (
J
terms, each of

which has n — 7rx factors, by striking out ir3 factors in all the ways possible.

This can be done in each case in f M ways and therefore in each case

can be broken up into ( "M minor operations. Altogether D„
%
D^ has

been brbkett
- up into (

n
) ( "M or —-

—

r-r—, r. minor operations.':.'. \trj \ tt2 J 7r1 !7r2 !(w-7r1
— 7r2)!

Suppose that one of the
(

'] minor operations associated with Dni is

performed upon the particular term

(•)(')(l)(-)(I)(-)(-)(l)(l)->
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the result may be the striking out of the factors in the third, eighth, ninth

and other places (ir2 in number). This would yield a diagram of two rows

(number of units = 77-,),

(number of units = 7r2),

1
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follow with DM2 and operate with it on the selected terra, picking out another

fa units, and so on until finally we have completed one diagram which

naturally possesses the desired properties. Each of the A diagrams can be

similarly formed and thus the diagrams in question are enumerated by

^^...^(l^Xi*.)...^).
Ex. gr. Take

Xj = 3, Xa = 2, X3 =l, fa = 2, fa = 2, fa = l, fa=l,

finding (I s

) (P) (1) = a^a^ = ... + 8(2211) + ...

because D^i)fa3a2ai = 8.

The eight diagrams are

l l

l 1

l

i

l l

l l

l

l

1

1
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199. In the above the magnitude of the numbers, appearing in the cells

of the lattice, has been restricted so as not to exceed unity.

This restriction is removed in the following manner

:

Consider the homogeneous product sums of the quantities a,, «2 , a3 , •••,

viz. hlt As, h3 , ... and recall the result of Section III, Art. 61,

DehK = h\_s ,

and also DAA 2
...hKl = 2AA ,-,rt &**-», . . . h^n ,

where (a^ cr^... aj) is a partition of s and the sum is taken for all such par-

titions and for a particular partition for all ways of operating upon the

suffixes with the parts of the partition.

We take

as operator D^D^ . . . D^, as operand h^h^ . . . hKl ,

and commencing by operating with Z)Ml we operate with every partition of /u.,

upon the suffixes of the operand as above explained. We thus obtain the

first row of a diagram

0"!
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Ex. gr.

A DEFINITE RESTRICTION UPON THE MAGNITUDE

We have

235

av DlD\hXK = 18,

AAfc1 = ... + 18(22l2
) + ...,

^ = ... + 18(321) + ...,

we have therefore 18 diagrams; eight of these in which the compartment

numbers do not exceed unity have been depicted above; the remaining ten

are

2
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201. It is clear that any specification of restrictions in regard to the

magnitude of the compartment numbers must similarly lead to a law of

algebraic symmetry, provided that the operator is suitably adapted to the

operand. Thus suppose that unity is not to be present. We may take 6,

equal to the sum of the monomial symmetric functions whose partitions are

free from unity and then of course we must omit D, from the operator, and

taking

as operator D^D^ . . . D^, as operand 6A
,
b\

a
b\lt

we readily find the law of symmetry shewn by the relations

6a,6a2
...6A! = ... + E(/j,1 /j,2 ...fim) + ...,

wherein unity does not appear in the partitions.

202. It may be gathered from what has been said that every case of

.symmetric function multiplication is connected with a theory of distribution

in the cells of a lattice.

In some cases we are led to but a single diagram. For example take

as operator D^DID^, as operand (l 4

) (F)(1),

(322
1) and (431) being conjugate partitions.

Operating with D3 by picking out unity from each factor of the operand

we obtain (l3
)
(l 2

) with a first row of a diagram, viz. :

i 1

The operation of D2 now gives (l 2

) (1) and a second row

1 1

and proceeding we finally obtain the single diagram

1 1 1

1 1

1 1

1

which is none other than the graph of the partition (322
1) or of (431)

according as it is read by rows or by columns. We might also have operated

with BiD3D1 upon (P)(l 2

)
2 (l); and in general if (7^77-277-3...), (pip2p3 ...)

be conjugate partitions we obtain their graphs either by operating with

Dn D^,... upon (1p.)(1*)(1*)... or with D
p
D

Pi
D

Pi
... upon (1-.)(1") (!")• •
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203. We will»ow consider a general question. Take

as operator DpDgDr ...,

as operand (\pl v1 ...)(\tfit v% ...)(\,fts va ...)...(\,ptv,...),

where p + q + r + ... = llX + ll
fj, + %v + ....

We have

DpDqDr ... (\fhV1 ...) (\ 2M,jlV ..)... (XgflgVa ...) = A,
where

(\ 1^1 v1 ...)(\fii v2 ...)...(\s fis vs . ..) = ... + A (pqr.. .) + ....

If the partition (pqr...) contains t parts we are led to lattices of s columns

and t rows. The operator Dp acts through its various partitions upon the

product of monomial functions and any mode of picking out a partition of p
from the factors, one part from each factor, constitutes a minor operation, of

the major operation Dp , which yields the row of a diagram. Dq is similarly

responsible for all the second rows of the diagrams and so forth ; finally every

diagram which results possesses properties which are denned in the following

manner

:

(i) the numbers in the diagram are the whole assemblage

\> [h> Vi> • ^2> IH> vit ... Xs , fis , vs ,
...

',

(ii) the numbers in the successive rows are compositions of the numbers

p, q, r, ... respectively

;

(iii) the numbers in the successive columns are

\, Mi> "i. • i ^2, /t2» ^2. ••'} •••\, Ps: Vg, ...

;

respectively.

Ex. gr. Take

as operator D1SD1SD17 , as operand (987) (654) (321),

where (987) (654) (321) = ... + 6(17 . 15. 13) + ....

The six diagrams are

7
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1, 2, 3 respectively. The number 6 may be determined algebraically by

expressing both operator and operand in terms of the elementary functions

and actually performing the differentiations.

The reader must now notice that a theorem of symmetry does not result

from the mere rotation of the lattices, because such rotation does not exhibit

the same collections of numbers in the respective columns. For example

after rotation in the first column we find three collections, viz. 7, 5, 1 ; 7, 4, 2

;

8, 4, 1.

There is however a beautiful symmetrical theorem which a close examina-

tion of a particular case will lead us to.

Write Xj + fa + vl + . . . = \,

\ + /i2 + v2 + ... — fa

\ + IH + "s + . . . = v,

and consider diagrams satisfying the conditions :

(i) the numbers in the compartments are the assemblage

A-l> IH> Vl, ... ', A^, fo) V2> •• j • •• «-«> fat V8> • 1

(ii) the numbers \,fi,v,... appertaining to the columns and the numbers

p, q, r, ... appertaining to the rows are unaltered.

These conditions do not define the lattices under examination above

because other lattices comply with them, viz. those in which the whole

assemblage of compartment numbers remaining unchanged the column

numbers while satisfying the condition (ii) are other than

^11 Ml> "l. • j ^2 J ^2) V2> ! • \, fa> vg , —
We may have other collections of numbers drawn from the given

assemblage such that

\' + /*/ + vl + -•• = ^>

V + fa + v2
' + . . . = fa

\' +/*»' + W + = v,

the assemblage of dashed letters being in some order identical with the

assemblage of undashed letters.

The new conditions include lattices enumerated by

DpDq
Dr . .

.

(XViV- ) (\'fa'v2 .. -)---(VmsV- • •).

and the totality of lattices implied by them is enumerated by

DpDq
Dr . . . 2 (XiViV- • •) (Vms "a'- ••)••• (W«V- • •),
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the summation being for every separation of the assemblage of numbers

X1 /x1 v1 ...\2/is i>2 XsfigVf,...

into partitions (V/*iV • • • )> (Vm*V- ••)>••• (V^«V • • • ). •

such that X/ + /*/ + v/ + . • = X,

: V + Ma' + »»'+...=/*,

V + /i3
' + Vg' + . . . = V,

or, as it is convenient to' say and moreover consistent with the previous

nomenclature, for every separation of the given assemblage of numbers which

has the specification (X/w.-.).

We may now assert that the successive row numbers have a specification

(pqr...) and the successive column numbers a specification (\/j,v...) and we

may now define lattices as follows :

.

(i) The numbers occurring in the compartments of a lattice of s columns

and t rows are those of the assemblage

\i> /*n "ij ••• ^2> /*2> "2 , X,s ,
^t„ i>s , ....

(ii) The successive row and successive column numbers have the sums

p, q,r, ...; X, fi,v, ... respectively.

We will now consider a particular case in order to find the condition for

a symmetrical theorem due to rotation of lattices]

Let the assemblage of numbers be 2, 2, 1, 1 and consider the two results

(2)
2 (l)2 = --- + 6(23

) + ...; (2)
2
(1

2
) = ... + 2(2 2P)+...

derived from D\ (If (l)2 = 6, D\D\ (2)
2 (l 2

) = 2 respectively.

In the first case the row and column specifications are (222), (2211), and

in the second case (2211), (222) respectively.

The first yields the six diagrams

2 2 2

2 2 11
~~ 11 11 2
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and the second the two diagrams

[sect, v

2
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we have also #

^Oo(p1qlrl ...)(p^qzr2 ...)(p$ q.ir3 ... )... = ... + A (X/j,v... ) + ...,

and the number A is represented by a set of A diagrams constructed

according to definite laws."

204. So far the operations have been those of the infinitesimal calculus,

and the numbers involved in the partitions of the functions have been positive

integers, excluding zero. If we admit zero as a part in the partitions we have

to do with the operations of the calculus of finite differences.

At the commencement of this section it was shewn that dx is a selective

symbol of operation, for when the operand is a power of x, the said power

being positive and integral, it has the effect of summing the results obtained

by substituting unity for x in all possible ways in the product of x's. The
corresponding operator of the calculus of finite differences, viz. A, has the

effect of substituting unity for one x, two x's, three x's, etc. in all possible

ways and then summing the results. Thus

Aa;3 = 1 . as. x + x.l. x + x.x. 1 + 1. \.x + l.x.\+x. 1.1 + 1. 1.1

= 3#2 +-3a; + l.

This simple fact indicates that we may expect a corresponding theory of

'

diagrams whose compartments are lettered or numbered according to definite

laws. Moreover directly we introduce zero as a part into the partitions of

our symmetric functions we find that our differential operators become

effectively equivalent to those of the calculus of finite differences ; for remark

the result derived from Section II, Art. 53,

A (0)
3 = (•) (0) (0) + (0) (.) (0) + (0) (0) (.) + (.) (•) (0) + (.) (0) (.)

+ (0) (•)(•) + (•)(•)(•)

= 3(0)2 + 3(0) + l,

and compare it with
Ax3 = Saf + 3* -t- 1.

In fact we recall that if the symmetric functions are formed from n quantities,

d = S„, A = e»» - 1,

so that the operations D , d , 1 + D„

of Section II correspond to the operations

A, 3». E

of the calculus of finite differences.

If we consider partitions which only involve zero parts, we have only to

deal with finite difference operations ; if we have other integers, we have to do

with mixed operations drawn both from the finite and from the infinitesimal

M. A. 16
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calculus. The important point to notice is that the importation into sym-

metric function theory of the zero part and of the corresponding zero operator

relieves us from the necessity of making any direct reference to the calculus

of finite differences or of making use of its special operative symbols.

The reader should make a few comparisons like the following

:

»(»> = n (n - 1) (n - 2) . . . (n - m + 1) = m ! (0
m

)n ,

7i<™-i>=(m _l)!(0m-1

)rl)

D n<m> = D„m ! (0
m

)n = m ! (O™-1^ = win.'"
1-",

to be compared with the well-known formula

Am|m
> = mri""

-1
',

and also satisfy himself of the equivalence of the relations

d = log (1 + A),

3» = log(l + A).

205. Consider the lattice theory reached by taking

as operator D" , as operand (0*) (0*) (0") ....

The operand when.multiplied out will appear in the form of a linear function

of (0
A
), (0

X+1
), ... (0

x+"+ "+-), the coefficients being all positive integers (cf.

Section II, Art. 53) ; the numbers X, p, v, ... are supposed to be in descending

order of magnitude and s clearly is limited to be one of the numbers

X, X + l, ... X + fi + v + ....

To find therein the coefficient of (0*) we operate with D" and the number in

question is the resulting numerical term. If the factors (0
A
), (O*1), (0"), ... be

t in number we are concerned with lattices of s rows and t columns. The
first operation of D results in a first row whose compartments contain t or

fewer zeros placed in any manner, so that not more than one zero is in each

compartment. In fact the first row is specified by a composition of zero

into exactly t parts, a zero denoted by w being permissible as a part

(cf. Section II, Art. 55).

The first row of t compartments will therefore be of the form

CD
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columns must in'swlve \, fi, v, ... zeros respectively. The number of such

diagrams must be
{D§(o*) (oxo-)... }„,„,

or symbolically (e*° — l)s
(

-,. ) ( )( )•••»

n of course being the number of quantities appertaining to the symmetric

functions.

Ex.gr. (0
S
)(0)

3 =...+8(0S!

) + ...,

and the eight diagrams are
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206. It is very interesting to contrast the result just reached with that

which arises from the process

Dl(l*)(l")(l')....

the numbers \, p, v, ... being t in number, and

X + /4 + I/+... = s.

Recalling ante Art. 196 it will be remembered that we had to do with

lattices of s rows and t columns; that the diagrams were such that one unit

only appeared in each row, while there were X, //, v, ... units in the successive

columns. Again the process

the numbers ir1 , 7r2) tt3 ,
... being s in number and the numbers X, /t, v, ... t in

number, led to lattices of s rows and t columns such that of identical symbols

the successive rows involved 7T], 7r2 , 7r3 , ... respectively and the successive

columns \, /m, v, ... respectively.

In regard to the first of these it is clear that we may denote the diagrams

by the compositions of the multipartite number (\/j.v...) into exactly s parts,

each part containing but a single unit ; we may call such compositions single-

unitary, and we have the theorem that the number of single-unitary com-

positions of the multipartite number (Xfiv...) into exactly s parts is given by

the coefficient of (I s
) in the development of (lx)(l")(l")....

Ex.gr. (1
3
)(1

2
) = ... + 10(1 B

),

and it is clear that derived from the unitary partition (10, 10, 10, 01, 01) of

the multipartite (32) there are precisely ten compositions corresponding to

the ten permutations of the parts of the partition.

As to the second we are conducted to an interesting relationship between

the coefficients in the developments of (l x)(l") (l")-.- and of (0
X
) (0") (0") . .

.

respectively. For, as we have seen, in the diagrams connected with the

multiplication (0*)(0")(0")--- we may take the symbols to be 1 and 0, the

conditions being for the coefficient of (0
8
) :

(i) that each row is to contain at least one unit,

(ii) that the successive columns are to contain X,fi,v,... units respectively.

Also for the multiplication (1*)(1*) (1*)... we may take the diagram symbols

to be 1 and 0, the conditions being for the coefficient of {Tr1 nr2 m-3 ...)

:

(i) that the successive rows are to involve TTi, 7r2 , 7r3 , . . . units respectively,

(ii) that the successive columns are to involve \fj.,v,... units respectively.

In both cases the diagrams have s rows and t columns, and of course there

are s numbers nru 7r2 , ir3 ,
....
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If we take any partition of X + fi + v + ... into exactly s parts, viz.

(^TTaTTs...), and from it derive every composition of \ + /j, + v+ ... which

involves the parts Wi, 7r2 , 7rs , ..., we can proceed to a diagram of the zero

multiplication from every such composition; for the rows of the unitary

diagrams can be permuted without going outside of the zero diagrams, and

this will be the case for every partition of X + /i + v + . . . into exactly s parts.

Hence, if (0
A
) (0") (0') ... = ...+ B8 (0

s
) + . . .

,

(1*) (1") (1") ... = ...+ A^,,. fow, ...)+ A^wim (*>,'. ..) + ...

,

where (^^2...), (tt^ ir2
'

. ), ... are all partitions containing exactly s parts, we

must have

where P„^n ... denotes the number of compositions which involve the numbers

7r1( 7r2 , ..., or in other words the number of ways of permuting those numbers.

Ex. gr. we have the formula

(1») (1) (1) = (31) + 2 (2
2
) + 5 (21

2
) + 12 (1<),

and we can immediately deduce the corresponding formula for (0
2
) (0) (0), for

write

(0
2

) (0) (0) = B2 (0
2
) + B3 (0

3
) + B, (0<).

To find Bs we take the terms (31), 2 (2
2
), multiply each coefficient by the

number of ways of permuting the numbers in the partition to which each is

attached and then add ; therefore

^ = 2x1 + 1x2 = 4,

because (31) has two permutations and (2
2
) one.

Also B3
= 3 x 5 because (21 2

) has three permutations,

and #, = 12 because (l4
) has one permutation.

Hence (0
2
) (0) (0) = 4 (0

2
) + 15 (0») + 12 (O)



CHAPTER III

THE THEORY OF THE LATIN SQUARE

207. The applications of the method, which has been explained, to

problems of a chess-board character which will now be made are of a special

kind and possess considerable historical interest.

Euler in 1782 in Verhandelingen uitgegeven door het Zeeuwsch Genootschap

der Wetenschappen te Vlissingen, vol. 9, has a paper entitled " Recherches sur

une nonvelle espece de Quarre's Magiques." He commences as follows

:

"Une question fort curieuse qui a exerce pendant quelque temps la

sagacite de bien du monde, m'a engage a faire les recherches suivantes, qui

semblent ouvrir une nouvelle carriere dans 1'Analyse et en particulier dans

la doctrine des combinaisons. Cette question rouloit sur une assemblee de

36 officiers de six differens grades et tires de six Regimens diffe'rens, qu'il

s'agissoit de ranger dans un quarre, de maniere que sur chaque ligne tant

horizontale que verticale il se trouva six officiers tant de differens caracteres

que de Regimens differens. Or apres toutes les peines qu'on s'est donne

pour resoudre ce Probleme on a ete' oblige de reconnoitre qu'un tel arrange-

ment est absolument impossible, quoiqu'on ne puisse pas en donner de

demonstration rigoureuse."

He denotes the six regiments by the Latin letters a, b, c, d, e, f and the

six ranks or grades by the Greek letters a, /3, y, 8, e, £ and remarks that the

character of an officer is determined by two letters, the one Latin and the

other Greek, and that the problem consists in arranging the 36 combinations

aa
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He finds no solution of this particular problem and gives his opinion that

none is obtainable when the order of the square is of the form 2 mod 4. He
observes that the first step is to arrange the Latin letters in a square so that

no letter is missing either from any row or from any column. Such a square

of the order 4 is for instance

abed
b d a c

c a d b

d c b a

the four different letters appearing in each row and in each column.

He and subsequent writers have called such squares " Latin Squares," and

we have the question as to their enumeration for a given order. In regard

to this matter he writes :

" J'observe encore a cette occasion que le parfait denombrement de tous

les cas possibles de variations semblables seroit un objet digne de l'attention

des Geometres, d'autant plus que tous les principes connus dans la doctrine

des combinaisons n'y scauroient prater le moindre secours."

And again

:

"J'avois observe" ci-dessus, qu'un parfait denombrement de toutes les

variations possibles des quarres latins seroit une question tres importante,

mais qui me paroissoit extremement difficile et presque impossible des que

le nombre n surpassoit 5. Pour approcher de cette enumeration il faudroit

commencer par cette question: En combien de manieres differentes, la

premiere bande horizontale 6tant donn6e, peut-on varier la seconde bande

horizontale pour chaque nombre propose n ?

"

Euler in fact gives a solution of the question proposed in the last part of

the extract quoted. It is the well-known problem of derangements, known

in France as the " Probleme des rencontres ''
; it was first proposed by

Montmort, and many solutions have' ^een—guwn---smT5e—Enter's time. The

complete solution of a problem in which it is included as a particular case

is given in Section III of this work. Yet another solution is given in the

present chapter.

Cayley in 1890 reviewed what had been written on the subject of the

Latin Square and remarked upon the difficulty, given two rows of a square,

of finding the number of arrangements possible for the third row and adds

" the difficulty of course increases for the next following lines."

The " Probleme des manages " involves to a limited degree the considera-

tion of the second and third lines of the square (see post Art. 214).

The method of operators with which we were concerned in the preceding

chapter is peculiarly adapted to the discussion of these and similar questions.
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Of the problem of the Latin Square two distinct solutions will be found,

and there will be no difficulty in determining the number of arrangements of

the (s + l)th row of the square when the first s rows are given.

It will be found possible to generalize the problem and also to give a

useful discussion of the far more difficult question of enumeration connected

with the Graeco-Latin Square of Euler.

208. From any given Latin Square we can form n ! (n — 1) ! others by

permuting the columns in n ! ways and the last n — 1 rows in (re — 1)! ways.

The whole number of Latin Squares will therefore be a multiple of w ! (n — 1) !.

We may write it n\(n — l)\Rn , where Rn is the number of "reduced Latin

Squares " of the order n, and we may take these to be those squares in which

the first row is a,b,c,d,..., the letters being in alphabetical order and in

which the first column also involves the letters in alphabetical order.

Taking n = 4, for simplicity, we construct a symmetric function operand

(abed) (abed) (abed) (abed),

where of course (abcd) = SafajjOjaJ, and we must design an operator which

will have the effect of picking out the numbers a, b, c, d, one from each

factor of the operand. It is clear that D^j+c+d will be such if (abed) is the

only partition of a + b + c + d into 4 or fewer parts, which involves the parts

a, b, c, d repeated or not. This would not be the case for example if there

existed the relation a = b + c for then, since a + b + c + d= 2b + 2c + d,

Da+b+c+d would operate not only through the medium of the partition

(abed) but also through the partition (b + c, b + c, d) or (a, a, d).

In order that D0+ i,+c+ rf may be effective for the purpose in hand we must

give a, b, c, d such numerical values that the coefficient of <c
a+b+c+d in the

expansion of j- (of + xb + x° + of1)* may be equal to unity.

We are naturally brought to the consideration of the perfect partitions

of numbers and we observe that if (abed) = (8421), the number 15 can be

composed in only one way with the parts 8, 4, 2, 1 repeated or not, when the

number of parts is restricted to be 4 or less. (8421) is a perfect partition of

the number 15 and is the simplest solution of the problem. Many other sets

of numbers would do—for example 19, 8, 2, 1, since the number 30 can be

partitioned in only one way, into 4 or fewer parts, so as to involve only the

numbers 19, 8, 2, 1 repeated or not.

We will suppose then that (abed) is such a partition of a + b + c + d and

then
Da+b+e+li (abed) (abed) (abed) (abed)

= ('bed) (a'cd) (ab»d) (abc)

+ 23 other terms,
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since we can arrange abed in 24 permutations and pick out the first letter

from the first factor, the second from the second, the third from the third and
the fourth from the fourth factor.

We have therefore broken up the operation Da+i+c+d into 4 ! minor
operations and we may take for the first row of our diagram any one of

the 4! permutations of abed. We will select the minor operation which

gives the first row

e
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209. The simplest selection it is possible to make for the numbers
a, b, c, d, ... is the series of powers of two, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, ...2"-1, and the

theorem then states that the whole number of Latin Squares of order n is

D^_1
(1248...2»-1)" = /„.

For the first few orders

h=l,

73
= 12 = 3!2!,

/4 = (4!)*,

76
= 52.5!4!,

and if we denote by Rn the number of reduced Latin Squares of order n so

that

nl(n- 1)1-8, »=-?n.

we find -B2 =l. -R3 =l, #4 = 4, R„ = 52.

For the third order the form is

a b c

b c a

cab
and for the fourth order the forms are

abed
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210. To find th» number /„ we may express both operator and operand

in terms of the elementary symmetric functions and actually carry out the

operation.

Some simplifications may be made. For suppose, for the third order,

(421)*=...+/s (777) + ...;

we may restrict the number of quantities o^, a2> as , ... to which the symmetric

functions refer to three and thus reduce the relation to

(31)
3 =...+/3 (444)+...,

and A(31)s = 6(l)(3)(31),

DK31)» = 6(31) + 12(3)(1),

Df(31)s = 12,

shewing that 73 = 12.

Similarly we reduce the relation

(84,21)* =...+1,(15, 15, 15, 15) + ...

to (731)< = ...+/, (11, 11, 11,11)+...,

and thence, without introducing the elementary functions but relying merely

upon the known properties of the operator, establish the result

/4 = (4!)
2
.

The calculations for higher orders become impracticable, but we shall find

later in this work that there is a simpler solution of the question depending

upon the symmetric functions of several systems of quantities.

211. We may in general consider Latin Rectangles. A Latin Rectangle

is merely tha first s rows of a Latin Square and would then have s rows and

n columns. Latin Rectangles may be reduced as regards columns by always

arranging the first row in alphabetical order. This reduced number is ob-

tained by dividing by n !. We may also reduce them as regards rows by

only considering those which have a first column arranged in alphabetical

order. To obtain this enumeration we must further divide by

("-1)1
(n - s) !

"

Consider the Latin Rectangles of 2 rows and n columns which obviously

represent the solution of the " Probleme des rencontres " or the " derange-

ments" of a permutation. Denote the total number by

n ! (n — 1) n2 ,

so that (n — 1) w2 , corresponding to rectangles reduced as to columns but

unreduced as regards rows, is the number required by the "Probleme des

rencontres."
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If a, b, c, d, ... be n suitably selected numbers,

Da+b+c+,„(abc...)
n = n\('bcd...)(a-cd...)(ab.d)( )...

and Da+b+c+„.(.bcd...)(a.cd...)(ab.d)( )...

clearly results in a number of terms equal to (n-l)n2 , for in forming the
second row, the first being in alphabetical order, the letters a,b, c, ... clearly

cannot appear in the first, second, third, etc. columns respectively.

Hence

n ! (n — 1) n2 = number of terms resulting from the operation D£+6+c+ ...
(abc ...)"-

Each term resulting from the operation is of the form

(cde . . .) (bde . . .) (ade . . .) ( )...,

being a product of n function's each of which is denoted by a partition

involving n — 2 different parts ; and since when we put

a, = «2 = a3
= ... = 1,

it follows that the number of terms which result from the operation is

[J|+i,+c+„.(a6c...)"],,.a,= ,.. =1

and thence we find

v '
,
in !\"

B,
(aV

where for brevity a = 1 is put for aj = <% = . . . = 1.

This yields another solution of the problem considered.

The method and reasoning are quite general and lead to the result for

s rows

:

, (n-l) l

where ; f-, n.s
(re — s)

!

enumerates the solution of the " Probleme des rencontres " generalized to

s rows, and ns enumerates the number of ways of forming the first s rows of

a Latin Square reduced both as to columns and rows.

212. The reader will observe that nn is precisely what we have denoted

above by /„, viz. the number of reduced Latin Squares.
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A Latin Square is exactly determined by its first n — 1 rows since n — 1

rows determine the nth row. Hence we must have nn^ = nn and to prove

that this does in fact result from the formula, note that

n ! (n — 1) ! nn

Dn
a+b+0+...(abc...)

n

nl(n-l)l

and that in the expression of nn it is superfluous to put a = 1 because the

numerator is a mere number and does not involve the quantities a.

Now if n„_i = nn we should have

[DUI+0+... (abc

.

. .)»],_, = n*DU+c+... (abe . .

.

)
n

.

The operation Z)™+J+c+ ...
(abc...)n results in a number of terms of the form

(ci)(cs)...(c„).

This number is clearly

Dn
a+b+c+...(abc...y\

and since, on putting a= 1, the term

(Ci)(c2)-"(c») becomes nn,

it follows that the left-hand side is equal to

nnDn
a+b+c+...(abc...)

n
.

213. The general solution of the Latin Square may be written

(2«r
1«i«S...af>= ...+w!(n-l)!w„S(a1a3a3 ...a„)

3
"-

1 + ....

Another solution will appear in Vol. II.

214. We will now consider the " Probleme des menages."

Lucas in his Theorie des Nombres states the question in this manner

:

"Des femmes, en nombre n, sont rangees autour d'une table, dans un

ordre determine; on demande quel est le nombre des manieres de placer

leurs maris respectifs, de telle sorte qu'un homme soit place entre deux

femmes, sans se trouver a cdte* de la sienne?"

He then remarks that it is necessary to determine the number of

"permutations discordantes " with the two permutations

1, 2, 3, 4,...n-l, n,

2, 3, 4, 5, ...n, 1.

He says " Nous ne connaissons aucune solution simple de cette question, dont

Tenonce donne lieu a letude du nombre des permutations discordantes de

deux permutations deja discordantes et plus generalement, du nombre des

permutations discordantes de deux permutations quelconques."
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Solutions have been given by M. Laisant and M. C. Moreau, of which the

most convenient is represented by the difference equation

(n - 1)W = (n* - 1 ) K + (h + 1 ) \„_: + 4 (-)»

with the initial values (X^, X4) = (1, 2).

215. The reader who has mastered the foregoing solution of the problem

of the Latin Square will have no difficulty in applying the same method here.

Construct for the operand the symmetric function of n factors

(cde . . .) (ade .

.

.) (abe...) ... (bcd...an^),

where the sth factor from the left is deprived of the sth. and (s + l)th letters

of the alphabet, while the last factor is deprived of the nth and 1st letters.

Take as operator Da+ i,+c+ ... and choose a, b, c, ... to be appropriate

numbers—most simply 1, 2, 4, 8, ... 2™_1
.

The operator must clearly pick out permutations of a, b, c, ... from the

factors which are discordant in Lucas' meaning with each of the permutations

a, b, c, d, ... a„_i, an ,

b, c, d, e, ... an , a.

In fact Da+b+c+ .„ (cde .

.

.) (ade .

.

.) (abe ...)... (bed . . . an_j)

= 2DVl (cde ...) D„
2
(ade ...) DVs (abe ...)...DVn (bed ...

a

n-i),

the summation being for every permutation

vlt v2 , v3 ,...vn

of the letters a, b, c, ... an .

The number of products that survive is precisely the number of minages

denoted, by Lucas, by the symbol X„.

Each factor of each product is denoted by a partition containing n — 3

literal symbols and for otj = a, = . . . = 1 has the value

w!

3!"

Hence

[Da+b+e+„(cde...)(ade...)(abe...)...]a-1 = K[g :

l)

in \~n
and Xn=

(3i)
[-Da+6-H:+...(crfe...) (ade...) (abe. ..)...]*_,.

For the calculation we substitute the selected numbers for the letters.

216. On a similar principle we enumerate the number of permutations

which are discordant with any number of given permutations.
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Suppose that the m given permutations are

».'.
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the solution being given by

m!\-"

5~V
number =['—] [DSoi

J
4]a =1 ,

and in general number = ft!

(2m + 1)!
\_lJ-<,a l 2)n,Jo=l-

218. All questions which depend upon the enumeration of the permuta-

tions which are discordant with a given number of permutations can be

better solved by having recourse to the Master Theorem of Section III.

Thu£ for the " Probleme des menages '' for n = 3 we are led through the

determinant

to the generating function
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219. The notion of a Latin Rectangle may be generalized. Instead of

n different letters we may have s of one kind, t of another kind and so on ; so

that the letters are specified by the partition (st...) of the number n.

Let the letters be as b*cu ....

To obtain a Latin Rectangle of k rows we take k permutations of the

letters such 1 that in no column does a occur more than s times, b more than

t times, c more than u times and so on.

The reduced rectangles l\ave the first row and first column in the same

assigned order and evidently we can obtain their number by dividing the

number of unreduced rectangles by

ft! (w - 1) !

s\tlu\... '

(s - 1) ! t ! u ~.

in the case when the rectangle is a square and by factors of similar forms in

the other cases.

Examples of such Latin Squares are

a a b c a a b b a a a b

a b c a a b a b a a b a

b c a a b b a a a b a a

c a a b b a b a b a a a

220. We have Latin Squares and Rectangles associated with every

partition of n ; the three, given above, correspond to the partitions (21 2
), (2

2
),

(31) of 4; we have already considered the case abed corresponding to (l4
) and

there remains the trivial case aaaa which corresponds to the partition (4).

First take the simple case an~l b where (n — l)a + b = w. The numbers

a, b are to be selected in such wise that {an_1 b) is the only partition of w
into n or fewer parts drawn from the symbols a, b each any number of times

repeated. For, that being so, by the law of operation of Dw ,

Dw (an
~1 b)n = n (an

~2b)n
-1 (a™-1

)-

The appearance of the coefficient n indicates that for unreduced rectangles

and squares there are n possible first rows ; these are obviously the n permu-

tations of an~1
b.

Also Dl (a^b)' 1 = n (n - 1) (a^b)'
1'2 {an~%

the coefficient n(n — 1) indicating that there are n(n — 1) possible pairs of

two first rows in unreduced rectangles.

Further Dk
w {a^b)

n = _", (an
-k-1bf-k (an

~h
f,

indicating j- _ ' .

|

unreduced rectangles of k rows.

m. a. 17
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Hence Da
a
~

' (a""1 b)n = n ! (a)""1
(b),

Dn
w {an

-1 b)n = n\,

intimating to us (as is otherwise immediately evident) that the number of

unreduced rectangles of n — 1 rows or of squares is n !

.

221. We can enumerate the reduced rectangles of k rows because an

examination of the square, based upon aaab figured above, shews that in

Row 1 we have in the reduced rectangle one place for b instead of n places

in the unreduced rectangle ; in Row 2, n — 2* places instead of n — 1 ; etc.

and in Row k,n — k places instead of n — k 4- 1.

Therefore the unreduced rectangles are

n n — 1 ii — 2 n — k + 1
- . ^ .

5 . .
.

-,— times
1 n — 2 it — 6 n — K

as numerous as the reduced rectangles. This number is

n\ {n-k-.\)\

(n-k)l " ~Jn- 2) !
'

and so we find that the number of reduced rectangles is

n\ n\ (n-k -1)1

(n - k) !

" (n - k) !

' (n - 2) !

" '

(ft -2)!
or =

—

—-
- where k < n.

{n — k—l)\

If k = n — 1 we find that the number of reduced rectangles of n — 1 rows

or of squares is (n — 2) !

.

In the formula we may not put k = n because, in that case, the last

y> Z. _1_ 1

fractional factor -.— of the divisor must be omitted and the divisor,
n — k

in that case, is n(n — 1) and this leads to the number

n\-T-n(n—l),

or (w-2)!.

It is in fact sufficient to consider n — 1 rows because in that case the

square is completely determined.

222. If we next proceed to enumerate the Latin Rectangles based upon

we find that the enumeration and the formation of the rectangle depend

upon
Dn
w (an-*b2

)
n

,

where w = (n — 2) a + 26.
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It will be found*fchat

D% (a'l
-262)" = (o) |(a"-4 68)"-2 (a"

-2
)
2

+ 2 (
n ~~

\ (a"-462)"-3 (a"-3
6)

2 (a""2
)

and it will be noticed that the right-hand side of the. last written relation,

since it contains terms of three different types, is not simply evaluated for

unit values of the quantities a1 , a2 , et3 , ... ; moreover the terms will not have

a single type until we reach D£,
_1 which is the case of the square.

The number of unreduced squares is

Bl (a"-2 62
)»,

and, dividing this number by (

J
(

J
, we obtain the number of reduced

squares. For the calculation the numbers a, .b must be appropriately chosen

or the process will fail. It is necessary for the number w to be composable

in- only one way with the numbers a, b repeated or not ; the simplest solution

is to so choose a and b that (a'l-2 62
) is a perfect partition of (n — 2) a + 26.

We may therefore give a, b the values 3, J respectively, for then (3
n_2 l2

) is a

perfect partition of 3 (n — 2) + 2.

223. We obtain a similar result for the enumeration of the Latin

Squares derived from the letters

a^a^ . . . <x|* where Xsa = w, Ss — n.

The number of reduced squares is

Dl (of. a? . . . aff + -—

^

. ^fl^ ,

and we must choose at> a2) ... a*, so that (a^ap .... af) is a perfect partition

of w._ Reference to Art. 186 shews that we may take

0^ = 1, a2 = s1 +l, a3 = (s1 + l)(s2 + l), ...ai = (s1 + l)(s2 + l)...(sj
;_i + l).

In these squares each row and each column contains the whole of the

letters a{\ ap, ... af.

Ex. gr. If we evaluate Z)g(32 l 2

)
4 we readily find the number 90 for the

17—2
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enumeration of the Latin Squares based upon <z
2 &2 and division by f_ J (

1 J

or 18 gives 5 for the number of reduced squares. These are

a a b b a a b b a a b b a a b b a a b b

a a b b a b a b abba a b a b abba
b b a a b a b a b b a a b b a a b a a b

b b a a b b a a b a a b b a b a b b a a

224. The Latin Squares that have been considered involve the property

that one and only one letter appears in one cell of the lattice. We may have

under view squares which have the property that the letters all occur in each

row and in each column but which are divorced from the restriction as to

the number of letters that may appear in a single cell or compartment.

Take
as operator i"ai os , ..«„), as operand (a1 a2 ...a„)"

where the operator £(a,a 2 ...an) is that studied in Section II, Chapter III which

operates through the medium of the separations of the partition (a1 a2 ... an ).

For simplicity consider

Lfabcd) (abed) (abed) (abed) (abed),

Ltabcdi picks out from the operand every separation of (abed), one separate

only from each factor, in all possible ways. These separations are

(abed) (ab) (c) (d)

(a) (bed) (ac) (b) (d)

(b) (acd) (ad) (b) (c)

(c) (abd) (be) (a) (d)

(d) (abc) (bd) (a) (c)

(ab) (cd) (cd) (a) (b)

(ac) (bd) (a) (b) (c) (d)

(ad) (be)

fifteen in number. If we consider these separations in the permutations of

their factors we arrive at the notion of the compositions of a partition which

are in the same relation to the separations of a partition as the compositions

of numbers are to the partitions of numbers.

The above fifteen separations of the partition (abed) yield 75 compositions

of the partition (abed). If however we include the zero separate (to) and

regard the separations as all being composed of exactly 4 separates, zero

being included as a separate, the number of compositions to be considered

will be 44
. Hence the diagrams will have first rows of 4" different kinds. It

is easy to see a priori that this is so because the letters a, b, c, d must occur

once each in the first row, and as there is a choice of 4 compartments for

each of the 4 letters the number of first rows must be ¥. Now consider the
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second rows and remember that the letters a, b, c, d must only occur once in

each column. Take a particular first row and observe that for each letter

there is now only a choice of three compartments. This shews us that

associated with a particular first row there can be 34 second rows. Further

for a particular " first two rows " there can be 24 third rows. Finally the

whole number of diagrams is seen to be 44
. 34

. 24
. I 4 or

(4 !)
4

.

In general the diagrams associated with

the operator L?abl.d ,, the operand (abcd...)n
,

the number of letters being equal to n, are (n !)" in number.

The enumeration of this particular generalization of the Latin Square

presents no difficulty whatever and the operator and operand are not necessary

for the discussion. It will be observed that the diagrams are the same as

those associated with the operator (d^d^ ... dXn)
n and the operand (x^ . . . a:n)

n

(vide Art. 191), and the enumerating number is at once evident from the

latter process.

The mode of operation of

is however worth a few words.

J-'iabcd ..)

The number of separations of the partition (abed ...) is at once seen to be

equal to the number of partitions of the multipartite number (1™). One
is convinced of this directly one writes down the partitions of (ln), for a

one-to-one correspondence with the separations under view is evident.

It follows at once that the number of compositions of the partition

(abed ...) is equal to the number of compositions of the multipartite number

(ln). The special properties of these numbers are considered in other parts

of this book.

Next consider

as operator L™ahci) , as operand (abed ...)
m

and it will be seen that we get the same (to!)™ diagrams that in Art. 191

were enumerated by

We may now pass on to consider

as operator L^aslasK^ asuy as operand (afapr ..af)'\

a generalization of the case considered in the last Article.

We take 2s = n and the diagram will have n rows and n columns.
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The partition (af/a** ... af) has just as many separations and compositions

as the multipartite number (s^ . . . s^) has partitions and compositions. We
can find an expression for the number of diagrams without making use of

the operator and operand. Consider the letters alt a2 , ... a^ separately. The

letters of' must be distributed in the n compartments of the first row. The

problem is that of the distribution of Sj similar objects into n different

parcels—in other words objects of type (Sj) into parcels of type (1™). Suppose

that the letters af 1 occupy exactly i compartments of the row and that in

these i compartments we notice the combinations

of', Of', ... aft,

reading the row from left to right. Then 2<r = s, and (cr^ ... ay) is a

composition of the unipartite number sx into exactly i parts. The number

of such compositions is
(

.'

1 )
and the number of ways of selecting i of the

\i - 1

. tn\
11 com

/ri

ipartments is ( . ]
. Hence for a given value oft there are

(?:!)(
first rows

and altogether the number of first rows must be

(h-l

Treating a:Ts ap, ... as* similarly and then combining the distributions we

see that the operation

iK'«J...af)K,a2
2 --- aD

leads to

is, - 1\ /n\) ('=** /S--1
1

V :)}{,? (?:i)G)}-^(?:.
l

)C)
one-row diagrams.

It is not easy similarly to obtain the number of two-row diagrams, but

there is no difficulty in enumerating the complete diagrams of n rows and

n columns. For having under view merely the letter a, and the aggregate

of' we can enter the S; letters into the diagrams by remarking that the

exponents that appear in the compartments must be such that in each row

and in each column the sum of the exponents must be st . Hence reference

to Art. 199 shews that the number of such diagrams is

K<>
and thus the number of diagrams associated with

-£(*«?. <#...<#)(«?'«# -..af)
n
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is
m Dlhl.Dlhl....D»khl,

for we are at liberty to combine all the diagrams appertaining to the letters

«!, a2 , ... ajc separately. These diagrams possess the property that the letters

a^ap... af occur in each row and in each column without restriction upon

the number of them that may appear in any one compartment. As a veri-

fication observe that if s1
= s2

= . . . = s^ = 1, k = n the enumeration is given by

(Dthff1 or !)».

We can clearly take as operand the product of n functions whose partitions

involve n given combinations of the letters a,, a2 , ...a*, say

(B1),(B2),...(Bn),

and as operator n separation operators

where Au A 2 , ... A n are also given combinations and

A 1A 2 ...A n = B1B2 ...Bn .

The diagrams then reached are those in which the rows contain the

several combinations A x , A 2 , ... An and the columns the several combinations

Bx , B2 , ...Bn , and there is no reduction in the number of letters that may

appear in any one compartment.

If the successive row combinations be

a^b^cYi ..., a**bP*c y* . .
. , a^b^^c*3

. .
.

,

and the successive column combinations be

a<b®
''cy'..., «*«'&*»' c*>'..., a**' lfi>' &>'...

,

the reasoning employed establishes a number of diagrams given by

(Da .Da ,Da , . . . hHKtKs
...) {D^D^D?, . . . hp^hf, .

.

.)

(Dy
l
'Dy.'Dy

s'---KKK}>
and this can be evaluated by means of tables giving the h products in terms

of the single partition symmetric functions.

It will be gathered from Art. 200 that any desired restriction can be

placed upon the magnitudes of the exponents of the letters which appear in

the diagrams.



SECTION VI

THE ENUMERATION OF THE PARTITIONS OF
MULTIPARTITE NUMBERS

CHAPTER I

ENUMERATION OF THE PARTITIONS OP BIPARTITE NUMBERS

225. The enumeration of the partitions of multipartite numbers which

is sometimes called " compound denumeration " may be studied by a direct

application of the Theory of Distributions which was developed in Section I.

It will be shewn that the enumeration may be made to depend upon the

symmetric function of one or more single systems of quantities. One such

system being

«1» «2, «3, ••

we write as usual

(l-«, a!)(l- a,a)... = l-fflia! + a,tf-...= 1+M+
1

^ +
—

.

and employ the system of D operators defined by the relations

ds = da, + (h?aM + (hSaa+t + • •

,

the outer bracket ( ) in which d\ is enclosed denoting as usual algebraic

multiplication which yields an operator of order s and not s successive

operations of the linear operator, which would be denoted by (d,)s
.

We first consider the partitions of a bipartite number (pq) and recall that

the partitions are separable into groups which depend upon the partitions of

the unipartite numbers p, q respectively. Thus the partitions of the bi-

partite number (22), nine in number, are separated into four groups

:

Gr{(2),(2)} Gr{(2), (l2)} Or {{V), {*)} Or {(1*), (V))

(22) (21, 01) (12, 10) (11, 11)

(20, 02) (20, 01, 01) (10, 10, 02) (11, 10, 01)

(10, 10, 01, 01)
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in fact it* the numbers p, q possess P and Q partitions respectively there will

be PQ groups, for every partition of P can be associated with every partition

ofQ.

We now study the enumeration of the partitions which appertain to a

given group

Gr{{p^pZ>...), (#•#• ...)}.

the two partitions which define the group being partitions of the constituent

numbers p, q of the bipartite (pq).

In such a partition the first element of a bipart may be ps or 0, the

second element may be qs or 0. Hence the biparts have one of three forms

(Psqt), (ps 0), (0qt ).

If the first of these forms does not occur the number of biparts will be

2tt + %.

On the other hand if 2tt^2% and the form (0q t) does not present itself

the number of biparts will be %ir ; while if lir < 2^ and the form (ps0) is

absent there will be 2% biparts. Thus the maximum number of parts is

2?r + 2%,

and the minimum number the greatest of the integers %tt, 2%.

Suppose fa, Pi, ... to denote different objects and qu q2 , ... different

parcels; then the collection of objects

may be spoken of as objects of type

(77-J7T2...),

and the collection of parcels (??' 3l
2

)

as parcels of type (%i%a • •)•

If 2tt were equal to 2%, we could distribute the objects into the parcels,

one object into each parcel, in a number of ways which is given by the

expression
D„^D„

2
... h

Xl
h
Xi ...,

or by the expression Aa-^xa • ^*i**a

where the symbol h has reference to the homogeneous product-sums of a

single system of quantities.

This is the distribution which evidently yields the partitions of the group

which involve exactly 2w (= 2x) parts. The enumeration of the distributions

gives also the enumeration of those special partitions appertaining to the

group.
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Here however Sw is not in general equal to X^ and the parts of the

partitions vary in number between the greatest of the integers £77-, £% and

the integer S-n- + £^.

Suppose that we add, to the objects S%, objects of species r and, to the

parcels Itt, parcels of species s ; so that the objects and parcels are

(jW-r**). (#??«...«*')

respectively. They are now of types

(tt1 it11 ...Sx ), (x,%2 ...S7t),

and the number of objects is equal to the number of parcels.

Observe that the types are denoted by two partitions of the number

2tt + 2%.

We will now distribute the objects into the parcels, one object into each

parcel. In this case the notion of the " parcel " is not essential. We may
consider two sets of objects of specifications

(7r1 7r2 ...£x)> (Xi%2---Stt),

and the problem is the enumeration of the sets of duads of objects that can

be formed by making 27r + S^; pairs of objects, each pair consisting of an

object taken from each set of objects.

This problem is precisely the same as that of determining the number of

partitions of the bipartite number (pq) which appertain to the group

{(pT'jjf...). (9?«gjf* •)}

To explain this consider the partitions of the bipartite number (33) which

appertain to the group

{(21), (I 3
))-

Here Wi = l, w,= 1, 2tt = 2, %i = 3, 2% = 3.

We take Pi = %, p%=^-, r = 0; g
,

] = l, s = 0,

so that the two sets of objects are

2, 1, 0, 0, 0,

1, 1, 1, 0, 0,

respectively.

The first set of objects supplies the left-hand elements of the biparts and

the second set the right-hand elements. To exhibit this we write

the first set 2*, 1*, 0*, 0*, 0*

and the second set *1, *1, #1, #0, #0.
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We have to associate the two sets in pairs in all possible ways, and since

however this is carried out we can always arrange the pairs so that the first

set of objects is in the order

2, 1, 0, 0, 0,

we will keep this order fixed and permute the objects of the second set so

as to give all possible sets of pairs.

We find that the possible sets are

:

21, 11, 01, 00, 00,

21, 10, 01, 01, 00,

20, 11, 01, 01, 00,

20, 10, 01, 01, 01,

from which deleting the zero parts we are left with the four partitions

(21, 11, 01),

(21, 10, 01, 01),

(20, 11, 01, 01),

(20, 10, 01, 01, 01)

of the bipartite (33) which appertain to the group

{(21), (I 3
)}-

Before deletion of the zero parts we have all the partitions into exactly

five parts, the bipartite zero being admissible as a part.

In general it is clear that we obtain all the partitions into exactly

'Zir + 'Zx Parts, the bipartite zero being admissible as a part; and after

deletion of the zero parts we obtain the partitions appertaining to the

group, zero not being admissible as a part in a partition.

The Theory of Distributions shews that the number we seek is the

coefficient of the symmetric function

(7^2... 2%)

in the development of the symmetric function product

Xi Xs"' ^St,

and equal to D„
t
D„

a
. . . D%x hXt

h
Xl

... h^

,

or to D
Xi
B

X2
. . . DxwK, K.r -- h$x .

This is a very elegant solution of the problem, for it enables us to

enumerate the partitions in each group by a mere reference to the Tables

which express products of h functions as linear functions of the monomial

symmetric functions of the same weight.
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We at once see that this expression may be algebraically factorized and
be written

(2DwA,-M(2^AXl
A
j& ...).

This is the generalization of the particular factorization met with in the

case of the bipartite (33).

The reader will remark particularly that this factorization is symbolic in

character and must be multiplied out and arranged in the original form

before calculation.

By the above method the following numbers have been calculated :

Number partitioned (11) (21) (31) (22) (41) (32) (51) (42) (33)

Number of partitions 2 4 7 9 12 16 19 29 31

Number partitioned (52) (43) (53) (44) (54) (55)

Number of partitions 47 57 97 109 189 336

These numbers agree with those obtained by expanding the generating

function

1

227. The distribution of 27r + 2% objects into 27r + 2;j£ parcels has

necessarily resulted in our obtaining the whole of the partitions of the

group under view; because the maximum number of parts that such a

partition may have is precisely 2w + 2%.

If 2-7T is by hypothesis <j: 2% we may if we please make a distribution of

27r + s objects into 2tt + s parcels, where s is any number included in the

series 0, 1, 2, ... 2%. The partitions in correspondence are those which

contain 2tt + s or fewer parts. These are enumerated by

A,A2 • A ^xAs • • • ^2t-2X +S»

a number which also denotes the number of ways of distributing objects of

type (TTi-n-a . . . s) into parcels of type (%!%2 . . . 2tt - 2# + s).

From this we learn that the number of partitions of the group

Gr{(p?p?...), (gfgjf...)}

which contain exactly %ir + s parts is given by

A,

A

2
• •A h

Xl
h
Xl

... h^_%x+s - DWlA2
• • A-i h

Xj
h
Xi

... A2?r_2X+s_1 ,

or as it may be written

A,A2
• • \Dshx^hX2 . .

.
h%n-xx+s - A-j^xA*- • • ^Sir-Sx-m-i}-

Ex. gr. Consider the partitions of the bipartite (44) which appertain to

the group {(211), (211)}. Here w, = 1, tt2 = 2, Xl = 1, %3 = 2, 2tt = 2% = 3.

The whole of the partitions are enumerated by

AAA^A^i,
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which from the Tables or otherwise in rapid fashion is found to have the

value twelve.

The twelve partitions are

(22,11,11)1,

(21, 12,11) (

three partS
'

(22,11,10,01)1

(21, 12, 10, 01)

(21, 11, 10,02)

(20, 12, 11,01)

(20, 11. 11, 02)

(22, 10, 10, 01, 01)

(21, 10, 10, 02, 01)

(20, 12, 10, 01, 01)

(20, 11, 10, 02, 01) J

(20, 10, 10, 02, 01, 01) six parts.

If we put s = 2, we find that the partitions containing five or fewer parts

are given by

AA*A=H.
For four or fewer parts we put s = 1 and then

D2D\Khl=1,

while for three parts, and there cannot be fewer, we put s = 0, giving

AAAA = 2.

These numbers are consequently verified.

For the whole of the partitions of the bipartite number (44) we enumerate

the partitions involving at most one part by

D
lhl

= 1

;

at most two parts by
(2£? + A)(2Af + A,) = 13;

at most three parts by

(A + 3AA) (A? + 3AA) = 42

;

at most four parts by

(2AA2 +A2 +AA + A) (2*A»+K + hA + h<) = 74

;

at most five parts by

(AA +AA +AA + 2AA) (A|A, + h3h\ + hX + 2hX) = 95

;

at most six parts by

(AAA +AA + 2AA +A A) (KKK + KK + 2fhh2 + aA) = 105
;

at most seven parts by

(AAA+AA+AA+AA+AA) (MA+AA+MJ+M.+AA) = 108
;
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at most eight parts by

(A+AAA+AA+AA+AA) (^ +MA + A.AJ + AA + A, A,) = 109

;

so that the whole number of partitions is 109 and the enumerations of those

containing exactly 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 parts respectively are given by the

numbers
1, 12, 29, 32, 21, 10, 3, 1.

228. It will be noted that the above expressions break up in every case

into an operator and an operand. This is invariably the case, but the

symmetry between operator and operand is due to the equality of the

numbers which compose the bipart under consideration.

For the bipart (32) the expressions are

D1 hl
= 1,

W\{h\ + h) = 6,

2(A +AA + A)Mi =12,

(AA + 2AA)0! +W =15,

(AA +AA +AA) (/>A + hh) = 16,

wherein the symmetry does not exist.

That the operator can always be separated from the operand can be seen

by studying' the expression

A,A2
D!.hXlhx ,l

... As?r _ 2X+S ;

for if we consider 2,tt + s parts, the two groups

(pT'jjp..., q?q§*...), ifppp— ,
#'?$*' —)>

yield respectively

A,A2 • • A Kfixi ^2f- 2x+«>

A,A2 • •A K'Ki &st - v+«>

which added together become

A,A, • • •A (KK- tar-Sx+* + ^xAs' • • ^-Sx'+s)-

Also the two groups

Oft-'p?'..., ?f*g|
2 ---), (pr>?'"-> ??''#•••),

yield respectively

A,' A,' • • • Au- 2t'+s ^x . ^Xs • • ^2t-2x+* ,

A,'A2
' • • • At-^+S &X l'Ki ^2>r-2x'+S>

which added together become

A,'A,' • • • Av-S.r'-H. OxA* A2*-2x+* + ^xA*' • • ^2ir-2x'+«)-

Combining this result with the former we find for the four groups a sum

of two operators separated from a sum of two h functions ; and evidently the

reasoning is general.
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229. In the next place let us examine the effect of employing the

elementary functions cij, a.,, a 3 , ... instead of the homogeneous product-sums

K, K, K, ....

The distributions enumerated by

A,A2
Dsx

a
Xl
a
Xi
...aln ,

are those «!' objects of type

(ir
1
ira ...tx),

into parcels of type

(^^o.-.S'tt), one object in each parcel,

subject to the restriction that no two similar objects are to be placed in

similar parcels.

The corresponding partitions of the bipartite number (pq) are those which

appertain to the group

{(pT'ft"...). (??'?2*'2 ---)}-

In these partitions the zero bipart (00) is admissible arid no identical

biparts occur. The number of parts in the partitions is %-rr + %%

Taking as an illustration the bipartite number (33) the calculation may
proceed as follows*:

Group
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The complete enumerating expression may be placed in the symbolic form

(Dj^i + D2 al + Dsas) (A«i + Dla2 + Daa3),

and has the value 13.

In general the symbolic form of

tD„
l
D1r,...Dix aXl

a
Xl
...ain

is (ZDWiD^...as„) x (tDzx aXi
a
X2

...).

230. Again the distributions, enumerated by the expression

D„,D„
t
...DsaXi

a
x>

. . . a^-xx+s >

are those of objects of type

(Tr1 '!r2 ...s),

into parcels of type

(X1X2 • • ^7r — ^X + s)> one °bj ect in each parcel,

subject to the restriction that no two similar objects are to be placed in

similar parcels.

The corresponding partitions of the bipartite pq are those which appertain

to the group

and contain exactly %-rr + s parts, the zero bipart 00 not being excluded

as a possible part, and no particular part (including the part 00) occurs

more than once. In the case of the bipartite number (33) the calculation

is as follows:

One Part.
Group

1(3), (3)} S =

{(3), (3)} * = 1

{(3), (21)} s = l

{(21), (3)} s =

{(21), (21)} S =

M. A.
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Three Parts.
Group
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Bearing this in mijid we see that the partitions into different parts, no one

of which is zero, are enumerated in the manner

:

one part, number is 1,

two parts, „ 8 — 1 = 7,

three „ „ 15 — 7 = 8,

four „ „ 9-8 = 1,

five „ „ 1 — 1 = 0,

so that altogether there are 1 + 7+8 + 1 = 17 such partitions.

Otherwise, the matter may be viewed in the following manner.

Denote by Fr (a) the enumerating expression in regard to r parts so that

in the present case

F1(a)=D1 a1 ; F2{a)=^D\a\ ; F3 (a) =D\ (a\ + a,a2+ a,)+AA (a^a, + af)+

D

3 a\ ;

Ft (a) = D\D2 (a\a2 + 2a1 oI) + 2D1Dtc^ag ; Fs (a) = D\D,a\a3 .

The enumerating expressions for the numbers of partitions which involve

1, 2, 3, 4, 5 different parts, the zero part not being admissible as a part, are

Ft (a)-Fx
{a\

FM-F*(a) + FM>
F< (a) - Fs (a) + 2̂ (a) - Ft (a),

^5 (a) - F< (a) + Ft (a) - Ft (a) + F, (a),

respectively ; so that the expression which enumerates the whole of such

partitions is by addition

F^ + Fs^ + Fsia).

In fact we verify in respect of the numbers

1, 8, 15, 9, 1

that the number is 1 + 15 + 1 = 17.

But it is clear also that the expression

F6 (a) - F5 (a) + F4 (a) - F3 (a) + F2 (a) - F1 (a)

is zero. Observe that both Ft (a) and Fc (a) - Ft (a) + Fs (a) - Fa (a) + Fx (a)

are zero.

Hence also adding this expression we find that the required number is

F,(a) + Ft (a).

We thus see in general that if we have obtained the numbers

Fl (a), F,(p), F,(a), Ft (a), etc

18—2
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the partitions into different parts, the zero not admissible, are enumerated by

either of the expressions

F1 (a) + F,(a) + F6 (a) + ... + F».+1 (a) + ...,

F2 (a) + Ft (a) + ... + F„.(a) + ....

The number is in fact exactly half of that which enumerates the par-

titions in which the zero part is admissible.

We can verify this result a priori because every partition without a zero

part has corresponding to it a partition obtained by adding a zero part to it.

The number of them without a zero part must therefore be equal to the

number with a zero part.

Instead of employing the functions h and a we might use functions

derived from the functions h by deleting all partitions which contain num-

bers higher than any given integer. The reader will have no difficulty,

recollecting Section I, in using such functions to obtain further information

concerning the partitions appertaining to any given group.



CHAPTER II

ENUMERATION OF THE PARTITIONS OF TRIPARTITE AND
OTHER MULTIPARTITE NUMBERS

231. In the case of the tripartite number pqr we examine the partitions

appertaining to the group

{(pI'P?---), (??'$*••)> (*?
l 1*...)}-

The partitions involve parts which cannot be less in number than the

greatest of the integers %tt, S%> %P nor greater in number than "Zir + £% + %p.

Here we are concerned with three assemblages of objects of types

(irxTrg...), (%i%2— ). (PiPt---), respectively.

In order to arrive, from these, at assemblages which contain equal numbers

of objects we proceed to the assemblages of types

(7rxW2 ...%H-S/3), (xx^.-Stt + Sp), {p1p2 ...t-rr + tx)

and, reasoning as in the bipartite case, we can assert that the partitions

under examination are equi-numerous with the different sets of %ir + %x + %P
triads of objects that can be formed by taking one object from each assemblage

to form a triad until the objects are exhausted.

In the bipartite case we employed an auxiliary set of letters c^, ol^, a,, ...

and connected therewith the homogeneous product sums \, h2 , hs , ... and the

elementary functions au a2 , as ,.... Here we require two auxiliary sets of

letters a,, a2 , a3 , ... ; /81; /32 , /33 , ... and therewith homogeneous product sums

•h,a, "%<•.> %,«, •••> "l,P> "% £> "»,0> •••

and elementary functions

al,a, 0>2,a> aS,a> •••! al,P> a2,0> aS,0> ••

associated with the sets of letters respectively.

Partitions in brackets ( )«, ( )p will refer to the sets respectively.
.

Section I shews that from the relations

A2,a = (2)tt + (1
2
)«, A2>P = (2)^ + (1

2

V,

A*. = (3)a + (21), + (1% h3)fi
= (3), + (21), + (l3

)^;
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we define other functions in the manner

A3,., = (3), A,,. + (21), A^,. A,,. + (1'), A?,.,

A4,.B = We ^,. + (31), A3,. \ a + {2% h% a + (21=), A*,.K a + (1<)„ A},.,

V* = 2 (#'#*•••)* **..*£,.-•

It will be gathered from Sections I and II that the right-hand sides of

these relations are such that in them the symbols a, /3 may be interchanged.

Therefore we may also write

A],., =(l)aAl,0,

A
2> .0 = (2)a A,

i/3
+ (P).A?,„,

A^-fl = (3). A3,, + (21). A,,, A,,, + (l3
). A?,,,

A4,., = (4). A4i , + (31). As,, A,,, + (2% Af,„ + (2P). A,,, A?,, + (1*). A},„

V*= 2 or#* • • • )• a;;,0 a;; , . . .

.

We now form the product

Apj,.,

A

P2>11, ... As„.+2Xi „,

and develop it by means of the relations above written until it is entirely

composed of terms of the form

K{ ).( )„

where AT is a numerical coefficient.

Amongst these terms will be one

C fair* . . . %X + 2/>)° (Xl%2. • • S?T + 2/)),.

That being so, the Theory of Distributions of Section I asserts that the

different sets of triads and therefore also the partitions under examination

are enumerated by the number C.

Let DTO,., -Dm,p he obliterating operators in respect of symmetric functions

of the sets of letters a, /3 respectively.

Then writing

Ap„ ., A„2;
„,... ASlr+Sx ,

a, = ... + C (7r1 7r2 ...S%-t-2p).(xiX2--.S7r + %p),+ ...,

we see from the known properties of the operators that

D*u a D„u .... Dsx+ 2p,. A(„ -^Xj. ^ • • • -^2"+2p,0 Ap,, ., Ap
2> ., . . .

A2^+2x|a, = (7.

This is the analytical solution of the problem.

It must be noted that in this result the symbols tt,x> P may De permuted

in any manner so that there are six (in general n !) forms of solution. This
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multiplicity of solution supplies an important means for the verification of

results. *

We proceed to consider the evaluation of the expression.

We must find out how to operate upon

with D,
t
* and D,

ifl .

Since hPiap = % (p?>pp...)«k*p\, li hZl ls ...,

DPv«hP,*e = {2 (p?-1p?...\hp>Jhll,i ...} hPuP = V/^-PL.-.e-

HeilCe A,« K.aB = Kp Am_,.p,

Again since hPtafs = % (#>#..

.

.), h*p\,a *£,. ...,

A„ p hp<aP = {2 (K'^JPf • • • )/3 **,r« *£, «
• •} K, • =V « V-p..«0 •

Hence A,/i ^..p = h,ta h^,iap.

These important relations are a direct consequence of the law

Ay(PW •
• -Pp ») = (iW --P^~

l)
Before exhibiting particular examples it will be useful to further consider

the operations of A,«, A,/j upon a product

Referring back to Art. 29 of Section I it will be seen that A, a must

operate upon such a product in a manner which depends upon the com-

positions of the number s. Thus suppose that we have to operate with A,«
upon

Wl,aP "^a/S "4,a0-

The compositions of 3 are 3, 21, 12, 111. The parts of these compositions

must be associated with the product in the ways following

:

"1,0/3 "2,«0 "-i.aP, >h,ciP ^2,0/3 ",4
>
o^> ^l.aP lh,a.p "-4,(1/3) "l,a/3 «2,a/3 «-4,a0j

3 2 112 1 2

™1,*P ™2,*P "'iiafit "l,«0 "2,a/3 "^.a/S

12 111
and then A, a Ai, «£ ^2, op ^4, ap

= hljap h2,
ap (A,a A4)0lp) + lh,a.£ (A,a "2,a/j) (A,a ^l.ap) + (A,a ftl.ap) (A,« ^.a/j) ft

4i<,p

-t- (A,a ^i.a/s) A2
,
a (A,« A4>ap) + Ai,a0 (A,a ^2,a^) (A,a A

4i ap)

+ (A, a A1>ap) (A,o A2,a/s) (A,o ^4,a^),

= ^1)O A2)ttp A3) /^a/3 + Al.ap A2j p A^p ft3|ap + %,£ rt^p fl^ap

+ A
1( ^2,0^ A2i p A2jO + ^l,a/3 ^1,0 ™1,O0 "2,? ^2,a0 + #1,0 fl^p A1>a rt

1|(3
rt

3l a0>

= (^3,0 + ^1,0 A2j p) ^i(0p Jl^, a/3 + k
lt fi

A
2i/3 A^a/S

+ (^1,0 + Ai
(
p A2,/3) K,*P K,aP + hh P K,fi A4| a0.
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If, instead, we are operating with A,b we have merely to interchange

a and /3 in the result just reached, such interchange of course leaving Am) „B

unaltered.

In this way the operators gradually reduce the product until it is a

function of functions AS|a , As>s only. These functions are then similarly dealt

with according to the laws

Us. a ""ffl. o — «m—s. A a A™, a = A„

and as above through the compositions of s upon a product of functions,

232. We will now take as an example the tripartite number (322).

We have

Group

1(3), (2), (2)]

{(3), (2), (!•)}

7Ti 7T 2 2ff Xl 2X Pi SPOil

{(3), (n (2)}

{(3), (P), (P)}

{(21), (2), (2)}

{(21), (2), (P)J

1(21), (n (2)}

{(21), (P), (P)}

{(l 3
), (2), (2))

{(I s
), (2), (I 2

))

{(P), (P), (2)j

{(I 3
), (I 2

). (I 2

)}

1

10 11
10 12

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

1

1

2

2

1

1

2

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

Number of Partitions

A, a A, a A,B A,B A] >0S %,«s,

A,.A
A,«A

A,«A

A2

,.A
A,«A
A,.A
A, a A
A,. A.

A.

.A
«A
.A
aA
a A
«A
„A
aA
A

D2 A
A,«A,«A

SA

aA
bA
aA
*>A,

.A
0A

3A
aA
bA

Af2,«B
\

8 «2, aB A3,

B "l,o8 «3,

B Ai.aB %
8 ft2,afl A

bK,o.b h,

8 h2l nS <H,

8 ftl,aB %

;
= 9,

aB,

aB}

a8 J

a8 =19.

It must be noted that the bracketed expressions have necessarily the

same value. Inspection of the corresponding groups proves this. It is

otherwise evident because from the theory of symmetric function symmetry

the expression

A.. aA„ a. • Ax+Sp,a Am/3 Afo0 '" ^2ir+2p,B "'m.afi /'
Pl,, a8 ... Asjr+s^g

admits of all permutations of the symbols ir, %, p.

The calculation is given for the case of the group {(3), (P), (P)}:

A, a A, a A, B A, B "<2 ,
„fl A3| aB

= A,a A,o A,B {A2,o8 A 3) „ + J\ahli a.h2,aB + A]jaa A]_ a A]|(1a A2,a),

= A,a A, a A,B {(A3, a + A2, a\ a) A2|(18 + K^K^K^b],
= A,« A,« {(A3,„ + A2ia Ai ia)/^ a + A2ja A,

i(1
A?

i(1 }>

= X/
3) a -L^a (Ai, a ™2,a "T "2, a "'l.o ~i~ ^2, a *^l,aj,

= A, a (A|>a + Aj,. Aa>a + 2A
2i<1

A2

>0 + AJ,„ + A?,. + 3A2>a A
2

,*),

= 9,
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for the final ope^ition by Bi>a consists merely in adding the numerical

coefficients.

The nine partitions that have been enumerated are found to be

(311, Oil)

(311, 010, 001)

(310, 011, 001)

.(301, 011, 010)

/(300, 011, 011)

j

(310, 010, 001, 001)

(301, 010, 010, 001)

<300, 011, 010, 001)

(300, 010, 010, 001, 001).

Similarly the reader may ascertain by calculation that the number of

partitions appertaining to the group {(l 3
), (l 2

), (l 2
)} is nineteen and verify

that this is the correct number.

It is not possible to split up the complete enumerating expression for the

whole of the partitions into a symbolic product. Such expression is a special

feature of the bipartite theory.

233. We now deal with the partitions into a definite number of parts.

This number cannot be less than the greatest of the integers £71-, 2%, 2p, and

may be as large as %ir + 2% + 2/>.

Previous reasoning shews us that for partitions into %ir 4- s or fewer parts,

where
< s <t 2% + %p,

we have to deal with three assemblages of objects of types

(7^77-2... s), (xiX2-.-S7t-2% + s), (p lp2 ...t-rr-'2P +s),

where s can only have such values as make

27T — %x + s and ^7r — 2/o + s

non-negative integers.

We have to consider the number of ways of forming 2tt + s triads of

objects by taking one object from each assemblage to form a triad. The

Theory of Distributions tells us that this number is

Ar„ci Ar,,,a '• -^»,« -0X „/3 -DXa ,j3
••• D^-tx+S^Kl.^Ki,^ ' •

' ^2ir-2p+s,a/3.



Group

3), (l a

), (1=)}
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The substitution of the symbol a for h ensures that in the distributions

considered no two triads of objects can be identical; this in turn ensures

that no two parts of the corresponding partitions can be identical.

Previous reasoning shews that the number of these special partitions,

which appertain to the group

KiJf'if*...)> (5f'8S*— ). 0?'1*...)}>

1S A,,* A,,,a • A?X+2p,« • Al.0 DXu f> • Asir+2/>,<3 aft ,ap aPl,afi

To evaluate this expression we note that

-t-'s, a Q>m, a/3
=

Q-S, /3 Q"m—8, a0 >

L'S, /3
am, «0 = as, a &m—s, a0

;

results that enable us to reduce the operand to a function of the functions

A,« and A,/3 then merely operate through the partition of s which is

composed wholly of units.

Ex. gr. A,« a^ a
2> „ as>a a4i

„ = A,« (!)«« (12
)« (P)« (!%

=
. (l)a (1»). (P)* + • (1). (1% (l s

)» + • (1
2
)« (I 2

). (1% + (1). (1). (I2
)* (1%

— &i
t
a a%

f
a di

s
a + Qj^ a CL^ a + G^j, a G^ a + Gt^ a G&2, a ^3, a >

the parts 1, 1, 1 of the partition (111) of the number 3 (the subscript of A,«)

being picked out in all possible ways from the factors of the operand.

In the partitions which are enumerated by the expression above written

it must be carefully noted that the bipartite zero 000 can only occur once as

a part.

Take again the particular case of the tripartite number (322).

Group
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In each group the number of parts in the partitions is 'tir + 2% + tp-

Thus in the case of the group {(3), (2), (2)} the partitions have three

parts. The number of them is found by calculation to be four. They are

(320, 002, 000),

(302, 020, 000),

(300, 022, 000),

(300, 020, 002).

On the other hand for the group {(l 3
), (l 2

), (l 2
)} the partitions would have

seven parts, but calculation shews that none exist.

235. The subject is better elucidated by considering, for each group, the

partitions which have a given definite number of parts.

Following the path of the bipartite case we find that the partitions into

Xtt + s parts are given by the expression

and the scheme for a group is as follows

:

Group s No. of Parts No. of Partitions Evaluation

{(3), (2), (2)}
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Thus
m Qi = Pi,

^2 = "j — Pt)

Q^P-P. + P,

and ei +Q2 +Q3 +...=P1 + P3 + P5 + ...=P2 + P4 + P6 +....

In the above example Qx
= 1,

Q.= 3,

Qs
= 0,

Q1 + Q2 = 4 = P1 + P3 = P2 + P4 =i(P1 + P2 + P3 + P4).

In general SQ = £^P.

Take as another example the group {(l 3
), (l 2

), (l 2
)}.

Group s No. of Parts No. of Partitions Evaluation

{(1»), (l2
), (l 2

)] 3 D^P^A.eowVe 1

1 4 D^D^Dlpal^ 4

2 5 P3ia P2|
„P2^P3^a2i

^a
3>^ 4

3 6 D| a Z>2 ,PA,? GVpa.i,a/3 1

Here P3
= l, P4 = 4, P5 = 4, P6 =l,

0,-1, & = 3, Q,= l.

The partitions enumerated by Q3 , Q4 and Q5
are

(111, 110, 101),

(111, 110, 100, 001), (111, 101, 100, 010), (110, 101, 011, 100),

(110, 101, 100,010,001).

236. The theory in respect of multipartite numbers in general is now-

clear. We add to the foregoing defining relations further sets. The first

one is

^1,«0Y
= (1)y"i,»p>

fh,aPy = (2)y^,«0 + (l 2

)y ^,,,0,

Kapy = (3)v h3<aP + (21)Y h%afi h^p + (1% h3
uaP ,

hp,
apy = S (P?P£' -)y K\,^ KUt* •

and we note that in these relations the symbols a, /3, 7 may be permuted in

any manner.

Also as before Pg ,
a hm^y = h

St py A^^y,

-LS8,
ft ^m, a/3y

==
™s, ay Mm—8, a0Y ,

l-'8,y"'m,a.Py = "», "0 H"m—8,a.Py
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We add further sets

and observe the formulas of operation

-L^S, a "m, O0y ... 1/
~ ™R, 0y ... f "m—fi, O0y ... e,

etc.

We have then for the group

{QW • • • ). (#' ?S« ••).• • (4 4' )

J

of the multipartite number pq...z, partitions enumerated by

Dn„aD*
2,a--- ^2x+... +2f,« "^Xi.P -^Xs.P ' • • Aiir+2p+... • • ^£„a0Y ... ^.aJSy ... •• Asir+...+3i|-

The enumeration of the partitions with a definite number of parts

follows in the general case the procedure that has been set out at length

for bipartite and tripartite numbers.

237. The functions /v»0> ^m,^Y> ...

which present themselves in the investigation possess some elegant properties,

The relations &,,„£ = (l)p A1>a ,

/* 2
,
ae = (2)„A2|a +(l 2

)«^,«>

etc.

are such that the series

1 +^l,a/3 +/ij,aj3 + ...

can be broken up into factors of the form

i + ft K« + ft K« + ft K* + >
where ft, ft, ft, ... is the set of numerical quantities of which the partitions

in brackets ( )p are symmetric functions. In fact introducing an arbitrary

quantity /u. we may write

1 + fj.hhalp + \J?h^ a» + (jfh^a/s + ...

= (1 + yuftV + ^2ftA2,a + M8
ft^,« + ...)

x (1 + /x/32 A,,. + M
2
ft A2

,
a + /*»ft A3

,
a + . . .) ( ) . . .

.

Take logarithms of both sides, expand and equate coefficients of like

powers of /x and we obtain the relations

AU-2*v*=<2),(Ai,.-2^.).

A?, a/S - 3A2,
a(! A,,., + 3/v? = (3)* (Af.. - 3A2

,
a A,,. + 3AM ),
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relations which may be written

:

AJ,.,, - 2A2)ajS = - (hi, - 2AM ) (A?, - 2A2>a),

h-lafi - 3A
2| „P Alja/i + 3A3>0p = + (A^p - 3A

2)f! Ax, 3 + 3A3|3) (A?, tt
- 3A

2| „ A1>a + 3A3>a),

etc.,

the signs on the dexter being alternately positive and negative and the

coefficients in the factors following the law which appears when the sums of

the powers of a set of numerical quantities are expressed in terms of the

elementary symmetric functions.

Similarly hly „pY
= A

1> y h1<ap,

A
1( a3y — 2A

2i „0y = — (AIiY
— 2«2)T) (Aljap — zh^ap),

A1>a0Y
—

""2, a0Y "1, «0y + 3/l
3] „3Y

= + (Ky - 3A2, Y ^i,Y + 3A
3iY) (AJ>bP - S^ag Alja^ + 3A

3i<1/3 ),

etc.

and similarly also for the functions Am>ap7S , Am]0pYse> —
Combining results we find that

A^a/Jy...!* = «'lj0 rtlj p ^y ... "i jV ,

hUy... v - 2A2,
a3Y..., = (-)"+' (^,« - 2K,a)(hU - 2A2^)(Af,Y - 2A

2iV) ... (A?,, - 2A2„),

= (A|, a - 3A
Zi « A,,. + 3AM) (A?ifi

- 3A
2| „ A1>p + 3AM) . . . (A',, - 3A

2|
, A,,, + 3A,,,,),

etc.,

the signs being alternately positive and (-) v+1
-

Partitions into dissimilar parts are treated by the function

and in the above formulae for computation it is merely necessary to substitute

the symbol a for the symbol A.
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Products of Homogeneous Product Sums in terms of Monomial

Symmetric Functions.

(1)

K

(2) (1*)

1

1
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Products of Elementary Symmetric Functions in terms of Monomial

Symmetric Functions.

(l) (2) (1*)

I
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Monomial Symmetric Functions in terms of Products of Elementary

Symmetric Functions.

<h a. a„a, a?

(1) 1 (2)

(I 2
)

2

1
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Symmetrical Tables of Binomial Coefficients. (0*) = (

(0) (0
2
)

(0)2

(0=)

]
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Enumeration of Compositions of Multipartite Numbers.

No. 1 part

i l~T

Total

1

No.

4

31

22

2~IT

Till

No. I

2

II

parts Total

1
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Tables of the values of apqr„. and hpqr„, . (N.B. v ...
= a..,rqp ; hpqr „, = h„rqp .)

(2) (I2
) (3) (21) (P)

an or A2

a
2 or hi*

1
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1 1

1

Examples of Symmetric Tables associated with every Partition

of every Number.

Weight 3. Partition (21).

(3) (21) (21) (2)(1)

(21) r i
j

(3)

(2)(1) 1 1 (21)

Weight 4. Partition (21 2
).

(4) (31) 2(22)(212
)

(4)

(31)

2(22
)

(21"-)

fN oq (M CM

(21 2
)

(21) (1)

(2) (l 2
)

(2) (l)2
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Weight 6. Partition (21 4
).
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Weight 6. Partition (2
2P).

(6) (51) (42) (32
) (412)(321)3(23

)(2
2
1
2
)

(2212)
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Weight 6. Partition (3P).

(6) (51) 2 (3
2
) (42) (41 2

) (321) (313
)

(313)
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(6)
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